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To my family

"1 don' t know what you mean by 'glory,'

" Alice said.

Humpty Dumpty smiled contemptuously.
"Of course you don'tntill
I meant 'there's a nice knock-down argument for you!' "
"But 'glory' doesn't mean 'a nice knock-down

argument,'

"Alice

"When I use a word," Humpty Dumpty said, in rather a scornful
means just what I choose it to meannneither
more nor less."
"The question is," said Alice,
different things."
"The
all."

question

is,"

"whether

said Humpty

I tell you.

objected.
tone,

"it

you can make words mean so many

Dumpty,

"which

is to be master--that's

Lewis Carroll
Alice's Adventures

in Wonderland
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Abstract

A long-term goal of natural language processing is to provide users with an
environment in which interaction with computers is as easy as interaction with human
beings. In particular, the philosophy behind the design of natural language interfaces is to
permit the user the full power and ease of her usual forms of expression to accomplish a
task. At odds with this philosophy is the computational barrier created by natural
language's inherent ambiguity; as the size of the permissible grammar increases, system
performance decreases. Thus, current natural language interfaces tend to fail along two
dimensions: first, they fail philosophically by limiting the user to an arbitrary subset of
her natural forms of expression. Second, they fail theoretically by being non-extendible
in any practical sense.
The research presented advances a new, altemative approach to interface design based
on a model of language acquisition through automatic adaptation. The model depends on
a key observation about frequent user behavior: although individual users differ
significantly in their preferred linguistic expression, each frequent user is quite consistent
in her usage over time. This self-bounded aspect of user behavior is demonstrated
empirically in an initial set of experiments using a simulated system and a later set of
experiments using an implementation of the model.
The regularity in each frequent user's linguistic behavior is exploited in the design of a
general mechanism to learn idiosyncratic grammars. The mechanism explains perceived
errors in the input utterance as deviations with respect to the system's current grammar.
The explanation is then transformed into new grammatical components that are capable
of recognizing the general structure of the deviation in future interactions. Thus, in
contrast to most existing interfaces, the adaptive interface is self-extending and allows
the user to employ her own natural language for accomplishing tasks.
The usefulness and robustness of adaptation is demonstrated by the implementation of
the model in a working interface. The interface has been evaluated both on the data from
the original simulations and in onAine interactions with real users. The results of the
evaluation clearly show adaptation's effectiveness; the implementation was able to
capture both the regularity and the idiosyncracy in the natural grammars of eight users.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
A long-term goal of natural language processing is to provide users with an
environment in which interaction with computers is as easy as interaction with human
beings. In particular, the philosophy behind the design of natural language interfaces is to
permit the user the full power and ease of her usual forms of expression to accomplish a
task. At odds with this philosophy is the computational barrier created by natural
language's inherent ambiguity; as the size of the permissible grammar increases, system
performance decreases. Thus, current natural language interfaces tend to fail along two
dimensions: first, they fail philosophically by limiting the user to an arbitrary subset of
her natural forms of expression. Second, they fail theoretically by being non-extendible
in any practical sense.
The research presented in this dissertation advances a new, alternative approach to
interface design based on a model of language acquisition through automatic adaptation.
The model depends on a key observation about frequent user behavior: although
individual users differ significantly in their preferred linguistic expression, each frequent
user is quite consistent in her usage over time. This self-bounded aspect of user behavior
is demonstrated empirically in an initial set of experiments using a simulated system and
a later set of experiments using an implementation of the model.
The regularity in each frequent user's linguistic behavior is exploited in the design of a
general mechanism to learn idiosyncratic grammars. The mechanism explains perceived
errors in the input utterance as deviations with respect to the system's current grammar.
The explanation is then transformed into new grammatical components that are capable
of recognizing the general structure of the deviation in future interactions. Thus, in
contrast to most existing interfaces, the adaptive interface is self-extending and allows
the user to employ her own natural language for accomplishing tasks.
The usefulness and robustness of adaptation is demonstrated by the implementation of
the model in a working interface. The interface has been evaluated both on the data from
the original simulations and in on-line interactions with real users. The results of the
evaluation clearly show adaptation's effectiveness; the implementation was able to
capture both the regularity and the idiosyncracy in the natural grammars of eight users.
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1.1. The Uses of Regularity in Language Understanding
It is common to view natural language understanding as a search problem in a space of
partially instantiated
meaning structures.
Search is necessary
because of the local
ambiguity

of language;

in general,

the greater the linguistic

coverage

of the system, the

more ambiguity there will be in the grammar, and the less computationally
effective will
be a "naive"
strategy such as exhaustive search. This is true regardless of whether the
target meaning structures represent a semantic or syntactic analysis of the utterance, since
sufficiently complex grammars tend to engender both kinds of ambiguity.
Research in
natural

language

processing

combinations of syntactic
must be examined.
Regularity

has concentrated,

therefore,

and semantic knowledge

is the feature

on ways

to constrain

of syntax and semantics

to exploit

various

the size of the space that

that gives them the power

to limit

search. Through common use we have defined both what particular words can mean and
how they can combine. Because these definitions holds across uses, we can factor them
out and treat them as a source of predictions. 1
explicitly,
as the system's
expectations
of what
Expectations

Predictions
appear, implicitly or
it will encounter
in the future.

may be strong, as when a partial interpretation

dictates an event, or weak, as

when a partial interpretation
suggests an event whose later occurrence
is taken as
confirming evidence for the interpretation.
Strong or weak, expectations serve a uniform
purpose; they act as an heuristic

method for focusing search.

There is another source of regularity, however: one which can be found in the consistent
use of a particular subset of syntax and semantics over time. Such a set of restrictions on
form and reference

is usually

defined

as style.

Given this defmkion,

we can say that

every fixed grammar we devise necessarily recognizes language used in a particular style
(although not necessarily a style that conforms to the usage of any individual). Thus, in a
trivial sense,
understanding
described

every system
only a subset

by the underlying

The question is whether
requires that we examine
their predictive roles.
Left implick,

already uses style to constrain
search by virtue of
of natural language. When the syntax and semantics

grammar

are fixed, the style embodied

in a parser is implicit.

there are gains to be had from explicating style. The answer
how syntax and semantics, as static sources of regularity, fail in

the style embodied

by a parser is a constant.

The system's

usefulness

1Naturallanguage systems tend to get into trouble exactly when an assumed regularity is not manifested
by the user, for example, an assumption of adherence to strict grammaticality in interactive dialogue is
more of a hindrance than a help. Nevertheless, the principle holds: we can extend the system's grammar to
include those extragrammatical and ungrammatical constructs it is likely to encounter. By "compiling in"
a source of regularity we get additional power to constrain search [14, 21].
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under these conditions presupposes some attempt at a complete analysis of the linguistic
phenomena associated with a given task. Although it is a goal of natural language
systems to allow discussion of the domain in a variety of ways, when the number of
permissible forms of reference grows, ambiguity generally grows as weU. The lack of
practical extendibility seen in most natural language systems results from this unfortunate
fact. The nature of language is such that a complete analysis, even if possible, is hardly
useful; if we try to anticipate all the linguistic forms the system might encounter and all
the word meanings and inferences that might be intended, we will formalize enough of
English to make the effects of ambiguity computationally intolerable.
The historical solution to this dilemma is to choose small enough domains and specific
enough tasks such that a style can be fixed that has the elusive property of being both
computationally tractable and "user-friendly." Yet a fixed style results in two kinds of
mismatch between the language expected (the system's language) and the language
encountered (the user's language): utterances the system can understand but that the user
will never employ, and utterances that the user employs but that the system cannot
understand. Because of these mismatches, tractability extracts a price: search is wasted
both in allowing for utterances the system will never encounter and in trying to resolve
utterances the system was not designed to interpret. In other words, as long as the
predictions embodied in the grammar are static, the power of the systemmits ability to
constrain searchmis fixed as well.
The problems intrinsic to restricting style seem to stem from the assumption that a
single parser must be able to understand every user. If we discard this assumption, we can
take advantage of the possibility that individuals do not always use all of language. In
repetitive tasks_going to the store, eating at a restaurant--we are accustomed to finding
repetitive behavior--scripts and plans [51]. It is a premise of this thesis that stylization
need not apply only to action, but may apply to language as weU, especially where the
principal method for accomplishing a task is linguistic. We argue further that under
appropriate circumstances people are both idiosyncratic and self-bounded in their
language use; they naturally restrict their forms of expression to the preferred subset of
language that they used to accomplish the task in the past.
If people are self-bounded in their language use, then a system that can learn those
bounds incorporates regularity over time as an additional source of predictions. Such a
system need not define all meaningful forms of expression a priori; it need only learn the
particular forms preferred by a given user over time. We call the gradual augmentation of
a kernel grammar to include the user's preferred forms of expression adaptive parsing. In
essence, the purpose of adaptive parsing is to learn a user's idiosyncratic style.
The basic challenges in constructing an adaptive parser are similar to those involved in
the design of any learning system. How do we decide when to learn? How do we decide
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what to learn? What learning method will bring the new knowledge to bear during search
only when that knowledge is appropriate? The model of adaptation presented in the next
chapter answers these questions in the context of language acquisition in a goal-oriented,
interactive environment. The model demonstrates how an expectation-driven parser can
learn by noticing violated expectations, explaining them as deviations with respect to a
current grammar, and then deriving new grammatical components based on the
explanations. The system is able to learn an idiosyncratic style because it judges the
grammaticality of an utterance in relation to a history of interactions with a particular
user, rather than by any absolute measure.
An adaptive parser need not suffer from the problems described above for non-adaptive
parsers. The process of adapting a grammar to reflect the language of an individual user
directly addresses the issue of extendability; from some initial body of knowledge, the
system increases its linguistic coverage in response to a particular set of experiences. If
our goal were to understand every user with a single system, the limit on extendability
would be the union of all idiosyncratic grammars and the ambiguity inherent in such a
language description would place the goal computationally out of reach. In adaptive
parsing, however, we are concerned with only one idiosyncratic grammar at a time. The
crucial observation is that the user's self-bounded behavior places a natural limit on the
degree of extendability required of the system and, therefore, the amount of ambiguity
that must be tolerated during search.
Adaptation to a self-bounded grammar addresses the mismatch problem as well. As
long as the user's preferred forms of expression are represented in an initial, minimally
ambiguous grammar, or their representation is derivable from it through adaptation,
mismatch is controlled because the system reflects only those inefficiences actually
embodied in the ambiguity of the particular linguistic style. Tractability cannot be
guaranteed absolutely--it is a function of the amount of stable ambiguity in the
individual's idiosyncratic grammar. Still, by relying on the self-bounded behavior of the
user, we trade the current impossibility of understanding every individual effectively for
the likelihood of understanding any individual well.

1.2. The Frequent

User Problem

Although much can be gained by considering style as a source of regularity, there are
clearly language understanding tasks that remain intractable despite this additional
power. Ernest Hemmingway and Herman Melville certainly differ in style, and although
distinct parsers could take advantage of that fact, it is the need to encode and reason with
a large amount of world knowledge that causes most of the computational difficulties in
understanding narrative texts. Thus, in order to demonstrate the power of style, we have
focused on the class of constrained, task-oriented, natural language understanding
situations that involve interaction with a user of a software system.
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research

justification

in designing

natural

language

interfaces

from the need to support an increasing

seems to derive much of its

number of naive users. The interests

of these users lie solely in the semantics of the application domain with which they
interact. They may have only the vaguest model of how software systems are organized
and it may not be cost-effective

to improve that model (see, for example,

[34]). For these

users, command languages often seem arbitrary and non-intuitive;
depending upon the
user's level of experience and the complexity of the interface, the technology intended to
increase productivity

often becomes

the new bottleneck.

The existence of a system-supplied
command language requires that the user learn both
the system's task model and a communication,
or command language, model. The burden
is on the user to express her intent completely and unambiguously
within
available. In theory, by allowing the user to interact via an English language
the need for a separate communication

model disappears,

the forms
front-end,

moving the burden of clarifying

intent into the natural language interpreter. However, even natural language
fall short of immediate utility by naive users; no existing interface permits

interfaces
all of the

complexities
of full natural language, including the full range of potentially
relevant
vocabulary, non-standard turns of phrase, and extra-grammatical
utterances [9]. Thus, a
user must learn the extent and limitations of an interface, mostly by trial and error,
reintroducing the need to master communication
as well as the underlying task.
Shneiderman

[55] has divided potential

users of natural

language

interfaces

along two

axes:degree of semantic (application)
knowledge and degree of syntactic(formal
language) knowledge. He has argued that as a method of interaction, natural language
interfaces

are appropriate

knowledge

of a problem

only for "infrequent
domain

novice

users"

yet are not knowledgeable

who have
in the query

"semantic
language

syntax."
The "frequent professional user," he states, "with rich syntactic and semantic
knowledge would probably prefer the precise concise query facility." It is clear from this
characterization
that Shneiderman equates formal language sophistication with frequency
of use. His view ignores the fact that frequency of use is dictated by the task and need not
by correlated
be approached

with formal language experience;
by a user who is syntactically

We agree with Shneiderman

a task requiring

frequent interactions

may

unsophisticated.

that the infrequent

novice user is best served by a flexible

natural language interface. With sporadic interactions, her model of how to use the
system remains relatively constant and uninformed. We differ from Shneiderman's
view,
however, in distinguishing between the sophisticated frequent user and the naive frequent
user. For the former, the time and energy required to learn a complex, system-supplied
command

language may not be prohibitive,

while for the latter, it often is.

If a natural language interface best serves the naive user, an adaptive natural language
interface best serves the naive frequent user. Through regular interaction the frequent
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user's methods become stylized and her model of how to accomplish the task grows in
particular ways. This stylization is exactly what an adaptive parser comes to reflect, at the
very least increasing the efficiency of the frequent user's interactions over those of the
infrequent user. As the naive frequent user becomes increasingly expert in her
interactions, however, she may also want the convenience and speed of the command
language available to the sophisticated frequent user [38] [24] [48]. The same process of
adaptation that allows non-standard turns of phrase and ungrammatical constructions also
permits the user to develop a concise and idiosyncratic command language as part of its
natural function. Although we cannot guarantee that an idiosyncratic command language
will be as efficient as a system-supplied one, there is also no guarantee that the user's
experience has rendered an arbitrary system designer's choices more intuitive. In
addition, a user who must interact frequently with a number of different application
programs will rarely fred any common philosophy in their interface designs. Even after
reaching "expert" status she will be forced to keep a multitude of conventions in mind
(or manuals in her pocket) if she is to take advantage of the conciseness and execution
speed of simpler command parsers. In theory, a single adaptive interface to a variety of
application programs solves this problem as weU.
In the scenario of the naive frequent user, adaptation serves to develop the parser in the
same directions the user is developing. Learning an idiosyncratic command language can
be recast as learning a particular interface user's style. Under appropriate conditions the
benefits of such a system include better performance over time and a smooth transition
for the user from naive to expert status.
1.3. Contributions

of the Dissertation

The thesis of this dissertation is that adaptive parsing is a desirable and expedient aspect
of natural language interface design when users act in a linguistically idiosyncratic and
self-bounded manner. Adaptation reflects the idea that regularity over time introduces
compensatory search constraint for individual linguistic freedom. In other words, a
grammar extended in response to a user's idiosyncratic language is naturally bounded in
its growth by the user's reliance on forms that have been effective in the past.
Support for this thesis is established by three main results:
• Idiosyncratic, self-bounded linguistic behavior under conditions of frequent
use. We demonstrate that with frequent interactions a user limits herself to a
restricted subset of forms that is significantly smaller than the full subset of
natural language appropriate to the task, and quite different from the
restricted subsets chosen by others.
• Adaptive parsing, in theory. We present a model of adaptive language
acquisition capable of learning different idiosyncratic grammars with a
single, general mechanism.

_u_on
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• Adaptive parsing,
in practice.
We examine
in detail a computational
realization of the model as a system able to perform effectively in the
presence of spontaneous user input.

1.4. Reader's

Guide

This section gives a brief synopsis of each of the remaining chapters in the thesis for the
convenience
of readers with particular interests. A basic understanding
of adaptive
parsing can be acquired from Chapters 1 through 3 and Chapters 9 through 11. The
remaining material (Chapters 4 through 8) describes an implemented adaptive interface at
a level of technical detail that is likely to be beyond the interests of the casual reader. A
more cursory understanding
of the implementation
can be acquired, however, by reading
the introductory sections of each of those chapters as well as Sections 4.1 and 8.7.
Chapter
deviation,

2 describes
recovery,

our model

of adaptive

and least-deviant-first

parsing

search.

and introduces

The chapter

such notions

also states

clearly

as
the

assumptions underlying the model and poses a number of testable hypotheses to justify
the assumptions. In the f'mal sections of Chapter 2, we discuss alternative approaches to
adaptation and prior research in language acquisition.
Chapter 3 discusses
a simulated

a set of hidden-operator

adaptive

interface

experiments

in which users interacted

based on the model described

with

in Chapter 2. The results of

the experiments
support the behavioral
assumptions
of self-bounded,
idiosyncratic
language use under conditions of frequent interaction.
In addition, the experiments
provided a large set of spontaneously
generated utterances, a small subset of which
helped guide the subsequent
experiments
Chapter

design of a working

was used in the evaluation
4 begins

the discussion

of that interface,

of CHAMP,

working adaptive interface. This chapter presents
examines its knowledge representations
in detail.
Chapter

5 introduces

the bottom-up

reader with the basic parsing
with error detection,
presents an extremely
Chapter

6 extends

parser.

mechanism

7 examines

All data collected

as described

an implementation
the overall

The chapter

in Chapter 9.
of the model

to familiarize

the complexities

error recovery, and adaptation. The final section
detailed example of parsing grammatical input.
the basic parsing

algorithms

the portion

to include

parser described

of the interface

from the

design of the system

is designed

before introducing

recovery. The extensions turn the bottom-up
a least-deviant-first
bottom-up parser.
Chapter

interface.

and

the

associated

of the chapter

error detection
in the previous

responsible

as a

and error
chapter into

for resolving

multiple

8

Chapter i

interpretations

of an utterance.

domain databases
Chapter

8

in providing

describes

In particular,
additional

CHAMP's

we examine

constraint

method

the role of the user and of the

for the understanding

of adaptation

and

process.

generalization.

We

demonstrate how the explanations produced by error recovery and verified by resolution
are transformed into the new grammatical components that recognize formerly deviant
input directly
parser described

in future

interactions.

Adaptation

turns the least-deviant-first

in Chapters 6 and 7 into the full adaptive parser found in CHAMP.

Chapter 9 evaluates
the implementation

CHAMP in two ways. First, we examine how the performance
of
compares
to the performance
displayed
by the experimental

simulation of the model for the same data. Second, we validate
on-line experiments with two new users.
Chapter

bottom-up

10 discusses

general

issues

in adaptive

interface

in learning

our preliminary

design,

problems and tradeoffs
interactions.

that seem to be inherent

language

Chapter 11 concludes
for future work.

with a review of the main results of the research

resuks in

outlining

some

from real user

and directions

System Behavior in an Adaptive Environment
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Chapter 2
System Behavior in an Adaptive Environment
The goal of an adaptive parser is to acquire an idiosyncratic
grammar with minimal
ambiguity and maximal coverage through repeated experience with a user. To attain this
goal a system must have both a method for expanding the search space in the presence of
an unparsable
input and a method for augmenting
the grammar to recognize
the
unfamiliar structure directly in future interactions. Using such methods
extend an initial grammar to handle new forms, or variants of existing
they be truly ungrammatical
structures, or grammatically
grammar whose coverage was less than complete.
In the next section

we introduce

adaptive parsing---deviation,
which they first appeared.
presents

some of the notions

valid extensions

fundamental

to an initial

to our model

of

recovery, and least-deviant-first
searchmin
the context in
Section 2.2 then refines and generalizes these ideas and

our model of adaptation.

The assumptions

that underlie

in Section 2.3, while the last two sections of the chapter
adaptive approaches and natural language interface designs.

2.1. Foundations:

the system can
forms, whether

Least-deviant-first

the model are examined

compare

the model

to other

Parsing and MULTIPAR

Our approach to adaptive parsing is based in part on ideas first explored in the flexible
parser MULTIPAR [14, 42]. MULTIPAR was designed to overcome certain specific
types of extragrammatical
behavior frequently displayed by interface
spelling errors, some word-order
or phrase-order
inversions,
missing
missing determiners, and semantic inconsistencies.
Like most natural language

parsers,

MULTIPAR's

performance

users: simple
case markers,

can be described

as

search through the virtual space of possible parses for a given input. In most parsers,
search is constrained by the violation of expectations
inherent in the grammar; for
example, the expectation
that a preposition
introduces
a postnominal
case, or the
expectation that a particular lexeme acts as verb. When an expectation is unmet, the
search path is abandoned.
In contrast, MULTIPAR could not necessarily limit search by
rejecting a partial parse when an expectation was violated. Since some ungrammatical
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constructions

were permitted

search by rejecting
deviation belonged

in MULTIPAR,

the system

could not necessarily

limit

a partial parse when an expectation was violated. If the linguistic
to one of the anticipated types of extragrammatical
behavior, the

system invoked an associated
recovery strategy to compensatemfor
example,
by
inserting a case marker where one was missing. Compensating
for the deviation allowed
the parse to continue, at the cost of some loss of confidence
structure for the utterance. In order to produce the best meaning
too many expectations
deviance.

Deviant

were violated,

partial

parses

each type of violation

were

inserted

into

in the resulting meaning
and to constrain search if
was assigned

a queue

and

a degree

explored

of

in

a

least-deviant-first
manner. This means simply that grammatical parses were attempted
first, parses containing minor deviations such as orthographic anomalies next, and paths
with more serious grammatical deviations were examined only if no meaning could be
constructed using less serious deviations. 2
In MULTIPAR
the loci at which expectations
could go unmet were predetermined,
f'Lxed points in the grammar. These recovery points were empirically selected based on
the most frequently encountered user deviations in a number of informal studies. In some
sense, when we built MULTIPAR

we simply extended

our notion

of what we would

consider part of the grammar to include those classes of extragrammatical
constructions
most often produced by interface users. With increased flexibility, MULTIPAR was an
improvement

over stricter

interfaces,

especially

for the sporadic

user. In designing

an

interface for the frequent user, however, we want to take advantage of the stylization that
occurs with frequent interaction to provide a system capable of capturing an idiosyncratic
grammar developing

over time. Unfortunately,

the static model of deviance

and recovery

embedded in MULTIPAR
is inadequate to this task. By predetermining
the recovery
points, MULTIPAR can anticipate only a small subset of the possible deviations in an
utterance,
denying the user true idiosyncracy
of expression.
In addition, because
MULTIPAR cannot change its definition of what is grammatical, it also cannot improve
its performance in response to regularity in the user's language; once a deviation, always
a deviation.
Like its predecessors,
understanding
everyone.
fundamental
deviant-first
accommodate

MULTIPAR's
Nevertheless,

limitations
the system

stem
serves

from the design goal of
as an introduction
to the

point of view of parsing as deviation detection and recovery in a leastsearch. In the next section we will see how these ideas can be extended to
the frequent user.

description of MULTIPAR does not usefully distinguish the system from earlier work by Kwasny
and Sondheimer [35], or Weischedel and Black [62] which explored the ideas of deviance and relaxation in
Augmented Transition Network grammars (ATNs) [64]. Although MULITPAR can be said to share the
same abstract point of view, it differed significantly from the other systems both in the generality of its
approach and the scope of extragrammatical phenomena it tolerated.
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Model

Recall that the goal of an adaptive

parser is to acquire

an idiosyncratic

grammar

with

minimal ambiguity and maximal coverage through repeated experience with a user. In
essence, the system must remember the recovery actions performed in the presence of an
unfamiliar utterance, and then augment the grammar with a representation
that can parse
the same structure directly. Thus, in order to take advantage of regularity in language use
over time,
independent
definitions:

we must generalize
of any particular

the key
grammar.

concepts of deviation and recovery to be
We begin by introducing
the following

• Kernel grammar:
the lexicon and syntactic forms that are present in the system
prior to interaction with any user. 3 The kernel grammar organizes information
about typical forms of reference. For example, the pattern "<month>
<day> ,
<year>" is a typical form of reference for a date.
• Domain concepts: the actions and objects that are meaningful referents in the task
domain. A domain concept organizes the static information
(such as semantic
constraints and default values) that is associated with an action or object. Thus, the
day concept might limit the value bound to <day> in "<month> <day>, <year>"
to a number between one and thirty-one, while the date concept might enforce a
tighter upper-bound depending upon the value of <month>.
• System form/kernel

form: any form in the kernel grammar,

lexical or syntactic.

• Deviation: the violation of an expectation as embodied in a syntactic form. Exactly
four types of deviation, other than misspeUing, are possible:
• the lack of expected text (deletion error)
• the existence

of unexpected

text (insertion

error)

• the presence

of text instead of the text expected

• the presence

of expected text in an unexpected

(substitution
location

error)

(transposition

Note that misspellings correspond
to exactly the same four categories
constituents are letters in words rather than phrases in sentences [13].

error)
but the

• Recovery action: one of insertion, deletion, substitution, transposition, or spelling
correction. Each action compensates for one type of deviation. The recovery action
for a deletion error is insertion; for an insertion error, it is deletion; transposition
and substitution are their own inverses.
• Deviation-level:
a value that indicates the number of deviations permitted at a
given point in the search for a meaning representation
for the utterance.
Search at
Deviation-level
0, for example, will succeed only for utterances directly parsable
by forms already in the grammar. Adopting the least-deviant-first
method, the

3"Syntactic" should be interpreted to mean only "a related set of expectations." In other words, the
model may be applied to semantic grammars as well as traditional syntactic ones. A semantic grammar is
one that uses semantic categories such as <meal> in place of, or in addition to, purely syntactic categories
such as <noun phrase>.
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deviation-level is increased whenever all paths at the current level have failed.
Thus, if search for a "grammatical" interpretation is unsuccessful, Deviation-level
1 is considered, parsing utterances that require only one recovery action. At
Deviation-level 2, two recovery actions are permitted along a search path, and so
forth.
• User form/derived form: a new lexical or generalized syntactic form created in
response to the successful application of one or more recovery actions in the
presence of deviant input. These forms are added to the specific user's "adapted
kernel" (the kernel grammar remains unchanged).
• Adapted kernel: a grammar that includes both system and user forms. An adapted
kernel is specific to a single user.
• Current grammar: the lexical and syntactic forms available at a given point in
time. Deviation is always defined relative to the current grammar which may be
either the kernel grammar or an adapted kernel.

The set of four deviations and their corresponding recovery actions were chosen for two
reasons. First, for completeness: every utterance can be mapped into a grammatical form
by zero or more applications of insertion, deletion, transposition, and substitution. The
second reason for the choice is the set's lack of commitment to any underlying linguistic
theory stronger than a basic ordering assumption. Instead, the set gives the system a kind
of linguistic weak method for understanding that seems appropriate for an initial
exploration of language acquisition through adaptation.
Sample sentences at various levels of deviation and the recovery actions that correct
them are shown in Figure 2-1. The system form in the example is given in standard BNF
notation: terminals appear as tokens, non-terminals are enclosed in angle brackets,
optional constituents are enclosed in square brackets, alternatives are separated by a bar
and an asterisk is read as the Kleene star: "zero or more instances of." Thus, the system
form in Figure 2-1 would be paraphrased as, "The word add or schedule optionally
followed by a or an, followed by one of meeting, appointment, or the extension of the
non-terminal meal, followed by zero or more marked cases." Beneath each deviant
sentence we introduce the notational conventions used for indicating the four kinds of
error: deleted segments are reintroduced in square brackets, inserted segments are
surrounded by "><," transposed segments are underlined, and substitutions are
italicized.
Using the definitions introduced above we describe the essence of our model for
adaptive parsing in the following manner. For each utterance, we perform a least-deviantfirst parse. If the utterance can be understood using only the domain concepts and the
current grammar then a meaning structure is produced at Deviation-level 0 and no
adaptation is necessary. If the utterance is deviant with respect to the current grammar
then one or more recovery actions are required and a derived form is constructed to
capture the effects of recovery.

In short, the adaptive understanding process is one in
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System form: add l schedule
0 deviations:

"Schedule

1 deviation:

"There

notation:

13

[al an] meeting I appointment

I <meal> <marked-case>*

lunch with Bob at 12"

is a dinner at AISys at 7:00 p.m."

"There is a dinner at AISys at 7:00 p.m."
Recovery:
1. substitute "add" for "There is"

2 deviations: "Meeting with Philip on Thursday, June 12 10 to 11 a.m."
notation: "[Add] Meeting with Philip on Thursday, June 12 [from] 10 to 11 a.m."
Recovery:
1. insert "add" before "Meeting"
2. insert "from" before "10"
3 deviations:
notation:

"I have to be at AISys for a meeting

at 7:00 p.m."

"I have to be at AISys >for< a meeting at 7:00 p.m."
Recovery:
1. substitute "add" for "I have to be"
2. transpose "at AISys" to postnominal position
3. delete "for"

4 deviations: "There is an AISis appt. at 7 p.m. June 11"
notation: "There is an AISis appt. at 7 p.m. [on] June 11"
Recovery:
1. substitute "add" for"There
is"
2. spelling correct "AISis"
3. substitute "appointment"
for"appt."
4. insert "on" before "June"

Figure

2-1: Sample deviant sentences and recovery actions with errors
indicated by notational convention.

which we look for the simplest

combination

input utterance and store some generalization
Figure 2-2 displays the model schematically.

of deviations

that help explain

of that explanation

a particular

as a new user form. 4

4A word of cautionis appropriate here for readers familiar with the machine learning literature. The term
"explanation" is used throughout this work in an intuitive sense rather than in the technical sense
associated with Explanation-Based Generalization [43]. In terms of our model, "explaining" an utterance
simply means using the grammar and recovery actions to associate a meaning to the input.
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I utterance

parsing

Least-deviant-first
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&defaults _
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r

meaning structures
annotated by
[_
recovery actions

Generalization

Figure 2-2: A schematic representation of the model for adaptive understanding
(knowledge sources are indicated by ovals, processing components, by rectangles).
The adaptation loop, in which deviations are explained by recovery actions then
transformed into new grammatical components, appears at the left.

As an example

of adaptive

understanding

let us consider

the sentences

in Figure 2-1 as

sequential utterances from a single user. The first utterance is non-deviant with respect to
the kernel grammar. As a result, a meaning can be assigned at Deviation-level
0 and the
database updated to reflect the user's request. The next utterance requires one recovery
action to explain the substitution of "There is" for "add". Thus, the second utterance
produces two results: the database is updated and a new form is added to the grammar
making "add" and "there is" synonymous. The new grammar component is generalized
so that the two lexical entries act as synonyms regardless of the context in which the
relation was learned

(here, a <meal> followed

In this way, when the
recovery actions need
now non-deviant
with
recovery in the list has

by a marked

location

and a marked time).

four deviation utterance in Figure 2-1 is encountered, only three
be applied; the appearance of "There is" in the final sentence is
respect to the user's adapted kernel and the first substitution
become unnecessary.

What are the aspects of a user's idiosyncratic language that are amenable to adaptation?
Note that although the model in Figure 2-2 makes no commitment
for or against any
particular kind of grammatical component, we are nonetheless limited to learning what is
representable

within the grammar

and, more importantly,

to what is explainable

using our
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general but knowledge-poor
notions of deviation and recovery. Thus, we are theoretically
free to represent the kernel so as to learn morphology,
syntax, semantics,
or even
discourse

phenomena.

The degree to which the inclusion

of any of these categories

is

appropriate, however, depends upon an affirmative response to two questions:
1. Is there regularity in the user's behavior
along this dimension?
For
example, is she consistent in her method of abbreviation,
her choice of
imperative or declarative form, her word choice, or her order of subtask
performance ?
2. Can those regularities
be captured in useful, predictive ways? In other
words, can we design a representation for the grammar that, in conjunction
with our model of deviance and recovery, is adequate to capture the user's
actual conditions on usage?
In this thesis, we will show that an affirmative response
for a semantic grammar augmented with context-sensitive
grammatical
components
the system
vocabulary and syntactic structure.

will

learn,

to these questions can be given
search constraints. The kind of

therefore,

will

be

idiosyncratic

How does our model achieve the goal of acquiring an idiosyncratic semantic grammar
balancing minimal ambiguity and maximal coverage? In initial interactions with a user,
we expect the number

of deviant

utterances

to be fairly large, although

the degree

of

initial disparity between the kernel grammar and the user's grammar clearly depends on
both the choice of system forms and the user's idiosyncracies.
Utterances that can be
explained without too much uncertainty (for exampie, containing at most two deviations)
will give rise to generalized
user forms and thereby create an adapted kernel. By
extending

the grammar

in response

to real

instances

of behavior,

we increase

the

system's linguistic coverage in useful directions while incorporating
only the ambiguity
intrinsic to the user's idiolect. As the adapted grammar and the user's language converge,
the likelihood that an existing form serves as an adequate explanation of an utterance
increases. At the same time, the average amount of search required to understand the user
should decrease as more utterances are judged grammatical rather than deviant. Thus, as
long as the user continues to rely primarily on those forms she has employed successfully
in the past, the system's
recognition
capability
and response
time asymptotically
approach the optimal performance
given any stable inherent ambiguity in the user's
grammar. When a novice user becomes more expert she may wish to move away from
full sentences and toward the kind of terse utterances that resemble a command language.
Should

linguistic

behavior

begin

to vary, there

would

foUow

a transition

period

of

decreased system performance. The decrease occurs because the system must widen its
search to explain the new, deviant utterances.
As the new set of preferred forms
stabilizes,
however,
the system's
recognition
asymptotically
approach the optimal performance

capability
and response
time
for the new adapted grammar.

again
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Chapter 2
Assumptions

and Hypotheses

The model of adaptation

introduced

in the previous

section relies irnplicitly

on a number

of assumptions. The purpose of this section is to make those assumptions explicit.
assumptions
about human behavior
cannot be taken for granted, we pose
assumptions as testable
We begin by adopting:

hypotheses

A1. The Single-user Assumption:
with a single user over time.
By assuming

A1, we presuppose

(proving

the hypotheses

is the subject of Chapter

individual

3).

Any instance of the parser is confined to interaction

that the system is intended

to benefit frequent

Thus we restrict the set of pertinent tasks to those requiring recurring
individual. A1 serves as a precondition for the following hypotheses:
H1. The Regularity

Since
those

Hypothesis:

In a natural

language

interface

interaction

users.
with an

used by the same

over time, the user will tend to rely on those forms of expression

remembers as having worked in the past. In other words, we assume
leads the user to a stylized and self-bounded grammar.

that she

that frequent

use

H2. The Deviation Hypothesis: Self-bounded behavior is more appropriately described
as asymptotic to a fixed set of structures. When a user deviates from her canonical
utterances,

she will do so in small, idiosyncratic

H1 tells us that adaptation

ways.

is a useful technique

if we can guarantee

that the user's

grammar will not grow indefinitely. It leads us to expect that the amount of search
performed by the system will drop sharply after an initial learning phase as the set of
utterances

understood

by the system

and those employed

reminds us, however, that we cannot simply choose
small changes may continue to occur sporadically.
empirical support for these hypotheses. 5

by the user converge.

H2

a point at which to stop adapting;
In Chapter 3 we will see strong

Current natural language interfaces work, at least in part, because they restrict the
search space of meaningful utterances to those to which the application program can
respond. By assuming all utterances must make sense in the context of a fixed set of
actions, objects, and descriptive
the references

in an utterance

categories,
to the concepts

the parsing process becomes

one of resolving

in the domain. In other words, the utterance

5There may be times when true exploratory behavior will be employed by the user, violating H1 and H2.
In effect these times are similar to the state of the parser before its first interactions with the user, many
predictions based on history will not pertain. At times of exploration, as in the initial stage of use, we
expect poorer performance. H1 and H2 imply that instances of exploratory behavior are relatively rare; the
evidence in Chapter 3 supports this as well.
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"Schedule
a meeting at 4 p.m."
is meaningful
only if the domain concepts
for
add-to-calendar,
meeting and time are well-defined.
In an adaptive parser, restriction
to a fixed set of referents is extremely important. For if an utterance cannot be recognized
and new domain
dilemma:
utterance

concepts

can be introduced,

then we are faced

with the following

it will not be possible to distinguish between the case where the unrecognized
is a new form referring to known concepts
(and thus guaranteed
to be

meaningful),

and the case where

concept (possibly

the unrecognized

one to which the application

utterance

program

refers

to an unknown

cannot respond).

Thus, we adopt:

A2: The Fixed Domain Assumption:
The task domain is fully specified in the sense
that no object or action meaningful to the application is unrepresented in the underlying
system. The only exceptions
permitted
are categories
extendablemthe
members of such a category may change
category as extendable or non-extendable may not.
Extendable

categories

in our domain include locations

explicitly
designated
as
but the classification
of a

and people's

names.

As Kaplan

[29] points out, these are the kinds of categories whose membership must be permitted to
grow in a cooperative interface.
If we did not include extendable categories as an
exception to the Fixed Domain Assumption, every unknown segment would have to be
resolved

as either

a substitution

or insertion.

Allowing

extendable

classes

does add a

certain degree of indeterminacyman
unknown segment must be considered a possible
instance of a known extendable class as well as a substitution
or insertionmbut
the
benefits far outweigh the cost. It is unreasonable
to assume, for example, that new
people are never met and new places never visited; an interface capable of understanding
real user input

cannot

afford

such an assumption.

In Chapter

5 we will show how

learning new instances of extendable classes can be accomplished
naturally within the
adaptive parsing framework. Here we notes only that the exception to the Fixed Domain
Assumption
does not entail the dilemma we mentioned above.
Since the number of
meaningful types is fixed the introduction
with which the application is unfamiliar.
In addition to providing
serves as the precondition
1-13: The Fixed

Kernel

of a new token cannot correspond

a powerful mechanism
for a final hypothesis:
Hypothesis:

The kernel

for constraining

grammar

to a concept

search, Assumption

for an adaptive

A2

parser need

contain only a small set of system forms--in general only one form of reference for each
meaningful domain action and object. Any user can be understood by then extending the
grammar
deviation

as a direct result of experience with the individual,
detection and recovery in a least-deviant-first
search.

using

the paradigm

of

The point of an adaptive parser is not just to recognize a large set of natural language
utterances, but to control search by recognizing that set of utterances most likely to be
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used by a particular individual. The Single-user Assumption (A1) says that we need a
different instance of the interface for each user; the Fixed Kernel Hypothesis says that we
need design only one initial interface for all individuals.

2.4. Adaptation vs. Customizable and Instructable Interfaces
Past solutions

to the frequent user's problems

have been limited to customizable

or

instructable interfaces.
The difference between the two approaches rests upon whether
changes to the interface occur during system building (customizable)
or system use
(instructable).
Customizable
interfaces permit special vocabulary
integrated into a base system. In the case of systems
LanguageCraft
customization
probability

and grammatical
like INTELLECT

forms to be
6 [24, 25] and

7, the extensions axe added once by the interface designer. This kind of
may make the system friendlier to the sporadic user (by increasing the

that a naturally-occurring

utterance

is meaningful),

but it does not actually

address the frequent user's problems because the system's notion of what is grammatical
cannot change over time. Although an effort is made to account for the most likely forms
of reference,

the user remains limited to a fixed subset of English.

Alternatively,
customization
expert, as with RAMIS-English

may be an on-going process performed
by an on-site
[34], LDC [3], and TEAM [22]. The primary drawback

to this kind of customization is that it suffers
Chapter 1--every
user pays the performance

from the mismatch problems
price for the customizations

others.

means

In addition,

dependence

on an expert

a potentially

lengthy

outlined in
desired by
wait for the

user's idiosyncratic grammar to become part of the system. In contrast, adaptive parsing
makes the interface itself the on-site expert-----only the individual's
customizations
are
added to her interface, and added at the moment they are needed.
Like an adaptive interface, an instructable system can change dynamically in response
to a single user's demands. Unfortunately, instructable interfaces require a language of
instruction
(distinct from the task language) as weU as an interface to talk about
languagemintroducing
to control the learning
and UC Teacher

yet another version of the problem we are trying to solve. In order
dialogue, some systems, such as ASK [59], NANOKLAUS
[26],

[63] limit the instruction

language

These forms, in turn, limit changes to the underlying
introduction

of new vocabulary

(either

to a fixed set of instructive
subset of Englishmgenerally

as synonyms

6INTELLECTis a trademark of Artificial Intelligence.
7LanguageCraft is a trademarkof Carnegie Group, Incorporated.

or with

corresponding

forms.
to the
concept
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definitions) or to a highly specialized set of alternate syntactic forms. In order to aliow
for true idiosyncratic
variations in syntax, such systems would have to be extended
significantly.

At the very least, they would have to be given full access to their own

grammar representations
representation.

and an additional

set of instructive

forms that operate

on that

Even an extended instructable interface would be a poor solution to the frequent user's
problems. For whenever the instruction language consists of a fLxed set of instructive
forms, the designer must choose those forms
potential loci of change within the grammar

based upon some prior analysis. If all
are not equally available through the

instruction language, it is possible to exclude the kinds of linguistic idiosyncracies
the
user finds natural. Since all loci must be available, the number of instructive forms is
likely to be quite large. Presented

with this diversity,

a user may fred the task of choosing

the appropriate
instruction
uncomfortably
complexDperhaps
more
memorizing
a fixed command language to the domain application

complex
than
and bypassing

instruction altogether. On the other hand, an adaptive parser treats the violation of
expectations
at all loci uniformly, permitting syntactic as well as lexical variation and
moving the burden of choosing the correct explanation

of the deviation

onto the system.

An alternative method for designing an instructable interface allows the user to employ
natural language for the instruction task as well (for examples, see [45] and [28]). In
theory, the user could teach any idiosyncratic grammatical variation she preferred.
To
adopt this approach one must assume that people are reflective about how they use
language,
behavior.

that they know and can express the rules that govern their own linguistic
One must also assume that the task of understanding
a user's utterance about

her own language is somehow less difficult than understanding
restricted task domain. Neither assumption seems warranted.

a user's utterance

about a

2.5. Prior Research in Adaptation
Previous
categories:

work in automatic
theories of child

language
language

acquisition
falls broadly into
learning
that try to account

one of two
for existing

developmental
data, or fundamentally
non-cognitive
models that argue for a particular
learning mechanism. Both sets of research differ significantly from the model outlined in
Section 2.2---either with respect to their underlying
range of performance.
Since our model
surprising
intended.
aspects

is not intended

as a theory

assumptions

or with respect

of human language

acquisition,

to their

it is not

that it proceeds from a different set of assumptions than systems that are so
There are a number of psychological
models that offer an explanation
of

of the observed

developmental

progression

in children,

particularly

phenomena
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such as the omission

of function words, gradual increase

which function words are mastered.
AMBER [36], an adaptive production

in utterance

length, and order in

Early research in this vein includes Langley's
system, and Selfridge's
CHILD [52, 53], which

evolved out of the conceptual dependency approach to language understanding [50]. The
particulars of the acquisition process differ in these systems and differ from later research
by Anderson [2], Berwick [5], and Pinker [47]. Yet despite various justifications, they all
share one powerful assumption: the system (child) has access to the meaning of the
utterance
language

prior to any learning-related
processing. 8 Even if the reasons
understanding
from language
acquisition
are well-founded

children,

an adaptive

adaptive
structure
related.

natural language
and the process

In general,
explanation

interface's

task is such that it cannot share this assumption.

For an

interface the process of searching for the correct meaning
of learning new grammatical
components
are inextricably

the second category
of particular

for separating
in models of

of relevant

psychological

research

phenomena

has been less concerned
than

with

advancing

with the
specific

mechanisms
or structures as integral to some aspect of language learning. While our
model fits comfortably into this context, it differs from each of these systems along one
or more dirnensionsmmost
knowledge it can acquire.

notably

In 1975, Miller [41] described
interface that could compensate
words and expressions

with respect

to the range

of types

of linguistic

a tic-tac-toe playing system with a natural language
for "inadvertent
ungrammaticalities"
and learn new

in its domain.

Although

expectation-driven,

like the model

we

presented in Section 2.2, Miller's system lacked generality. New words were learned by
one mechanism,
new syntax by another, and only when an unknown verb was
encountered.

In addition,

the system

compensated

for some types of ungrammaticality

consistently but without learning--the
constructions could not be viewed as systematic
attempts by the user to employ alternate forms. In sum, the simplicity of the domain hid a
number of computational
task.

difficulties

that might have become apparent

in a more realistic

Granger's
FOUL-UP[20]
was also expectation-driven.
Relying
on conceptual
dependency-based
knowledge
structures,
FOUL-UP
used
both
script-based
intersentential
and intrasentential
expectations to infer single word meaning. Because of
the representational
scheme, there were different learning procedures for different word
classes. The ability
varied enormously

of the learning
depending
on

procedures to recover
the unknown
word's

from violated expectations
syntactic
role: FOUL-UP

8Anderson's LAS [1], which preceded the work cited above, was not explicitly a model of child
acquisition and did not account for developmental data. It did, however, share the assumption mentioned.
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well in the face of unknown nouns, had difficulty

apart when confronted
of Granger's

with unknown prenominal

work as part of his POLITICS

with unknown

adjectives.

Carbonell

system [7] [8], although

verbs, and fell

generalized

much

he was concerned

with learning only concrete and proper nouns. Extensions included adding expectations
from goal-driven inferences and allowing the system to make potentially incorrect or
overgeneral hypotheses and later recover from its own mistakes.
In a different vein, Berwick [4] presented an approach to single-word learning based on
analogical matching between causal network descriptions of events. Similarly, Salveter
[49] used successive
Common

event descriptions

assumptions

among the single-word

that the input is both syntactically
time will be unrecognized.
learning
procedure
assumptions.
Davidson

to extract the meaning

capable

and semantically

In contrast,
of

acquisition

more

and Kaplan [12, 29] took

systems

of adaptation

single-word

a different

described

above are

correct, and that only one word at a

our model
than

of verbs.

contains

a uniform

acquisition

without

those

view of single-word

learning.

They

argued that it was unrealistic to assume a complete and unchanging lexicon for some
types of databases. To aid interface users under these conditions, they used a semantic
grammar
category

to generate
assignments

all legal interpretations
of the unknown word, then explored
in order of the estimated cost of verification.
Similarly, in the

presence of an unknown word or phrase, the only non-deviant interpretation
our model
will permit is the resolution of the segment as an instance of a known extendable class
(see Section 2.3). In Kaplan and Davidson's work, however, the only extensions to the
lexicon that were permitted were new ground instances of specific known classes (for
example, a new ship name or port city); the query language itself was fixed. In contrast,
our model of adaptation permits idiosyncratic vocabulary to be added to all word classes.
Zemik's RINA [67, 69, 70, 68] went beyond the single word to phrase acquisition.
Specifically, RINA learned the meaning of idioms from multiple examples. Since idioms
are a special kind of idiosyncratic

language

use, Zemik's

work is of particular

interest.

Indeed, Zemik's approach to hypothesis formation and error correction is, in many ways,
compatible with our own. Underlying R/NA's design, however, is the assumption that the
syntax of the utterance is correct, although it may be inadequate to resolve the meaning.
Thus, an unparsable

sentence

is always taken as an indication

of a gap in the system's

semantic knowledge. With the exception of extendable classes, our model proceeds
the opposite assumption: an unparsable sentence indicates a new form of reference,
new referent.

Zernik's

assumption

provides

his system

with a strong

mechanism

from
not a
for

limiting search, just as the Fixed Domain Assumption provides a different but equally
powerful method for search reduction in our model. The empirical studies discussed in
the next chapter

demonstrate

that a fixed domain,

variable

language

assumption

is the
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more realistic one for task-oriented natural language interfaces. From this point of view,
RINA's approach to learning and our approach to adaptation take complementary paths, a
fact we will reexamine in Chapter 10.
Berwick, too, explored multi-word constructions. In recent work [6] he has concentrated
on learning finite subsystems of English (for example, auxiliary verbs and noun phrase
specifiers) by induction of finite automata. To accomplish this he must assume that what
constitutes a grammatical utterance can be captured at a single point in time by some core
set of examples that spans the target linguistic space. He can then try successively more
complex classes of automata until he arrives at the level that generates the core set
without generating examples he knows to be outside that set. Thus, his techniques,
though powerful, do not accord well with the conditions of language use under which an
adaptive interface must perform--the minimally ambiguous set of utterances that must be
accounted for does change over time (and vary across users). In addition, we could not
bound the search for a class of automata using Berwick's method since we do not know a
priori what the target linguistic space is.
Expanding our view to include learning sentential forms, we find the early work of
Siklossy [56] whose system (ZBIE) induced vocabulary and syntactic structure. For
ZBIE to learn it had to be given both a natural language input and a functional language
input. The latter was a tree structure intended to describe the same scene referred to by
the natural language input (for example, "This is a hat" would be paired with "(be hat)"
and "The hat is on the table" would be paired with "(be (on table hat))"). The system
used its current grammar to translate the functional language description into a
hypothetical natural language utterance, replacing functional tokens with language tokens
when possible, or with a token representing an unknown when no language token was
available. ZBIE's primary learning strategy was to match, left-to-right, the natural
language hypothesis against the natural language input, trying to resolve unknowns in the
hypothesis with unmatched tokens in input. Using the primary learning strategy, ZBIE
could acquire new vocabulary and more economical versions of its grammatical patterns
for very simple sentences. When the primary learning strategy failed, the system had a
rudimentary method for building a new grammar pattern. Although noteworthy for its
scope, Siklossy's approach is incompatible in two ways with the constraints imposed on a
natural language learning interface. Whereas a learning interface cannot assume
grammaticality, ZBIE functioned under the assumption that the utterance was
syntactically correct. More importantly, ZBIE was given both a language utterance and a
meaning structure as input whereas a learning interface's search for the meaning of an
utterance is its fundamental task.
Also at the sentential level is work by Harris [23]. Although not advanced as a
psychological model of child language acquisition, Harris's intent was to teach his robot
natural language under the same conditions children learn it. By breaking acquisition
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into distinct

phases,
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he built a system

able to learn both word

meanings

and

sentential forms. In Phase I, the system received utterance-action
description pairs and
learned the meaning of individual words by building a correlation table. In Phase II, a
kind of context-free-grammar
was induced from a fixed set of sentences composed from
the vocabulary learned in Phase I. Finally, in Phase 122,the correlation table and grammar
were used together to parse new utterances and respond appropriately. In order to expand
the vocabulary,
the system had to be returned to Phase I; similarly, to extend the
grammar, it had to be returned to Phase II. This approach seems to lie somewhere
between adaptation
and instruction
(the successor to this work, INTELLECT,
was
discussed in Section 2.4).
At the discourse

level we find the recent work of Fink and Biermann,

which notices and remembers regularities in interface behavior
future actions. In contrast to our work, VLNCE tracks dialogue

VLNCE

[16],

in order to help predict
expectations in order to

predict lexical items to correct for speech recognition failures. The system builds a
behavior graph in which the nodes correspond to the meaning structures of utterances it
has encounterednno

record of the structure

of the utterances

themselves

is kept. The

expectation parser uses the behavior graph and an ATN-like network [64] to process the
input. When lexical expectations
are violated, the parser uses the expectations
in the
behavior graph to control the size of the search space during error recovery. Recovery
corresponds to traversing portions of the network that correspond loosely to insertion and
deletion errors; the error recovery procedures are hand-coded into the network
the grammatical structure of each type of constituent (similar to MULTIPAR).

in terms of
The model

of adaptation we have presented differs from this approach in three ways: first, it offers a
uniform mechanism for error recovery that is defmed independently
of the grammar.
Second, the model views errors as potentially

reliable

indicators

of previously

unknown

regularities. In VLNCE an error is considered a transient result of the inadequacy of the
speech recognizer. Finally, although this thesis examines only adaptation in a semantic
grammar, we believe the same model could be used to learn discourse level phenomena
as well (see the discussion in Section 2.2). In contrast, there is no readily apparent way to
extend VLNCE to use grammar level predictions.
Young,

Hauptmann,

and Ward's

[27] [66] [65]. Their approach

MINDS

system

also uses predictions

has a focus
derived

similar

to VLNCE's

from high level knowledge

sources (the dialogue level, problem solving knowledge,
pragrnatics,
and user goal
representation)
to limit the search space during speech processing. VLNCE uses its high
level knowledge
to correct errors the system generates.
In contrast, MINDS uses
knowledge

to prevent the generation

of interpretations

that will violate the predictions.

It

does this by restricting the set of possible word choices to those that index concepts that
have been predicted to be active. As with VLNCE, MINDS learns changes only to its
high level knowledge sources; the syntactic and semantic information embedded in the
grammar

cannot

change.

In addition,

the changes

that are learned

are expected

to hold
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only in the short-term
of a dialogue.
system occur

because they reflect the fluidity of the user's

goals over the course

Our adaptive approach takes the opposite point of view; changes to the
at the syntactic level of a semantic grammar and reflect long-term

regularities in the user's linguistic behavior. Although it is possible to see how shortterm, high level learning might be added to an adaptive interface (Section 2.2), it is less
apparent how MINDS
syntactic levels.

could be extended

It is clear from our review of previous

to learn long-term

changes

at the lexical

work that the model of adaptation

described

and

in

Section 2.2 proceeds from a different, more realistic set of assumptions
for natural
language interfaces
than those found in other language acquisition
systems. The
assumptions underlying our model enable the system to meeting the frequent user's need
for a dynamic grammar. The model itself provides a uniform mechanism for constructing
new grammatical
components--from
sentential forms down to dictionary entriesmin
direct reaction to the user's changing linguistic demands. The mechanism
is robust
enough
permit

to understand
unknown

and learn in the face of multiple

but meaningful

segments

to be resolved

errors in an utterance,
as either

synonyms

and to
or new

instances of known extendable classes. The system achieves its goal in large part by
taking advantage of the natural, self-bounding
behavior of frequent users. In the next
chapter we examine our expectations about user behavior in detail.
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Chapter
User Behavior

3

in an Adaptive

Environment

In formulating the adaptation model in the previous chapter we made some strong
assumptions about users' linguistic behavior. Before investing the resources required to
implement an adaptive interface, it seemed appropriate to ascertain the validity of those
assumptions.

To accomplish

this, we used a technique

that is fairly common

in evaluating

natural language interface designs--the
hidden-operator
experiment. A hidden-operator
experiment is one in which the user believes she is interacting with a computer system,
when, in reality, the feedback is produced by the experimenter
at a remote terminal
simulating the system's behavior. 9
In addition
environment,

to allowing us to test our assumptions about user behavior in an adaptive
the hidden-operator
experiments described below had two other uses. First,

they demonstrated that the model is capable of learning different idiosyncratic grammars
with a single, general mechanism. Second, the interactions between the user and the
simulated system provided a set of spontaneously generated utterances
as part of an evaluation of the implementation
(see Chapter 9).

that could be used

In the next section we state the behavioral hypotheses to be tested. Sections 3.2 through
3.4 describe the experimental conditions. In the last section of the chapter we review the
results of the experiment

and demonstrate

the validation

of our hypotheses.

3.1. The Behavioral Hypotheses
There are three conditions under which our model of adaptative parsing is an
appropriate method of interface design. We have already alluded to the first condition:
self-bounded language use. Without asymptotic movement toward a fixed set of
structures, no idiosyncratic style will develop. In addition, if the grammar grows without
bound in relation to a finite task domain, the accompanying rise in ambiguity is likely to
render the system's response time intolerable.

9For examples of other studies conducted under the hidden-operatorparadigm, see [19], [30], [39], [57],
and [58]. The experiments and results described in this chapter were first reported in [37].
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The second necessary condition is significant across-user variance. This requirement is
implicit in the idea of idiosyncratic
style. If all users employ the same restrictions on
form and reference then a methodology such as that of Kelley [30, 31, 32] or Good et al.
[19] is preferable;

through

a generate-and-test

cycle one builds

a single,

monolithic

system incorporating
the complete common subset.
Without natural idiosyncracy
of
expression, the monolithic grammar would not suffer from the mismatch inefficiencies
discussed in Chapter 1.10
The final condition

requires limited adaptability

in the user. A non-adaptive

approach

to

interface design assumes that the cognitive burden of learning the interface's sublanguage
is a minor one. If the user is able to adapt quickly and with little effort to a fLxed system,
adaptation

on the part of the system

is no longer

a clear advantage.

Although

[61] has argued convincingly
against the efficacy of relying on user adaptation,
nevertheless of interest to test the claim of limited user adaptability empirically.
These

three

characteristic

conditions
of frequent

correspond

to

an assumption

users. If we require

that

the conditions,

certain
we must

behaviors

Watt
it is

are

show that the

commensurate
behaviors exist. We can satisfy the first two conditions by demonstrating
that the Regularity and Deviation Hypotheses are true. These hypotheses, introduced in
Section 2.3, state that with frequent
idiosyncratic language patterns:
1-11. The Regularity
individual

Hypothesis:

interaction

a user will develop,

In a natural

language

and come to rely on,

interface

used by the same

over time, the user will tend to rely on those forms of expression

remembers as having worked in the past. In other words,
leads the user to a stylized and self-bounded grammar.

we assume

that she

that frequent

use

1-12. The Deviation Hypothesis:
Self-bounded behavior is more appropriately described
as asymptotic to a fixed set of structures. When a user deviates from her canonical
utterances,

she will do so in small, idiosyncratic

To satisfy the third condition

ways.

we form:

H4. The Adaptability
Hypothesis:
a system that permits the natural expression of
idiosyncratic language pattems through adaptation will result in better task performance
than a system that forces the user to adapt to it.
The series of hidden-operator

experiments

discussed

in the remainder

of this chapter

l°Some empirical evidence supporting significant across-user variance can be found in [18] and [40].
Those studies, however, examined individual variation only at the word level. The experiments described in
this chapter explore the degree of variation across all types of grammatical constituents.
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validate our three behavioral hypotheses
the required conditions are met.

3.2. The Experimental
A calendar scheduling

and give ample evidence

that with frequent

use

Condition
task was chosen for the experiment because

of its fairly well-

defined semantics and its normal requirement of frequent interactions over time. In a
hidden-operator design, users were told that they would be typing the input to a natural
language learning interface that would increase its knowledge
them keep an on-line calendar for a busy professor/entrepreneur.

of English while helping
In each of nine sessions,

the user was given ten to twelve pictorial representations of changes to be made to the
calendar. The stimuli was pictorial in order to minimize its influence on the user's forms
of expression. In general, users had little trouble interpreting the subtasks, two examples
of which are shown in Figure 3-1. The picture on the left indicates that the ending time of
John's June 26 speech research meeting should be changed to 11:30. The picture on the
right indicates that Hight #616 on June 28 should be cancelled, and another flight
scheduled,

closer to six o'clock

(performing

the second

subtask requires at least two

utterances: one to look for a replacement flight in the airline database and one to make
the change to the calendar). The user was asked to effect the change in each picture by
typing her commands as if she were "speaking or writing to another person." Although
no time limit was enforced, the instructions told users to proceed to the next subtask after
three unsuccessful tries.
THURSDAY, JUNE 26

FRIDAY, JUNE 27

SATURDAY, JUNE 28

........

i\

,,

.

,T
6
........

Figure 3-1: Sample pictorial

stimuli for the hidden-operator

experiments.

In responding to a user's utterances, the hidden operator had the user's current grammar
and lexicon available. With that information, an utterance was judged either parsable (no
deviations),
deviations).

learnable
(at most two deviations),
or uninterpretable
(more than two
The algorithm for making the determination
and the actions taken by the

hidden operator in response

are presented

in Figure 3-2.
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1. IF the utterance can be understood using the current grammar and lexicon,
THEN consider it parsable and tell the user that the action has been carried out.
2. IF there are unknown segments in the utterance,
THEN try to resolve them as instances of extendable
2a. IF they are resolvable in this way,
THEN add the new instances to the appropriate

classes through interaction.

classes and goto 1.

3. IF the utterance can be understood by positing at most two deviations with
respect to the current grammar,
THEN consider it learnable and ask the user to verify the interpretation.
3a. IF the user verifies the interpretation and the deviations are simple,
THEN change the grammar and tell the user the action has been done.
3b. IF the user verifies but the deviations are not simple,
THEN tell the user the action has been done and change the grammar
after the session is over.
3c. IF the user does not verify but there is another interpretation
THEN goto 3a.
3d. IF the user does not verify and no other learnable interpretation exists,
THEN consider the utterance uninterpretable,
indicate to the user which
portions were understood, and ask her to "Please try again."
4. IF the utterance is composed of constituents from which a legitimate database
action can be inferred and within which 'no more than two deviations occur,
THEN consider it learnable by "constructive
inference,"
and verify as above.
5. IF most of the user's sentences were parsabIe during the session,
THEN give her supplementary instructions at the beginning of the next
session that encourage her to perform the task as quickly as possible.
Figure 3-2: Rules followed by the hidden operator in simulating

the adaptive interface.

There are a number of observations to be made about the rules in the figure. First, note
that Rule 2 adds new instances to extendable classes without considering the resolution as
a deviation.

The rationale

is straightforward:

as the grammar

approaches

its bound, the

probability that an unknown segment corresponds to a new instance must increase. In the
limit, all unknowns can be resolved in this way. Since new instances of known classes are
exactly the sort of change that will continue to occur even after the grammar has
stabilized,
algorithm

we want to make learning
above, learning

them relatively

new class instances

inexpensive

is accomplished

and routine.

at Deviation-level

In the
0.
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Another point of interest is the limit of two deviations
The model presented

in Chapter

2 has no inherent

in a leamable
limit;

search

utterance
continues

in Rule 3.
in a least-

deviant-first manner until a verified interpretation
is found. In practice, however, some
limit is necessary to control the amount and quality of interaction with the user. In
general,
a sentence
explanations. 11

with more

than two deviations

produces

a large number

The algorithm's
definition of learnable (Rules 3 and 4) points to a difficulty
experimental method. If the hidden operator's response time was to be reasonable,

of poor

in the
not all

adaptations to the grammar could be done "on-line."
Certainly simple deletions and
substitutions
could be accomplished
quickly, but complex changes had to be delayed
until the session was over. A change was considered complex if there were a number of
ways it could be integrated into the grammar; between sessions, one new form was
chosen.

Sentences

always

complex

that were learnable
in this

sense

by constructive

because

the model

inference
does

not

(Rule 4) were almost
specify

a method

of

generalization. Although we will discuss this (and other) problems of underspecification
in Chapter 9, we note here that the delayed adaptations for complex forms did not seem
to effect materially

those aspects of performance

we were examining.

Finally, Rule 5 mentions "supplementary
instructions"
task as quickly as possible. While it has been observed

asking the user to perform the
that given a natural course of

events users will come to employ terser, more economical language [38, 24, 31, 48], it
was unclear whether nine sessions would be adequate time for the tendency to be
manifested. The point of providing
more extreme linguistic behavior

the additional instructions was to subject the model to
within the time available. Note, however, that the

supplementary
instructions
were not given until the user's grammar had stabilized
substantially (see, for example, Figure 3-3). By perturbing the stable situation, we were
also able to examine the model's
discussed in Section 2.2).

performance

when

behavior

begins

to vary

(as

liThe number of explanations produced increases as a function of both the deviation-level and the
relative ambiguity of the constituents hypothesized to be present. Explanations at higher deviation-levels
tend to be poorer because the recovery actions are largely knowledge-free. If they encoded more
knowledge, more deviation could be tolerated successfully. Unfortunately, knowledge is not only
power---every piece of knowledge built into a system is also an assumption the system may be unable to
relax. Chapter 11 discusses this issue further.
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3.3. Control Conditions
The experimental condition described in the previous section (the "Adapt"
condition)
was designed to test our hypotheses about the development of self-bounded, idiosyncratic
grammars. To evaluate the counterargument
to adaptation that maintains that the user will
naturally adapt to the system's limitations faster than the system can usefully adapt to the
user's idiosyncrasies, we designed two variations on the previous experimental condition.
In the "No-Adapt"
following exceptions:

condition,

the experiment

• Users were told the system
interface).

was

was conducted

a natural

language

as outlined
interface

above with the
(not a learning

• The kernel grammar was never changed.
• No supplementary

instructions

were given.

Although the system remained more permissive of extragrammaticality
than the average
natural language interface (by allowing up to two deviations with respect to the kernel
grammar), the boundaries
of the grammar were rigidly fLxed. Any improvement
performance would therefore be attributable to the user's adaptability. 12
The "Adapt/Echo"

condition

was included

in response

[57] that users want to learn, and will learn, a mnemonic

to arguments
command

in

by Slator et al.

syntax and domain-

specific vocabulary. When given the graphics command language equivalent to their
natural language input, Slator's users were able to gradually integrate the terser forms
into their utterances. It was unclear whether individuals would show the same propensity
in interactions with an adaptive system. Users in the Adapt/Echo
condition were given
the same instructions

as those in the Adapt

condition

except

that they were told the

system would display a paraphrase of their utterance in an "internal form"
were free to incorporate into their commands or to ignore, as they saw fit.

that they

12Becauseit was importantto keep the criteria for parsability the same under all conditions, the kernel
grammar for this condition was extended in one respect: use of articles was made optional. This is the most
common ungrammatical construction displayed by interface users. If the grammar had not been extended in
this way, most sentences would have involved more than two deviations and, without learning, the results
from this condition would have been comparable almost exclusively to session one of the Adapt condition.
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3.4. User Profiles
All of the users were female adults between twenty and sixty-five years of age. None
had prior experience with natural language interfaces. Each was employed as a secretary
or executive assistant in either a business or university environment. Although not every
user maintained a calendar for her employer, each had kept a personal calendar for at
least one year.
Sessions were run at approximately 24 hour intervals (except User 1 whose sessions
were run twice a day with a five hour break). The number of sessions varied in the two
control conditions in accordance with the availability of the users. Table 3-1 summarizes
the relevant user information.
User

Years Other
Calendar

Years Own
Calendar

Employer

Condition

# Sessions

User 1

2.25

1

univ-psych

Adapt

9

User 2

0

1.33

company

Adapt

9

User 3

1.5

2

company

Adapt

9

User 4

2

4

company

Adapt

9

User 5

0

4

univ-compsci

Adapt/Echo

3

User 6

0

10

univ-compsci

No-Adapt

3

User 7

0

"always"

company

Adapt/Echo

5

User 8

4.5

40

univ-english

No-Adapt

5

Table 3-1: Summary of user information.

3.5. Results and Discussion
The results for users in the two adaptive conditions indicate a high degree of selflimiting behavior, converging towards a user-specific recurrent subset of English. There
was virtually no overlap of derived forms at the sentential level across users; nonsentential similarities were limited primarily to missing articles and some common phrase
marker substitutions. This profile of within-user consistency and across-user variability
confmaas the expectations in the Regularity and Deviation Hypotheses and satisfies the
f'wst two conditions necessary for an adaptive approach to interface design.
Figure 3-3 shows the approximate number of changes to the grammar over time for
each of the four Adapt condition users. Figure 3-4 shows the same information for the
Adapt/Echo condition. Both figures indicate, by user and session, the number of new
constructions per interpretable sentence which is calculated as the total number of
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Figure 3-3: Self-limiting behavior in the Adapt condition as measured by
the number of new constructions/the
number of interpretable sentences
(shaded sessions followed the supplementary
instructions to work quickly,
the number of unparsable utterances for each session is given in parentheses).
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changes to the grammar divided by the total number of parsable or learnable sentences.
The number of uninterpretable sentences in a session is given in parentheses next to the
fraction. The computation of the total number of changes to the grammar did not include
learning new instances of extendable classes because the tokens in the stimuli
corresponding to unknown names were the same for all users. Shaded areas of Figure 3-3
indicate sessions following the introduction of the supplementary instructions to work
quickly.
m
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Figure 3-4: Self-limiting behavior in the Adapt/Echo condition as measured by
the number of new constructions/the number of interpretable sentences.

Figures 3-3 and 3-4 show both the effect of the choice of kernel forms and the
difference in the rates at which language stabilization occurs. Observe that User l's
grammar requires the least learning and stabilizes quickly. She began with terse
utterances and a vocabulary that was quite close to the kernel chosen for the experiment.
User 2's grammar showed less initial resemblance but she employed it consistently and
thus stabilized quickly as well. User 3 had a tendency to be both polite and verbose, so
her utterances were more likely to contain new forms and stabilization occurred more
slowly. User 4 showed the most rapid stabilir_ation because, although the new forms she
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introduced in sessions one and two were not terse, they were quite "natural:"
used consistently and without modification in subsequent sessions.

they were

User 5's behavior is of limited interest as she became ill after the third session and her
participation was discontinued. User 7's graph shows much the same trend as that found
in the Adapt condition. Neither User 5 nor User 7 showed integration of the command
language paraphrase, results at odds with Slator's general claims. Our experience did,
however, conform well with a broader interpretation of Slator's claims and replicated the
experiences of Good et al. [19] and Cobourn [11]: there is a strong assumption on the
part of users that whatever the system can generate it can also parse. Although neither
user in the Adapt/Echo condition chose to integrate the command language provided,
many of the users displayed idiosyncrasies that were clearly based on the system's
output. User 7, for example, came to construct most instances of the schedule command
(and only this command) using minor variations of the template: <start-time> - <endtime> <date> <meeting or meal> <other cases>, as in:
"12:00 - 1:30 June 11 lunch with Andy."
These utterances were learnable with respect to the grammar current at the time of use.
Moreover, they closely conform to the template I used as hidden operator to seek
confirmation of an interpretation:
Do you want:
12:00-1:30

lunch, Andy

A second set of experiments (described in Chapter 9) demonstrated that the tendency to
assume that the system understands what it produces will persist despite explicit
instructions to the contrary.
To illustrate what we mean by a self-limiting grammar, the evolution of User 2's
referring phrase for denoting a time interval by its end points is shown in Figure 3-2. The
five forms she uses to refer to an interval are given in the left portion of the figure. The
actual use of a form in each session is shown as a fraction of the number of opportunities
for its use. Initially, the grammar contains only the system form labelled SF. Using the
general recovery actions, the experimenter equates the user forms (labelled with UF) as
they appear. Note the transience of UF1 and UF2 as well as the eventual reliance on the
relatively terse SF and the terser user derivative (UF3). The tendency towards
abbreviated forms is symptomatic of movement toward a virtual, user-specific command
language.
Figures 3-5 and 3-6 display the results for the No-Adapt condition. Recall that the
purpose of this variation was to study the claim that people adapt well enough to obviate
the need for system adaptation. User adaptation in this condition is measured by
categorizing each utterance by the minimum number of deviations required to interpret it.
If the user is adapting to the limitations of the system we should see a general increase in
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Forms

SF:

Session

from <time> to <time>

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

-

2/6

-

5/9

4/4

2/3

-

6/6

1/3

-

1/3

1/1

-

2/3

UFI:from <time>tili <time> 2/4 ........
UF2a: beginning at <time> and
ending at <time>

2/4

3/6

6/7

......

UF2b: beginning at <time>
ending at <time>

-

1/6

1/7

......

UF3:

-

-

-

<time> to <time>

4/9

Table 3-2: Self-Limiting behavior as shown by the evolution of two
preferred forms for references to a time interval in User 2's grammar.
interpretable
grammatical
is based

sentences (those containing
zero, one or two deviations).
Further,
utterances (zero deviations) should come to dominate. The latter conjecture

on the belief

that

slower

response

time

and more

work

are negatively

reinforcing. Since the interpretation of utterances with one or two deviations took longer
and had to be conftrmed by the user, forms in the kernel grammar should have been
preferred.
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a clear increase

in interpretable

sentences.

Her

behavior is interesting in two respects. First, it is reminiscent of User 1's behavior: User
6's grammar was fairly close to the kernel, especially with respect to vocabulary, and she
tended to rely on terse forms. As a result, there were, in general, fewer loci for deviation.
Like the users in the adaptive conditions, User 6 relied on those forms that had worked in
the past. When an utterance did meet with failure, her next try was usually a minor
variation that almost always succeeded. In short, User 6 performed successfully
in the
No-Adapt condition, but relatively little adaptation was required of her. A second point of
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interest is that only one of her 54 sentences was without deviation, a fact that seems to
disconfinn
theconjecture
thatgrammatical
utterances
wouldbc sought.
The conjecrur_
pressure
tosockgrammatical
formsrelies
implicitly
ontheuserrecognizing
thatresponse
timecouldbe faster,
however.Sinceonlyone ofherutterances
was without
deviation,
it
is possible that User 6 did not realize that her ungrammatical forms were causing the
additional interactions. Instead she may have believed that the extra steps taken to
confima an interpretation were part of the system's normal function and not under her
control.
Figure 3-6 displays the results of analyzing User 8's performance in the No-Adapt
condition. There is no pattern of improvement in User 8's data; her success at adapting to
the interface's subset of English was extremely limited. We will defer further discussion
of User 8 until we have examined two additional measures of performance. Figure 3-3
shows the number of subtasks completed by each user in each session. Figure 3-4 shows
the related metric of time taken per subtask. With respect to the former measure, users
other than User 8 generally managed to effect the changes in each subtask they tried. 13
They rarely required more than three attempts per subtask in the initial sessions and
averaged only slightly more than one attempt per subtask in later sessions.
A general decrease in task time is a predictable result of practice. In this experiment,
however, the decrease in task time is also atuibutable to the users' self-limiting
behaviors. Users in the adaptive conditions accomplish the task in less time as the
grammar of the simulated system comes to reflect their own and more sentences are
judged parsable rather than learnable. When the supplementary instructions are given
(Adapt condition only) the users are implicitly encouraged to employ simpler, terser
forms. As a result, task times increase as the new forms are learned. When these forms
stabilize, response times fall to new lows because the shorter forms take less time to
check against the grammar. User 6 shows the same general trend in time spent as those in
the adaptive conditions both because her initial grammar conformed so closely to the
kernel and because she is consistent in her use of what worked in the past.
User 8 shows neither consistent decline in the time taken each session nor in the number
of uninterpretable sentences (see Figure 3-6). Both her work experience and the content
of her utterances lead to the conclusion that little of her behavior can be attributed to task
misunderstanding. Put simply, she was unable or refused to adapt.
Her linguistic style, like that of User 3, can be characterized as verbose. In response to a

13There
werefoursessionsin whicha userskippedall or partof oneor moresubtasks(indicatedby a
bracketedsuperscriptin Table3-3).In thesecases no utterancerelatingto the subtaskappearsin the log
file. Halfa subtaskmaybe skippedif, forexample,a valuewas to be changedandthe old valuewas
removedbutthenewvaluewasnotadded.
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C"napter
3
Experimental
Condition

Session
(Total Number of Subtasks Possible)
1
2
(10) (11)

3
4
(12) (10)

5
6
(10) (10)

7
(11)

8
(10)

9
(11)

Adapt
User 1

7 [1]

11

12

10

10

8 [2]

tl

10

11

User 2

10

11

12

10

10

10

11

10

11

User 3

8

11

12

10

10

10

11

10

11

User4

10

11

12

10

10

10

11

User 5

6.5

9

12

User 7

10

11

12

10

10

User6

10

11

12

User 8

7

1

4.5

5

6

9.5 [.5] 10.5 [.5]

Adapt/Echo

No-Adapt

Table 3-3: The number of completed subtasks, arranged by user and session
("[#]" indicates number of subtasks skipped).
Experimental
Condition

Session

Adapt
Userl

5.5*

3.0

2.5 2.8 1.7+ 2.4 1.6" 2.1" 1.0

User2

5.0

3.5

2.0 3.5

2.2

2.1 2.2 + 1.3

1.3

User3

6.3

3.2

2.7 3.3

1.7

2.3 1.6+ 2.0

1.0

User4

3.4

3.3

1.7 2.1 1.1+ 1.6

User5

8.5

5.3

3.3

User7

4.7

3.8

2.5 3.3

User6

4.3

3.7

2.0

User8

6.3

31.0 7.1 5.0

1.5

1.5

1.1

Aflapt/E_ho
1.5

No-Adapt
5.3

Table 3-4: The average number of minutes per subtask, arranged by user and session
("*" indicates approximate value due to damage to log files
"+" indicates instructions to work quickly given this session).
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typical utterance, the system would tell her which segments it could parse and ask her to
try again. She would then try typing exactly those segments just echoed, with no
connecting text. When the terse form met with failure she would gravitate back to overly
explanatory sentences.
User 8's performance in session two was so poor (in 31 minutes she produced one
learnable sentence with two deviations), and her frustration so great, that she was given
hints about how to use the system more effectively prior to beginning session three. 14
Although the help appeared to improve her performance in sessions three and four, in
session five there is still a preponderance of unparsable forms. Contrast this with the
behavior of users in the other conditions, most of whom had reduce_ their number of
unparsable utterances to zero by session five. Finally, note User 8's low values for the
number of tasks completed. The low values were due largely to the fact that she never
managed to find a parsable form for an entire class of subtasks (those involving the
change action). Although User 8 did rely on the few forms that had worked in the past,
taken as a whole her performance must be seen as a strong counterargument to the notion
that everyone finds it natural or easy to adapt to a system's linguistic limitations.
The purpose of the experiments described in this chapter was to establish certain
behavioral characteristics of frequem users which, in turn, guarantee the conditions
necessary for an adaptive interface to benefit user performance. The behavior of the users
in the adaptive conditions demonstrates the self-limiting, idiosyncratic language use
predicted by the Regularity and Deviation Hypotheses. As a result, we may assume that
the conditions of within-user consistency and across-user variance will be met, making
single-user, adaptive interfaces a practical and desirable alternative to a monolithic
interface design. In the broader view, our empirical results demonstrate that self-bounded
linguistic behavior is a natural by-product of frequent use. Phrased differently: we have
shown that style can be viewed as a dependable source of constraint.
The experimental results validate the Adaptability Hypothesis as well. Although we
cannot guarantee that a particular user will find adaptation to an interface's limitations
difficult, User 8 serves as a dramatic example of the kind of limited user adaptability we
must be prepared to encounter. Further, a comparison of User 6 and User 8 supports
Wart's argument [61] that the ease with which a user adapts to a rigid interface depends
significantly on a fortuitous correspondence between the user's natural language and the
sublanguage provided by the interface designer. More importantly, the performance of
the users in the adaptive conditions demonstrates that an initial lack of correspondence
can be overcome by system adaptation.

14Specifically,
she was told to try to typesimple,but fully grammaticalsentencesandto thinkof the
systemas someoneto whomshewaswritinginstructions.She wastheonlyuserwhowasgiventhis aid.

Having proven our conjectures about user behavior, we return to our single conjecture
concerning system behavior in an adaptive environment the Fixed Kernel Hypothesis
stated in Section 2.3. Its basic claim is that the adaptation model of Section 2.2 in
conjunction with a small kernel grammar creates an interface design responsive to the
frequent user's needs. In order to validate the Fixed Kernel Hypothesis we now turn our
attention to a particular implementation of the model we call CHAMP.
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Chapter 4
System Architecture and Knowledge Representation
for an Adaptive Parser
In Chapter 2 we considered adaptation as a general solution to the problem of natural
language interface design. The model we presented was adequate to pinpoint certain
implicit assumptions in our approach and to generate a number of testable hypotheses. At
the same time, however, the model left many important components underspecified and
many practical issues unresolved. In Section 3.2, for example, we noted that without a
specific generalization method, multiple ways of integrating a derived form into the
grammar were possible. As a result, the hidden operator simply chose an appropriate
representation for the derived form without considering the limitations a particular
generalization method would create. Similarly, the algorithm for categorizing an
utterance (also presented in Section 3.2) required only that some minimally deviant
correspondence between input and grammatical form be found; the algorithm did not take
into account the computational complexity of finding it.
Because the simulation was being performed by a person who understood the
utterances, the "system" usually behaved both correctly and efficiently when the model
undcrspecified the action to be taken. A derived form, for example, was represented in
the most useful way possible given the structure and contents of the grammar at that
moment. Thus, the conjectures about user behavior were vaUdaw._ by experiments in
which an "ideal" system was being simulated. To validate our remaining conjccutre, the
Fixed Kernel Hypothesis, we must address the creation of an actual adaptive parser and
determine whether its behavior can be sufficiently close to the ideal along relevant
dimensions. We have implemented the model as an adaptive interface named CHA]VIP. lfi
Of course any implementation of a model forces the designer to make specific what was
previously abstract. The particular set of choices embodied in CHAMP, as well as the
implications of those choices and their behavior in a nmning system, are the subjects
addressed in the remainder of this dissertation.

ls'I_ systemis wriumin COMMONLISPandcurrentlyrunson anIBM RT.The acronymstandsfor
CHAMeleonicParser.
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Figure 2-2 presented a simple schematic diagram of the components and processes of
the adaptation model in Chapter 2. Figure 4-I represents the same components and
processes as they have been malizexl in CHAMP.

_ utterance

"-

new instances

I

Scgrncntation

I

nodes
Parse/Recovery
Cycle

parsing
strategies

Coalesce/Expand ._
Cycle
"

contexts

,,_
"
En'or Dcmcfion
notations
& Recovery
constraints

Annotated
ParseTree(s)
(APTs)

new
grammar
components

Gene_on

constraints
& defaults

APTs

focused interacti

updates Iconsu-

@
Figure 4-1: A schematic representation of knowledge and control in CHAMP
(knowledge sources are enclosed in ovals, processes in _gles.)

A comparisonof Figures
2-2 and 4-1 showsthattheoriginal
two-step
understanding
processhas been decomposed into four distinct
phases: Segmentation,
the
Parse/Recovery
Cycle (whichismade up of the CoalesccN_.xpand
Cycle and Error
Detection
& Recovery),
Resolution,
and Adaptation
& Generalization.
Considered
asa
distinct
unit(seeChapter5),Segmentation
and theCoalesce/Expand
Cyclecomprisea
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bottom-up parser capable of learning new instances of known extendable classes. When
we embed the Coalesce/Expand Cycle inside the Parse/Recovery Cycle, however, we
create a least-deviant-first parser by integ_,ing Error Detection & Recovery into the
Expand phase of the bottom-up algorithm (see Chapter 6). Error Detection & Recovery
has the dual responsibilities of catching violated expectations in a candidate grammatical
constituent (called a context) and augmenting the parse tree with recovery notations.
When the Parse/Recovery Cycle produces more than one annotated parse tree (APT) we
consider the set of APTs as competing explanations of the utterance. Resolution
(Chapter 7) is responsible for selecting the intended meaning from this set and
performing the user's requested action. To accomplish resolution CHAMP may require
guidance from the user, or may need nothing more than the additional constraints
provided by the entries in the databases.
Once a meaning has been assigned to a deviant utterance, the system is ready to adapt
the granmaar so that the previously unknown form can be recognized directly in the
furore as a way of referring to the semantic structure. Since it is unlikely that any
particular utterance will appear repeatedly, word for word, memorization would be of
1/tile use. Instead, we need the changes to the grammar to reflect an appropriate degree of
generalization. In addition, any successfully understood utterance (deviant or not) may
contain information that can help eliminate prior generalizations that were incorrect.
Once Adaptation & Generalization (Chapter 8) has been accomplished, the system is
ready for the next interaction.
Although the decomposition of processing steps has changed, the ovals in the figure
show that CHAMP contains the same four sources of knowledge present in the model:
the User (at two points), Current Grammar, Domain Concepts, and Databases
(specifically, the Calendar and Airline Databases from the experiments described in the
previous chapter). The knowledge structures associated with database interaction am
discussed in the context of Resolution, in Chapter 7. The representations chosen for the
grammar and the domain concepts are discussed in the remaining sections of this chapter.

4.1. Representing Knowledge in CHAMP
Considered from the system's point of view, CHAMP performs two tasks. The first is to
aid in the duties of an executive assistant to a professor/entrepreneur. The duties consist
of helping to maintain a schedule of meetings and events, and helping to arrange airline
reservations when events require travel. CHAMP's second and less visible task is to
extend its grammar to understand more effectively the idiosyncratic language of a
particular user. Because the tasks are distinct, it is useful to distinguish between two
types of knowledge in CHAMP: the learning-related structures that comprise the
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grammar, and the application-related
structures that organize the domain concepts and
databases. This division is not one of syntax versus semantics--both
types of structures
contain what is usually thought of as syntactic and semantic information. The important
distinction is between what can and cannot change as a result of adaptation. As a
consequence of the Fixed Domain Assumption (Section 2.3), only those structures that
make up the grammar can be the target of learning.
To help the user schedule events, the number of general actions and object types the
system must know about (the Domain Concepts in Figure 4-1) is fairly small (about
fifty). On the other hand, the number of specific objects, such as particular individuals
and locations, is unconstrained via the use of extendable classes. In keeping a calendar,
CHAMP limits the available actions to viewing some portion of the current schedule or
adding, deleting, or changing
meetings,
buildings,

the value of an entry. Objects that can be referred to include

seminars, specific times of day, time intervals, types of locations (businesses,
rooms), participants,
and topics, to name a few. To schedule travel events

(which may be by car or plane) the four actions remain the same, but objects such as the
airline schedule, flight numbers, cities, and arrival and departure times must be added. 16
Although the number of types of actions and objects that can be referred to is small, the
possible number of ways of referring to them is not. In other words, the size of the
domain has little effect upon the degree of linguistic complexity
CHAMP might
encounter.

Consider,

for example,

expressing

the same request:

possible

initial

variation

between

different

users

User A: Schedule a 2:00 - 3:00 meeting with the Robotics Group.
User B: Add a Robotics Group meeting from 2 p.m. to 3 p.m.
User A: Show me the airline schedule leaving NY and arriving in Pittsburgh.
User B: Display flight information for flights from New York to Pittsburgh.
User A: Cancel my 3 o'clock appointment.
User B: Delete the meeting beginning at 3:00 p.m.
User A: Reschedule the meeting at 4 to 10 am.
User B: Change the starting time of the 4 pan. meeting to 10 a.m.
User A: Change the 10 am meeting's location to John's office.
User B: Change the location of the meeting at 10 am to John's office.

16Inorder to demote
the generality of the system, CHAMP's knowledge structureswere originally
developed for the calendar task without trip sc.he.duling--0_ "calendar domain." After a complete
working version of the system had been built, stnlctures for the travel concepts and travel grammarwere
writtenas ff schedulingthe professor/entrepreneur'strips was an independenttask--.-4he"travel domain."
As a result, CHAMPcanbe run with the calendardomain,the traveldomain,or both.
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We know from the experiments described in Chapter 3 that even for a single user
reference to the same events may change over time. User A's language, for example,
might develop as follows:
Day 1:

Schedule a 2:00 - 3:00 meeting with the Robotics Group.
Show me the airline schedule leaving NY and arriving in Pittsburgh.
Cancel my 3 o'clock appointment.
Reschedule the meeting at 4 to 10 am.
Change the 10 am meeting' s location to John's office.

Day 14: Schedule 2-3 Robotics Group
Show flights from NY to Pittsburgh
Cancel @ 3
Reschedule @ 4 to @ 10 am
Relocate to John's office
Day 28: Sc Robotics Group 2-3
flights NY to Pgh
C3
Res 4 to 10 am
Rel John's ofc
The implementation of the understanding and adaptation processes in CHAMP is
independent of any particular domain. Thus to understand or to learn to understand these
kinds of utterances, CHAMP must be given information about how the user wants to
refer to the actions and objects meaningful to the task, as well as information about the
actions and objects themselves. Because we assume that the domain remains fixed once
loaded (except for extendable classes), only the forms of reference can be changed by
adaptation. The structures that capture forms of reference (and new instances of known
classes) comprise the system's grammar. Specifically, learning-related knowledge is
organized by a lexicon and a Formclass Hierarchy, both described in the next section.
Information about the actions and objects themselves, information that cannot be changed
and is independent of any particular form of reference, is organized by the Concept
Hierarchy, described in Section 4.3.

4.2. Learning-Related
Hierarchy

Knowledge:

The Lexicon

and Formclass

The best way to understand the organization of a grammar in CHAMP is by examining
part of such a grammar. Although two separate kernel grammars have been implemented,
we will use examples taken primarily from the calendar domain in the discussion that
follows. The upper portions of the figures that introduce the next three subsections
(Figures 4-2, 4-5, and 4-8) display a small portion of the calendar kernel as it is organized
in CHAMP's caseframe representation [15]. The representation in the figures has been
simplified slightly for expositional purposes; both kernels are presented in the exact
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representation used by CHAMP in Appendix A. The reader is encouraged to examine
Figures 4-2, 4-5, and 4-8 briefly before continuing.
The figures show that the grammar is created from the following five types of
components:
• Formclass: the component that organizes all the syntactically distinct ways
of referring to a concept that are recognized by the grammar.
• Form: the component
concept.

that represents a particular way of referring to a

• Wordclass: the component that organizes all the lexically distinct ways of
referring to a concept that are recognized by the grammar.
• Step: the component that assigns a formclass or wordclass to a subsegment
in the utterance.
• Lexical definition: the component that ties a particular word or phrase to
one or more wordclasses.
Each of these types of component is discussed fully in the subsections that follow this
overview. It is clear from the figures that the grammar is composed primarily of semantic
categories, although there are a few classes (such as m-intervalforms which represents a
time interval marked by a preposition) that reflect syntactic distinctions.
To establish a frame of reference, the lower portions of Figures 4-2, 4-5, and 4-8 show
those aspects of the caseframe grammar that can be expressed using standard B NF
notation. Although we will study both representations in detail, a high-level comparison
reveals that a form is comparable to a non-temainal whose expansion is to be matched
against the utterance. The steps taken by a form to recognize a segment of the utterance
correspond to looking for the constituent wordclasses and formclasses in the expansion.
A wordclass is like a non-terminal that expands to only terminals; recognizing a
wordclass means matching actual words and phrases in the lexicon. A formclass, on the
other hand, is like a non-terminal that expands to the names of forms; recognizing a
constituent formclass means using a form in the constituent class to recognize a
subsegment.
Do the two sets of stmctures--caseframes
and BNF roles---recognize the same
language? Not exactly. As we examine each of the five types of components in
CHAMP's grammar in turn, we will find that five of the fields in CHAMP's caseframes
have no BNF correlates. The ig field that may be associated with a formclass and the def
field that may be associated with a lexieal definition facilitate the recognition task
without changing the language recognized. In contrast, the concept and active fields
associated with a formclass and wordclass, and the bindvar field associated with a step
allow CHAMP to apply context-sensitive constraints during parsing. As a result,
CHAMP recognizes a more semantically consistent language than a context-free BNF
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grammar will permit. Our comparison of the two representations will also uncover the
significant reduction in grarnmar size afforded by a form's unodes, mnodes, and mode
fields.

4.2.1.
The Formdass

actionforms
isa root
members(addfonns)
locations*root*
agenda-level8
activet
conceptaction
ig (ig-actms)

Itddforms
isaactionforms
members(ACT1)
locations*root*
agenda-level7
activet
conceptadd

m-intervalforms
isa root
members(INT0)
locations(702)
agenda-level2
activet
conceptinterval

u.intervalforms
isa root
members(INT1INT2)
locations(206)
agenda-level1
activet
conceptinterval
ig (ig-actexp)

<actionforms>::=<add.forms>
<addforms>::=<actl>
<m-intervalforms>
::=<intO>
<u-intervalforms>::=<intl> I<int2>
Figure 4-2: Examples of formclass definitions found in the calendar domain
displayed in CHAMP's caseframe representation and those portions of the
caseframes that can be expressed in standard BNF notation.
A formclass is a grammatical component that organizes all the syntactically distinct
ways of referring to a concept that are recognized by the grammar. The upper portion of
Figure 4-2 shows that a formclass may have associated with it seven pieces of
information. The first, given by the isa field, is the parent formclass. In the portion of the
kernel displayed, only addforms stands in a hierarchical relationship with another class
(aetionforms). The other formclasses shownmactionforms,
m-intervalforms,
and
u-intervalforms---are
roots of some of the subtrees that comprise the Formclass
Hierarchy (discussed below). The second piece of information in a formclass definition
is isa's inverse: members. Thus, addforms isa actionforms just as the members of
actionforms include addforms. This inverse relationship holds across different types of
components in CHAMP: formclass and formclass, formclass and form (compare, for
example, the members field of addforms with the isa field of ACT1 in Figure 4-5), and
wordclass and lexical definition (see Figure 4-8). In the lower portion of Figure 4-2 the
isa and members relations are captured
inBNF.
Just as the isa and members fields tie formclasses to other formclasses and to forms, the
locations field ties formclasses to steps. Locat/ons is the inverse of the steps' class fields
(see Figure 4-5); the value in a formelass's locations field is simply the union of all the
step numbers that assign that formclass to a subsegrnent in the utterance. Thus, the set of
locations associated with m-intervalforms
contains only step 702 which, in turn, has
m-intervalforms
as its class. These relations are left implicit in the BNF notation. We
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will see in Chapter 5 that the locations field holds information used to expand partial
parse trees.
The next field, theagenda-level, ties a formclass into the partial ordering of all
formclasses called the Formclass Hierarchy. The purpose of the hierarchy is to organize
the search for constituents during parsing. Thus, the structure of the hierarchy is derived
from the relative embeddedness of constituents in the grammar. Strictly speaking,
CHAMP's grammar is a forest of trees defined by the isa fields of the formclasses and
forms (forrnclasses without parent classes serve as the roots of the trees). Relative
embeddedness is particularly easy to see in the BNF rules: since <adclforms> expands to
<aetl> (Figure 4-2), and <actl>'s expansion contains <m-intervalforms> (Figure 4-5),
<m-intervalforms> must be lower in the hierarchy than <addforms>. Figure 4-3
demonstrates that to recover the same information from the caseframe representation we
must follow the relevant isa relations and replace the step numbers in a form's strategy
with the class assigned by the step. Thus, step 702 in ACTI's strategy list indicates that
ACT1 may contain as a constituent a member of m-intervalforms. Alternatively, we say
that step 702 "seeks" an m-intervalform. Since ACT1 isa addform and ACT1 contains
step 702, m-intervalforms
is lower in the Formclass Hierarchy than addforms; in a
bottom-up parser we must recognize marked intervals before we try to recognize
references to actions. Similarly, the formclass u-intervalforrns
is lower than the
formclass m-intervalforms
because part of recognizing a marked interval involves
recognizing an unmarked interval (step 206 of INT0).
addforms

ACT1
(701
702
704
708)
703

seeks _ m-intervalforms
l isa
INT0
(204
206)

seeks

_ u-intervalforms
INT1

INT2

Figure 4-3: An example of the relationships among grammatical components
that define the Formclass Hierarchy.
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The final three fields in a fo_rnclass caseframe contribute to the application of contextsensitive constraints during parsing. The role of the active field is explained when we
discuss segmentation in Section 5.1. The concept field is a connection between learningrelated knowledge and application-related knowledge. Any information that might help
recognize a reference to the add action or the interval object, but that cannot be changed
by adaptation, is accessible through the token add or interval, respectively. For example,
the interval concept contains the knowledge that the starting hour of an interval must be
strictly less than the ending hour. This prevents CHAMP l_om interpreting "5 to 3" or
"5 to 5" as a time interval even though the BNF rule for <u-intervalforms> permits such
an interpretation. Note that both the classes m-intervalforms and u-intervalforms point
to the same concept; what is true about intervals is true regardless of the presence or
absence of a preposition.
The ig field (short for "instance generator") contains the name of a LISP function. The
purpose of an ig is to create a canonical value for a segment in the formclass. Ig-hour,
for example, tries to convert the segment of the utterance recognized as a u-hourform
into a number between zero and 2400. In this way, each of "12:00 p.m.," "12 pm," and
"noon" becomes the same canonical value, 1200. If the information in the segment is
incomplete, ig-hour produces as its canonical value a number with a question mark (such
as (1200 ?) for "12:00"). Thus, a canonical value distills the important information in a
constituent into a convenient form. Some igs (such as ig-hour) have an exp token
associated with them in the formclass field; this means they are invoked during the
Expand phase of the Coalesce/Expand Cycle. Alternatively, an ig may be invoked during
the Resolution phase (via ares token) in order to help convert an annotated parse tree
(AVF) into the canonical form expected by the database functions. Res igs (such as ig-act
in Figure 4-2) are discussed in Chapter 7.
Figure 4-4 demonstrates how a canonical value can facilitate the application of semantic
constraints. The ig for u-intervalforms,
for example, uses the canonical values
previously generated by ig-hour for its starthour and endhour to represent the interval
in terms of a twenty-four hour clock. Once this has been done, the semantic constraint
that assures that the starthour pxr_les the endhour can be applied (the constraint
application process is explained in Section 4.3). In Figure 4-4 the constraint will be
satisfied because ig-int mates the interval (1500 1630). Checking the constraint requires
only a simple test because the relevant information is represented in a way that is
independent of the actual referring phrases.
The main purpose of a formclass is to organize the information that applies to all its
members. Although a formclass's members may be other formclasses (see actionforms
in Figure 4-2), most of the time the members are forms, the granmmfical component we
examine next.
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Utterance: "Schedule an AI seminar from 3 p.m. to 4:30 on June 5"
I_GG
ig-hour
ig-hour
ig-int

Invoked During
parsing
parsing
parsing

Argument Bindings
hr=-3,minutes=0, dnbit--pm
hr--4, minutes=30, dnbit=nfl
starthour=1500,
endhour=-(430 ?)

Canonical Form Result
1500
(430 ?)
(1500 1630)

Figure 4-4: The role of instance generators in providing canonical values for
constraint application during parsing.

4.2.2. The Form and its Steps

ACT1
isa addforms
strategy
(701 702 703 704 708)
mode (704 708)
unodes ((701 702 703))
re.nodes((701 702))

INT0
isa m-intervalforms
strategy
(204 206)
mode (204 206)

INT1
isa u-intervalforms
strategy
(107 108 109)
mode (107 108 109)

701: class m-houfforms
702: class m-intervalforms
703: class m-dateforms
704:classaddwd
708: class m-i-ggforms

204: class ivlmla"
107: class u-houfforms
bindvar marker
bindvar starthour
206: class u-intervalfonns 108: class e2mnkr
bindvar
(ivl
divl)
bindvar
emarker
109: class u-hourforms
bindvar
endhour

INT2
isa u-intervalforms
strategy
(110)
mode (110)

110: class intervalwd
bindvar instance

_ctl> ::=([[<m-houffonns>
I<m-interv_lfonns>]
[<m-d_forms>]]I
[[<m-dateforms>]
[<zn-hourforms>
I<m-intervalfonns>]])
<addwd> <m-i-ggforms>
<intO>::=<ivlmkr><u-intervalforms>
<intl> ::= <n-hourforms> <e_
<u-hourforms>
<int2> ::= <intervalwd>

Figure 4-5: Examples of form and step definitions found in the calendar domain
displayed in CHAMP's caseframe representation and those portions of the
caseframes that can be expressed in standard BNF notation.
A form is a declarative stmcnne that is interpreted by the system as an algorithm
(recognizer) for detecting references to the formclass's concept. The upper portion of
Figure 4-5 displays some of the kernel forms that are members of the formclasses in
Figure 4-2. The definitions of the strategy steps that make up the algorithm are given in
the middle of the figure. Steps are implemented as distinct structures so that they may be
shared among strategies. We witl see in the next chapter how sharing steps helps
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eliminate
redundant
search
duringa parse.
The lowerportion
ofFigure4-5showsthose
portions of the caseframes that can be expressed in BNF.
To understand the correspondence between a form and its BNF representation we must
first understand the role of the strategy step. The purpose of a step is to assign a class to a
constituent that may span a number of contiguous segments in the utterance. The process
of assigning a class to a set of contiguous segments is similar to that of substituting a
non-temainal for its expansion in a context-free parser. Thus, in Figure 4-5, it is not until
each of steps 107, 108, and 109 is satisfied by a portion of the input that an instance of
u-intervalforms has been found by INTl. Similarly, finding <u-hourforms>, <ehnnkr>,
and another <u-hourforms> tells us we have found <intl>. At this point, however, the
differences in the information
available from each of the representations changes the
nature of the understanding process. As we saw in Figure 4-4, in CHAMP the concept
interval associated with the class u-intervalforms imposes semantic constraints on
candidate intervals. The tokens in a step's bindvar field are used in the definition of those
semantic constraints. In this way the predicate associated with interval can enforce the
relation starthour < endhour. Of course, no processing of this kind occurs in a contextfree parser.
Expanding our view from the strategy step to the form itself, let us first compare INT0
and <intO>. INT0's strategy list contains two steps: 204 followed by 206. The step's
definitions indicate that step 204 is satisfied by finding a member of the wordclass
ivhnkr in the utterance, while step 206 seeks a member of the formclass
u-intervalforms. Since both steps are in the mode field of the INT0 form, they are both
required if we are to be certain we have found a marked interval. In other words, we have
found an m-intervalform using the strategy in INT0 if we can find an ivlmkr followed
by a u-intervalform in the sentence. In BNF we capture the same idea by writing:
<rn-intervalforms> ::= <intO> and <intO> ::= <ivlmkr> <u-intervalforms>.
In general we say that a form su_
if all the steps in the strategy list are satisfied by
contiguous portions of the utterance occurring in the given step-order. Exceptions to this
rule are expressed by the annotation nodes: the mode stands for "required," the unode
for "unordered," and the mnode for "mutually-exclusive."
More precisely, the rhode
field overrides the need for all steps to be satisfied; a strategy may still succe_ as long as
those steps on the mode list are matched. Similarly, the unodes field overrides the
ordering of the strategy list; steps in a unode's sublist may be satisfied by any
permutation of corresponding contiguous segments in the utterance. The mnodes field
demands that steps in its sublists be considered mutually-exclusive---only one of the set
may appear.17 As an example of the interpretation of annotation nodes within a parsing
17There
isonemore type of annotation
node whichisnot shown inFigure4-5:thesnode.Itisdiscussed
inthecontext
oftheCoalesce/Expand
Cycle,inSection
5.2.

q
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strategy,
letusconsider
AC'TI.Figure
4-6displays
_e vm'iafion
inutterances
recognized
by theform.We cansummariz_thealgorithm
represented
by ACTI asfollows:
1.Ifthere
arecontiguous
references
tothemarkedformsofa date,
anhour,or
a timeinterval,
theyarepartofthereference
totheconcept
add. Any order
ispenTdtted
among the introductory
adverbial
phrases,
but onlyone of
m-hourformsorm-intervalforms
may bepresent.
2.Regardless
ofthepresence
orabsence
ofa date,
hour,orinterval,
anaddwd
must be present. If any of the introductory adverbial phrases are present,
they must precede the addwd.
3. A group-gathering marked by an indefinite article (m.i.ggforms)
found following the addwd.

Form
ACT1

Strategy Steps
701 m-hourforms
702 m-intervalforms
703 m-dateforms

must be

Annotations
mutually-exclusive with 702, unordered with 703
mutually-exclusive with 701, unordered with 703
unordered with 702 and 701

704 addwd
required
708 m-i-ggforms
required
Examples of Directly Recognizable Utterances:
• "On June 4 at 5 p.m. schedule lunch with John."
• "From noon to 1:30 on June 7 schedule a speech research meeting."
• "On June 12 add a seminar in Room 5409 from 3 to 4."
(the marked interval is picked up by m-i-ggforms in step 708)
Examples of Utterances Requiring Recovery:
• "Schedule on June 4 a meeting with Alice."
(steps 703 and 704 out of order)
• "On June 7 at 5 p.m. [add] a natmal language interfaces seminar."
(required step 704 omitted)
• "At 6 from 6 to 7 p.m. schedule dinner with dad."
(mutually-exclusive steps 701 and 702 both present.)
Figure4-6:The addform ACT1 considered
asa parsing
strategy:
examplesof
non-deviant Utterances it recognizes directly, and deviant utterances it fails
torecognize
without error
recovery.

At first glance it seems trivial to capture the "required," "unordered," and "mutuallyexclusive" relations'in
BNF. Square brackets indicate optionality and therefore,
indirectly, those elements that are required. The Kleene star permits both optionality and
permutation by matching zero or more elements from a set in any order. The vertical bar
represents mutual-exclusion among elements that may fill the same position in the
production.
Unfortunately, the ways in which the "unordered"
and "mutually-
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exclusive" relations are manifested in natural language makes a trivial translation from
unodes and nmodes to star and bar impossible.
Consider the single unode associated with ACT1; it says that the hour, date, and interval
may occur in any order. Implicit, however, is that only one of each constituent may be
present. Thus, translating the unode using the Kleene star is inappropriate because the
star allows, by its definition, multiple dates, hours, and intervals to be matched in the
input. To avoid an overly general production but still capture the meaning of the unode in
ACT1, we must explicitly include in the BNF all the permissible orderings of the
unordered steps in the caseframe representation. The mnode relation between the hour
and interval means that the true number of constituents in the unordered set is two. In
general, ff there are n unordered constituents then there will be n! terms in the disjunct
representing the permissible orderings. Figure 4-7 shows that the appropriate translation
from ACT1 to <actl> results in a top-level disjunct with two terms.
In the case of ACT1 and <actl> the mutual-exclusivity relation between m-hourforms
and m-intervalforms could be expressed in BNF using the vertical bar because the two
non-terminals play the same role in the same position in the production. Expressed
differently, there are no constraints between m-hourforms and the other non-terminals
that are not identical for m-intervalforms. In English, however, there are common
mutual-exclusion relations that do not have this property. Subject-verb agreement is an
example where the mutual-exclusion relation holds over non-terminals playing different
roles. To capture the idea that "single/plural subject requires single/plural verb" in BNF,
we cannot write
<sentence>::= (<singlesubj> I <pluralsubj>) (<singleverb>I <pluralverb>).
Instead, we must enumerate the pairings:
<sentence> ::= (<singlesubj> <singleverb>) I(<pluralsubj> <pluralverb>).
Expressing the mutual-exclusion between prenominal and postnominal instances of the
same modifying case is another requirement for understanding English. This time the
discontiguity of non-terminals playing the same role causes the enumeration.
MEETING1 and <meeting1> in Figure 4-7 demonstrate the problem. The definition of
MEETING1 says that if the location of a meeting is included, it may be given
prenominally ("AlSys meeting' '), or posmominally ("meeting at AISys"), but not both.
The expansion of <meetingl> expresses the same idea by enumerating the possible
positions for the modifying case relative to the head noun. If we ignore the question of
case order for a moment, then the number of disjuncts required to capture n modifying
cases that may occur either prenominally or postnominally is given by:
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ACT1
strategy (m-hourforms m-intervalforms m-dateforms addwd m-i-ggforms)
mode (addwd m-i-ggforms)
unodes ((m-hourforms m-intervalforms m-dateforms))
nmodes ((m-hourforms m-intervalforms))
<act1>

::=

[[<m-hourforms> I<m-intervalforrns>] [<m-dateforms>]] <addwd> <m-i-ggforms> I
[[<m-dateforms>] [<m-hourforms> I<m-intervalforms>]] <addwd> <m-i-ggforms>
MEETING 1
strategy (u-locationforms meetingwd m-locationforms)
mode (meetingwd)
mnodes ((u-locationforms m-locationforms))
<meeting 1> ::=
[<u-locationforms>] <meetingwd> I<meetingwd> [<m-locationforms>]
FULLMEETING
strategy (u-hourforms u-intervalforms u-dateforms u-locationforms u-subjectforms
u-participanfforms meetingwd m-hourforms m-intervalforms m-dateforms
m-locationforms m-subjectforms m-participanfforms)
mode (meetingwd)
unodes ((u-hourforms u-intervalforms u-dateforms u-locationforms
u-subjectforms u-participantfonus)
(m-hourforms m-intervalforms m-dateforms m-locationforms
m-subjectform_s m-participantforms))
mnodes ((u-hourforms m-hourforms u-intervalforms m-intervalforms)
(u-dateforms m-dateforms) (u-locationforms m-locationforms)
(u-subjectforms m-subjecfforms) (u-participanfforms m-parficipanfforms))
<fiallmeeting> ::= 3840 terms
Figure 4-7: A comparison of CHAMP's representation to BNF notation in capturing
the complex ordering and mutual-exclusivity information common in English.
In other words, all n modifiers may appear to the left of the head noun, or any one of the
modifiers may appear on the left with the remaining n-1 on the right, and so forth.
The reality, of course, is that we cannot ignore ease ordering. It should not be
surprising, however, that the size of a grammar in BNF grows quickly when discontiguity
and mutual-exclusivity interact with freexiom of ordering. FULI.A4EETING in Figure
4-7 shows the actual definition for a meeting in CHAMP---each of the six modifying
cases may occur prenominally or postnominally (but not both) in any order. The general
formula for determining the number of BNF disjuncts required under these circumstances
is:
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n! n!

t_o
(n-k)lk!
which is at least n(n!) (because (n-k)! >= 1 for all k). As a result, the BNF equivalent of
FULLMEETING requires 3840 disjuncts (n = 5 because the four time modifiers are all
mutually-exclusive). The shorthand afforded by the annotation nodes in CHAMP's
caseframe representation dearly leads to a more compact grammar.
A formclass represents all the ways of referring to a concept that are recognized by the
grammar while each form represents a particular way of referring to the concept through
its strategy steps and annotation nodes. The class field of a strategy step may assign
either a formclass or a worddass to a subsegment of the utterance. Having discussed
formdasses above, we mm our attention now to the wordclass.
4.2.3. The Worddass and the Lexical Definition

addwd
members (add schedule)
locations (704)
active t
concept add

ivlmkr
members (from)
locations (204)
active t
concept none

ehrmkr
members (to)
locations (108)
active t
concept none

intervalwd
members (lunch)
locations (110)
active t
concept none

add

from

to

lunch

isaaddwd
schedule
isaaddwd

isa sourcemkr
isa ivlmkr

isaehnnkr
isatargetmkr

isamealwd
(isaintervalwd
clef(12001300))

<addwd>::=addIschedule
_vlmkr> ::= fi'om
<elmnkr> ::= to
<intervalwd> ::= lunch

Figure 4-8: Examples of wordclass and lexical defirfitions found in the calendar
domain displayed in CHAMP's caseframe representation and those portions
of the caseframes that can be expressed in standard BNF notation.
As explained in Section 4.2.1, the Formclass Hierarchy is recursively defined through
the isa fields of forms and formclasses and through the class fields of the step definitions.
At the bottom of the hierarchy are the wordclasses, some of which are shown in the top
portion of Figure 4-8. The fields in a wordclass definition are a subset of those in a
formclass definition and carry the same general meaning. The concept field contains a
pointer into application-related knowledge ff there are semantic conswaints that are
signalled by the presence of member of a wordclass in the utterance. If, for example, the
word "add" is present in the utterance and only the kernel definition for "add" is in the
lexicon, then knowledge in the add concept will turn off the active fields for
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deleteforms, deletewd, changeforms, changewd, and so forth. In other words, if the
only way in which "add" can be understood is as a referent to the add action, then we
may eliminate from the search space all paths that cannot contribute to that interpretation.
The members of a wordclass are the actual words and phrasesin the lexicon. As the lower
portion of Figure 4-8 demonstrates, wordclasses in CHAMP correspond to non-terminals
that expand to only terminals in a BNF representation.
The middle portion of Figure 4-8 shows that lexical definitions provide entry into the
Formclass Hierarchy through the wordclass in the isa field. CHAMP allows both word
and phrase entries in the lexicon. The system also permits multiple definitions for each
entry (see, for example, "from"). In addition to the isa field, an entry may contain a def
field that associates a canonical value with the usage of a word. When "lunch" is used as
an intervalwd, for example, the def of "lunch" is (1200 1300)---abe canonical value for
the interval noon to 1 p.m. Instance generators, which have the task of producing
canonical representations that aid in constraint application and database search, also have
the responsibility of recovering the value in a def field. Figure 4-9 demonstrates how the
mechanism works. In the example, the second definition of "lunch," which reflects
usage of the word as a modifier indicating time, leads to a successful parse. INT2 seeks
the wordclass for this detrmition (intervalwd) in its sole step (110). Thus the presence of
the word "lunch" is adequate to satisfy INT2 and invoke the instance generator for the
class u-intervalforms. The special token instance in the bindvar field of a step directs an
ig to recover the canonical value from the lexical definition rather than to compute it. In
this way the canonical form of the default lunch interval, (1200 1300), is bound to ivl and
divl in step 206.

4.3. Application-Related Knowledge: The Concept Hierarchy
By basing forms and formclasses on semantic categories, CHAMP's learning-related
structures contain some language-independent knowledge about the domain. A formclass
ties together different ways of expressing the same concept. In turn, the fixed number of
formclasses limits the user to a fixed number of meaning_ actions and objects; we
organize these domain concepts into a Concept Hierarchy. It is not surprising that the
structure of the Concept Hierarchy largely parallels that of the Formclass Hierarchy--the
former organizes information about meaning_ referents, the latter organizes information
about meaningful references. The two hierarchies can be thought of as densely connected
within but sparsely connected between. We have already seen that connections between
the hierarchies are limited to the wordclass's and formclass's concept and active fields
and the strategy step's bindvar field.
If all we knew about domain concepts were their names and categories, it would be
unnecessary to build a separate structure to organize them. Fortunately, we can say more
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"Cancel the lunch meeting on June 4"

causes
exical retrieval
definitionofofthe
"lunch"
(lunch (isa intervalwd def (1200 1300)))

satisfying
110: class intervalwd bindvar instance

INT2: isa u-intervalfonns strategy (110) mode (110)
invoking the u-intervalforms
re.stance generator
ig-interval: instance="lunch"
the retrieval of the clefvalue from the
lexical definition for lunch, providing
(1200 1300) as the bind value to steps
I seeking
instance u-intcrvalforms
bindvar in step 110 restflts in
206: class u-intervalforms bindvar (ivl divl)
Figure 4-9: Providing canonical values through the interaction of
instance bindvars and lexical def fields.
than just what constitutes a meaningful referent. Specifically, what we mean by a
"domain concept" is precisely that collection of invariant information that defines an
action or object within an application. In this section we will examine how the
information associated with concepts and conceptclasses can help to constrain search and
facilitate user interaction. Figure 4-10 displays both kinds of knowledge for a portion of
the calendar Concept Hierarchy. Like the representation of the grammar, the
representation of domain concepts has been simplified slightly in our examples for
expositional purposes-qhe exact representation can be seen in Appendix A. In CHAMP,
a Concept Hierarchy must be hand-coded in terms of the primitive fields (isa, seg, bind,
exp, rec, default, and emend) separately for each domain. To the extent that different
domains share concepts, the application knowledge coded for one may be used in the
other. CHAMP shares action concepts, time concepts, and some location concepts
between its two domains. As in the previous section, most of our examples will be taken
from the calendar domain.
Search control is aided by the four types of constraint information found in the fields
labelled seg, bind, exp, and rec. CHAMP takes an integrated approach to controlling
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add
isa action

interval
isa root

seg ((pointers addwd gowd)
(opponents deletewd showwd...)
(turnoff deleteforms showforms...))
rec ((no-del obj))

exp ((deref starthour endhour)
(lambda (ds de)
(or (< (hour ds) (hour de))...))
rec ((no-del interval starthour endhour)
(no-tram (marker interval)
(starthour
endhour)
(emarker endhour)))

meal
isa object
default ((location (* *)))
lunch
isa meal
default ((starthr 1200))

hr
isa root
bind (<= 1 !value 12)
minutes

subject
isa root
rec ((no-del subject)
(no-tram (marker-subject)))
extend (subject subjname)

isaroot
bind (<= 0 !value 59)

Figure 4-10: Examples of application-related knowledge from the calendar domain
(an "*" value is a wildcard).
search [54], applying each type of constraint as early and as often in the understanding
process as possible. Thus, the four kinds of constraint information correspond to the four
points in processing at which constraining knowledge can be brought to bear. 18
At segmentation-time we may use the presence of a word or phrase that is unique to a
wordclass or domain to eliminate large portions of the search space. Thus, if the utterance
contains the word "add" and our grammar contains no definition for "add" other than
the kernel definition (isa addwd), we know that we may ignore those portions of the
grammar that are incompatible with an add action. We e"lmainatethe incompatible paths
in the search space by turning off the active fields of the wordclasses found in the
opponents subfield and the formelasses in the turnoff subfield. The uses of the seg and
active fields are discussed further in Section 5.1.

lSAetually,thereare five pointsin processingat whichwe applyconstraining
knowledge.We have
postponedanydiscussionof thecc_traintsimposedbythe databaseuntilChapter7, whenwe examinethe
resolutionprocess.
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At bind-time we apply predicate constraints to the values we want associated with a
bindvar. In Figure 4-10, for example, we see that a strategy step whose biadvar list
contains the token hr can be satisfied only by a number between one and twelve. Bindtime constraints are also discussed further in Section 5.1.
E_and-time constraints are applied during the Expand phase of the Coalesce/Expand
Cycle (Section 5.2). At that time we consider the limiting effects of intercase constraints.
In Figure 4-10 the concept interval carries a constraint of this type on the cases
starthour and endhour. Each case is recognizezi by a step seeking a u-bourform (see
the definition of INT1 in Figure 4-5). The expand-time predicate accesses the canonical
values bound to starthour and endhour and prevents further search down any path in
which the starthour is later than the endhour. As an example, consider the sentence
"Change the meeting from 5 p.m. to 3 p.m."
In this case, the interval constraint will prevent the segment "5 p.m. to 3 p.m." from
being parsed as an interval (and, consexluently, prevent "from 5 p.m. to 3 p.m. from
being parsed as a marked interval). The concept definition for a source-target pair, on the
other hand, demands only that the classes of the source and target be compatible. Thus,
our sample sentence will be correctly understood as a command to change the starting
time of a particular me_ting.
Recovery-time constraints occur, naturally enough, during error recovery (Chapter 6).
These constraints
blockerrorcorrections
otherwise
permitted
by the model.Let us
consider
therecovery
constraints
associated
withtheconceptclass
subject.
A subjectis
refen'ed
toby any word orphrasethatactsasthespecific
topicofa meetingorseminar
(forexample,thephrase"Non-monotonicLogics"in"Schedulean AI seminarabout
Non-monotonicLogics").Figure4-11 summarizeswhat CHAMP knows aboutthe
concept.
As shown,SUBJ0,a mcrnberofm-subjecfforms,
ismade up ofa rnazker
and a
member ofu-subjecfforms.
The recovery
constraint
intheconceptdefinition
(no-del
subject) prevents the recovery mechanism from deleting step214 whose bindvar list
contains the token subject. In other words, the constraint prevents us from considering
as a reference to a subject any segment that does not actually contain a subject.
Similarly, (no-trans (marker subject)) prevents recovery from transposing steps 213
and 214; what makes a marker a marker is that it introduces what it marks. Although
they do not apply to subject, no-sub constraints may also be specified. The concept date,
for example, contains the recovery constraint: (no-sub clay year). This entry prevents
substitution of non-numbers in links with the bindvar symbol day or year. The fourth
tytx_ of error reeovery, insertion, has no corresponding eonstraint_inscrdons
are always
permitted.
Since recovery constraints are dearly fled to the form of a reference, it is reasonable to
ask why they are contained in the Concept Hierarchy. In part, the reason is that these
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From Kemel Grammar
m-subjecfforms
isa root
members (SUBJ0)
locations (318)
agenda-level 2
active t

From Concept Hierarchy
subject
rec ((no-de1 subject)
(no-tram (marker subject)))
extend (subject subjname)

concept subject
SUBJO
isa m-subjectforms
mode (213214)
strategy
213: class sbjmkr bindvar marker
214:class
u-subject.forms
bindvar
subject
Figure4-11:A portion
ofCHAMP's knowledgeaboutsubjects.
constraints help insure that a new form of reference is meaningf_. More important,
however, is that recovery comtraints are like other pieces of apphcation-mlated
knowledge--they are part of the fixed assumptions about the domain. Since they are not
truly language-independent, recovery constraints may affect the language the system can
learn. Why, then, do we add them? In general we include a constraint because we beheve
it will eliminate unnecessary search. Recovery constraints generally eliminate search
down paths that correspond to nonsemical explanations of deviant utterances. By adding
the recovery notation (no-del subject), we choose not to entertain the notion that the
existence of a preposition that may introduce a subject is, by itself, adequate to
hypothesize that the subject has been deleted. Similarly, (no-tram (marker subject))
means we will not accept that the word following a recognized subject may be a
legitimate substitution for a missing marker (because we expect markers to appear before
what they mark). Although it cannot be guaranteed that the search eliminated by these
constraints is unnecessary, when used carefully the possibility of eliminating the user's
intended meaning is shght, and the savings in search increases at each deviation-level.
In addition to constraining search, information organized in the Concept Hierarchy may
facilita_ user interactiom Knowledge of this type is located in the default and extend
fields. If explicit default values are prodded for a concept, CHAMP may use them to
compensate for user omissions. Consider the sentence
"Schedule lunch with John on June 4."
which indicates neither where the participants will eat nor at what time. Under these
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circumstances, CHAMP will use the reference to lunch to provide a default time and
location. The former value is given explicitly in the definition of the concept lunch,
while the latter is inherited from meal through lunch's isa field (see Figure 4-10). 19 In
general, default reasoning by the system prevents interactions perceived as unnecessary
by the user. We will have a great deal more to say about default reasoning and inference
when we discuss resolution in Chapter 7.
The extend field supplies class extendability information. The bow's and why's of
learning new instances of known classes are discussed in full in Section 5.1.3. Here we
recall only that the conceptclasses that are to be considered extendable are fixed. Figure
4-10 shows that subject is one such class. As a result, when CHAMP encounters an
unknown segment in a context that permits a subjeefform constituent, it will, with the
user's help, try to resolve the segment as a new subject. In this way, the system learns
about new topics, people, and places as the user's experience dictates. The price paid for
relaxing the Fixed Domain Assumption in this limited sense is additional (but focused)
user interactions. The benefits include reduced search, fewer furore interactions, and the
ability to learn even when presented with an ultimately unparsable sentence.
One of the main challenges in building an adaptive interface is designing knowledge
structures that are (1) general enough to support grammar growth in unanticipated
directions, and (2) specific enough to constrain search to reasonable limits. The
decomposition of a grammar based on semantic categories into the components of a
Formclass Hierarchy gives CHAMP the flexibility to capture the user's idiosyncratic
language by adaptation at the appropriate level of representation. The combination of
formclasses, forms, wordclasses, and lexical entries is robust enough to learn new
sentential, phrasal or lexical references, with the latter including both synonyms and new
instances of extendable classes. At the same time, shared strategy steps and the invariant
constraints, defaults and extendability information in the Concept Hierarchy help control
the search for an effective meaning. Thus the knowledge structures discussed in this
chapter appear to meet the design challenge imposed by (1) and (2), above. In the next
chapter we will begin our examination of how these knowledge structures are used in the
understanding and adaptation processes.

19The inherited location (* *) is a way of saying that the location of a meal may legitimately remain

unspee_ed.
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Chapter 5
Understanding

Non-Deviant Utterances

The knowledge representations introduced in the previous chapter guide the parser's
search for a meaning structure. In CHAMP, the meaning of an utterance is represented by
an annotated
parse
tree (APT). A grammatical sentence---one
with no
deviations--produces an APT with no recovery notations (or more than one unannotated
tree if the sentence is ambiguous). We call such a tree an explanation of the utterance.
Note that explanations are produced at Deviation-level 0 by definition. If the sentence
requires error recovery, an APT with notations is produced at Deviation-level 1 or higher;
we call an APT of this type a hypothetical explanation, or hypothesis. This chapter
discusses the bottom-up parsing process by which APTs and their constituent parse nodes
are constructed (for an example of an APT see Figure 5-25 at the end of Section 5.2). To
simplify the exposition, we consider here only Deviation-level 0 search, creating
explanations. In the next chapter we extend our discussion to creating hypotheses.
Figure 5-1 presents an overview of the parsing process for non-deviant utterances; the
figure extracts from Figure 4-1 those aspects of CHAMP required for parsing without
error recovery. The first step in parsing is the segmentation of the utterance into the
words and phrases found in the system's lexicon. As shown in the figure, the resolution
of unknown segments as new instances of extendable classes is also accomplished at this
time.
When segmentation has been completed, CHAMP has access to the leaf nodes in the
parse tree for the utterance. CHAMP constructs the remainder of the APT in a bottom-up
manner, building larger and larger subtrccs (constituents) via the interactions of the
Coalesce/Expand Cycle (shown in Figure 5-1) and a data structure called the Agenda (not
shown in the figure). The purpose of the Agenda is to impose on the search process the
partial ordering of constituents given by the Formclass Hierarchy. Each level of the
Agenda corresponds to a level in the Hierarchy. Thus, the number of Agenda-levels is
domain-dependent rather than implementation-dependent,
reflecting the degree of
embedding inherent in a particular grammar. CHAMP's basic parsing algorithm
progresses bottom-up, level-by-level through the Agenda coalescing previously
constructed subtrees into new constituents, then expanding the new constituents to higher
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Figure 5-1: The components for parsing at Deviation-level 0 extracted from Figure 4-1,

levels of the Agenda. 20
If we consider only non-deviant utterances, parsing in CHAMP is analogous to bottomup parsing in a context-free grmammr. Strategy lists perform the same role as productions.
A form's strategy list dictates which constituents may coalesce at that form's
agenda-level in the same way that the right-hand side of a production dictates which of
the existing terminals and non-terminals should be matched. Expanding the coalesced set
of constituents to a higher Agenda-level is analogous to replacing the set of matched
terminals and non-terminals with the non-temainal on the left-hand side of the production.
Figure 5-1 indicates (by asterisk) one significant difference between the two parsing
methods, however. During both segmentation and the Coalesce/Expand Cycle, CHAMP
may apply semantic search constraints that are external to the grammar.
In the remainder of this chapter we examine in detail how each phase of parsing is
implemented in CHAMP by following a non-deviant utterance
"Cancel the 3 p.m. speech research meeting on June 16"

processis similarin manywaysto semanticchartparsing[17].
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through the parsing process. The output from CHANIP used in the examples below
reflects the work done at Deviationdevel 0 with both the calendar and travel domains
loaded. Where appropriate, the descriptions of CHAMP's algorithms have been
simplified to specify only Deviation-level 0 behavior; the full algorithms are given in
Chapter 6.

5.1. Segmentation
The purpose of segmentation is to create the leaf nodes in an APT. The process is
divided into five parts: converting the input string to tokens, partitioning the tokens into
meaningful segments, trying to resolve unknown segments as instances of extendable
classes, applying segmentation-time constraints, and seeding the Agenda. CHAMP's
algorithm for performing segmentation is introduced in Figure 5-2 and explained as we
examine each subprocess in turn.
5.1.1. Creating

Tokens

Since CHAMP expects a string as input, the fast step in the segmentation process
converts the input string to tokens recognizable in the grammar. Three kinds of changes
to the utterance occur during this stage: capitalization is removed ("John Smith" creates
the tokens (john smith)), spaces are inserted around punctuation marks and numbers
("June 14th" becomes (june 14 th)), and punctuation marks are converted to an internal
form ("3:00-4:00" becomes (3 %colon 0 %hyphen 4 %colon 0)). The conversion of our
sample input produces the tokens: (cancel the 3 p %period m %period speech research
meeting on june 16).

5.1.2. Partitioning

Tokens into Segments

Once the string has been converted to tokens, the tokens must be partitioned into the
discrete words and phrases in the lexicon. CHAMP does this by creating pnodes. A
pnode assigns a class to a subsegment of the utterance using three values: the starting and
ending positions of the phrase in the input and the name of a class. In our sample
sentence, for example, the token cancel causes the creation of the pnode: (0 0 deletewd).
During the experiments described in Chapter 3, if any segmentation of the input could
be found that made the utterance parsable, that segmentation was chosen. The need to
implement segmentation in CHAMP, however, revealed the computational complexity of
achieving this ideal behavior. There were essentially three issues to be addressed:
1. If both a phrase and a word within the phrase have definitions, do we
explore both? In other words, do we explore only the maximal defined
subsegment (for example, "University of Chicago"), or all defined
subsegments ("University," "of", and "Chicago") as well?
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SEGMENT (string)
Convert the string to tokens
FOR each token in the utterance, DO
IF the token is a number

(1)

THEN create a pnode with class number
(2)
IF a token has no definition
(3)
THEN apply spelling correction
IF the user accepts a spelling correction
THEN replace the token with the correct word
ELSE create a pnode with class unknown
FOR EACH lexical definition of the token as part of a phrase, DO
(4)
IF the whole phrase is present and maximal in length
THEN create a pnode for the definition's class spanning the whole phrase
(4a)
ELSE IF some word in the phrase is present in the utterance and there is no
definition for that word by itself
(4b)
THEN create a pnode for partof the class spanning the subphrase
IF the token was not captured by a completed phrase
(5)
THEN FOR EACH definition of the token that is not a phrase definition, DO
create a pnode for the token and definition's class
IF contiguous pnodes have class unknown or are partof different phrases
(6)
THEN combine the pnodes into one of class unknown
IF a pnode represents partof a phrase that is NOT in an extendable class
(7)
THEN make the pnode unknown
EI_E try resolve it via interaction as an abbreviation of the phrase and
IF it can't be resolved as an abbreviation
THEN make it unknown
IF a pnode is unknown
THEN try to resolve it as a new instance of an extendable class
Apply segmentation-time constraints
FOR EACH pnode with an active wordclass, DO
FOR EACH active step that seeks the pnode's class, DO
IF the step has a bind-time constraint AND the pnode satisfies it
THEN create a pc for that step and pnode and place it on the Agenda

(8)
(9)
(10)

Figure 5-2: The behavior of CHAMP's SEGMENT Algorithm at Deviation-level 0.
2. If an unknown segment spans more than one token, do we assume a single
grammatical function for the phrase, or do we explore multiple functions?
The problem is demonstrated by contrasting the sentence "Schedule a
seminar with John speaking about AI" when neither John nor speaking are
known and "Schedule a seminar with John Smith about AI" when neither
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John nor Smith are known. In the latter case the unknowns form a single
functional unit while in the former case they do not.
3. How do we treat the appearance in the utterance of portions of a phrase in
the lexicon: as unknown segments, or as indications of abbreviation? If we
know "Columbia University" is a school, do we assume "Columbia"
refers to the same #ace? Do we make the same assumption for
"University"? Are the rules different if we know "show me" but the
utterance contains only "me"?
CHAMP's segmentation algorithm resolves these questions in an interrelated fashion.
Complete phrases of maximal length are preserved over any shorter, embedded complete
phrases (step (4a) of Figure 5-2), over incomplete phrases (step (4b)), and over the
definitions of individual words within a phrase (step (5)). Thus, even if each of
"university of chicago," "university," "of," and "chicago," appears in the lexicon,
only "university of chicago" will be assigned a pnode during segmentation.
Addressing the question raised by multi-word unknown segments, the algorithm
incorporates:
s The Single Segment Assumption: contiguous unknown tokens are
considered to perform a single function in the utterance.
This assumption avoids the combinatoric cost of exploring multiple functions within a
segment at the price of rendering sentences that violate the assumption unparsable. 21
Thus, SEGMENT behaves correctly when given "Schedule a seminar with John Smith
about AI" by considering "John Smith" as a single segment; the algorithm behaves
incorrectly, however, when given "Schedule a seminar with John speaking about AI" by
considering "John speaking" as a single segment as well.
The third question concerned the status of incomplete phrases. The SEGMENT
algorithm says that if only a portion of a phrase is present in the utterance, its status
depends upon what else is in the sentence and what is in the lexicon. If all of the words
within the incomplete phrase canbe defined independently of the phrasal definition, the
phrasal definition is ignored (steps (4b) and (5)). Even if a subsegrnent of the utterance
can be explained only as a partial phrase, the subsegment may still lose its assignment to

21Each of the learning programs dis_
in Section 2.5 (prior nmea.,_) makes the same assumption in
a more restrictive way by guaranteeing a priori that the input contains exactly one unknown segment
performing exactly one function. That guarantee enables the systems' designers to avoid most of the
questions we have posed as integral to the complex issue of segmentation. In designing CHAMP to handle

real utterancesthatcontainmultipleunknownsrequiringdifferentkindsof resolution,we wereforcedto
face the issue directly.Our solutionwas the algorithmpresentedandthe Single SegmentAssumption.
Unfommately,the evaluationof our experimentaldata in Chapter9 dearly demonstratesthat the
assumptionis sometimesviolatedin real user input.Equallyunfommate,
however,is the performance
degradationthatwouldaccompanythe relaxationof the assumption.We postponefurtherdiscussionto
Chapter11.
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the phrase's class ff it is surrounded by unknown segments or other incomplete phrases
(step 6). This merging of contiguous unknowns and partial phrases enforces the Single
Segment Assumption.
The final status of a subsegment that remains identified as a partial phrase after step (6)
depends upon whether or not the class associated with that phrase is extendable. If the
class is extendable the chance to establish an abbreviation is offered to the user (for an
example, see Figure 5-5, page 71)). If the abbreviation is refused, or if the phrase's class
is not extendable, the pnode is assigned to the class unknown. Thus, either of
"Columbia"
or "University"
would signal a possible abbreviation (because
schooiname is an extendable class) but "me" would be considered unknown (because
showwd is not extendable). In the next section we examine how unknown segments are
treated as candidate new instances of extendable classes (not as candidate abbreviations
for a known phrase).
Figure 5-3 shows the effect of the first five steps of SEGMENT on the conversion of the
tokens in our sample sentence into pnodes. Each token leads the system to kernel lexical
definitions which, in turn, dictate the partitioning of tokens into segments. The pnode
marks the bounds of the segment within the utterance and assigns to the segment the
grammatical role of the definition that created it. Notice the different ways in which the
and speech are treated. Both tokens have phrasal and non-phrasal definitions. In the
sample sentence, however, the phrasal definition for speech can be completed while the
phrasal definitions for the cannot. Thus, step (4) identifies speech research as the name
of a subject (by looking up the completed phrase in the lexicon) and the alternative
meaning of speech (as a projecmame) is ignored in step (5). In contrast, the falls through
step (4) because its phrases are incomplete, allowing step (5) to create the pnode for a
definite article. As a final note to Figure 5-3 observe that it is possible to produce
multiple interpretations for a segment; in our example, on creates two pnodes because it
may maxk two semantically distinct kinds of dates.

5.1.3. Resolving

Unknown

Segments as New Instances

of Extendable

Classes

Since our sample sentence does not contain unknown segments or incomplete phrases, it
is unaff_
by steps (6), (7), and (8) of the algorithm in Figure 5-2. Let us suppose,
however, that the words "speech" and "research" have no definition in the kernel
lexicon. A strict interpretation of the Fixed Domain Assumption (Section 2.3) requires
that an unknown segment correspond to a new way of referring, not to a new referent.
While the Fixed Domain Assumption is a powerful mechanism for controlling search, it
seems, at the same time, to be an unreasonable limitation for an adaptive interface.
Following Kaplan [29], we would prefer a system in which the types of objects that could
be referred to could not change, but the particular instances of those types could. To
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Tokens
cancel

Kernel Lexical Definitions
deletewd

the

(part1(theairport))

3
p
%period

m
%period

speech
research
meeting
on

june
16

(part1 (the office))
deflTtkr
<no entries>
(1 (p %period m %period))
(2 (p %period m %period))
(4 (19%period m %period))
(2 (a %period m %period))
(4 (a %period m %period))
eosmkr
(3 (p %period m %period))
(3 (a %period rn %period))
(2 (p %period m %period))
(4 (p %period m %period))
(2 (a %period rn %period))
(4 (a %period m %period))
eosmkr
(1 (speech research))
projectname
(2 (speech research))
meetingwd
(2 (arriving on))
(2 (departing on))
datemkr
depamuredatemkr
monthwd
<no entries>
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Segments
cancel

Pnodes
(0 0 deletewd)

the
3
(,p %period
m %period)

(1 1 defrnkr)
(2 2 number)
(3 6 nightwd)

speech research

(7 8 subjname)

meeting

(9 9 meetingwd)

on
on
june
16

(10 10 datemkr)
(10 10 depa.nu_redaternkr)
(11 11 monthwd)
(12 12 number)

Figure 5-3: The pnodes created during segmentation of the tokens from
"Cancel the 3 p.m. speech research meeting on June 16."
accomplish this lirnited relaxation of the Fixed Domain Assumption in CHAMP, we
designate certain conceptclasses to be extendable (see Sections 2.3 and 4.3). In
particular, the conceptclasses for participants, locations, subjects, general topics, hours,
time intervals, and dates are extendable. 2"2Thus, "speech research," if unknown, would
be a candidate new instance for these classes.
Assuming we wish the introduction of new instances to be possible, why not treat the

22Theinclusionof hours,timeintervals,anddatesin the list mayseemoddsincethe numberof hoursin
a year arefixexkWe makehoursextendableso that wordscan cometo designate
particular
hours(forexample,"tea time" or "lunch lime"). Similarly,the usermaywish to nominalize
particularintervals("happy hour"). We makedatesexteaxtablein orderto be able to designateparticular
days(forexample,John'sbirthday).
a day and days in
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occurrence as a new type of deviation? The justification for distinguishing between
deviations and new instances is simple: we expect the former to become increasingly
infrequent but not the latter. The model predicts (and our experiments confmn) that as the
adapted grammar comes to more closely reflect the user's actual grammar, the number of
deviant utterances approaches zero. On the other hand, we cannot assume the same
monotonic decrease in the number of new people met, places traveled or topics discussed.
Over time, then, we expect that unknown phrases will, with increasing likelihood,
correspond to new instances rather than new ways of referring. As a consequence, we
want to explore that correspondence early in the understanding process---before
embarking on the comparatively lengthy search for a deviant explanation. Thus, the
reason for detecting new instances at Deviation-level 0 is to guarantee a more responsive
interface in the long nm. 23
There am three reasons why we try to resolve unknown phrases specifically at
segmentation-time rather than during parsing at Deviation-level 0. First, assigning a
segment to a particular wordclass enables us to eliminate search during the parse
whenever the class triggers the application of segmentation-time constraints (as discussed
in the next section). Since most of the extendable categories in CHAMP index such
constraints, it is in our best interest to identify them before parsing begins. The second
and third reasons for resolving unknowns during segmentation are interrelated; early
resolution enables us to detect one kind of unparsable sentence quickly and to increase
the system's knowledge despite the fact that the sentence is unparsable. Observe that if,
after segmentation, the number of still unresolved segments is greater than the maximum
number of deviations permitted by the system (two in CHAMP), the parse must
ultimately fail. Thus, the user can be asked to rephrase her request immediately rather
than after a potentially lengthy search that cannot succeed. At the same time, the new
names and places learned during segmentation am available without further interaction
when the rephrased request is entered.
CHAMP's method for detecting new instances requires user interaction. In general there
is a trade-off between user effort and user satisfaction--the more the system requires of
the user the less useful the system is perceived to be. This is especially true if the
required interaction appears unnecessary or confusing to the user. Since confusion can
come from misinterpreting a user's response, CHAMP maintains tight control over the
interaction by asking only yes/no or multiple choice questions. The course of the
interaction is dictated by the knowledge in the extend fields of the conceptclasses (see
Section 4.3) and by the user's responses. Figure 5-4 shows a typical interaction that
might result from our sample sentence given the assumption that both "speech" and

23Thesamereasoningexplainswhyspellingcorrectionis implementedduringsegmentationratherthan
aspartofdeviationdetectionandrecovery(see step(3) of theSEGMENTalgorithm).
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"research" are unknown. Note that since the tokens are both contiguous and unknown
they are considered as a single segment.
next> cancel the 3 p.m. speech research meeting on June 16
Trying to understand (SPEECH RESEARCH). Does it refer to a/an:
(0) DATE, (1) TIME-INTERVAL, (2) SINGLE-TIME, (3) PARTICIPANT,
(4) LOCATION, (5) SUBJECT, (6) GENERAL-TOPIC,
(7) none of these? [give number]: 5
Ok, adding new definition.
Figure 5-4: Resolving "speech research" as a new instance of subjname.

When the pnode created for "speech research" has its class defined as unknown,
CHAMP searches the Concept Hierarchy for extendable classes in the current domain.
Part of the information found in the extend field for a concept is the token to present to
the user (for example, time-interval). The remaining information tells the system how to
behave if that token is chosen. In the case of the concept subject, the extend field
contains only (subject subjname). The first value is the token shown to the user, the
second value is the wordclass placed in the isa field of the lexical definition created in
response to her choice. In this way, the choice of SUBJECT results in the addition of a
definition of "speech research" as a member of subjname to the lexicon.
The interaction proceeds slightly differently if the pnode has been identified by
SEGMENT as partof a phrase. Let us assume that "speech research" has been
successfully added to the dictionary as a result of the interaction in Figure 5-4. Now
suppose that the user asks CHAMP to: "Schedule a speech meeting on June 20 at noon."
Although "speech" by itself has no definition in the lexicon, it is present as part of the
defined phrase "speech research." The interaction in Figure 5-5 shows the kind of
extremely focused question posed by the system when abbreviation is correctly
suspeaed.
next> Schedule a speech meeting on June 20 at noon.
Is SPEECH short for (SPEECH RESEARCH)? [y or n] y
Ok, adding new abbreviation.
Figure 5-5: Introducing"

speech" as an abbreviation for" speech research."

In contrast, the interaction in Figure 5-6 shows how the system's behavior changes
when an abbreviation is incorrectly suspected----_e user's rejection causes the segment to
be treated as an unknown. As an unknown, the word "_ch"
must be offered to the
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user as a candidate instance of the full set of extendable categories. In the figure, the user
chooses to assign the word to the category participant. Unlike the simple value in the
extend field of the subject concept, the value in the ex_end field of the participants
concept contains a tree structure: (participant
((student studentname) (professor
profname)...(project
projecmame)).
This hierarchical arrangemem of increasingly
specific categories may continue to an arbitam3, depth and translates into a focused
cladficational dialogue during interaction. In Figure 5-6 the dialogue ends after a single
clarification, when the user identifies "speech" as the name of a project. The example
demonstrates how the additional definition of "speech" as a projectname in Figure 5-3
cottld be introduced into the lexicon.

next> Schedule a speech meeting on June 20 at noon.
Is SPEECH short for (SPEECH RESEARCH)? [y or n] n
Trying to understand SPEECH. Does it refer to a/an:
(0) DATE, (1) TIME-INTERVAL, (2) SINGLE-TIME, (3) PARTICIPANT,
(4) LOCATION, (5) SUBJECT, (6) GENERAL-TOPIC,
(7) none of these? [give number]: 3
Is SPEECH the name of a:
(0) STUDENT, (1) PROFESSOR, (2) FAMILY-MEMBER,
(4) BUSINESS, (5) PROJECT,
(6) none of these? [give number]: 5
Ok, adding new definition.
Figure 5-6: Introducing "speech"

5.1.4. Applying

Segmentation-time

(3) GROUP,

as a member of the worddass projectname.

Constraints

Once we have assigned segments to wordclasses we may have access to a great deal of
information constraining the possible meanings of the utterance. The relevant information
is available through the seg fields of the concepts pointed to by the wordclasses. As
shown in Figure 5-7, our sample sentence contains three segments that provide the
constraints called for in step (9) of the SEGMENT algorithm.
The algorithm that applies segmentation-time constraints is straightforward. Any pnode
with a class that appears in the pointers list of a concept's seg field acts as evidence for
that concept. Evidence is considered conclusive if all the pnodes covering that segment
act as pointers to consistent concepts and no pnode exists uniquely covering some other
segment and having a class in the concept's opponents field. In other words, evidence is
conclusive if every explanation of some segment refers to a set of consistent concepts and
no other segment can be explained ordy by an inconsistent concept. If a concept is voted
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(opponents addwd gowd changewd indefmkr calendarwd...)
(turnoff addforms taddfonns showforms tshowforms m-calseg-forms...)
groupgathering
isa object
seg (pointers
meetingwdclasswdseminarwdmealwd buildingname
subjname...)
(opponents
tripwd
flightwd
poundsymbdepamn'edaternkr...)
(turnoff
mrtripforms
tripforms
utripforms
m-dephrforms...)
Figure 5-7: Segmentation-time constraints provided by segments in
"Cancel the 3 p.m. speech research meeting on June 16."
for conclusively the wordclasses in its opponents field and the formdasses in its turnoff
field have their active fields set to false_if we know that some segment must be
explained as a reference to a particular concept then we need never generate
interpretations inconsistent with that reference. We shall see in the next section (and
Section 5.2) that only active classes may contribute constituents to an annotated parse
try.
Let us consider the effect of segmentation-time constraints on our example. Since the
token cancel is a deletewd it indexes the segmentation-time constraints for the concept
delete. As there is no alternative referent for cancel and no opposing reference among the
other pnodes, all the wordclasses and formclasses that are inconsistent with a delete
action are made inactive for the duration of the parse. The classes turned off are those
unique to the other actions recognized by the system: add, change, and show.
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Both speech research and meeting index the groupgathering concept through
subjname and meetingwd, respectively. Neither segment has an alternative definition
but there does appear to be an opponent pnode: one definition for on is as a
departuredatemkr,
a wordclass in groupgathering's opponents field. The evidence for
groupgathering
is considered conclusive, however, because on has an alternative
definition
(asa datemkr)thatisnot inconsistent
withthegroupgathering
concept.
Thus,the wordclasses
and fomaclasses
pertaining
to flights
and tripsarealsomade
inactive.
Note that the application of segmentation-time constraints depends on both the values in
the pointers, opponents, and turnoff fields (which are fixed) and the lexical definitions
indexed by the tokens in an utterance (which may vary as the lexicon grows). As a result,
a word may provide constraint at one point in the evolution of a grammar but lose that
constraining property if it gains a definition that points to an opposing concept. If enough
lexical ambiguity enters the grammar it is possible for an utterance to introduce no
constraints from the Concept Hierarchy during segmentation.
5.1.5. Seeding the Agenda
The final step of CHAMP's segmentation algorithm places the possible leaf constituents
for an APT onto the Agenda. The pnodes we have constructed contain only some of the
information required. To fully specify a constituent parse node we must turn each pnode
that contains an active class into one or more pclones (pcs, for short). A pc is the
representation of a grammatical
constituent within an annotated parse tree. A pc is
specified by the values in five fields:
Pc Field

Description

step

associates a segment of the utterance interpreted as a member :_f a
grammatical class with a particular strategy step that seeks that class.

pnode

assigns a segment to a grammatical class. The class in the pnode is
always the same as the class sought by the step. More than one pc
may share the same pnode (thus, the "clone" in "pclone").

subs

pcs representing the roots of the subtrees of the current pc.
Equivalently, the pcs representing embedded constituents. Leaf nodes
have no subs.

srrats

the names of the forms with strategy lists that contain all the steps of
the pcs in the subs field. In other words, the forms by which the
subconstituents may coalesce to create a member of the class. Leaf
nodes also have no srrats.

dlevel

records notations during error recovery and keeps track of the amount
of deviance in the subtree rooted at the current pc.
Figure 5-8 shows a constituent from the AFT for our example sentence (the full APT
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appears at the end of the chapter). The figure introduces the notation used to display pcs:
the step field is given first, followed by the pnode, strats, subs, and dlevel fields. In future
figures, we suppress fields with nil or zero values.
pc25:316 (10 12 m-dateforms) (DATE0) (8 22) 0
pc field
step
pnode
subs
strats
dlevel

value
316
(10 12 m-dateforms)
(8 22)
(DATE0)
0

comments
captures marked date as part of a groupgathering
assigns "on June 16" to m-dateforms
pc8 is the datemkr, pc22 is the u-dateform
contains the steps in pc8 and pc22 in its strategy list
"on June 16" is a non-deviant marked date

Figure 5-8: The pc representing "on June 16" as a marked date in the APT for
"Cancel the 3 p.m. speech research meeting on June 16."

Figure 5-9 demonstrates how the steps contained in a wordclass's locations field are
used to convert a pnode to one or more pcs. The figure illustrates step (10) of the
SEGMENT algorithm applied to the token 16 in our example sentence. The pnode for the
token 16 contains the class number which, in turn, can be found at eight different step
locations in the grammar.
Figure 5-9 shows that not every pc that can be created for a pnode is placed on the
Agenda; both segmentation-time and bind-time constraints can affect the process of
conversion. As an example of the former, consider step 353 which seeks a member of the
class number to act as a flight number. Recall that the presence of the token meeting
previously turned off all references to flights. In particular, the formclass flightforrns
was made inactive. Since step 353 occurs only in FL2's strategy list and FL2 is a member
of the inactive formclass flightforms, step 353 is also inactive and no pc is created for its
meaning of number.
As an example of bind-time constraints, consider step 4 which seeks a number to act as
an hour designator. Since 16 does not meet the requirement of falling between one and
twelve, no pc is created for this interpretation either. Thus, although a number may play
eight distinct roles in the grammar, context-sensitive constraints e"lmfinate all but three
interpretations for the token 16 in our sample sentence: 16 as a day (step 102), as a classlevel (step 12), and as minutes (step 6). To place these interpretations on the Agenda, we
trace back through the step's forms to find their formclass' agenda-level fields (a step
may be shared by forms in more than one formclass but every formclass sharing a step
must have the same agenda-level). As an example, pax contains step 6 which is found in
form HR2, a u-hourforms; the agenda-level field for u-hourforms places pcx at
Agenda-level 0.
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Pnode: (12 12 number)
Token at position (12 12) in the utterance: 16
Step locations for the wordclass number: (4 6 11 12 14 102 105 353)

4
6
11
12
14

forms
HR1, HR2
HR2
LOC6
CLNUM1
CLNUM1

102
104
353

DATE1
DATE1
FL2

active
T
T
T
T
T
T
T
F

bindvar
hour
minutes
roomnum
class-level
class-id

bind-time constraint
1 <= hour <= 12
0 <= minutes <= 59
roorrmum >= 4000
15 <= class-level <= 18
700 <= class-id <= 800

day
year
flightnum

1 <= day <= 31
year >= 1980
(member *flightlist*)

Conversion produces:
pox:. 6 (12 12 number)
pcy: 12 (12 12 number)
pcz: 102 (12 12 number)
Figure 5-9: Cloning a pnode.

In total, the location fie!ds of the wordclasses indexed by the segments for our sample
utterance suggest twenty-four interpretations of those segments. Segmentation-time and
bind-time constraints prune the twenty-four to twelve. Figure 5-10 shows the complete
set of pcs corresponding to potential leaf nodes in the APT for our sample sentence,
arranged by Agenda-leveL H we compare this figure to Figure 5-3 we find that only one
pnode, (7 7 departuredatemkr), created no pcs (because its wordclass was made inactive
during the application of segmentation-time constraints).
The relationship between a pnode and its pcs supports the design decision to make
strategy steps into distinct structures that can be shared. A pnode assigns a segment to a
class; one pnode must be created for every class to which the segment could belong. A pc
assigns a pnode to a step; one pc must be created for every step seeking the pnode's class.
If each strategy requiring a constituent of a particular class is given a unique step seeking
that class, then the number of pcs created for every pnode will be equal to this number of
unique steps. When a member of the class is present in the utterance, each step will be
satisfied and will, in turn, create a distinct search path. If, on the other hand, steps are
implemented as structures that can be shared across strategies, then the number of pcs
created for every pnode can be reduced to the number of unique ways in which a class is
used in the grammar. Since every pc represents a unique path through the grammar,
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Agenda-level
7:
6:
5:
4:
3:
2:
1:

0:

pc:step(pnode)
pc0:705(00 deletewd)

pc1:401(II defmkr)
pc7:309 (9 9 meetingwd)
pc8:201 (10 10 datemkr)
pc4:102 (2 2 number)
pc6:129 (7 8 subjname)
pc9:101 (11 11 monthwd)
pcl2:102 (12 12 number)
pc2:4 (2 2 number)
pc3:6 (2 2 number)
pc5:16 (3 6 nightwd)
pcl0:12 (12 12 number)
pc I 1: 6 (12 12 number)
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Comments

3 interpreted as day

16 interpreted as day
3 interpreted as hour
3 interpreted as minutes
16 interpreted as class-level
16 interpreted as minutes

Figure 5-10: Possible APT leaf nodes created during segmentation of
"Cancel the 3 p.m. speech research meeting on June 16".
redundant search is eliminated. As long as two or more forms occupy the same level of
the Formclass Hierarchy, there need be only one copy of any steps they have in common.
In this way only one pc need be created per distinct usage at each level, rather than one
pc per virtual location (this is especially important as the grammar expands through
adaptation and the number of virtual locations increases).

5.2. The Coalesce/Expand

Cyde

When segmentation
has been completed,
the Agenda from Figure5-10 becomes
available
to the Coalesce/E_xpand
Cycle.The bottom-upparsingalgorithm,
shown in
Figure 5-11, is quite simple. Explicit in the algorithm is the implementation choice to
consider only maximally coalescable sequences; if a constituent can be JOINed to others,
it is. This decision makes CHAMP's search heuristic rather than exhaustive (thus, we
refer to the design choice as the Maximal Subsequence Heuristic). In general the decision
is a good one---paths containing EXPANDed non-maximal subsegments will usually fail
because segments that should have JOINed will be left dangling, unable to JOIN with
higher level constituents. Although it depends on the particular utterance and adapted
grammar, experiments with CHAMP have demonstrated that an exhaustive search
produces about three times as many nodes as a heuristic search based on maximal
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subsequcnces. 2A

The Coalesce/Expand

Cycle

FROM Agenda-level

0 TO the highest Agenda level, DO

(1)

FOR EACH pair of nodes, x and y, DO
IF x and y are COALESCABLE
THEN JOIN them AND merge the new pc back into the current Agenda-level
ELSE IF x is maximal for its class at this Agenda-level
THEN EXPAND x to higher Agenda-levels
Figure 5-11: CHAMP's bottom-up parsing algorithm:
behavior of the Coalesce/Expand
Cycle at Deviation-level

If we use a heuristic

search we must ask what effect the heuristic

(la)
(lb)

0.

has on the language

recognized by the parser. With maximal subsequences, two distinct problems arise. The
first problem occurs whenever two constituents
that can JOIN may also be used
independently
sentence

higher

in the grammar.
"Change

As an example,

consider

what happens

to the

the time of the meeting from 3 to 4"

in Figure 5-12. Recall that parsing proceeds bottom-up. At Agenda-level 1, the individual
constituents for "3," "to," and "4" JOIN as an unmarked time interval. At Agendalevel 2, the unmarked interval becomes marked. At Agenda-level 3 the pc for "meeting"
can coalesce with the marked interval; JOINed, the two subtrees EXPAND to an instance
of the class of meetingforms.

By the time the Coalesce/Expand

Cycle finishes Agenda-

level 3, however, two different interpretations have been given to the segment "from 3 to
4": one as a marked interval and the other as the source and target of a source-target pair.
At Agenda-level 4 the meetingform
picks up its marker. Independently,
the source and
target JOIN to become a source-target pair. When processing reaches Agenda-level 5, the
slofform cannot JOIN with the requked source-target pair because the segment "from 3
to 4" is already embedded in the marked meetingform.
Since the source-target pair of a
siofform

carries a no-delete

recovery

constraint,

the parse ultimately

fails.

estimate of a three-fold increase is based on a version of the system with exhaustive search The
system was runon the sentences of fourusersfromthe experimentsdescribed in Chapter3. The estimate is
an average;the actualvalues dependon the stage of developmentof the grammar,the parfeular tokens in
the utterance,and the level of deviation rezluiredby the parse. Under one set of ciremnstances,the node
count was six times higher under exhaustive search Although the increase is given as a constant, the
impact of that constant on an IBM RT running COMMON LISP is pronotmcedonce memory limitations
are approached.In fact, because of the almost continuous need to garbage collect
andswap to the disk as
more nodes are produced and retained and memory limits are readaed, one sentence requireA more than
seventeen hours using the exhaustive search but only five minutes with the heuristic. In two of the four
grammarstested, parsinga two-deviation sentenceusing exhaustive sear_ usually took more thanan hour
after a certain point in the development of each idiosyncraticgrammar.Even Deviation-level 1 sentences
were, in general,too slow forthe interface to beevaluatedon-line.
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slot
description

Agenda-level 5
/

/

time

of

pair to slot description
/
marked

Agenda-level 4

"_

/

source-target

L//

th groupgatheringS /

Agenda-level 3

meetingform _

/

\
\

pair

sourceform

\ -

meeting
Agenda-level 2

join of interval to
meeting prevents
join of source-target

targetform

(\_

-/\
from

3

t

4

m-intervalform
from

Agenda-level 1

JOINing

_te_,rm
3
to

4

Figure 5-12: One problem with maximal coalesced sequences:
nodes needed independently by higher level constituents in the grammar.

To overcome this problem a fourth type of annotation node for forms was introduced.
The snode explicitly instructs the parser to independently EXPAND a portion of a
maximal subsegment. The kernel meetingform includes on its snode list the step that
seeks a member of m-intervalforms.
Thus, when the system sees that "meeting" and
"from 3 to 4" can coalesce, it EXPANDs both the JOINed node (as shown) and a
separate node covering "meeting". alone. Both meetingform nodes become marked
groupgatherings at Agenda-level 4. At Agenda-level 5, however, a pc representing "the
meeting" is now available to JOIN with pcs representing "time," "of" and, most
important, "from 3 to 4" interpreted as a source-target pair. The subtree produced by
that JOIN also produces a successful parse. 25
The second problem with maximal subsequences is an inherent interaction between

25Tbebest way to implementthe mode solutitmwould havebeen through a dynamic analysisof
interdependencies
inthegrammar.InCHAMP,however,themode listsarehand-eodext
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using the heuristic and using a bottom-up parsing algorithm. Figure 5-13 illustrates how
a maximal subsequence may prevent the expansion of a correct interpretation and cause
the parse to fail. After segmenting "Schedule a June 4 10 p.m. meeting with John," the
token 4 will be represented by a number of pcs. One of those pcs correctly interprets 4 as
the day portion of an unmarked date. A different pc uses 4 to satisfy the hour step of
HR2. HR2 seeks an hour, a colon, minutes, and a daywd or nightwd. Although the colon
is missing, the other steps can be f'filed if we use the interpretation of 10 as minutes. In
this way the segmem "4 10 pan." is JOINed as a candidate u-hourforms. Even though
this pc fails to expand at Deviation-level 0 for the kernel grammar (because the colon is
required and missing), it prevents expansion of the embedded segment "10 pan." as a
u-hourform. 26 The example in Figure 5-13 seems contrived because it is extremely
difficult to find instances of the problem. In fact, of the 657 utterances l_om the six users
in the adaptive conditions of the experiments described in Chapter 3, not one was rejected
by CHAMP because of the Maximal Subsequence Heuristic. The gain in speed seems
worth the slight possibility of eliminating the correct parse.

DATE1

Expansion of HR1 blocked by

J_
Agenda-level 1

maximal sequence under HR2

month

daY

J

NN_

HR2

Agenda-level 0
Tokens

hour
june

minutes
4

hour

HR1

\/

minutes

10

daywd

/
p.m.

Figure 5-13: Another problem with maximal coalesced sequences:
JOINing together a wrong interpretation that masks the correct interpretation.

The Coalesce/Expand Cycle relies primarily on the predicate COALESCABLE and the
two functions JOIN and EXPAND. The five criteria under which two nodes are
considered COALESCABLE

at Deviation-level 0 are shown in Figure 5-14.

The JOIN function is shown in Figure 5-15. JOINing two COALESCABLE nodes
preserves some of the work done by the predicate in the pc fields subs and strats. Recall

26Inthis particularexample,theproblemwouldbe solvedif we removedfromthe AgendathoseJOINed
nodesthat failto EXPAND.Unfommatelythe solutiondoesnot work in general;the problemwould still
exist if, for example,the user's grammar included a derived form in which the colon was no longer
requi/ed.

Understanding Non-Deviant Utterances

COALESCABLE (pcl pc2)
Pc 1 and pc2 represent contiguous segments of the utterance AND
Both nodes are resolved (neither pc's class is unknown) AND
There is at least one active form whose strategy list contains the steps in
both nodes (pcl may be a JOINed node containing multiple steps) AND
No step is represented twice AND
No mutually-exclusive steps (sharing an rnnode) are present.
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(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)

Figure 5-14: The behavior of CHAMP's COALESCABLE predicate
at Deviation-level 0.
that subs is used to record co-constituent nodes while strats is used to record the forms
that parse the subs. 27

JOIN (pcl pc2)
IFpcl is already aJOiN node
(1)
THEN add pc2 to pcl's subs field
let pcl's strats field include only the active strategies parsing all the subs
EI_E create a new JOIN node
(2)
let its subs field contain pcl and pc2 AND
let its strats field contain the active strategies that parse both subnodes
Figure 5-15: The behavior of CHAMP's JOIN algorithm at Deviation-level 0.

Recall from steps (la) and (lb) of the Coalesce/Expand Cycle that JOiNed nodes are
merged back into the cmTent Agenda-level until they represent maximally coalesced
sequences; then they are EXPANDed. Figure 5-16 demonstrates the effect of the
Coalesce phase on Agenda-level 0 for our sample sentence, "Cancel the 3 p.m. speech
research meeting on June 16." Only two node pairs are COALESCABLE. Pc2 (which
interprets "3" as an hour) and pc5 (representing "p.m.") can coalesce by way of
strategies HR1 and HR2. Pc3 (which interprets "3" as minutes) can also coalesce with
pc5, but only by way of HR2. Pcl0 and pcl2 are not COALESCABLE because they are
discontiguous with the other nodes at the Agenda-level. Note that although the step field
of a JOIN node is empty, the node is considered by step (3) of the COALESCABLE
predicate to repres¢nt the steps of the subnodes.

r/Because the field is named so.ms we will generally refer to the values that fill the field as "strategies"
rather than by their proper name, "forms." Thus the reader may consider "strategy" to be synonymous
with "form." In order to avoid confusion, we will use the full phrase "strategy list" when we wish to refer
only to that portion of a form contained in the strategy field.
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Agenda-level 0
pc2:4 (2 2 number)

Pcs Created by JOIN

pc3:6 (2 2 number)
pc5:16 (3 6 nightwd)
pcl0:12 (12 12 number)
pc12:6 (12 12 number)

pc13: nil (2 6 join) (HR1 HR2) (2 5)
pcl4: nil (2 6 join) (HR2) (3 5)

Figure 5-16: The JOIN nodes produced by coalescing Agenda-level 0 for
"Cancel the 3 p.m. speech research meeting on June 16."

JOINing nodes together creates virtual grammatical constituents. EXPAND's
responsibility is to create the actual higher level pcs and place them on the Agenda. The
algorithm accomplishing this is presented in Figure 5-17. The process of EXPANDing a
set of co-constituents is essentially the same as that of converting a pnode to a set of pcs.
Just as we created one pc for each step seeking the pnode's class, so we want to create
one pc for each step seeking each formclass represented by a maximal set of coconstituents.

EXPAND
(pc)
IF the pc is a JOINed node
THEN let the strategies = the srrats field
let the subnodes = the subs field
ELSE let the strategies = the active locations of the pc's step
let the subnodes = the pc itself
FOR EACH strategy, DO
IF the subnodes violate no expectations for that strategy
THEN consider that strategy successful
Partition the successful strategies into classes by their isa fields
FOR EACH class, DO
IF the subnodes satisfy all expand-time constraints for this class
THEN create a pnode for this class that spans the subnodes
IF there is an expand-time ig for this class
THEN invoke it AND cache the canonical value for this pnode
FOR EACH active step that seeks the pnode's class, DO
IF the step has a bind-time constraint AND the pnode satisfies it
THEN create a pc for the step, pnode, subnodes, and strategies and
place it on the appropriate level of the Agenda
Figure 5-17: CHAMP's EXPAND algorithm

(1)

(1a)

(2)
(3)

(4)
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To create each higher level pc we must flU its five fields: step, pnode, subs, strats, and
dlevel. Two of the values we need are immediately available: the dlevel of a pc is always
zero at Deviation-level 0 and the subs field is simply the subs in a JOIN node or the pc
itself if it is maximal (step (1) in Figure 5-17).
The value to fill the strats field of the higher level pcs also seems to be immediately
available until we consider that a set of subconstituents may violate a strategy's
expectations. COALESCABLE only guarantees that a set of constituents can be
explained by a set of arats, not that they can be explained without deviation. Step (la) of
the EXPAND algorithm performs the error detection. As discussed in Chapter 2, a
violated expectation corresponds to an insertion, deletion, transposition or substitution
with respect to the context established by a form. In Figure 5-16, for example, the attempt
to EXPAND pc14 will fail because of a violated expectation in HR2. HR2 expects an
hour, colon, minutes and day or night marker. Since only the minutes and night marker
are bound, the time is incompletely specified. Two deletions would be required to explain
"3 pan." using HR2, causing a failure along this path at Deviation-level 0.
It is possible that the strategies that remain after error detection fall into more than one
formclass. Since a pnode assigns a unique class to a segment, the next step in expansion
(step (2)) partitions the strategies into distinct formclasses. Step (3) demonstrates that we
create a pnode for a formclass only if the coalesced subconstiments satisfy the class's
expand-time constraints. Expand-time constraints were introduced in Section 4.3; they
correspond to intercase dependencies. Although the constituents in our sample sentence
do not invoke any expand-time constraints, a source-target pair, for example, must satisfy
the constraint that the value bound to the source is compatible with the value bound to
the target. Thus, the constraint accepts interpretations that change a meeting from one
location to another or from one time interval to another, but rejects interpretations that try
to change a location to a time interval.
Step (3) also shows the point at which exp-type instance generators are invoked. The
canonical value produced by the generator is computed once for a set of subnodes and a
class; by tying the canonical value to the pnode, all the pcs that share that pnode also
share the value.
Pcs that share a pnode are nevertheless distinguished by the values in their step fields.
The steps seeking the formclass in each pnode are available through the formclass's
locations field. Note that the fourth step in EXPAND is the same as the last step of
SEGMENT (Figure 5-2); bind-time constraints are applied during expansion as well.
We now have all the information needed to create a set of higher level pcs from the
constituent passed to EXPAND. One pc is created for each step seeking each formclass
represented by one or more strategies that parsed the maximal subsegment. Figure 5-18
shows the result of EXPANDIng pc13.
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Maximal subsegment
1_13: nil (2 6 join) (HR1 HR2) (2 5)

Pcs created by
pc15:113 (2 6
pc16:107 (2 6
pcl7:109 (2 6
pclS: 302 (2 6

expansion
u-hourforms)
u-hourforms)
u-hourforms)
u-hourforms)

Figure5-18:The result
ofapplying
EXPAND

The versions

of SEGMENT,

COALESCABLE,

(HR1)
(HR1)
(HR1)
(HR1)

(2
(2
(2
(2

5)
5)
5)
5)

topcl3.

JOIN, and EXPAND

described

in this

chapter define the behavior of a bottom-up parser that uses context-sensitive
constraints
to reduce search. In the next chapter we examine how to modify and generalize these
algorithms to produce a least-deviant-first
parser whose output acts as a source of new
grammatical
components.
Before extending the system's
capabilities,
however, we
conclude our description of the basic bottom-up parser by following our sample sentence
through the remainder of the Coalesce/Expand
Cycle at Deviation-level 0.

5.3. A Detailed Example: The Complete Coalesce/Expand Cycle for
"Cancel the 3 p.m. speech research meeting on June 16."
After the Coalesce phase, Agenda-level 0 contains seven nodes (the original 5 plus the
two JOIN nodes, pc13 and pc14). The fate of each node during expansion is shown in
Figure 5-19. AJthough only one node (pc13) can be EXPANDed, it produces four new
pcs: one pc for each location of u-hourforms
that is still active in the grammar (four
locations seeking u-hourforms
were made inactive by segmentation-time
constraints).
Since u-hourforms
representation

has an associated

of "3 p.m.,"

expand-time

instance

generator,

the canonical

1500, is shared by pcs 15 through 18.

Agenda-level 0
pc2:4 (2 2 number)
pc3:6 (2 2 number)
pc5:16 (3 6 nightwd)
pcl0:12 (12 12 number)
pcl2:6 (12 12 number)
pcl3: nil (2 6 join) (HR1HR2) (2 5)

pcl4: nil (2 6 join) (HR2) (3 5)

New pcs or reason for non-expansion
not maximal (sub of pcl3)
not maximal (sub of pcl4)
not maximal (sub of pcl3 and pcl4)
rexluires 2 deletions in CLNUM1
requires 2 deletions in HR2
pcl5:113 (2 3 u-hourforms) (HR1) (2
pcl6:107 (2 6 u-hourforms) (I-IR1) (2
pcl7:109 (2 6 u-hourforms) (HR1) (2
pcl8:302 (2 6 u-hourforms) (HR1) (2
requires 2 deletions in HR2

5)
5)
5)
5)

Figure 5-19: Results from EXPANDing Agenda-level 0 for
"Cancel the 3 p.m. speech research meeting on June 16."

The last step in EXPAND

places the new pcs onto the Agenda; pc15, pc 16, and pc17

'
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are plac_

at Agenda-level
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1, and pc l 8 is placed on Agenda-level

3, in accordance

with

the position of their step's strategies in the Formclass Hierarchy. Once expansion is over
at Agenda-level
0, the Coalesce/Expand
Cycle returns to the Coalesce phase to process
the next level of the Agenda.
Figure

5-20

interpretation

shows

the results

of "16"

from processing

as a day first JOIN (pcl9,

Agenda-level

in the left-hand

1. "June"

and the

column of the last row)

then EXPAND to create the unmarked dates sought by step 203 and step 303. In addition,
"speech research" (pc6) becomes a member of the class u-subjeefforms.
Note that pc6
did not have to JOIN in order to be EXPANI_d
because IFSUBJ (short for Instance
Form of SUBJect)

requires only a subjname

for success. The remaining

pcs at this level

all have interpretations
only as subconstituents:
pc4 represents part of an unmarked date
(in particular, the day), pcl5 represents the hour portion of a marked hour, pcl6
represents the starting hour in an unmarked interval, and pc l7 tries to use the same
segment in the utterance to flU the ending hour. Without
cannot EXPAND at Deviation-level 0.

Agenda-level 1
pc4:102 (2 2 number)
pc6:129 (7 8 subjname)
pc9:101 (11 11 monthwd)
pcl2:102 (12 12 number)
pcl5:113 (2 6 u-hourforms) (I-IR1) (2 5)
pcl6:107 (2 6 u-hourforms) (HR1) (2 5)
pcl7:109 (2 6 u-hourforms) (HR1) (2 5)
pcl9: nil (11 12 join) (DATE1) (9 12)
Figure

5-20: The Coalesce/Expand
Cycle applied to Agenda-level
"Cancel the 3 p.m. speech research meeting on June 16."

date produced

at Agenda-level

these pcs

New pcs or reason for non-expansion
requires a deletion in DATE1
pc20:214 (7 8 u-subjecfforms) (IFSUBJ)
pc21:307 (7 8 u-subjecfforms) (IFSUBJ)
not maximal (sub of pcl9)
not maximal (sub of pcl9)
requires a deletion in HR0
requires 2 deletions in INT1
requires 2 deletions in INT1
pc22:203 (11 12 u-dateforms) (DATE1)
pc23:303 (11 12 u-dateforms) (DATE1)

Figure 5-21 shows the effect of the Coalesce/Expand
the unmarked

their co-constituents,

(6)
(6)

(9 12)
(9 12)

1 for

Cycle on Agenda-level

2 where

1 picks up its marker (pc24). The unmarked

subjecfform produced at Agenda-level 1 has two interpretations
in the kernel grammar:
one as part of a Posmominal marked subject (pc20 in Figure 5-20) and the other as a
prenominal
modifier (pc21 in Figure 5-20). Agenda-level
2 sees the demise of the
marked interpretation
Activity
another

because there is no marker to support it.

at Agenda-level
example

3 (Figure 5-22) is interesting

of the snode annotafion's

effects.

for three reasons.

Two pcs are produced

First, we see
during

the

JOiNing of "3 p.m.," "speech research,"
"meeting,"
and "on June 16" because step
316 of pc25 is on GG l's snode list: pc30 advances the segment with the date, while pc31
advances the segment without it.
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Agenda-level 2
pc8:201 (10 10 dtmkr)
pc20:214 (7 8 u-subjecfforms) 0FSUBJ) (6)
pc22:203 (11 12 u-dateforms) (DATE1) (9 12)
pc24: nil (10 12 join) (DATF_J3)(8 22)

New pcs or reason for non-expansion
not maximal (sub of pc24)
requires a deletion in SUBJ0
not maximal (sub of pc24)
pc25:316 (10 12 m-dateforms) (DATE.0) (8 22)
pc26:703 (10 12 m-dateforms) (DATE0) (8 22)

Figure 5-21: The Coalesce/Expand
Cycle applied to Agenda-level
"Cancel the 3 p.m. speech research meeting on June 16."

Agenda-level 3
pc7:309 (9 9 meetingwd)
pc 18:302 (2 6 u-hourforms) (HR1) (2 5)
pc21:307 (7 8 u-subjectforms) flFSUBJ) (6)
pc23:303 (11 12 u-dateforms) (DATE1) (9 12)
pc25:316 (10 12 m-dateforms)
(DATE,O)(8 22)
pc27: nil (2 8 join) (GG4 GG1) (18 21)
pc28: nil (2 9 join) (GG1) (18 21 7)
pc29: nil (2 12 join) (GG1) (18 21 7 25)

2 for

New pcs or reason for non-expansion
not maximal (sub of pc28)
not maximal (sub of pc28 and pc29)
not maximal (sub of pc28 and pc29)
requires 1 deletion in GG1-GG4
not maximal (sub of pc29)
not maximal (masked by pc28)
pc31:403 (2 9 meetingforms) (GG1) (18 21 7)
pc30:403 (2 12 meetingforms)
(GG1) (18 21 7 25)

Figure $-22: The Coalesce/Expand Cycle applied to Agenda-level
"Cancel the 3 p.m. speech research meeting on June 16."

As a second point of interest, Agenda-level 3 gives us the opportunity
concept of a critical difference between forms:

3 for

to introduce the

• Critical Difference: a form, X, contains a critical difference with respect to
another form, Y, if X and Y contain the same steps with different ordering
constraints, or if X and Y differ by at least one step.
The JOIN node produced by coalescing "3 p.m." and "speech research" is pc27 which
contains GG4 and GG1 in its strats field. In creating pc27 we do not know if the
combined segment is a reference to a meeting (GG1) or a meal (GG4) because steps 302
and 307 are shared by the two forms. By coalescing

"meeting"

onto "3 p.m. speech

research,"
step 309 reduces the set of possible strategies to GG1 (see pc31). Thus, we
say that step 309 is a critical difference between GG1 and GG4 because the satisfaction
of step 309 by a segment in the utterance is enough to eliminate GG4 from further
consideration. Clearly, critical differences between forms are an important factor in
controlling
chapter.

search.

We will have more

Our final observation

about Agenda-level

to say about critical

differences

in the next

3 also involves pc27 and the segment "3 p.m.

speech research."
Note that it is not EXPANDed because it is masked by the maximal
segment in pc29 (pc28 is EXPANDed despite being non-maximal because it was created
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by an snode annotation). It is masked by pc29 because pc29 and pc27 share a strategy
(GG 1) in the same formclass (meetingforms)---interpreting
"3 p.rm speech research" as
part of a meetingform
via GG1 enables the system to create a larger segmem than
inte_reting

the same portion

of the utterance

as a mealform

via GG4.

By not

EXPANDing
the alternate interpretation
of "3 p.m. speech research,"
the potential
reference to a mealform is lost. In an exhaustive search we would have had to preserve
that interpretation
because it is distinct from the interpretation
meetingform.
Although pc27 would have failed to EXPAND
(because

the required

head noun is missing),

it would

of the segment as a
at Deviation-level
0

have EXPANDed

had the parse

proceexled to Deviation-level
1. Once created, that fragment would progress up the
Agenda creating spurious interpretations
at each levelBinterpretations
that fail globally
for this utterance. The Maximal Subsequence
Heuristic prevents the unnecessary work;
regardless of the deviation-level,
a smaller segmem will always be masked by a larger
one ff they share a strategy.
Agenda-level zt
New pcs or reason for non-expansion
pcl: 401 (1 1 defmkr)
not maximal (sub of pc32 and pc33)
pc30:403 (2 12 meetingforms)
not maximal (sub of pc33)
(GG1) (18 21 7 25)
pc31:403 (2 9 meetingforms) (GG1) (18 21 7) not maximal (sub of pc 32)
pc32: nil (1 9 join) (DGG1) (1 31)
pc34:709 (1 9 m-d-ggforms) (DGG1) (1 31)
pc33: nil (1 12 join) (DGG1) (1 30)
pc35:709 (1 12 m-d-ggforms) (DGG1) (1 30)
Figure

5-23: The Coalesce/Expand
Cycle applied to Agenda-level
"Cancel the 3 p.m. speech research meeting on June 16."

4 for

At Agenda-level 4 (Figure 5-23), each of the meetingforms
produced at Agenda-level 3
picks up its definite article. Pc34 and pc35 reflect the use of the noun phrase as the
subject of the sentence. If segmentation-time
constraints had not turned off all the
constituents

in the grammar

associated

exclusively

with changeforms,

the marked

group-

gatherings would also be EXPANDed
to perrmt embedding of the noun phrase in a slot
description ("location of the 3 pan. speech research meeting")
at Agenda-level
5. The
siofform would then have a chance to pick up its marker at Agenda-level
6. In our
example, however, Agenda-levels
5 and 6 are empty,
continues processing at Agenda-level
7 (Figure 5-24).

and the Coalesce/Expand

cycle

Agenda-level 7 shows the ultimate fate of the extra pc produced by the snode annotation
during expansion of Agenda-level
3 (pc31). JOINed with pc l at Agenda-level
4, pc31
reaches Agenda-level 7 as part of pc34. Pc34 represents a marked meetingform
that does
not contain the marked date "on June 16." Pc26, contiguous
the marked date available. However, since pc26 actually

with pc34, appears to make
captures a segment of the

utterance after the verb and ACT2 expects an introductory adverbial phrase, pc34 and
pc26 may coalesce but may not EXPAND due to the violated ordering expectation.
Of
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A_enda-level 7
New pcs or reasonfor non-expansion
pc0:705 (0 0 deletewd)
not maximal (sub of pc39)
pc26:703 (10 12m-dateforms) (DATE0) (8 22)not maximal (sub of pc38)
pc34:709 (1 9 m-d-ggforms) (DGG1) (1 31) not maximal (sub of pc36)
pc35:709 (1 12 m-d-ggforms) (DGG1) (1 30) not maximal (sub of pc37)
pc36: nil (0 9 join) (ACI2) (0 34)
not maximal (masked by pc37)
pc37: nil (0 12join) (ACT2) (0 35)
pc39: *ROOT* (0 12 deleteforms)
(ACT2)(o 35)
p¢38: nil (0 12join) (ACI2) (0 34 26)
requires 1 transposition in ACT2
Figure 5-2,4: The Coalesce/Expand Cycle applied to Agenda-level 7 for
"Cancel the 3 p.m. speech research meeting on June 16."
course, pc0 and pc35 do not have this problem because the date has already been
explained as a postnominal modifier; they coalesce and EXPAND to produce pc39.
When all of the words in an utterance have been explained, one or more APTs with the
special link *ROOT* will be placed by EXPAND at Agenda-level 8. The APT for our
sample sentence, rooted at pc39, is given in Figure 5-25 in both CHAMP's internal form
and in a more conventional tree form. In the internal form we do not list the value of the
subs field but indicate the subtree relationship by indentation. The tree structure in the
figure demonstrates that in addition to capunSng the meaning of the utterance, the APT
provides a virtual trace of the parse through the step and strats fields. By following these
fields we can replay the successful path through the search space: apply steps 705 and
709 from ACT2, followed by steps 401 and 403 from DGG 1, followed by step 302 from
GG1, steps 4 and 16 from HR1, and so on.
Producing a *ROOT* for an APT signals the end of parsing but not the end of the
understanding process. The explanation (or explanations if the sentence is ambiguous
with respect to the current grammar) produced at Deviation-level 0 must still be checked
for consistency against the state of the application databases. This is done during
Resolution (see Chapter 7). If the explanation makes sense in the current state of the
world, then the user's request is carried out without further interaction. As the final stage
of understanding, an APT (even one produced at Deviation-level 0) is examined by the
adaptation functions to see if it contains information for removing overgeneralizations in
the adapted kernel (see Chapter 8).
As an adapted kernel grows to include a user's preferred forms of expression, the
majority of utterances the system encounters will be directly recognizable by the process
described in this chapter. It is imperative, therefore, that an adaptive interface understand
non-deviant input efficiently. CHAMP accomplishes this goal by controlling the number
of paths followed at each stage of the bottom-up parse. Controlling search takes three
forms during segmentation:
the Single Segment Assumption limits the number of
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Non-Deviant
Utterances

39: *ROOT* (0 12 deleteforms) (ACT2)
0:705 (0 0 deletewd)
35:709 (1 12 m-d-ggforms) (DGG1)
1:401 (1 1 defrnkr)
30:403 (2 12 meetingforms) (GG 1)
18:302 (2 6 u-hourforms) (HR1)
2:4 (2 2 number)
5:16 (3 6 nightwd)
*ROOT*
21:307 (7 8 u-subjeetforms) (IFSUBJ)
ACT2
6:129 (7 8 subjnarne)
_
7:309 (9 9 meetingwd)
step
25:316 (10 12 m-datefomas) (DATE0)
709
8:201 (10 10 datemkr)
DGG 1
_
22:203 (1112u-dateforrns)
(DATE1)
9:101(1111monthwd)
step
step
12:102(1212number)
401
403
the
GG1

step
705
cancel

step
302
HR1
step
4
3

/\
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step
307
IFSUBJ

I

step
16
P %period

step
129
speech

m %period

research

step
309
meeting

step
316
DATE0
step
201
on

step
203
DATE1
/
step
101
June

step
102
16

Figure 5-25: The APT for "Cancel the 3 p.m. speech research meeting on June 16"
in CHAMP's internal form and tree form.

interpretations given to unknown segments, segmentation-time constraints may turn off
whole areas of the search space, and bind-time constraints may eliminate the
interpretation of a segment as a member of a particular formclass. During the Coalesce
phase of the Coalesce/Expand Cycle, search is eontroned by gathering only maximal
sequences of co-constituents in active classes, as well as by the effects of incorporating
critical differences into the kernel strategies. During the Expand phase both bind-time
and expand-time constraints may be applied to candidate constituents in active classes.
More importantly, during expansion at Deviation-level 0, a path is terminated if a
violated expectation is discovered.
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A different aspect of performing well in the long run demands that categories like
names and topics be extendable. Even after the user's grammar has stabili7.ed she is likely
to continue to meet new people and discuss new subjects. Given an adapted kernel that
captures the stabili7.ed grammar, it will be the case that an unknown segment is a new
instance of an extendable class most of the time. Recognizing this fact, CHAMP attempts
to resolve unknown segments as new instances before proceexiing with a lengthy search
through the space of deviation hypotheses.
Of course unknown segments cannot always be resolved as new instances of known
classes and user utterances cannot always be explained within the current grammar. In
the next chapter we will see how the framework we have constructed for understanding
non-deviant utterances can be extended to perform error recovery as well.
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Chapter 6
Detecting and Recovering from Deviation
What are the changes that will transform the basic bottom-up parsing algorithm
described in Chapter 5 into one that tolerates deviant input? By comparing Figures 5-1
and 6-1, we see that the key lies in extending the error detection mechanism to include
error recovery. We know that error detection is the discovery of violated expectations in
the context provided by a form and a set of co-constituents (see Figure 5-17). When we
were considering only Deviation-level 0, error detection was a yes-or-no proposition;
either a set of subnodes satisfied a strategy or they did not. If the answer was "yes" then
we considered the strategy successful and EXPANDed the co-constituents as an instance
of the recognized formclass. If the answer was "no" the search path represented by the
context was simply temfinatedwat
Deviation-level 0 no violated expectations are
tolerated. It follows that to understand deviant utterances within this framework we must
be willing to relax a form's expectations in a principled way without losing sight of what
constitutes a good explanation. Following the model presented in Chapter 2, we have
implemented the general recovery actions as our principled method of relaxing
expectations. As a result, we define the best explanation of a deviant utterance as the one
that requires the fewest recovery actions. Finding the best explanation is accomplished by
a least-deviant-first search using the current grammar and successive applications of the
recovery actions. Thus, if a deviant utterance can be explained by performing only one
recovery action we say that it succeeds at Deviation-level 1, or, alternatively, that the
utterance requires one deviation. An utterance requiring two deviations succeexls at
Deviation-level 2 and has no less deviant explanation within the current grammar.
Figure 6-1 also reminds us that CHAMP's basic control structure is the Parse/Recovery
Cycle which is made up of the Coalesce/Expand Cycle and the Error Detection &
Recovery mechanism. Figure 6-2 shows that the Parse/Recovery Cycle is implemented in
CHAMP's READLDOP through successive invocations of the Coalesce/Expand Cycle at
increasing deviation-levels. Each time through the cycle, paths that failed at the previous
deviation-level may be extended by a recovery action, reflecting increasing deviance in
the partial APTs constructed. When describing our model of deviation and recovery in
Section 2.2 we defined "Deviation-level"
to be "a value that indicates the number of
deviations permitted at a given point in the search for a meaning structure." Rephrasing
the definition in terms more specific to the implementation, we redefine
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Parse/Recovery

parsing Coalesce/Expand
strategies
Cycle

Cycle

nodes h..
contexts
"
notations

_,

Error Detection
& Recovery

constraints

Annotated Parse Tree(s)

(APTs)
Figure

6-1: Making the transition from bottom-up to least-deviant-first
by adding error recovery (detail of Figure 4-1).

parsing

, Deviation-level:
the total number of recovery actions permitted along a
search path during the current Parse/Recovery
cycle. Equivalently, the total
amount of deviance that may accumulate in any partial APT during the
current cycle.
The algorithm in Figure 6-2 also introduces
• Maximum
Deviation-level:
the largest
number
of recovery
actions
Permitted along every search path before the parse is considered to have
failed. In CHAMP this number is fixed at two, partly to keep the system's
response-time
reasonable,
and partly to control
the quality of the
explanations produced. 28
In the

next

accommodate
in the previous

section

we

examine

how

deviant input. Specifically,
chapter, describing

the parsing

we reexamine

how to generalize

process

must

be changed

most of the algorithms
them to function

to

presented

at any deviation-

2SNore, however, that the restriction to two deviations in an utterance is a limitation of the
implementation,not the model. In addition, the implementation accepts the Maximum Deviation-level as
an argument_with one exception CHAMP b actually designed to work for an arbitrarymaximum
deviation limiLThe exception is in the recoverymechanism's decomposition of cases (see Section 6.5).
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Ra)LOOP 0
UNTIL the end of the session, DO
Set the Deviation-level to 0
Get the next utterance
SEGMENT the utterance
IF the number of unknown segments > the Maximum Deviation-level

(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

THEN give the user helpful feedback but consider the utterance unparsable
ELSE UNTIL the Deviation-level > the Maximum OR a *ROOT* appears, DO(5)
Run the Coalesce/Expand Cycle
Increment the Deviation-level
Figure 6-2: CHAMP's READLOOP without adaptation
(The Parse/Recovery Cycle is Step (5))
level. Once we understand the parsing phase of the Parse/Recovery Cycle, we will turn
our attention to the related processes of error detection (Section 6.3) and error recovery
(Section 6.5).

6.1. Parsing as t-deviant-first

Search

If our goal is to be certain that we have found the best explanation for an utterance, then
we must not accumulate more deviance along a search path than is permitted by the value
of the deviation-level during the current cycle. To accomplish our goal is to generalize
the parsing process described in Chapter 5 to create a least-deviant-first search. We begin
by making a single alteration to CHAMP's SEGMENT algorithm, previously introduced
in Figure 5-2. Figure 6-3 gives the actual algorithm used for segmentation. The only
difference between the algorithms occurs in step (10). Throughout this chapter
differences between old and new versions of an algorithm are marked by boldface step
numbers.
The new version of step (10) creates pes with a dlevel of one for unknown segments.
We call such a pc unresolved because the segnaent it represents has yet to be assigned a
meaningful wordclass and step. Recall that the dlevel field of a pc keeps track of the
amount of deviance accumulated in the subtree rooted at that node. Since an unresolved
pc must be explained via a substitution or insertion recovery, an unresolved pc has a
dlevel of one by definition.
The generalized Coalesce/Expand
including the partitioning steps that
the purpose of the partitioning is
constituents to which a set of pcs

Cycle (Figure 6-4) differs from its predecessor by
used to be in EXPAND (see Figure 5-17). Recall that
to separate by class the higher level grammatical
may be EXPANDed. Figure 6-5 demonstrates: the
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SEGMENT (string)
Convert the string to tokens
FOR each token in the utterance, DO
IF the token is a number

(1)

THEN create a pnode with class number
(2)
IF a token has no definition
(3)
THEN apply spelling correction
IF the user accepts a spelling correction
THEN replace the token with the correct word
ELSE create a pnode with class unknown
FOR EACH lexical definition of the token as part of a phrase, DO
(4)
IF the whole phrase is present and maximal in length
THEN create a pnode for the definition's class spanning the whole phrase
(4a)
ELSE IF some word in the phrase is present in the utterance and there is no
definition for that word by itself
(4b)
THEN create a pnode for partof the class spanning the subphrase
IF the token was not captured by a completed phrase
(5)
THEN FOR EACH definition of the token that is not a phrase definition, DO
create a pnode for the token and definition's class
IF contiguous pnodes have class unknown or are partof different phrases\(6)
THEN combine the pnodes into one of class unknown
IF a pnode represents partof a phrase that is NOT in an extendable class
(7)
THEN make the pnode unknown
EI_E try resolve it via interaction as an abbreviation of the phrase and
IF it can't be resolved as an abbreviation
THEN make it unknown
IF a pnode is unknown
THEN try to resolve it as a new instance of an extendable class
Apply segmentation-time constraints
FOR EACH pnode with an active wordclass, DO
IF the pnode is unknown
THEN create an unresolved pc with step--Oand dlevel=l and
place it on Agenda-level 0
ELSE FOR EACH active step that seeks the pnode's class, DO
IF the step has a bind-time constraint AND the pnode satisfies it
THEN create a pc for that step and pnode and place it on the Agenda

(8)
(9)
(10)

Figure 6-3: CHAMP's SEGMENT Algorithm
(Figure 5-2 generalized to enforce a least-deviant-first search).
JOINed node (,pcz) contains co-constituents (pox and pcy) that are sought by GG1, GG2,
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The Coalese/Expand Cycle
FROM Agenda-level 0 TO the highest Agenda level, DO
FOR EACH pair of nodes, pc1 and pc2, DO
IF pc1 and pc2 are COALESCABLE
THEN JOIN them and merge the new pc back into the current Agenda-level
ELSE CASE
pc1 is unresolved:
move pc1 to the next Agenda-level
pc1 is a JOINed node:
let strategies = the strats field
let subnodes = the subs field

(1)

(la)
(lb)

pcl is neither JOINed nor unresolved:
let strategies = the active locations of the pc's step
let subnodes = the pc itself
Partition the strategies by formclass
FOR EACH partition, DO
EXPAND the context to higher Agenda-levels
Figure 6-4: CHAMP's Coalesce/Expand Cycle
(Figure 5-11 generalized to enforce a least-deviant-first search).
GG3, and GG4. Since each strategy explains a higher level constituent belonging to a
different class, each strategy forms a distinct partition that, in turn, defines a different
• Context: a candidate grammatical constituent. A context is represented by a
list of subnodes and a list of strategies. The subnodes are co-constituents that
define members of the higher candidate class, the strategies are the forms
that recognize members of the higher class by those co-constituents. Thus,
all the strategies within a context recognize the same candidate class.
Each context, therefore, corresponds to a different path in the search space by explaining
a particular segment as an instance of a particular class. A path that suc_
locally at
Deviation-level i may still fail to produce a global parse---explaining an utterance may
require extending a path that fails at Deviation-level i but su_
at a higher one. At the
end of this section we will see that partitioning candidate constituents into contexts
before EXPANDing them helps CHAMP pinpoint exactly which search paths should be
extended each time through the Parse/Recovery Cycle.
To insure a least-deviant-first search, the components of the Coalesce]Expand Cycle
must also be generalized. Specifically, each of COALESCABLE, JOIN and EXPAND
must be altered to insure that the amount of deviance along a search path does not exce_
the current deviation-level. The dlevel field of a pc keeps track of the amount of deviance
accumulated in the subtree rooted at that node. Similarly, we define the dlevel of a
context to be the sum of the dlevels of its subnodes.
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Utterance: "Change the 3 pm June 11 [meeting] to 4 pm."
During The Coalesce Phase:
pcx mated from 3 + pm
pcy created from June + 11
pcz: nil (2 5 join) (GG1 GG2 GG3 GG4) (pcx pcy)
Before EXPAND:
Four contexts created
1: [(pox pcy) (GG1)]
2: [(pox pcy) (GG2)]
3: [(pcx pcy) (GG3)]
4: [(pox pcy) (GG4)]

from pcz:
explains "3
explains "3
explains "3
explains "3

Inn
pm
pm
Inn

June
June
June
June

11"
11"
11"
11"

as part
as part
as part
as part

of a meetingform
of a seminarform
of a classform
of a mealform

Figure 6-5: Distinguishing search paths by creating contexts
during the Coalesce/Expand Cycle
4

To provide for the effect of a subtree's dlevel on search, CHAMP's COALESCABLE
predicate is changed from the algorithm in Figure 5-14 to the one in Figure 6-6. Step (2)
of the original algorithm prevented coalescing an unresolved pcmrepresenting an
unknown or incomplete phrase--with one or more resolved pcs. Step (2) of Figure 6-6
generalizes this idea; it prevents the coalescing of any two pcs whose combined deviance
is greater than that permitted in the current cycle.

COALESCABLE (pcl pc2)
Pc 1 and pc2 represent contiguous segments of the utterance AND
The sum of the dlevels of the nodes <= the current deviation-level AND
There is at least one active form containing the steps of both nodes AND
No link is represented twice AND
No mutually-exclusive links (sharing an mnode) are present.

(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)

Figure 6-6: CHAMP's COALESCABLE Predicate
(Figure
5-14generalized
toall
deviation-levels).

To see the effect of the true COALESCABLE
sentence

predicate on processing, consider the

"Change the 3 pm seminar June 4 to rm 7620"
which contains two deviations with respect to the kemel: a deletion of the required
datemkr in the posmominal date, and a substitution of the token rm for a recognizable
token of the class roomwd. Figure 6-7 shows COALESCABLE's
uniform effect at
different deviation-levels. The figure arranges the results of processing by increasing
deviation-level. The leftmost column at each deviation-level shows some of the maximal
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sets of co-constituent subtrees. The middle column shows whether or not the subtrees can
JOIN. The rightmost column explains what happens to the candidate context during
expansion. The last row of Deviation-level 0 shows, for example, that a previously
constructed, non-deviant unmarked hour (u-hour@0) may JOIN with the token seminar
and EXPAND via GG2 to a subtree representing a non-deviant seminarform.

Utterance: "Change the 3 prn seminar [on] June 4 to rm 7620"
Coalesce/Expand Cycle at Deviation-level 0:
Subtrees
COALESCABLE
3 + Inn
June + 4
rm@ 1 + 7620
u-date@0
u-hour@0 + seminar

yes
yes
no
maximal
yes

Coalesce/Expand Cycle at Deviation-level 1:
Subtrees
COALESCABLE
u-date@0
rm@ 1 + 7620
to + room@ 1
seminar@0 + m-date@ 1
the + seminar@ 1
change + m-d-gg@ 1+stpair@ 1

maximal
yes
yes
yes
yes
no

EXPAND
u-hour@0, HR2
u-date@0, DATE1
fails (missing marker)
seminar@0, GG2

EXPAND
m-date@ 1, DATE0
room@ 1, LOC6
stpaii@ 1, STP 1
seminar@ 1, GG2
m-d-gg@ 1, DGG 1

Coalesce/Expand Cycle at Deviation-level 2:
Subtrees
COALESCABLE

EXPAND

change + m-d-gg@ l+stpair@ 1
change@2

change@2, ACT3
*ROOT*

yes
rnaxiraal

Figure 6-7: The incremental progress of a least-deviant-first search as created by
the uniform effect of COALESCABLE's step (2) across Deviation-levels.

Also at Deviation-level 0 we see that although the pc, for June and 4 can coalesce and
EXPAND via DATE1 to produce an unmarked date (u-date@0), the subtree representing
that unmarked date cannot EXPAND because its position in the utterance demands that it
be marked by a preposition. The subtmes for rm and 7620 cannot even coalesce at
Deviation-level 0 because rm is represented by an unresolved pc and, therefore, has a
dlevel of one (rm@ 1).
At Deviation-level 1, each of the previously failed paths is advanced: rm@ 1 and 7620
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JOIN and then successfully EXPAND using a substitution in LOC6. The resulting
subtree is represented by room@ 1. Meanwhile the subtree for "June 7" as an unmarked
date (u-date@0) becomes a marked date by compensating for the deletion in DATE0. Of
course, each of the new subtrees has a dlevel of one because each new subtree contains an
explained violated expectation. As long as the subtrees containing the deviant marked
date and the deviant room do not try to coalesce, higher level constituents can be
constructed at the current deviation-level (for example, seminar@l). To parse the
sentence, however, the two subtrees must eventually be JOINed--COALESCABLE's
step (2) blocks the action until the deviation-level is incremented because no less deviant
explanation could be found. When the extra deviation point becomes available, the
subtrees coalesce and a *ROOT* is produced.
To see how COALESCABLE's step (2) may interact with adaptation to make the
understanding process more efficient, Figure 6-8 shows the algorithm's effect on search
under a derived grammar. To the kernel we add a single derived form, DATE0', that
recognizes marked dates in which the marker has been omitted. Such a form would have
been created, for instance, after CHAMP confirmed its interpretation of the utterance in
Figure 6-7 (the deirmition of "rm" as a roomwd would have been added to the lexicon as
well, but we will ignore that to simplify the comparison).
The utterance in Figure 6-8 is stru_y
identical to the sentence in Figure 6-7.
CHAMP uses DATE0' to find the explanation of the new sentence at Deviation-level 1
rather than Deviation-level 2. Although the subtree for "rm 7620" still has a dlevel of
one, the subtree for "June 9" as a marked date has a dlevel of zero, via the derived form.
Thus when step (2) of the COALESCABLE predicate is reached at Deviation-level 1, the
two subtrees are permitted to JOIN. As a result, a *ROOT* node appears on the Agenda,
and no further invocations of the Parse/Recovery Cycle need occur. COALESCABLE's
judgment that the previously ungrammatical segment has a non-deviant interpretation is
made possible by the existence of DATE0' which was constructed in response to the
prior interaction.
Figures 6-7, 6-8, and 6-9 demonstrate that when two subtrees JOIN their dlevels are
combined. Thus the implementation, like the model, contains only a simple notion of
deviance: every recovery action compensates for the same "amount" of deviation and
the amount of deviance along a path is additive. In Chapter 11 we discuss briefly the
advantages of a more complex approach to measuring deviation.
COALESCABLE and JOIN comprise the Coalesce phase of the Coalesce/Expand
Cycle, leaving the task of generalizing EXPAND to work at non-zero deviation-levels.
Although the function in Figure 6-10 looks radically different from the one in Figure
5-17, there are only two important changes. The most important, of course, is that
EXPAND now takes a context as an argument rather than a pc--the Coalesce/Expand
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Utterance: "Change the 10 am class June 9 m rm 7620"
Derived Form: (DATE0'
isa m-dateforms
mode (203)
strategy (203: class u-dateforms))
Coalesce/Expand Cycle at Deviation-level 0:
Subtrees
COALESCABLE
10 + am
June + 9
rm@ 1 + 7620
u-date@ 0
u-hour@0 + class + m-date@0
the + class@0

yes
yes
no
maximal
yes
yes

EXPAND
u-hotu-@0, R2
u-date@0, DATE1
m-date@ 0, DATE0'
class@0, GG3
m-d-gg@0, DGG 1

Coalesce/Expand Cycle at Deviation-level 1:
Subtrees
COALESCABLE

EXPAND

rm@ 1 + 7620
to + room@ 1
change + m-d-gg@0 + stpair@ 1
change@ 1

room@ 1, LOC6
stpair@ 1, STP 1
change@ 1, ACT3
*ROOT*

yes
yes
yes
maximal

Figure 6-8: The uniform effect of COALESCABLE's step (2) over time
(least-deviant-first search in a derived grammar).

JOIN (pcl pc2)
IF pc 1 is already a JOIN node
THEN add pc2 to pcl's subs field
let pcl's strats field include only,the active strategies parsing all the subs
add pc2's dlevel to pcl's dlevel
ELSE create a new JOIN node
let its subs field contain pcl and pc2 AND
let its strats field contain the active strategies that parse both subnodes
let its dlevel be the sum of the dlevels of the two nodes

(1)

(la)
(2)

(2a)

Figure 6-9: CHAMP's JOIN Algorithm
(Figure 5-15 generalized to all deviation-levels).
algorithm does the actual expansion to and partitioning of the parent classes that used to
be done in EXPAND. The second difference is that EXPAND now contains an exphcit
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gateway to the error detection and recovery mechanism in the function CLOSEOFF (step
(1)). Notice that by creating unresolved pcs with a dlevel of one we guarantee that during
error detection and recovery the number of unresolved pcs in a context cannot be greater
than the number of deviations currently permitted along a path. The processing in
CLOSEOFF and the range of values it can return are the topic of Section 6.5. Here we
note only that through CLOSEOFF a context may be modified by the removal of
unresolved subnodes, the elimination of strategies, or the addition of recovery notations.
When control returns to EXPAND, the changes to the context are incorporated into the
new pcs that are added to the Agenda. We look more closely at EXPAND's step (3) when
we examine CLOSEOFF in detail (see Figure 6-23).

EXPAND (context)
CLOSEOFF the context
IF CLOSEOFF returned failure
THEN RErUR_N
ELSE cache "true" for the context

(1)
(2)

Use the value returned by CLOSEOFF to modify the context and
IF the subnodes satisfy all expand-time constraints for the context's class
THEN create a pnode for the class that spans the subnodes
IF there is an expand-time ig for the class

(3)

THEN invoke it AND cache the canonical value for the pnode
FOR EACH active step that seeks the pnode's class, DO
IF the step has a bind-time constraint AND the pnode satisfies it
THEN create a pc for the step, pnode, subnodes, and strategies in the
modified context and place it on the appropriate level of the Agenda

(4)

Figure 6-10: CHAMP's EXPAND Algorithm
(Figure 5-17 generalized to all deviation-levels).

6.2. The Cache
CHAMP redoes very little work in increasingly deviant Coalesce/Expand Cycles
because the system caches values for JOIN and EXPAND. The only node pairs offered to
COALESCABLE each time through the Agenda are those that have not previously
JOINed. In addition, every context that successfully EXPANDrA in a prior cycle has a
cached value of "true" (see step (2) in Figure 6-10). When that value is found, EXPAND
need not be reinvoked for the context because all the EXPAND_ nodes were placed on
the Agenda during the previous cycle. Thus, when Deviation-level i is run, only
previously unCOALESCABLE node pairs and paths that failed to EXPAND successfully
at Deviation-level i-1 actually produce new work. This is demonstrated by Figure 6-11
for the utterance
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"Schedule meeting at 3 Inn June 7"
which requires two deviation points in the kemel grammar., one for a deleted article and
one for a deleted preposition. The figure shows only a small portion of the search space
explored during parsing; a larger portion of the space will be examined in Figures 6-13
through 6-15 in the next section.
Each row of Figure 6-11 corresponds to a candidate constituent offered to EXPAND.
The rows are divided into groups by increasing dlevel for the context. If a candidate
constituent in the first column can be CLOSEdOFF without requiring more recovery
actions that the current deviation-level allows, then the root node for the EXPANDed
subtree is shown in the second column along with any recovery actions applied. If trying
to CLOSEOFF the context uncovers an unacceptable degree of deviation, however, then
the second column explains the error. Reading down the figure, the first context shows
that 3 and pm coalesce at Deviation-level 0 to produce an unmarked hour via HR1. At
then coalesces with the unmarked hour (at a higher Agenda-level, of course) to produce a
marked hour. In the third context, June and 7 produce an unmarked date via DATE1, but
the unmarked date cannot EXPAND to a marked date without its preposition. Since GG1
can take an unmarked date in the prenominal position, u-date@0 can coalesce with
meeting and m-hour@0 but cannot EXPAND because of a transposition.
The middle section of Figure 6-11 demonstrates that the work done at Deviation-level 1
stems from the two paths that failed to EXPAND at Deviation-level 0. When the path
containing u-date@0 is retried with one deviation permitted, the unmarked date becomes
m-date@l with the help of a deletion recovery action. In turn, the marked date
contributes to the maximal set of subnodes at Deviation-level 1 that EXPANDs to
meetingl@l. Another path that failed to EJf.PAND at Deviation-level 0 interprets
"meeting at 3 pm June 7" as a maximal subsegment containing an unmarked date. This
path can also succeed at Deviation-level 1; in meeting2@ 1, the deviation point is used to
explain the transposition. 29 Both meeting 1 and meeting 2 fail to EXPAND to marked
groupgatherings because the utterance is missing the article and no deviation points are
left to compensate for the deletion.
Since no *ROOT* appears on the Agenda during the Parse/Recovery cycle for
Deviation-level 1, the deviation-level is incremented to two. Again the only work done
stems from paths that failed: each of _gl@
1 and meeting2@ 1 is allowed to accrue
the additional deviation point requixeA to omit the article. The grammar allows two
possibilities in the expansion of each meetingform---it may be either the definite or the

29Actually,
thekernel
grammar
contains
a no.trans
recovery
constraint
that
prevents
steps
seeking
prenominal
modifiers
frombeing
transposed
withrespect
tothestep
seeking
theheadnoun.
A similar
constraint
applies
toposmominal
modifiers.
Fordemonstrative
purposes
weassume
inthis
example
that
the
no..trans
constraint
wasnotplaced
inthegrammar.
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Utterance: "Schedule [a] meeting at 3 pm [on] June 7"
Deviation-level 0:
Context

Result of EXPAND

[(3 prn) (HR1)]
[(at u-hour@0) 0-IR0)]
[(June 7) (DATE1)]

u-houi@0
m-hour@0
u-date@0

[(u-date@0] (DATE0)]
[(meeting m-hour@0 u-date@0) (GG 1)]

fails due to missing marker
fails by transpose of u-date

Deviation-level 1:
Context

Result of EXPAND

[(u-date@0) (DATE0)]

m-date@ 1, DATE0 + deletion

[(meeting m-hour@0m-date@l)
(GG1)]
[(meeting m-houI@0 u-date@0) (GG 1)]
[(meetingl@ 1) (IGG 1)]
[(meetingl@ 1) (DGG 1)]
[(meeting2@ 1) (IGG 1)]
[(meeting2@ 1) (DGG 1)]

meetingl@l, GG1
meeting2@ 1, GG 1 + transpose
fails by missing indefinite article
fails by missing definite article
fails by missing indefinite article
fails by missing definite article

Deviation-level 2:
Context

Result of EXPAND

[(meetingl@ 1) (IGG1)]
[(meeting 1@1) (DGG 1)]
[(meeting2@ 1) (IGG1)]
[(meeting2@ 1) (DGG 1)]
[(schedule m-i-ggl@2 ) (ACT1)]
[(schedule m-i-gg2@2 ) (ACT1)]
[(addl@2) (*ROOT*)]
[(add2@2) (*ROOT*)]

m-i-ggl@2, IGG1 + deletion
m-d-gg 1@2, DGG 1 + deletion
m-i-gg2@2, IGG1 + deletion
m-d-gg2@2, DGG 1 + deletion
addl@2
add2@2
succeeMs
succeeds

Figure 6-U:

Extending the search space by EXPANDIng only contexts that
failed at the previous deviation-level.

indefinite article that has been deleted. Because the add action expects an object marked
by an indefinite article, only the m-i-ggforms may coalesce with the pc for "schedule,"
leading to two *ROOT* nodes each with a dlevel of two. The first *ROOT* uses its two
deviation points to explain the sentence with a deletion of the date marker and a deletion
of the definite article. The second *ROOT* uses its two deviation points to explain the
sentence with a deletion of the article and a transposition of the unmaxked date.
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Turning to the cache before recomputing the value of EXPAND has an important
consea:luence:
if a context was successfully CLOSEdOFF at a deviation-level less than i
then no more deviance is allowed to accrue to that path. In other words, as the space of
deviance
hypotheses
growsitdoesnotgrow uniformly.
To seewhy thisisa desirable
consequence,
consider
thatifa pathEXPANDs atDeviation-level
i-]butno complete
parsecan be foundatthatdeviation-level
thentheutterance
must require
additional
recovery
actions
tobe understood.
Usingtheadditional
deviation
pointson a pathwc
have already
explained
cannotmake the globalparsesuccessful;
the partitioning
of
strategies into contexts that was done in the Coalesce/Expand algorithm guarantees that
the additional recovery actions will change neither the size of the segment accounted for
nor the formclass to which the segment will be EXPANDed. If neither the size of the
segment nor its assigned class changes then no new paths have been created. Instead, the
higher level constituents produced by EXPAND for the context will simply be more
deviant versions of the paths produced at the lower deviation-level. Since no new paths
have been created, the global parse must still fail. Thus, for the global parse to succeed
the additional deviation points must have been needed by some other contextua context
that failed to EXPAND in a prior cycle. These are precisely the contexts for which the
cached value of EXPAND is not "true."
At Deviation-level i, the generalized parsing functions find sets of co-constituents that
have together accrued no more than i deviation points. Before the contexts arc converted
from virtual to actual higher grammatical constituents, CHAMP's cache prevents
redundant and provably useless work by allowing the system to weed out those contexts
for which less deviant explanations already exist. The remaining contexts must be shown
to require no more than a total of i deviation points before they can be EXPANDed.
Determining the degree of deviance represented by a context is the responsibility of Error
Detection, the portion of the system to which we now turn our attention.

6.3. Error Detection

Throughout the Parse/Recovery Cycle our strongest search constraint is the dew.re.ionof
violated
expectations
in the interpretation
of a segmentas a particular
grammatical
constituent.
Even as we expandthesearchspaceto encompasslarger
and larger sets of
deviance
hypotheses,
theboundaryofthespaceduringany givencycleremainsrigidly
defined
by theerrors
wc canexplain
atthecurrent
deviation-level.
We havealready
seen
that the violation
of a Concept Hierarchyconstraint
or a conditionin the
COALESCABLE predicate
isadequate
totezminate
a pathatany deviation-level----these
errors
arcnon-recoverable.
Becausewe wanttodetect
non-recoverable
errors
assoonas
possible,
the responsibility
fortheirdetection
is spreadthroughout
the system.In
contrast,
theresponsibility
fordcmctingrecoverable
errors
inCHAMP rests
withinthe
ErrorDetection
& Recoverymechanismshown inFigure6-1,and primarily
withinthe
function
ISCOMPLETE (Figure
6-12).
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ISCOMPLETE (context)
Separate the unresolved nodes (urs) from the other subnodes in the context
FOR EACH strategy in the context, DO
Find the missing, required steps (mls)
Find the minimum number of transposed steps (tls)
IF there are tls AND they violate a no-tram constraint OR
there are rnls AND no urs AND the mls violate a no-del constraint

(1)
(2)
(2a)
(2b)
(2c)

THEN go on to the next strategy
Compute the amount of deviance for the subcontext where
aod = the dlevel of the context +
the number of tls +

(2d)

max (0, (the number of mls - the number of urs))
Assign the subcontext to a partition according to its aod
IF the smallest aod <= the Deviation-level

(3)

THEN RETURN (stramame mls tls) FOR EACH form in the partition
ELSE RETURN (Retry the lowest aod)

(3a)
(3b)

Figure 6-12: CHAMP's ISCOMPLETE predicate for general errordetection.

Recall that the dlevel of a context is defined to be the sum of the dlevels of its subnodes.
Expressed in another way, a context is a candidate grammatical constituent that may have
already accrued some amount of deviance during the explanation of its sub-constituents.
ISCOMPLETE determines whether a particular context can be explained without
accumulating a total deviance greater than that allowed by the current deviation-level.
Note that the function does not explain any errors; it merely determines whether (and
how much of) the context should be passed to Error Recovery. Specifically,
ISCOMPLETE tries to pinpoint which subcontexts contain the fewest additional violated
expectations. A subcontext is defined as a pairing of the subnodes in the context with a
particular strategy in the context. For example, if both the u-hourforms HRI and HR2
are strategies in a context for pcx and pcy then each of [_
pcy) (HR1)] and [(pcx pcy)
(HR2)] is a subcontext. By finding the minimally deviant explanation for each context,
we guarantee that the least-deviant global explanation will be produced first.
From the model in Chapter 2 we know that there are four types of recoverable errors:
insertion, deletion, substitution and transposition. In ISCOMPLETE these error types
correspond to the values computed for particular variables for a given subcontext.
Insertions and substitutions are signalled by the presence of unresolved nodes (urs, step
(1)), transpositions by transposed steps (tls, step (2b)), and deletions by missing, required
steps (mis, step (2a)). To find the amount of deviance (aod) in a subcontext we collect
the step fields of the subnodes into a list then compare that list with the strategy list of the
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subcontext's strategy. Using the strategy's annotation nodes, the comparison allows us to
compute the number of ntis and fls. The amount of deviance for the context is then
computed according to the formula in step (2d).
Note that the presence or absence of unresolved segments has no effect on the number
of tis, but can effect whether an ml is considered an additional source of deviation or not.
If a ur is present then it may fill in for the missing step; under these circumstances we do
not need to add a deviation point because the projected substitution uses the deviation
point made available in the unresolved subnode when it was created with a dlevel of one.
In other words, if the unknown phrase is to be used as a synonym for a required lexeme
then only one expectation has been violated, not two. 30 If there are no unresolved
segments, or the number of missing, required steps is greater than the number of nodes
available to fill them, then we count one deviation point for every required but unsatisfied
step. Observe, however, that ISCOMPLETE neither makes the substitution nor decides
whether the substituted step will occur in a permissible order. At the time we compute the
amount of deviance in a subcontext, we do not know if the current strategy will be among
those in the least-deviant subset or not, so we leave the additional error detection to the
recovery action that performs the substitution.
Once all of the strategies in the context have been partitioned by the amount of
deviation they add to the subtree, the lowest-valued set is chosen. If the value is less than
or equal to the current deviation-level, ISCOMPLETE returns a triple for each strategy in
the set (step (3a)), giving Error Recovery a head start on the information it will need to
choose an appropriate recovery action. If, on the other hand, the best explanation that
could be offered for the context has an aod greater than the current deviation-level,
ISCOMPLETE returns a "retry message" that tells recovery the lowest deviation-level
required for a subcontext to succeed (step (3b)). Since the cached value for EXPAND is
intended to reflect the success of errordetection and recovery, we cache "true" if one or
more subcontexts are returned, and the retry message otherwise. In this way we retry
EXPANDIng a failed path only when enough deviation points are available for it to
succeed.

3°Indee&not usingtheunresolvedsegmentas a substitution
fora missingstepwouldproducea more
deviantexplanation,requiringonepointfortheur as aninsertionorsubstitutionelsewhere,anda separate
pointfor thecurrentml asa deletion.
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6.4. A Detailed
"Schedule

Example:
a meeting

Error Detection during
at 3 pm June 7"

the Parse of

Let us now reexamine the search space for the utterance "Schedule meeting at 3 pm
June 7" in light of what we know about error detection. Figures 6-13, 6-14, and 6-15
demonstrate how the least-deviant-first search progresses. Each figure shows a subset of
the contexts considered at a particular deviation-level. For each context the results of the
calls to ISCOMPLETE (ISC) and EXPAND (EXP) are displayed along with the value
cached. As in Figure 6-11, when a context fails to EXPAND, the reason for the failure is
given in the EXPAND column.

Context
ISC (strat mls tls)
[(3 pm) (HR1 HR2)]
(HR1 --)
[(June 7) (DATE1)]
(DATE1 --)
[(at u-hour@O) (HRO)]
(HRO--)
[(u-date@0) (DATE0)]
(Retry 1)
[(meeting m-hour@0 u-date@0) (GG 1)] (Retry 1)

EXP/cache
u-hour@0/t
u-date@0/t
m-hour@O/t
missing marker/1
transposed u-date/1

Figure 6-13: Error detection at Deviation-level 0 for
"Schedule meeting at 3 pm June 7"

Figure 6-13 shows how the paths from Deviation-level 0 of Figure 6-11 failed. In the
fourth row the unmarked date is proposed as a candidate marked date using DATE0.
Because of the missing preposition, ISCOMPLETE f'mds one ml in the subcontext. Since
the deviation-level is zero, the violated expectation cannot be tolerated and
ISCOMPLETE translates the single deviation into a message to retry the context at
Deviation-level 1. In row five, the same unmarked date is proposed to ISCOMPLETE as
a postnominal modifier in GG1 (which expects unmarked cases to occur prenominally).
This time ISCOMPLETE detects one fl and, again, a retry message is returned.
Figure 6-13 also gives us the oppommity to point out that when more than one strategy
is included in a context, error dete_on's ability to control search may be augmented by
critical differences between the strategies. In Chapter 5 we defined a
• Critical Difference: a form, X, contains a critical difference with respect to
another form, Y, if X and Y contain the same steps with different ordering
constraints, or if X and Y differ by at least one step.
Under a strict interpretation of the definition, a critical difference exists between
strategies independent of any utterance. The limiting effect of a critical difference on
search, however, is manifested only if the utterance contains the critical constituents. An
utterance causes the termination of one or more subcontexts via a critical difference if:
1. The utterance satisfies the ordering constraints in some of the strategies but
not in others (ordering); or
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2. The utterance contains a constituent sought by some of the strategies but
not by others (presence); or

.

3. The utterance does not contain a constituent required by some of the
strategies but not by others (absence).
We saw an example of the second type of termination in Section 5.2; a JOINed node
representing prenominal modifiers carried strategies for the classes meetingforms and
mealforms in its strats field until the word "meeting" was encountered. The word
"meeting" manifested the critical differences between the seats because only GG1 seeks
a meetingwd. As a result of the critical difference, the JOINed node built to encompass
"meeting" had only GG1 in its strats field. Thus, the presence of a distinguishing
constituent is detected by COALESCABLE, and the winnowing of the search space
accomplished by JOIN. The justification for reducing the context is the design decision to
EXPAND only maximally coalescable sequences; since some strategies can account for
the extra token, those subcontexts continue while subcontexts represented by strategies
that cannot account for the token are terminated.
Like COALESCABLE, ISCOMPLETE may also reduce the context when the strategies
contain critical differences. The justification in ISCOMPLETE, however, is the need to
advance only the least-deviant subcontexts. A difference in ordering constraints between
two forms translates into tls for any utterance that contains the relevant constituents.
Since every transposition requires a recovery action, a subcontext that does not need a
transposition recovery to explain the segment must be preferred over a subcontext that
does.
Mls play a role in the absence condition similar to the role played by tls in the ordering
condition. Consider as an example the critical difference between HR1 and HR2 in row
one of Figure 6-13. HR1 recognizes times of the form "number [clockwd I daywd I
nightwd]," while HR2 recognizes "number colonsymb number [clock-wd I daywd I
nightwd]." In the subcontext for HR2 and "3 pro," ISCOMPLETE detects the absence
of the required constituents (colon and minutes) as two mls. Since HR1 requires no
recovery actions to explain the segment and ttR2 requires two deletions, only HR1
remains in the context at the end of error detection.
Critical differences also play a role in parsing at Deviation-level 1 for our sample
sentence. The first row of Figure 6-14 shows how the path for the marked date that failed
previously succeeds at Deviation-level 1 by using the available deviation point for the
deletion. In turn, meeting 1 is created by coalescing the just created m-date@ 1 with the
pcs for "meeting" and "at 3 pro" that still reside on the Agenda. Since the step picking
up the _
date is included in GG l's snode, meetingla is also created a this time (row
3). Note that the subtree represented by meetingla has a dlevel of zero because the
constituent that contributed deviance to the context has been removed in response to the
snode. Along a different path, meeting 2 is created using the available deviation point to
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account for the transposition of step 303 (the unmarked date) detected by ISCOMPLETE.
In the next six rows, CHAMP tries to EXPAND each of the three meetingforms using
IGG1 and DGG1---two kernel forms distinguished by a critical difference. IGG1 has
required steps seeking an indefirtite article and object, while DGG1 seeks a definite
article and object. In Figure 6-14, as in Figure 6-11, both contexts fail to EXPAND for
meeting 1 and meeting 2 because neither article is present in the utterance. Both paths
succeed for meetingla, however, because that subtree can use the available deviation
point to compensate for the ml found in each context by IS COMPLETE. Both contexts
succe_ because the user's deviation negates the critical difference between the
strategies.
Although the critical difference between IGG1 and DGG1 is not manifested by the
utterance, the critical difference between ACT1 and ACT2 is (last two rows of Figure
6-14). Because the addform ACT1 requires an object marked by an indefinite article,
only m-i-ggla can coalesce with schedule. This path fails to become a *ROOT* node,
however, because it does not account for the entire utterance (only "schedule meeting at
3 p.m."), a non-recoverable error. Notice that the cached value for EXPAND under
these circumstances is "true" so that the path will never be retried. The deleteform
(ACT2) requires a deletewd and an object marked by a definite article. Since m-d-ggla is
available but an appropriate verb is not, the global failure of the path for ACT2 is delayed
until Deviation-level 2 (see row 7 of Figure 6-15).

Context
[(u-date@0) (DATE0)]

ISC (strat mls tls) EXP/cache
(DATE0 201 -)
m-date@l/t

[(meeting m-horn@0 m-date@l) (GG1)]
[(meeting m-hour@0) (GG1)]
[(meeting m-hour@0 u-date@0) (GG1)]
[(meetingl@l) (IGG1)]
[(meetingl@ 1) (DGG 1)]
[(meeting2@ 1) flGG 1)]
[(meeting2@ 1) (DGG 1)]
[(meetingla@0 (IGG 1)]
[(meetingla@0 (DGG1)]
[(m-d-ggla@ 1) (ACT2)]
[(schedule m-i-ggla@ 1) (ACT1)]

(GG1 --)
(GG1 --)
(GG1 - 303)
(Retry 2)
(Retry 2)
(Retry 2)
(Retry 2)
(IGG1 402 -)
(DGG1 401 -)
(Retry 2)
(ACT1 --)

meetingl@l/t
meetingla@ 1/t
meeting2@ 1/t
missing indefinite article/2
missing definite article/2
missing indefinite article/2
missing definite axticle/2
m-i-ggla@ 1/t
m-d-ggla@l/t
missing verb/2
incomplete *ROOT*/t

Figure 6-14: Error detection at Deviation-level 1 for
"Schedule meeting at 3 prn June 7"

Unlike meeting la, meeting 1 and meeting 2 each have a dlevel of one. Both
meetingforms explain the segment, "meeting at 3 pm June 7." Because this is a

"
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different segment than "meeting at 3 pm," (explained by meetingla), meeting 1 and
meeting 2 represent paths distinct from meetingla. In addition, even though meeting 1 and
meeting 2 explain the same segment, they nonetheless represem different subtrees by
incorporating different explanations. As different subtrees they are represented by
different root pcs which in turn may coalesce with other subnodes to form distinct
contexts. Thus, the failure of both meeting 1 and meeting 2 to EXPAND to either
m-i-ggforms or m-d-ggforms mates four paths to be retried at Deviation-level 2.
The fate of those four paths can be seen in Figure 6-15. Each context reenters
ISCOMPLETE with a dlevel of one and uses the extra deviation point available at
Deviation-level 2 to recover from its missing, required step. Again, the critical difference
between IGG1 and DGG 1 is not manifested by the utterance, but the critical difference
between ACT1 and ACT2 is: only the m-i-ggforms can coalesce with schedule, while
the absence of a deletewd requires an additional recovery action for the m-d-ggforms
that have been produced. Thus, each of m-i-ggl and m-i-gg 2 produces a valid addform
that accounts for all the tokens in the utterance. The complete addforms become
*ROOT* nodes for two APTs. Observe that the context [(schedule m-i-ggla) (ACT1)]
that failed at Deviation-level 1 is not retried at Deviation-level 2---the cached value of
"true" for EXPAND prevents re-exploring a context with a non-recoverable error.

Context

ISC (strat mls tls)

EXP/cache

[(meeting1@ 1) (IOG1)]
[(meeting1@ 1)(DGG1)]
[(meeting2@ 1) (IGG 1)]
[(meeting2@ 1) (DGG1)]
[(schedule m-i-ggl@2 ) (ACT1)]
[(schedule m-i-gg2@2, (ACT1)
[(m-d-ggla@ 1) (ACT2)]
[(m-d-ggl@2) (ACT2)]
[(m-d-gg2@2) (ACT2)]

(IGG1 402 -)
(DGG1 401 -)
(IGG 1 402 -)
(DGG2 401 -)
(ACT1 --)
(ACT1 --)
(ACT2 705 -)
(Retry 3)
(Retry 3)

m-i-ggl@2/t
m-d-ggl@2/t
m-i-gg2@ 2/t
m-d-gg2@2/t
addl@2/t (*ROOT*)
add2@2/t (*ROOT*)
incomplete *ROOT*/t
retry level > maxdev/3
retry level > maxdev/3

Figure 6-15: Error detection at Deviation-level 2 for
"Schedule meeting at 3 pm June 7"

When a *ROOT* has a dlevel greater than zero we call it a hypothetical explanation of
the utterance or, more simply, an hypothesis. Although we have found hypotheses at
Deviation-level 2 for the example, ISCOMPLETE is clearly a general mechanism
capable of performing error dete_on at higher deviation-levels. Unfortunately, the
greater the amount of deviance required to explain an utterance, the greater the chance of
constructing multiple hypotheses that differ only in terms of their recovery notations. The
correlation occurs because recovery is the process by which we relax the very
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expectations that distinguish grammatical forms. Figure 6-16 shows that the annotated
parse trees built by CHAMP for the example are a case in point. 31
The figure also gives us the opportunity to distinguish between the actual meaning of an
utterance and its
• Effective meaning: an interpretation of the utterance in terms of the effect it
produces in the task domain. It is possible for sentences that are effectively
equivalent to differ in actual meaning (because the difference in meaning
cannot be reflected by the actions available to the system). CHAMP, like
other natural language interfaces, builds structures to capture an utterance's
effective meaning; this reflects the assumption that the system's primary
goal is to perform the action intended by the user.
The hypotheses in pc62 and pc63 capture the same effective meaning but differ in their
explanations of the user's errors. Pc62 explains the utterance using a deletion of the
indef'mite article usually sought by step 402 of IGG1 (see the recovery notation in pc54)
with the transposition of the step seeking an unmarked date in GG1 (see the recovery
notation in pc42). Pc63, on the other hand, combines the deletion of the indefinite marker
(pc55) with the deletion of the date marker usually required by step 201 of DATE0
(notated at pc35).
After the error detection performed by ISCOMPLETE but before the creation of higher
level constituents in EXPAND, a deviant context must be explained. In the remainder of
this chapter we examine how that explanation is constructed: where recovery notations
come from and how they are incorporated into the APT. We postpone discussion of how
to choose among competing hypotheses like those represented by pc62 and pc63 to
Chapter 7. How we convert an AFT into a set of grammatical components that recognize
a deviant form directly is a discussion left to Chapter 8.

6.5. Error Recovery
The model in Chapter 2 gave us four classes of errors: deletion, insertion, substitution
and transposition. In the previous section we implemented error detection by creating a
fairly simple correspondence between each class and the values computed for the
variables urs, tls, and ntis within a subcontext. To compensate for an error, the model
also gives us four general recovery actions: insertion, deletion, substitution and
transposition. Unfortunately, the correspondence between recovery action and the values
of implementation variables is more complex than it was for error detection. The
difficulties arise from the need to embed a recovery notation at the correct position in an

31Theformatfordisplayingapcwas introducedin Section5.1. Afterthe pc identifiercomesthe step
followedby the pnode(thesegment'sstartposition,endposition,andclass).Whennon-nilthestrats field
anddlevelfieldscomenext.Subnodesareindicatedby indentation.
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62: *ROOT* (0 6 addforms) (ACT1) 2
0:704 (0 0 addwd)
54:708 (1 6 m-i-ggforms) (IGG1) (2 (DELETE 402))
42:403 (1 6 meetingforms) (GG1) (1 (TRANSPOSE pc27))
1:309 (1 1 meetingwd)
24:315 (2 4 m-hourforms) (HR0)
2:111 (2 2 hnnkr)
14:113 (3 4 u-hourforms) (HR1)
4:4 (3 3 number)
7:16 (4 4 nightwd)
27:303 (5 6 u-dateforms) (DATE1)
8:101 (5 5 monthwd)
11:102 (6 6 number)
63: *ROOT* (0 6 addforms) (ACT1) 2
0:704 (0 0 addwd)
55:708 (1 6 m-i-ggforms) (IGG1) (2 (DELETE 402))
40:403 (1 6 meeting-forms) (GG1) 1
1:309 (1 I meetingwd)
24:315 (2 4 m-hourforms) (HR0)
2:111 (2 2 hmab)
14:113 (3 4 u-houfforms) (HR1)
4:4 (3 3 number)
7:16 (4 4 nightwd)
35:316 (5 6 m-dateforms) (DATE0) (1 (DELETE 201))
26:203 (5 6 u-dateforms) (DATE1)
8:101 (5 5 monthwd)
11:102 (6 6 number)
Figure 6-16: The Annotated Parse Trees (APTs) constructed under CHAMP's kernel
for"Schedule meeting at 3 pm June 7."
APT that may be only partially constructed. As we examine the implementation of each
of the four general types of recovery we will see that, in CHAMP, choosing the
appropriate recovery action for a subcontext depends upon six factors:
1. The number of unresolved subnodes (urs).
2. The number of missing, required steps identified by ISCOMPLETE (mls).
3. The number of transpositions independent of substitutions identified by
ISCOMPLETE (tls).
4. The number of additional transpositions if a substitution is made (atls).
5. The number of deviation points available (dpa) as calculated by: the
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I)cviation-level
6.The presence

- the dlevel of the subcontext
of recovery-time

constraints

+ the number of urs. 32

(rtc).

We know from the EXPAND algorithm in Figure 6-10 that the gateway to error
detection and recovery is the function CLOSEOFF. CLOSEOFF's
first step is to call
ISCOMPLETE
for a preliminary assessment of the violated expectations in the context.
The purpose of error recovery is to choose for each subcontext that ISCOMPLETE
returns the recovery action that promotes the least-deviant global parse. As a result, one
way to view CLOSEOFF is as a large discrimination net. At the leaves of the net are one
or more

of CHAMP's

TRANSPOSE,

INSERT,

for an insertion

six

general

recovery

and SUBSTITUTE.

error is a deletion

functions:

In the model,

and for a deletion

OK,

RETRY,

DELETE,

the general recovery

error, an insertion.

action

The recovery

notation left in an APT, however, is the description of the user error required by the
adaptation mechanism. To avoid confusion when reading APTs, we pair the names of the
recovery functions with the errors they detect and the notations they produce. Thus,
INSERT recovers from insertion errors and leaves an insertion notation, while DELETE
recovers from deletion errors and leaves a deletion notation. Because the discrimination
logic in CLOSEOFF

is a function

of the six factors listed above, our discussion

of error

recovery will be simpler if we proceed "bottom-up,"
describing the leaf functions first
and the root function last. Thus, once we have introduced
the individual recovery
functions we will conclude the chapter by presenting the CLOSEOFF
demonstrating
how recoverynotations
areincorporated
intoan APT.
OK andRETRY

algorithm

and

represent
theextremeconditions
thatmay occurduringerrordetection:

no violatedexpectations
and too many violatedexpectations.
OK isthefunctionused
when no errorrecoveryisrequired.Ifthe contextgiven to CLOSEOFF
containsno
unresolvednodes,and thesubcontexts
returnedby ISCOMPLETE
containno missingor
transposedsteps,
thenCLOSEOFF
simplyreturnsa list
of strategy
names takenfrom the
preservedsubcontexts.
In columns labelled"ISC"
subcontexts that are OK look like: (strategyname --).
At the opposite

end of the spccmm_, CLOSEOFF

in Figures6-13,6-14,and 6-15

may use the function RETRY.

When

ISCOMPLETE
mmms
a retry message because every subcontextrequired
more
additional
deviation
pointsthanwere available,
CLOSEOFF
passestheretryvalueback

32A ur carries its deviation point in order to guaranteethat during en'or detection and recovery the
numberof unresolvedpcs in the context is no g_ater than the numberof deviations currentlypermitted
along a path. In otherwords, a dlevel of one is given to a ur to xeservefor that node the minimumnumber
of deviation points requiredto explain it. When the deviation-level is high enough for the ur to coalesce
with othernodes, the reserveddeviation point must be contributedto the total numberof deviation points
availablein orderto offset the increase in the dlevel of the context caused by the ur. In this way, a context
with one mrand a dlevel of one, createdat Deviation-level 1, nonethelesshas one deviationpoint available
for recovery(1 - 1 + 1).
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may also produce

a retry message

on its own--as when, for

example, a substitution creates an added transposition but only one deviation point is
available. Regardless of which function detects the retry condition, we have seen that the
cache remembers

the retry value

before the deviation-level

to keep CHAMP

from reEXPANDing

a failed

path

is high enough for the path to progress.

When error recovery may be able to explain a context, ISCOMPLETE
(step (3a))
returns a list in which each least-deviant subcontext is represented by a triple: the strategy
name, a value for mls, and a value for tls. If the context is free of unresolved nodes but
the subcontext has missing, required steps, CLOSEOFF
will respond by invoking
DELETE. Similarly, if there are no unresolved
nodes but tls have been detected,
CLOSEOFF

creates

a recovery

notation

using TRANSPOSE.

Note that under either set

of circumstances
ISCOMPLETE
will have already checked for the appropriate type of
recovery-time
constraints (step (2c)). We have seen examples of the recovery notations
produced
6-16.

by each of DELETE

The logic that discriminates

and TRANSPOSE

between the remaining

in the APT rooted at pc62 in Figure

two recovery

functions

presupposes

that the context passed to CLOSEOFF contains one or more unresolved subnodes. The
complexity of response entailed by this one factor can be seen from the example in
Figure 6-17. The figure shows a sentence taken from User l's log file for the experiments
described in Chapter 3. 33 The sentence is displayed in string form, as the user typed it, as
well as in CHAMP's tokenized form (see Section 5.1).
During segmentation

the unknown

an extendable
class. Hence,
represented by an unresolved
encounters
coalesced)

token th will not be resolvable

during the Parse/Recovery
pc with a dIevel of one.

as a new instance

of

Cycle the token will be
The first time CLOSEOFF

the node will be at Deviation-level
1 (otherwise the pc could not have
and the context will represent the segment "June 12th" as a candidate

u-dateform.
The presence of the unresolved node makes the dlevel of the context one,
but also contributes the one deviation point available during recovery. Using the strategy
list for DATE1

and the formula

from

step (2d), ISCOMPLETE

finds

that DATE1

requires no more than the one deviation point available and returns the subcontext
(DATE1 --). With no missing, required step in the returned subcontext, CLOSEOFF has
three alternatives for interpreting the unresolved node:

33Examplestaken from user data will always be preceded by a label of the form Uz_jk, where i is the
user's number,j is the session number(which ranges from 1 to 9), and k is the numberof the sentence
within the log file for the session. User numbers 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 7 correspond to data for the users in the
two adaptive conditions of the hidden-operatorexperimentsdescribed in Chapter 3. User numbers 9 and 10
correspond to data for two new users performing the original experimental task in interactions with
CHAMP. The complete list of sentences from all users participating in the experiments is given in

AppenatxB.
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U1S39: "Cancel June 12th meeting at AISys"
Tokens: (cancel june 12 th meeting at aisys)
DATE1
isa u-dateforms
mode (101 102)
strategy
101: class monthwd bindvar month
102: class number bindvar day
103: class commasymb
105: class number bindvar year
Deviation-level 1:
Context: [(june 12 th@ 1) (DATE1)]
ISCOMPLETE: aod = dlevel + tls + max(0, mls - urs)
aod(DATE1) = 1 + 0 + 0
returns (DATE1 - -)
Figure 6-17: The first context in which the token th is available to recovery.
1. Treat th as an insertion in this constituent.
2. Treat th as a substitution for a non-required link.
3. Assume tit is needed by a higher level constituent.
It is not difficult to imagine a segment for which each of these alternatives is the
appropriate action following "June 12": the current value of "th," replacing "th" with
"nineteen eighty-eight," and replacing "th" with "business" provide justifications for
(1), (2), and (3), respectively. Note, however, that the first and second alternatives create
almost the same constituents in terms of the global parse; they consume the same amount
of input and EXPAND to the same formclass. The difference between (1) and (2) is in
their ability to capture the actual meaning of the sentence. Choosing the second
alternative may allow us to learn the meaning of the token, but it does so at the cost of
additional interactions with the user. Choosing the first altemative requires no additional
effort from the user but is likely to produce only the effectively correct meaning. In
addition, choosing either of the first two alternatives precludes the possibility of the
third---we are not willing to create a distinct path for each interpretation and experience
the exponential blow-up caused by the creation of three paths at each level of constituent
in the grammar.
The solution implemented in CHAMP is justified by the goal of finding the leastdeviant effective meaning of an utterance. Because we are concerned with finding only
the effective meaning, we ignore the possibility of substituting the unresolved token for
an unrequired step. If we discover a missing, required step during error detection, we try
to satisfy it using the unknown phrase and the recovery function SUBSTITUTE. If there
are no ntis, however, then the unknown phrase is explained using INSERT if it is
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embedded, or is passed back, if it is not embedded. In this way, if the unknown phrase is
required by a higher level constituent, we will have made it available and a path that
would have failed at the current deviation-level will succeed using substitution. If the
unknown phrase is not required anywhere, it will continue to "bubble up" until it can be
captured within a constituent as an insertion.
Figure 6-18 shows the fate of th using INSERT. As in Figure 6-17, the ur is allowed to
coalesce with june and 12 at Deviation-level 1. Since the subcontext contains no missing,
required steps and th is an end subsegrnent, CLOSEOFF must return the pc for th so it
can be made available to higher level constituents. The figure shows that when the value
returned by CLOSEOFF is not a retry level it is a list of modified contexts. The furst
position in each modified context is filled with the name of the strategy (or strategies)
that succeeded via the modifications. The second position is used to pass back urs
representing end subsegments that were not needed by the context to explain the user's
error. The third position indicates the number of additional deviation points charged to
the context and the recovery notation that should be included in the EXPANDed nodes.
At Agenda-level 1 in our example, error recovery returns DATE1 as the successful
strategy with the modification that the ur representing "th" be removed from the
context. When EXPAND reduces a context it removes one deviation point for every ur
removed (the ur takes its point away with it).
U1S39: (cancel june 12 th meeting at aisys)
Coalesce/Expand Agenda-level 1:
EXPAND Context: [(june 12 th@ 1) (DATE1)], dlevel = 1
Error Detection returns: (DATE1 --)
Error Recovery returns: ([DATE1 (th) -])
Coalesce/Expand Agenda-level 2:
th@ 1 moved to next Agenda-level (step (lb) of the Coalesce/Expand Cycle)
Coalesce/Expand Agenda-level 3:
EXPAND Context: [(u-date@0 th@ 1 meeting m-location@0) (GG 1)], dlevel = 1
Error Detection returns: (GG1 - -)
Error Recovery returns: ([GG1 -(0 (INSERT th))]) via INSERT
Figure 6-18: Bubbling th up the Agenda until an insertion is detected during
the parse of "Cancel June 12th meeting at AISys" at Deviation-level 1.

At Agenda-level 2 the pc for "th" is discontiguous with the other nodes. Since it
cannot coalesce it is simply moved up to Agenda-level 3 where it JOINs with other
constituents as a candidate meetingform. When th JOINs with its co-constituents it
raises the dlevel of the context to one. CLOSEOFF receives the context and passes it to
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ISCOMPLETE which detects no additional violated expectations. Without a missing,
required step, error recovery compensates for the unknown and now embedded
subsegment using INSERT. Thus, the modified context created by error recovery has no
urs to pass back and the deviation point made available by th is consumed by the
insertion. The recovery notation in the modified context will be included in the dlevel
field of every pc created as a meetingform in the context.
The utterance in the example occurs in User l's protocol after CHAMP has learned that
she expresses m-d-ggforms without the defirfite article. Using the derived form,
DGG 1'34, the system produces the APT in Figure 6-19 at Deviation-level 1. Although the
APT in the figure explains the unknown segment as an insertion in GG 1, we will see in
Chapter 8 that CHAMP does not truly take such a narrow viewmadaptation
and
generalization of the APT rooted at pc56 will create a grammatical component that treats
"th" as an insertion no matter where it appears in the future.
56: *ROOT* (0 6 deleteforms) (ACT2) 1
1:705 (0 0 deletewd)
49:709 (1 6 m-d-ggfomas) (DGG1 ') 1
44:403 (1 6 meetingforrns) (GG1) (1 (INSERT pc0))
16:303 (1 2 u-dateforms) (DATE1)
2:101 (1 1 monthwd)
5:102 (2 2 number)
0:0 (3 3 unknown)nil 1
6:309 (4 4 meetingwd)
22:317 (5 6 m-locationforms) 0-£)C0)
8:211 (5 5 locrnkr)
19:212 (6 6 u-locationforms) (IFLOC2)
9:114 (6 6 businessname)
Figure 6-19: The APT constructed by CHAMP using an adapted grammar containing
DGGI' for "Cancel June 12th meeting at AISys"

The final recovery function left to describe is SUBS_.
It is invoked when there
are both missing, required steps and available unresolved segments to fill them. The
function may be invoked, however, only ff the missing, required step is not precluded
from a substitution by a recovery-time no-sub constraint, and if the substitution itself
does not create an additional transposition (aft). Consider the situation in Figure 6-20 as
an example. In the travel domain grammar, CHAMP expects only the word "departing"
or the phrase "departing from" as markers for the source location ease in a Right object.

34CHAMP generates non-mnemonic internal symbols for the names of user forms. For the convenience
of the reader those symbols have been replaced in the example APTs by names that show the origin of the
derived form.
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User 4 consistently preferred the lexeme "leaving." Given the sentence in the example
and the kernel grammar for the travel domain, "leaving" will appear as an unknown that
will not be resolved as a new instance of an extendable class. At Deviation-level 0
Chicago will expand to an unmarked location but will be unable to either coalesce with
leaving or EXPAND to a marked source location. At Deviation-level 1 EXPAND is
called with a context for "leaving Chicago." In turn, ISCOMPLETE detects the missing
marker (step 211) and no transpositions. CLOSEOFF finds the unresolved node, then
checks to make sure that the unsatisfied step permits substitution and that using
"leaving" to satisfy step 211 does not create a transposition (0 afls). When all the
conditions have been satisfied, SUBSTITUTE is invoked and returns the modified
context in the figure.
U4S29: "schedule flight #103 on June 13 leaving Chicago at 11 p.m. arriving in
NY at 2 a.m."
Tokens: (schedule flight %poundsymb 103 on june 13 leaving chicago at 11
p %period m %period arriving in ny at 2 a %period m %period)
Deviation-level 0:
EXPAND Context: [(u-location) (LOC0)], dlevel = 0
Error Detection returns: (RETRY 1)
Error Recovery returns: (RETRY 1)
Deviation-level 1:
EXPAND Context: [(leaving@ 1 u-location)(LOC0)], dlevel = 1
Error Detection returns: (LOC0 211 -)
Error Recovery returns: ([LOC0 - (0 (SUBST leaving 211))]) via SUBSTITUTE
Figure 6-20: Identifying leaving as a source location marker using SUBSTHZrFE.

With the introduction of the SUBSTITUTE action we have exhausted the recovery
strategies needed when one deviation point is available to the context. If the available
deviation point is contributed by an unresolved node, then a global parse at the current
deviation-level must explain that node using either INSERT or SUBSqTTWrE. If, on the
other hand, there is no unresolved segment left in the utterance, then a global parse at the
current deviation-level must require either a DELETE or TRANSPOSE. Table 6-1
summarizes the conditions under which each of the four basic recovery functions is
invoked by itself from CLOSEOFF. The conditions are expressed in terms of the six
discrimination criteria listed at the beginning of this section (page 111). Recall that dpa
translates as "deviation points available," urs is the number of unresolved pcs in the
context, ntis is the number of missing, required steps in the least-deviant subcontext, tls
is the number of transposed steps in the least-deviant subcontext without substitutions,
atls is the number of transpositions considering substitutions, and rtc stands for
"recovery-time constraints." A value of "na" for an entry indicates that the factor does
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not apply. At[s, for example, are pertinent only if a substitution has taken place. The
value of "done" in the rtc entries for DELETE and TRANSPOSE indicates that
ISCOMPLETE has already performed the relevant constraint checks.
Recovery
Function

flpa

urs

mls

tls

atls

rtc

DELETE

1

0

1

0

na

done

TRANSPOSE

1

0

0

1

na

done

INSERT

1

1

0

0

na

na

SUBSTITUTE

1

1

1

0

0

no-sub

Table 6-1: The four general recovery functions and the values of the six
discrimination factors required for their use
(' 'na" indicates the factor does not apply).
An utterance that succeeds at Deviation-level 2 (or higher) may accumulate deviation
points along paths representing different constituents (as in Figure 6-19) or within the
same constituent. In the latter case the recovery actions taken for a subcontext are
composed from the basic recovery functions we have just described. Since the Maximum
Deviation-level in CHAMP is two, no more than two recovery actions may be used to
explain a single constituent. Thus there should be ten pairs of recovery functions
displayed in Table 6-2 (four functions choose two plus the four pairs that invoke the same
function twice). The extra pair occurs because TRANS/SUB is considered distinct from
SUB/TRANS; the former is employed when a tl is detected by ISCOMPLETE
independent of the substitution, and the latter is employed when the transposition is
caused by the substitution during error recovery.
Error recovery when more than one deviation point is available differs from error
recovery with a single deviation point in three important respects. First, it may be
possible for a single context m satisfy the requirements for a composite recovery action
in more than one way. This is impossible for a single deviation point and a single
recovery action. SUB/SUB and DEL/SUB are the relevant examples at Deviation-level 2.
To invoke SUB/SUB there must be two mis and two urs in the least-deviant subcontext.
Each unresolved node must be tried as a substitution for each missing, required step; if
both substitutions are free of consequent transpositions, both paths must be returned to
EXPAND. In the kernel grammar for each of the two implemented domains it is
impossible for both substitutions to be free of transpositions because all required steps are
ordered. Through adaptation, however, a derived grammar may be created that permits
either ordering. If that happens then each strategy will succeed using a different binding
of urs to mls, creating distinct paths despite the fact that the effective meanings of the
resulting APTs are probably the same. In the case of DEL/SUB there are two mls and
only one ur. It is clear that the unresolved node must be used for a substitution regardless
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dpa

urs

mls

tls

atls

rtc

DEI__EL

2

0

2

0

na

done

DELgTRANS

2

0

1

1

na

done

DEL/INS

2

1

1

0

1

no-de1

DEL/SUB

2

1

2

0

0

no-del, no-sub

TRANS/TRANS

2

0

0

2

na

done

TRANS/INS

2

1

0

1

na

done

TRANS/SUB

2

1

1

1

0

no-sub

INS/INS

2

2

0

0

na

none

INS/SUB

2

2

1

0

0

no-sub

SUB/SUB

2

2

2

0

0

no-sub

SUB/TRANS

2

1

1

0

1

no-sub, no-trans

Table 6-2: Combinations of recovery functions applicable when two deviation
points are available in a context and the values of the six discrimination
factors required for their use ("na" indicates the factor does not apply).
of its position in the segment (otherwise the subcontext would use two deviation points
for the two deletions, leaving no points to explain the unresolved node). Yet it is not clear
which link should be considered deleted and which substituted. Thus DEL/SUB may
produce two paths via a kernel form at Deviation-level 2. As long as neither substitution
produces a transposition, both paths must be EXPANDed.
The second difference when more than one deviation point is available, is that a single
subcontext may satisfy the conditions for more than one composite recovery action.
Again, this was impossible for one deviation point and one recovery action--the basic
recovery actions are mutually exclusive. Figure 6-21 demonstrates, however, that any
time a SUB/FRANS is possible, a DEI./INS explanation must suc_
as well (providing
there is no no-del recovery time constraint). The utterance is similar to the one in Figure
6-18 except that a head noun, required in the kernel calendar grammar, is missing. At
Deviation-level 1 th will coalesce with each of june 16, on june 16, and at aisys but will
be passed back each time. The ur becomes embedded at Agenda-level 3. At that time,
contexts for meetingform,
seminarform,
classform, and mealform will all be
EXPANDed, although only meetingform (recognized via GG 1) is shown in the figure. In
each case the required head noun will be absent but the token th will be in the wrong
position to substitute. Thus each subcontext will result in a retry message.
At Deviation-level 2, the four subcontexts are retried and each will result in two paths.
On the first path the two available deviation points are used for the substitution of th as
the head noun in a transposed location. On the second path, it is assumed that the user has
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Utterance: (cancel 3 pm on june 16 th at aisys)
Deviation-level 1:
EXPAND context: [(u-hour m-date th@ 1 m-location) (GG 1)], dlevel = 1
Error detection returns: (GG 1 309 -)
Enur recovery returns: (RETRY 2)
Deviation-level 2:
EXPAND context: [(u-hour m-date th@ 1 m-location) (GG 1)], dlevel = 1
Error detection returns: (GG 1 309 -)
Error recovery returns:
([GG1 -(1 (SUBST th 309) (TRANS th))] via SUB/TRANS
[GG1 - (1 (DELETE 309) (INSERT th))]) via DEL/INS
Figure 6-21: Equivalent hypotheses for "Cancel 3 pm on June 16th at AISys"
via SUB--S
and DEL/INS using an adapted grammar containing DGG 1'.
deleted the head noun and that th is an insertion. In all, eight APTs are created as
competing hypothetical explanations for the utterance.
When one subcontext can be explained in two ways, either by different bindings within
a single composite recovery action or by satisfying the discrimination conditions of
different actions, it is possible, indeed likely, that effectively equivalent meanings are
created along the EXPANDed paths. If the meanings are equivalent, why do we produce
more than one? We will see in Chapter 8 that different hypotheses lead to different
derived forms in the adapted grammar. By producing all explanations at the lowest
possible deviation-level we avoid biasing the outcome of the learning algorithm
unnecessarily.
The third point we need to raise with respect to composite recovery functions concerns
a hidden inconsistency. Consider a sentence containing two deletion errors in separate
constituents and only one unresolved segment. The least-deviant explanation for such an
utterance contains one deletion and one substitution. Depending upon the boundaries
between the constituents present in the utterance, it is possible that the unresolved
segment sits on the end of two subsegrnents, each representing one of the constituents
with a deletion (for an example, see Figure 8-15 in Chapter 8). Moreover, one constituent
may be embeddable inside the other in the Formclass Hierarchy. At Deviation-level 1, the
lower level context will EXPAND successfully using SUBSTITUTE. As a result the ur
will be unavailable to the higher context and only the explanation reflecting a deletion in
the higher constituent and a substitution in the lower constituent will be produced. Given
that the subsegment was on the end of the higher constituent as well, it should have been
Possible to interpret the sentence with a top-level substitution and an embedded
deletion.We compensate for the inconsistency by having CLOSEOFF return two
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modified contexts when the substituting node is an end segment. The first modified
context reflects the substitution, as in Figure 6-20. The other modified context looks like:
[strategyname (ur) (1 (DELETE rid))]. This context represents one step down a path that
requires two deviation points to succeed---one for the deletion and another for the
unresolved pc that must still be accounted for. Since it does not account for the tokens in
the unresolved segment the second modified context will be unable to coalesce at the
current deviation-level with any path that does. Thus, it will be prevented from
contributing to the global parse unless the deviation-level is incremented and a leastdeviant-first explanation is still guaranteaA.
In an implementation that permits more than two deviations in an utterance, a
discrimination algorithm capturing a more general analysis than the breakdown by cases
in Tables 6-1 and 6-2 would be appropriate. Figure 6-22 shows that in CHAMP the case
analysis suffices for the error recovery routine, CLOSEOFF. By this time the algorithm
should seem straightforward; essentially, the results of error detection are used to select a
single or composite recovery function. If ISCOMPLETE returns a list of deviant
subcontexts, the mls and tls computed for each strategy are augmented by values for the
unresolved segments (urs), available deviation points (adp), additional transpositions
(atls), and recovery-time constraints (rtc). Taken together the six factors determine how
many and which of the recovery functions create the least-deviant explanation. If a
recovery function does not require a ur representing an end subsegment, the ur is passed
back. When the adp is one, only a single function will be indexed, although we create a
second modified context under the special circumstances in step (Sa) to compensate for
the anomaly described above. When two deviation points are available more than one
composite action may be invoked; each modified context produced for each least-deviant
strategy is returned to EXPAND (step (4c)).
CLOSEOFF returns one of two values to EXPAND: a retry message or a list of
modified contexts (OK returns a modified context without modifications). As promised
in Section 6.1, Figure 6-23 shows EXPAND's response in each situation. If a retry
message is returned, the candidate constituent failed to create a path at the currant
deviation-level. Under these circumstances, EXPAND caches the retry value and returns
without building any higher level nodes (step (2)). If, on the other hand, CLOSEOFF
returns a list of modified contexts then EXPAND caches the value "true" for the context
and constructs its higher level constituents by incorporating the changes required to
explain the user's error with respect to a particular strategy.
Imagine the set of utterances recognizable by a given
space. If the user's utterance is not within the space we
deviant-first parse to extend our search to a larger space
through the Parse/Recovery Cycle we extend the search
deviant utterances until the best explanation for the

grammar as defining a search
rely on the concept of a leastin a principled way. Each time
space outward to include more
grammar is produced or the
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CLOSEOFF (context)
Let error-info = ISCOMPLETE (context)
IF error-info = retry message
THEN RETURN (REIRY (message))
Compute urs and adp
IF error-info has no mls or tls AND context has no urs
THEN RETURN (OK (strategy names))
FOR EACH triple in error-info, DO
use the values for strategyname, mls and tls in the triple
IF adp = 1
THEN choose recovery action using chart in Figure 6-1,
computing atls, rtc and pass back as needed
add to the modified contexts the value returned by the recovery function
IF the recovery function is SUBSTITUTE AND the ur is on the end
THEN add modified context: (strategyname (ur) (1 (DELETE ml)))
ELSE choose composite recovery action(s) using the chart in Figure 6-2,
computing atls, rtc and pass back as needed
FOR EACH composite action chosen, DO
add to the modified contexts the value returned by the composite
RETURN list of modified contexts

(1)
(2)

(3)
(4)
(4a)

(4a)
(4c)

(6)

Figure 6-22: CHAMP's CLOSEOFF algorithm for performing error recovery.
Maximum Deviation-level for the implementation is reached. To traverse the space
defined by a given deviation-level efficiently, we must take advantage of every possible
source of constraint, eliminating unprofitable paths as soon as we are certain they cannot
explain the utterance. In the model underlying CHAMP, constraint is provided by the
violation of expectations. Some types of violations are non-recoverable, including the
violation of semantic constraints found in the Concept Hierarchy, the contiguity required
of co-constituents, and the need to account for all the words in the sentence. An
interpretation that exposes a non-recoverable error will always be terminated and its path
never re-explored. In contrast, the violation of expectations embodied in the forms that
comprise the grammar are considered recoverable. A constituent requiring one or more
insertions, deletions, substitutions, or transpositions may be constructed using appropriate
recovery functions if the resulting path still lies within the extended search space. In
essence, Error Detection & Recovery transforms an explainable path into one that has
been explained.
The goal of efficient search is facilitated by mating kernel forms with critical
differences. During both phases of the Parse/Recovery Cycle the manifestation of a
critical difference by constituents in the utterance eliminates portions of the search space.

Demetingand RecoveringfromDeviation

EXPAND (context)
Let closeval = CLOSEOFF(context)
IF closeval is a retry message
THEN cache the retry value for the context and RETURN
ELSE cache "true" for the context
FOR EACH modified context, mc=(strat (urs) (d-adjust notation)), DO
IF the me has passed back urs
THEN remove them from the subnodes and move them up the Agenda
decrease the dlevel of the context by 1 per passed back ur
cache "true" for the reduced context
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(1)
(2)

(3)

IF the subnodes satisfy all expand-time constraints for the context's class
THEN create a pnode for the class that spans the subnodes
IF there is an expand-time ig for the class
THEN invoke it AND cache the canonical value for the pnode
FOR EACH active step that seeks the pnode's class, DO
IF the step has a bind-time constraint AND the pnode satisfies it
THEN create a pc out of
the step
the pnode
the (possibly modified) subnodes
the mc's strat
the dlevel of the context + the toe's d-adjust
the notation
and place it on the appropriate level of the Agenda
Figure 6-23: CHAMP's EXPAND Algorithm reexamined with special attention to the
results of Error Detection and Recovery (Extension of Figure 6-10).
The presence of a segment in an utterance will terminate those paths using strategies that
do not seek the segment in favor of paths using strategies that do. Alternatively, a
segment may partition strategies in the same formclass according to the amount of
deviation required to explain the segment as an instance of the class. Under these
circumstances, only the least-deviant paths are preserved.
CHAMP's

cache also facilitates efficient search. As the deviation-level

increases, the

cache prevents the more deviant interpretations of an explained segment from being
explored. In addition, CHAMP's cache prevents useless work during each new
Coalesce/Expand Cycle by directing search only along paths that previously failed but for
which there is evidence of potential success at the current deviation-level.
Whether the result of the Parse/Recovery Cycle is a single explanation of the user's
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utterance or a set of competing hypotheses concerning the user's intent, the
understanding process is not yet complete. In the next chapter we examine
Resolution--the phase in which a final effective meaning is assigned to the utterance.
Resolving the effective meaning may require any or all of: dividing a set of APTs into
equivalence classes based on effect, checking for the consistency of an interpretation
against events in the databases, and finding default values for missing information using
the Concept Hierarchy, simple inferences, or the user's help.

The ResolutionPhase: Choosing AmongExplanations
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The Resolution Phase: Choosing Among Explanations
When

an utterance

Parse/Recovery

is understandable

using the current

gran_nar,

Cycle is one or more meaning representations

the result of the

of the sentence (APTs) at a

particular deviation-level. Although each APT represents an action to be performed in the
domain, there is no guarantee that all APTs represent the same action or that any
represented action is meaningful in the context established by the contents of the calendar
and airline schedule. The Resolution phase of processing is responsible for enforcing
database constraints, establishing a single meaning for the utterance, and performing the
database action represented by that meaning
phase in the complete understanding
process
issues

in resolution.

(to review the position of the Resolution
see Figure 4-1). There are three essential

First, do any of the represented

actions

correspond

to the user's

intent? This question must be asked when more than one effect is present or when there
is a single effect at a non-zero deviation-level.
Second, can the intended action be
performed?

This question

is always pertinent.

Third, what form should interaction

the user take? This question relates to the first one-determining
requires user interaction.
In many ways the third question

is the most difficult.

produces

twelve

APTs

when

the user's intent often

How do we enlist the user's

intelligently--without
inundating her with choices or requiring
programmer? Consider that a sentence as simple as
"Cancel

with

her to act as linguist

aid
or

the mtg June 5 at 3"

CHAMP

uses

domain. 35 Figure 7-1 displays the explanations

the kernel

grammar

for the

divided into four sets; explanations

a set differ only by the type of groupgathering

they identify.

In keeping

calendar
within
with the

notation introduced in Section 2.2, the first group of four corresponds to the hypothesis
that mtg is an insertion and the head noun has been omitted. In the second set, mtg is
treated as a substitution for the head noun and the marked form of the date contains a
deletion. In the final group, the head noun is omitted and mtg substitutes
date marker. No interpretation is shown corresponding to a substitution

for the missing
of mtg for the

35F..ighteen
explanationsareproducedwhen both domainkernelsare used; in each groupin _gure 7-1
therewouldbe anextraexplanationfor each kind of trip (airandnonair).
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noun plus a transposition

of the unmarked

prenominal

date because the

transposition is prevented by a no-trans recovery-time constraint (we suspended that
constraint for demonstrative purposes only in Chapter 5).
1. Cancel
2. Cancel
3. Cancel
4. Cancel

the
the
the
the

>mtg<
>mtg<
>mtg<
>mtg<

5.
6.
7.
8.

the
the
the
the

mtg/meefmgwd [on] June 5 at 3
mtg/seminarwd [on] June 5 at 3
mtg/elasswd [on] June 5 at 3
mtg/mealwd [on] June 5 at 3

Cancel
Cancel
Cancel
Cancel

June
June
June
June

5
5
5
5

[meetingwd] at 3
[seminarwd] at 3
[dasswd] at 3
[mealwd] at 3

9. Cancel the [meetingwd] mtg/datemkr June 5 at 3
10. Cancel the [seminarwd] mtg/datemkr June 5 at 3
11. Cancel the [elasswd] mtg/datemkr June 5 at 3
12. Cancel the [mealwd] mtg/datemkr June 5 at 3
Figure 7-1: The twelve explanations produced by the Parse/Recovery Cycle
for"Cancel the mtg June 5 at 3" using the calendar kernel.

What is an appropriate method for presenting such a set of alternatives to the user?
Certainly the list in Figure 7-1 is inappropriate--it requires that the user be familiar with
the internal representation of the grammar as well as a number of notational conventions.
An interaction such as the one in Figure 7-2 is somewhat better; the list is shorter and
contains neither notation nor obscure references to internal grammatical categories. The
format in Figure 7-2 uses a partial error analysis to distinguish alternatives. In this case,
we have created the choices solely from hypothesizexl substitutions. The result is
reasonably "friendly" although incomplete. Had we tried to capture the other
information in the choices in Figure 7-1 we would have been forced to ask questions such
as "Do you want to omit the marker for the date case?" and "Do you want to omit the
head noun?" Of course, utterances with errors that are not substitutions will occasion
questions like these as well. It seems inappropriate to assume that the user could, in
general, answer such questions accurately. If we wish to assume any expertise on the part
of the user it should be task expertise, not linguistic expertise.
What is wrong with interaction formats like those in Figures 7-1 and 7-2 is that they are
designed to help the system, not the user. In contrast, CHAMP's approach to resolution
incorporates the belief that for an interaction to make sense to the user it must be
conducted within her frame of reference. In short, the user is concerned with
accomplishing her task---scheduling calendar events---not with teaching grammar. The
question in her mind is not "Will the system learn the substitution?"
but "Will the

TheResolution
Phase:
Choosing
AmongExplanations

Do you want:
(1) "mtg" to be a synonym
(2) "mtg" to be a synonym
(3) "mtg" to be a synonym
(4) "mtg" to be a synonym
(5) "mtg" to be a synonym
(6) "mtg" to be a synonym
(7) "mtg" to be a synonym
(8) none of the above
[number between 0 and 8]:

for
for
for
for
for
for
for
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"meeting"?
"seminar"?
"class"?
"breakfast"?
"lunch"?
"dinner"?
"on"?

Figure 7-2: Using error analysis to create an alternative format for user
interaction when resolving the meaning of "Cancel the mtg June 5 at 3."
system do the right thing?" Thus, from the user's point of view the goal of resolution is
not establishing a unique explanation for the utterance but establishing her intended
effect.
The difference this focus makes in the nature of an interaction can be seen in Figure 7-3.
The interaction shown in each of the three examples results from mapping the set of
explanations produced by the Parse/Recovery Cycle into subsets that have the same
effect in the domain. It is the potential effects that are then presented to the user. The
user's choice, in turn, determines the subset of root nodes that are passed from the
Resolution phase to the adaptation functions. The differences between the interactions
result from the differences in the assumed contents of the database.

t

Let us look at the three scenarios in Figure 7-3 more closely. In EXAMPLE 1 we
assume that the database contains the entries shown at the top of the figure: an AI
seminar scheduled from 10 am. to noon in room 5409, lunch from noon to 1 p.m. in an
unspecified location, and a meeting with Ed in the professor's office from 3 to 4 p.m.
Under these circumstances CHAMP finds only one effect both present in the list of
twelve explanations and possible within the constraints
enforced by the database. Note
that pinpointing the intended effect reduces the hypothesis set from twelve to three: the
returned root nodes (pc204, pc208, and pc200) correspond to choices 1, 5, and 9 in
Figure 7-I----one of each of the three hypothesized error combinations applied to the
meetingobject.
In EXAMPLE 2 of Figure 7-3, the database is changed slightly so that the meeting with
Ed now takes place from 4 to 5 p.m. As a result, no calendar entry is a perfect match to
the information contained in any of the explanations. On the other hand, each of the
entries matches in partnalthough the times are wrong, there are explanations that expect
to find a meeting, a seminar, and lunch. The partial matches create the choice list shown;
when the the user chooses the cancellation of the meeting, the hypothesis set is reduced
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EXAMPLE 1 assumes the following calendar entries for June 5:
(date (6 5 *) starthr 1000 endhr 1200 ggtype seminar location (* 5409) general-topic at)
(date (6 5 *) starthr 1200 endhr 1300 ggtype lunch location (* *))
(date (6 5 *) starthr 1500 endhr 1600 ggtype meeting location (* office) participants ed)
Do you want:
to delete: JUNE 5 3:00pro - 4:00pro MEETING in/at OFFICE with ED ?
[y or n]: y
Ok, done.
(returning roots: 204 208 200)
EXAMPLE 2 assumes the following calendar entries for June 5:
(date (6 5 *) starthr 1000 endhr 1200 ggtype seminar location (* 5409) general-topic at)
(date (6 5 *) starthr 1200 endhr 1300 ggtype lunch location (* *))
(date (6 5 *) starthr 1600 endhr 1700 ggtype meeting location (* office) participants ed)
Do you want:
(0) to delete: JUNE 5 12:00pm- l:00pm LUNCH ?
(1) to delete: JUNE 5 10:00am - 12:00pm AI SEMINAR in/at 5409 ?
(2) to delete: JUNE 5 4:00pm - 5:00pm MEETING in/at OFFICE with ED ?
(3) none of the above
[number between 0 and 3]: 2
Ok, done.
(returning roots: 204 208 200)
EXAMPLE 3 assumes no calendar entries for June 5.
There are no events scheduled on June 5.
Please try again.
(returning roots: nil)
Figure 7-3: Resolution in CHAMP: the confirmation of a subset of explanations for
"Cancel the mtg June 5 at 3" based on the user's selection of her intended effect.
to the same subset of explanations as in EXAMPLE 1. Note that although the choices
offered to the user are different in EXAMPLE 1 and EXAMPLE 2, the returned root lists
are the same because the chosen effects arethe same.
The final example in the figure shows one variant of CHAMP's behavior when none of
the explanations correspond to an effect that is possible. Since the action of deleting an
entry is meaningless if no entries are present, the system detects the error condition and
returns the most informative message it can. In contrast to the displayed behavior, if there
had been entries present, but no perfect or partial matches, the message would have been
"No calendar entry fits that description on June 5."
There are two advantages to this approach to resolution, which we call confirmation by
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effect.
First,
theinteraction
demandsno more oftheuserthantheknowledgeofwhatshe
intended
by theutterance.
Second,thesystemhas accessto an additional
knowledge
sourcetofocustheuser's
choices:
thestate
ofthe"'real
world"asrepresented
by the
databases.
Inotherwords,intheprocess
oftrying
toanswerthequestion
"Do any ofthe
represented
actions
correspond
totheuser's
intent?"
wc willautomatically
answerthe
question"Can the intendedactionbe performed?"The main disadvantage
to the
approach is that it does not guarantee a unique explanation in terms of the grammar
(although it does guarantee a unique meaning in terms of the database).
Figure 7-4 displays the resolution algorithm in CHAMP. The process is composed of
five steps: the transformation of explanations into database action records, the application
of default reasoning and inference to incomplete action records, the transformation of
complete records into virtual effects, the selection of the intended effect by the user (if
necessary), and the performance of the database action. In the remainder of this chapter
we will examine each of these steps in turn.

RESOLVE (rootlist)
FOR EACH root node, DO
Transform the root node into a database action record
Group root nodes with identical records
FOR EACH record, DO
APPLY-DEFAULT-LOGIC to the record
IF the record contains all the information required by its database action
THEN convert the record to a virtual effect
Group the roots with identical effects
IFthere
isa single
non-error
effect
AND thedeviation-level
is0
THEN perform the action and RETURN the roots corresponding to the effect
ELSE IF the effect is an error
THEN display
theappropriate
error
message
ELSE pass the effects to USERQUERY
IF the user confirmed an effect

(1)

(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)

THEN RETURN the corresponding roots
Figure 7-4: CHAMP's RESOLVE algorithm which controls the Resolution phase.
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7.1. Converting

Meaning

to Action

An explanation of an utterance is created by the Parse/Recovery Cycle in the form of an
annotated parse tree (APT). The first step in resolution requires that we convert each APT
into a database action record. Doing so allows the system to place root nodes producing
identical database action records into the same preliminary equivalence class.
A database action record contains three pieces of information: the name of the action, a
source database record, and a target database record (see Figure 7-5). The list of possible
actions is the same in both of CHAMP's domains: insert, remove, alter, and retrieve,
corresponding to the action concepts add, delete, change, and show in the Concept
Hierarchy. A detailed discussion of the database functions can be found in Section 7.3.
Each database action record requires a source database record, but alter requires a
target record as well (for the other actions the target record is empty). Figure 7-5 shows
that the fields in a source or target database record depend upon the domain. EXAMPLE1
and EXAMPLE 2 in Figure 7-3 show instances of database records from the calendar
domain in which fields containing nil values have been suppressed.
Database
Action Record
action
source database record
target database record

Calendar Domain
Database Record
date
ggtype
starthr
endhr
location
participants
subject
general-topic

Travel Domain
Database Record
date
triptype
departure
arrival
origin
destination
fiightnumber

Figure 7-5: The record stmcnn_s used in database interactions.

The creation of a database action record from an APT occurs with the help of bindvars
and instance generators (igs), both of which were introduced in Section 4.2. Each record
field has one or more identifying labels associated with it, labels that are placed in the
bindvar lists of the steps that may fill the fields. In this way a tree-walk over the APT
allows us to retrieve the values to associate with the action, source and target fields
regardless of where or how they occur in the utterance. The actual value placed in a field
is either the canonical value for the pc satisfying the step, or the tokens associated with
the pc if a canonical value is not available. A canonical value may be computable from a
resolution-time ig or may have been previously computed by an expand-time generator.
Figure 7-6 demonstrates how the APT for the fifth explanation in Figure 7-1 becomes a
database action record (the actual record is shown in Figure 7-7).
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Utterance: Cancel the mtg June 5 at 3
Explanation 5: Cancel the mtg/meetingwd
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[on] June 5 at 3

APT:
200: *ROOT* (0 6 deleteforms) (ACT2) 2
daetion in *ROOT*' s bindvar list sets action to remove via ig-aet
1:705 (0 0 deletewd)
125:709 (1 6 m-d-ggfonns) (DGG1) 2
2:401 (1 1 defmkr)
56:403 (2 6 meetingforms) (GG1) (2 (SUBST 0 309))
dggtype in 403's bindvar list sets the source ggtype to meeting via ig-mrgg
0:0 (2 2 unknown) nil 1
34:316 (3 4 m-dateforms) (DATE0) (1 (DELETE 201))
22:203 (3 4 u-dateforrns) (DATE1)
ddate in 203's bindvar list sets the source date to (6 5 *) via ig-date
3:101 (3 3 monthwd)
6:102 (4 4 number)
24:315 (5 6 m-hourforms) (HR0)
7:111 (5 5 hrmkr)
16:113 (6 6 u-hourforms) (HR1)
flshour in 113's bindvar list sets the source starthr to (3 0 ?) via ig-hour
9:4 (6 6 number)
Figure 7-6: Converting an APT to a database action record using bindvars to
indicate record fields and instance generators to produce canonical values.

The figure shows that the value of the action field is computed by the resolution-time
instance generator, ig-aet, when the token daction is found on the *ROOT* step's
bindvar list. Ig-aet chooses the database action remove for pc204 predicated upon the
class of the root node (deleteforms). Steps 705, 709, and 401 do not contribute to the
record but step 403's bindvar list contains dggtype. Since no bindvar list containing the
label target has been encountered in our recursive descent, we know that we should fill
the ggrype field of the source database record. Again, a resolution-time ig is invoked
(ig-mrgg) to return a canonical value---in this case the token meeting. Just as the value
produced for the action field relied on the class of the root node rather than the token
acting as verb, producing the value meeting for the ggtype field relies on the class of
pc56 (meetingforms) rather than the token bound to the step seeking the head noun (step
309). By building database records with canonical values we preserve the important
information in the meaning structure even when the referring phrase is unknown, as in
the substitution in our example, or when the referring phrase is missing, as in a deletion
of the head noun. In other words, every APT refers to some kind of action and object in
the domain--flae APT rooted at pc204 hypothesizes the existence of a meeting regardless
of the actual referring phrase. The canonical value makes comparison against records in
the calendar database both easier and more constraining. Consider that ff we had filled
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the ggtype field with the previously unencountered token mtg instead of meeting,
comparison against actual database records could result in a partial match at best.
Both the date and starthr fields in the source record are filled by canonical values
computed (and cached) by expand-time instance generators. Step 303 provides the
source date through ddate and ig-date. Similarly, step 113 provides the source starthr
through dshour and ig-hour. Interpreting the single hour ("at 3") as the starthr rather
than the endhr is an inference that is forced by placing the label dshour in step l13's
bindvar list. The inference stems from the observation that people often do not indicate a
definite ending time for an appointment when they schedule it [33].
When the twelve APTs produced by the Parse/Recovery Cycle for our sample sentence
have been converted to database action records, four equivalence classes are formed.
Figure 7-7 shows that, in terms of effect, the discriminating factor among the
explanations is the kind of groupgathering object each expects to find in the database.
Thus, explanations 1, 5, and 9 (from Figure 7-1) correspond to the removal of a meeting
entry from the database, explanations 2, 6, and 10 correspond to the removal of a
seminar, 3, 7, and 11 correspond to the removal of a class, and 4, 8, and 12 to the removal
of a meal. These equivalence classes stand in contrast with the original grouping in
Figure 7-1 which organized the explanations according to similarities in the error
recovery combinations.
Action Record
for 1, 5 & 9
action remove

Action Record
for 2, 6 & 10
action remove

Action Record
for 3, 7 & 11
action remove

Action Record
for 4, 8 & 12
action remove

SOurce

SOurCe

source

source

date (6 5 *)
ggtype meeting
starthr (3 0 ?)
endhr nil
target nil

date (6 5 *)
ggtype seminar
starthr (3 0 ?)
endhr nil
target nil

date (6 5 *)
ggtype class
starthr (3 0 ?)
endhr nil
target nil

date (6 5 *)
ggtype meal
starthr (3 0 ?)
endhr nil
target nil

Figure 7-7: The initial database action records defining four equivalence
classes for the explanations in Figure 7-1 (some nil fields suppressed).

As a final observation concerning the database action records produced by the first step
in resolution, note that the value left by ig-hour remains unresolved in terms of the
twenty-four hour clock representation that CHAMP uses internally, and that the ggtype
meal remains unresolved in terms of the choices defined for the domain (breakfast,
lunch, and dinner). The problem of transforming unresolved values into values that can
be compared against the database brings us to the topic of default knowledge and
inference.
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and Inference

One oftheearlyargumentsagainstnann_ languageinterfaces
todatabasesystemswas
thatuserutterances
would failto expresslegaldatabasecommands (scc,forexample,
[46],[61],and [44]).
Critics
observedthatinordinarylanguageusepeopletendtoleave
some necessaryinformationimplicit,
relyingon the listener
to make use of common
knowledge and commonscnsc reasoning.
36 Interfacedesignershave reactedto the
criticism
by providingrudimentaryforms of the sarncabilities
in theirsystems.In
CHAMP
we allow forthe user'simprecisionby detectingmissing informationand
unresolvedvaluesduring resolution
and using defaultinformationand inferenceto
compensate.
Exactly what constitutes necessary but missing information
depends upon how the
database functions are implemented.
In CHAMP the database record fields that require
values are determined
by the database function in the action field and the domain
represented by the type field (ggtype indicates the calendar domain, triptype indicates the
travel domain). Figure 7-8 displays the relationships. In most cases, only a date must be
present in the utterance. When adding an entry to the calendar, however, the starthr and
location fields must also be filled ff the object is a groupgathering,
while the departure
and destination fields must also be filled if the object is a type of trip. Alter inherits its
requirements
from remove and insert because an alter
remove of the source followed by an insert of the target.

action

is implemented

retrieve:

calendar
date

travel
none

remove:

date

date

insert
alter,

datestarthr
location
source same as remove

datedeparture
destination
source same as remove

target same as insert

target same as insert

as a

Figure 7-8: The source database record fields that require values, as
detemained by the database action and the type of database object.

Since the entry for "remove"
and "calendar"
in Figure 7-8 contains only date, we
conclude that the database action records in Figure 7-7 have no missing information. The
records do, however, have unresolved values. What constitutes an unresolved value also
depends upon what the database functions expect. CHAMP's
database functions expect
dates to be represented as a list containing integers for the day, month, and year, although

36Critics also argue that natund language encourages users to form re.quests outside the system's
capabilities--an issue we will not address.
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the year may be represented by a wildcard (*) which indicates "any value." Hours are
expected to be represented as wildcards or single integers between zero and 2400 that
encode the hour and minutes in the obvious way. Values filling the location field must
be a list with two elements in the calendar domain, either element may be a wildcard. The
grammar and instance generators enforce the convention that the first element in the list
corresponds to a major location (a building, school, or business) while the second
element is reserved for a room name or room number (5409 or office, for example). In
the travel domain, a location must be a major location or the name of a city.
The database functions also expect that one of a fLXedset of values will fill the action,
ggrype, and rriptype fields. As we have mentioned, the action field must contain one of
remove, insert, alter, or retrieve. The ggtype must be one of meeting, seminar, class,
breakfast, lunch, or dinner. The triptype field must hold one of air or nonair.
Given these expectations we see that there are three unresolved values among the
database action records in Figure 7-7: neither the starthr nor endhr have the appropriate
form, and the token meal is an invalid ggtype.
Missing or unresolved values may be corrected by copying default values from the
Concept Hierarchy (Section 4.3) or by inference. Consider, for example, the sentence
"Schedule a Prodigy meeting on June 12."
Figure 7-8 shows that the database action record for this utterance must have a starthr
and location in addition to the date that is present. The meeting concept provides the
default location (* office) but no time information to fill the starthr or resolve the nil
endhr. We change a nil endhr to a wildcard based upon the the domain-dependent
inference (justified in [33]) that a missing endhr reflects an intent by the user to leave the
ending time open. To set the starthr, CHAMP uses a domain-independent inference and
tries substituting the last starthr mentioned.
In total, CHAMP has seven strategies to compensate for missing or unresolved values:
• APPLY-DEFAULTS retrieves default values from the Concept Hierarchy based
upon the concepts represented in the record fields (another reason that canonical
values are important).
• ADJUST-GIVEN-TIMES converts a groupgathering time in the form (hour min
?) to a 24-hour value using the inference that an hour between one and seven
should be post-meridian. The function also converts unresolved times for non-air
trips by user interaction (unresolved times for flights are inferred by ADJUSTFLIGHTINFO).
• ADJUST-EMPTY-TIMES converts to wildcards all unspecified times that are not
required by the domain and action.
• ADJUST-FLIGHTINFO is used when the rriprype is air to fill in the complete
airline database record from the information in the utterance. If, for example, a
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Rightnumber isgivenby theuser,
thenthedestination
and departure
timecanbe
retrieved
by looking
up theflight
intheairline
schedule.
Similarly,
ifa destination
anddeparauearegiven,
a uniqueRightnumbermay be available.
• ADJUST-MEAL isinvokedonlywhen theggrypeistheunresolved
valuemeal.
This strategy checks the starthr to ascertain the most likely meal. If no starthr is
given then it replaces the database action record containing ggtype meal with three
new database action records: one each for breakfast, lunch, and dinner.
• LAST-VALUE tries to retrieve a missing, required value from the database action
record chosen for the last utterance CHAMP successfully understood. Clearly,
LAST-VALUE is not guaranteed to succe_. If the previous interaction was of the
wrong type, for example, the desired value will not be available (as when the
current utterance is missing a Right destination but the previous utterance
concerned a seminar).
• TRANSFER-VALUE
isusedonlyforthealteraction
whichrequires
a fulltarget
database record; the strategy is responsible for preserving the appropriate values
from the source in the target.
The first five strategies in the list are domain-dependent, the last two are domainindependent. Taken together, LAST-VALUE and TRANSFER-VALUE
are a weak
mechanism for handling some types of ellipsis.
The order in which the seven inference strategies are applied will, in general, affect the
contents of the database record produced. If, for example, we apply ADJUST-MEAL
before APPLY-DEFAULTS we will have access to the default starthr available in the
Concept Hierarchy for each of breakfast, lunch, and dinner. If, on the other hand, we do
not apply ADJUST-GIVEN-TIMES before ADJUST-MEAL we may not be able to use
the starthr to determine which meal is most likely. The application order used by
CHAMP is shown in the algorithm APPLY-DEFAULT-LOGIC (Figure 7-9). It is not the
only possible ordering, nor does it always produce correct results, but it does something
useful most of the time. 37 The strategy TRANSFER-VALUE does not appear in the
algorithm; it is used only by the database function ALTER (described in Section 7.3).
Notice that the algorithm returns only completed database records (step (7)). This
guarantees that the database functions will have available the information they need to
perform their actions. It also means that APPLY-DEFAULT-LOGIC may change the
number ofequivalence
classes formedby theconversion
process
intheprevious
section.
To see how this might happen, consider the sentence
"Forget meeting June 12."
in which "forget" is unknown. Using the kernel granmaar, the Parse/Recovery Cycle
will produce two roots for this sentence: an addform and a deleteform. During the first

STWewill evaluatethedegreeto whichCHAMP'saccuracysuffersbecauseof itsinferencesin Chapter
9.
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APPLY-DEFAULT-LOGIC (database action records)
FOR EACH database action record, DO
ADJUST-GIVEN-TIMES
IF the type of the record is air THEN ADJUST-FLIGHTINFO
IF the type of the record is meal THEN ADJUST-MEAL
IF there are missing required values THEN APPLY-DEFAULTS
ADJUST-EMPTY-TIMES
UNLESS there are records that are complete
try to fill missing fields in each record using LAST-VALUE
RETURN only records without missing information

(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)

Figure 7-9: CHAMP's algorithm for applying default knowledge and inference.
step of resolution, each root, in turn, becomes a distinct database action record (one with
the action set to insert, the other with the action set to remove), creating two equivalence
classes of roots with one member in each class. The remove action requires only the date
that is present. The insert action, however, requires each of a date, location, and start
time. Thus, after applying default logic only one equivalence class will remain--the
existence of the complete remove record blocks the call to LAST-VALUE (step (6)) that
might have compensated for the missing values in the insert record. Since the
explanation hypothesizing a remove requires fewer inferences than the explanation
hypothesizing an insert, remove is preferred.
The effect of the inference process on the database action records in Figure 7-7 is shown
in Figure 7-10. ADJUST-GIVEN-TIMF_.S infers that the value (3 0 ?) should be 3 p.m.,
and replaces the old value with 1500. Subsequently, ADJUST-MEAL notices that 3 p.m.
is more likely to be lunch than dinner or breakfast and replaces meal with lunch. Since
the endhr field is not required by the combination of remove and the calendar domain,
ADJUST-EMPTY-TIMES sets the endhr to a wildcard.
Final Record
for 1, 5 & 9
action remove
source
date (6 5 *)
ggtype meeting
starthr 1500
endhr *
target nil

Final Record
for 2, 6 & 10
action remove
source
date (6 5 *)
ggtype seminar
starthr 1500
endhr *
target nil

Final Record
for 3, 7 & 11
action remove
source
date (6 5 *)
ggtype class
starthr 1500
endhr *
target nil

Final Record
for 4, 8 & 12
action remove
source
date (6 5 *)
ggtype lunch
starthr 1500
endhr *
target nil

Figure 7-10: The database action records defining the four equivalence classes for
the explanations in Figure 7-1 after default logic is applied (compare with Figure 7-7).

With the conversion and inference steps complete a set of database action records are
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available that are "syntactically correct" from the point of view of the database
functions. We are ready, therefore, to tackle the question, "Can the intended action be
performed?"

7.3. Interacting with the Databases
At the beginning of a session CHAMP must be told which domain to work with:
calendar, travel or both. If the choice is "calendar," the system will have access to a
collection of database records, organized by their date fields, which we have been calling
the calendar. If the response is "travel" or "both," CHAMP will have access to the
calendar as well as an auxiliary collection of database records representing an airline
schedule. Acting on these databases are the four database functions that serve CHAMP's
two domains: REMOVE, INSERT, ALTER, and RETRIEVE. All four functions are
defined as operations on the calendar. RETRIEVE has the distinction of being defined as
an operation on the airline schedule as well.
In the process of performing the user's intended database action it may be necessary to
call any of the database functions in either of two ways: for virtual effect or for actual
effect. A synopsis of each function's response under each condition is shown in Figure
7-11.
Although the action ultimately taken by each database function is fairly
straightforward, the "virtual" effect may not be. In essence, when we call a database
function for virtual effect we axe looking for the result of a comparison between the
information in the source database record and the entries in the calendar on the source
date (or in the airline schedule, regardless of date). The purpose of the comparison
depends upon the function and is reflected by the kind of error that may occur. If we
ultimately wish to INSERT a new calendar entry then we must make sure that the new
entry times do not overlap with previously scheduled appointments. If we are trying to
REMOVE a calendar entry then such an entry must exist, and the match between the
entry we wish to remove and the entry that is present must be close, although not
necessarily exact. ALTERing an entry is essentially the same as removing one record and
inserting another;, thus, any of the errors that might occur during a REMOVE or INSERT
might occur during an ALTER as well. In contrast to REMOVE and ALTER, an empty
entry for a particular calendar day is not considered an error by RETRIEVE; a response
of "There are no appointments for that day." may well have been what the user wanted.
Comparisons against the calendar for REMOVE and ALTER are permitted to be only
partially successful. This allows CHAMP to compensate for erroneous knowledge on the
part of the user (as in EXAMPLE 2 of Figure 7-3) and to overcome the need for
canonical values in all record fields. By permitting a partial match, an appointment
"about finances" may still be cancelled by an utterance referring to "the financial
meeting." EXAMPLE 1 of Figure 7-3 demonstrates that when a perfect match occurs,
those alternatives are offered to the user first.
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INSERT (database action record)
virtual effect: returns database record to be added or overlap error
actual effect: inserts record in calendar on date
REMOVE (database action record)
virtual effect: returns database record(s) matched, nomatch error, or noevents error
actual effect: removes intended record from calendar
ALTER (database action record)
virtual effect: returns one or more pairs of database records in which the
first record matched and the second record is to be added,
or overlap, nomatch, or noevents error
actual effect: removes intended record and inserts corresponding new record
RETRIEVE (database action record)
virtual effect: returns record(s) to be displayed from appropriate database
actual effect: displays record(s) or emptyday message
Figure 7-11: The four database functions and the effects they may produce.

To see how the match process works, we will swkch our attention from the sentence in
Figure 7-3 to the sentence
"Change the June 5 mtg from 3-4 pm to 1-2 pm."
In this case the Parse/Recovery Cycle produces only four explanations, interpreting
"mtg" as each of a possible seminarwd, meetingwd, elasswd, and mealwd. The four
database action records produced by conversion and inference are shown in Figure 7-12.
Notice that at this point the target database records contain only the starthr and
endhr----the values that are explicitly given in the utterance.
Recordl (pc381)
action alter
source
date (6 5 *)
ggtype meeting
starthr 1500
endhr 1600
target
starthr 1300
endhr 1400

Record2 (pc382)
action alter
source
date (6 5 *)
ggtype seminar
starthr 1500
endhr 1600
target
starthr 1300
endhr 1400

Record3 (pc383)
action alter
source
date (6 5 *)
ggtype class
starthr 1500
endhr 1600
target
starthr 1300
endhr 1400

Record4 (pc384)
action alter
source
date (6 5 *)
ggtype lunch
starthr 1500
endhr 1600
target
starthr 1300
endhr 1400

Figure 7-12: The database action records defining the four equivalence classes
for explanations of "Change the June 5 mtg from 3-4 Inn to 1-2 inn. ,,

The virtual effect of a call to ALTER for each of the four database action records is
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shown in Figure 7-13 for one set of June fifth calendar entries. For CALENDAR1,
Record1 of Figure 7-12 is a perfect match to entry r3. ALTER records the fact that the
match was perfect and that r3 is the record to be removed from the calendar if the effect
being constructed is eventually chosen. Record2, Record3, and Record4 of Figure 7-12
produce only partial matches to CALENDAR1; the matches for Record2 and Record4
come from their ggtypes, while Record3's match stems from its starthr and endhr values.
CALENDAR1
rl starthr 1000
r2 starthr 1200
r3 starthr 1500

for (6 5 *)
endhr 1200 ggtype seminar location (* 5409) general-topic ai
endhr 1300 ggtype lunch location (* *)
endhr 1600 ggtype meeting location (* office) participants ed

ALTER (Recordl):
(perfect r3 (date (6 5 *) starthr 1300 endhr 1400 ggtype meeting
location (* office) participants ed))
ALTER (Record2):
(partial rl (date (6 5 *) starthr 1300 endhr 1400 gglype seminar
location (* 5409) general-topic ai))
ALTER (Record3):
(partial r3 (date (6 5 *) starthr 1300 endhr 1400 ggtype class location (* 5409))
ALTF__ (Record4):
(partial r2 (date (6 5 *) starthr 1300 endhr 1400 ggtype lunch location (* *)))
Figure 7-13: The values returned by calls to the database function ALTER for virtual
effect for each of the database action records in Figure 7-12 under CALENDAR1.

Along with the degree of match and a pointer to the record to be removed, ALTER's
virtual effect includes a record to be added to the calendar. To create the new record,
ALTER calls TRANSFER-VALUE (see Figure 7-14) which uses the source record and
the matched record to fill in fields in the target. In general, the algorithm works well if
the source type and matched type are the same (Recordl, Record2, and Record4 in Figure
7-12, for example), or if the target type differs from the matched type but is given
explicitly in the utterance (as in "Change the meeting at 4 to a seminar at 5"). The
algorithm tends to give less reliable results when the target type is copied from the source
and differs from the matched type (as for R_ord3 in Figure 7-13 where TRANSFERVALUE changes the partially matched meeting from 3 pan. to 4 pan. in the office with
Ed to a class from 1 p.rm to 2 p.rm in room 5409).
The virtual effects produced by ALTER for the same database action records but a
different set of calendar entries are shown in Figure 7-15. CALENDAR2 contains the
same seminar entry as C_AR1
in Figure 7-13 but does not contain
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TRANSFER-VALUE (source record, target record, match record)
IF the type field of the target is unspecified
(1)
THEN copy the source type
FOR EACH empty target field, DO
(2)
IF the target type and match type are the same
(3)
THEN IF the source field is empty or a default and the match field is not empty
THEN copy the match value to the target
ELSE copy the source value to the target
ELSE IF the field is required
(4)
THEN IF the source field is specified
THEN copy the source value to the target
ELSE copy the match value to the target
Figure 7-14: The TRANSFER-VALUE algorithm for preserving information
when ALTERing a value in a database record.
CALENDAR.I's lunch entry and has differem times for the meeting entry. In fact, since
r5's s_arthr and endhr no longer correspond to those expected by any of the database
action records, Recordl is now only partially matched by r5, while Record3 and Record4
have no match at all.

CALENDAR2 for (6 5 *)
r4 starthr 1000 endhr 1200 ggtype seminar location (* 5409) general-topic ai
r5 starthr 1600 endhr 1700 ggtype meeting location (* office) participants ed
x

ALTER (Recordl):
(partial r5 (date (6 5 *) starthr 1300 endhr 1400 ggtype meeting
location (* office) participants ed))
ALTER (Record2):
(partial r4 (date (6 5 *) starthr 1300 endhr 1400 ggtype seminar
location (* 5409) general-topic ai))
ALTER (Record3):
(error nomatch 5)
ALTER fReeord4):
(error nomatch 5)
Figure 7-15: The values returned by calls to the database function ALTER for virtual
effect for each of the database action records in Figure 7-12 under CALENDAR2.

If we look back at Figure 7-4, the RESOLVE algorithm, we see that the equivalence
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classes that were originally created by distinctions in the database action records must
ultimately be organized by virtual effect (step (3)). The results returned by ALTER did
not change the root's equivalence classes under CALENDAR1---each database action
record (representing a unique root) produced a distinct effect. Under CALENDAR2,
however, Record3 and Record4 produce the same effect, a "nomatch" error. Figure 7-12
showed the correspondence between roots and database action records. Figure 7-16
shows the pairings of roots to effects under each set of calendar entries.

,

Roots

Effect under CALENDAR1

(381)
(382)
(383)
(384)

(perfect r3 (date (6 5 *) starthr
(partial rl (date (6 5 *) starthr
(partial r3 (date (6 5 *) sta_n_
(partial r2 (date (6 5 *) starthr

Roots

Effect under CALENDAR2

1300 endhr 1400 ggtype meeting...)
1300 endhr 1400 ggtype seminar...)
1300 endhr 1400 ggtype meeting...)
1300 endhr 1400 ggtype lunch...)

(381)
(partial r4 (date (6 5 *) starthr 1300 endhr 1400 ggtype meeting...)
(382)
(partial r5 (date (6 5 *) starthr 1300 endhr 1400 ggtype seminar...)
(383 384) (error nomatch 5)
Figure 7-16: The equivalence classes of roots for "Change the mtg from 3-4 p.m. to
1-2 p.m." as determined by effect under two sets of calendar entries.

The first three steps in the resolution process are responsible for creating database
action records, applying inferences and default reasoning, and mapping completed
records into sets of equivalent virtual effects. If these steps result in a single set for all
roots then all the explanations produced by the Parse/Recovery Cycle were effectively
equivalent. If the roots were at Deviation-level 0 and the effect is not an error, then
•confidence in the explanation is high enough to simply take the proposed action (step (4)
of the RESOLVE algorithm). Under the circumstances where all the roots lead to errors,
an error message is chosen and no action is taken (step (5)). The roots for "Change the
mtg from 3-4 p.m. to 1-2 p.m.," correspond to neither of these conditions; the roots
succeeA at Deviation-level 1 and create multiple possible effeas (not all of which are
errors) under both CALENDAR1 and CALENDAR2. With no more knowledge available
to help the system determine the correct action, CHAMP must turn to the user in the final
step of the resolution process.
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By the time it reaches the last stage of resolution, the system knows which roots
correspond to possible database actions and which do not. It also knows which of the
possible effects resulted from perfect matches against the contents of the calendar (or
airline schedule) and which from only partial matches. These two pieces of information
make the USERQUERY algorithm (called in step (6) of Figure 7-4) extremely simple:
first ask the user to choose from among the effects caused by perfect matches, then, if no
choice was acceptable (or no matches perfect), offer the effects caused by partial
matches. In this way the system receives confimaation of a subset of explanations by
displaying the subset's corresponding effect. Once a single, legal database action has
been determined, the appropriate database function is reinvoked for "actual effect."
Figure 7-3 showed the choices offered by USERQUERY for the sentence, "Cancel the
mtg June 5 at 3" under three sets of calendar contents. The choices offered by
USERQUERY for "Change the June 5 mtg from 3-4 p.m. to 1-2 p.m." under
CALENDAR1 and CALENDAR2 are shown in Figure 7-17. In EXAMPLE 4, the user
chooses the single effect that has survived the resolution process to this point. Effects
corresponding to the partial matches in ALTER for CALENDAR1 would be offered to
the user only if she finds the perfect match unacceptable. By confirming the effect, the
user causes the change to be made to the calendar. She also unknowingly reduces the
number of explanations for the utterance from four to one; only the tree rooted at pc381
is passed along to the adaptation and generalization mechanism.
"

In EXAMPLE 5, none of the alternatives offered to the user were what she intended by
the utterance. Since the choices correspond to partial matches, the system has no options
left but to continue to search for new explanations at higher deviation-levels. The
continuation message is given when the deviation-level of the roots is less than the
maximum deviation-level permitted by the system (two in CHAMP). If the maximum
deviation-level has already been reached the user is told instead to "Please try again"
(see EXAMPLE 3 in Figure 7-3). When no effect is confirmed by the user, no database
action takes place and no root nodes are passed to the adaptation and generalization
mechanism.
We pointed out in Chapter 4 that although the user has a single task (making changes to
the calendar), CHAMP has two tasks: performing the database actions requested by the
user and learning the user's language. The purpose of resolution from the user's point of
view (indeed, the purpose of the system) is to produce her intended effect. The purpose of
resolution from CHAMP's point of view, however, is both to produce the intended effect
and to find the single correct explanation of the utterance. What role should the system's
added task play in user interaction? The answer in CHAMP is: none. The interaction is
designed to offer the user the most intelligent choices possible by using inference and the
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EXAMPLE 4 assumes CALENDAR1 from Figure 7-13:
Do you want:
to change: FUNE 5 3:00pro - 4:00pm MEETING in/at OFFICE with ED
to JUNE 5 1:00pro - 2:00pm MEETING in/at OFFICE with ED?
[y or n]: y
Ok, done.
(returning roots: 381)
EXAMPLE 5 assumes CALENDAR2 from Figure %15:
Do you want:
(0) to change: JUNE 5 4:00pm - 5:00pm MEETING in/at OFFICE with ED
to JUNE 5 1:00pro - 2:00pro MEETING in/at OFFICE with ED?
(1) to change: JUNE 5 10:00am - 12:00pro AI SEMINAR in/at 5409
to JUNE 5 1:00pro - 2:00pro AI SEMINAR in/at 5409?
(2) none of the above
[number between 0 and 2]: 2
Ok, continuing...
(returning roots: nil)
Figure 7-17: Examples of user interaction for
"Change the June 5 mtg from 3-4 pan. to 1-2 p.m."
constraints imposed by the contents of the calendar and amine databases. By considering
the nature of the interaction from the user's point of view we gain ease of interaction for
the user at the cost of guaranteeing a unique explanation for the utterance. Still, the
examples in this chapter demonstrate how the process of arriving at the user's intended
effect can also significantly reduce the number of explanations that must be considered
meaningful. As a result, we know that the APTs preserved by resolution correspond to
the minimum set of explanations generated by the current grammar that capture the
effective meaning of the utterance. It is from this minimum set that user derived forms are
constructed through adaptation and generalization.
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In Chapter 6 we transformed CHAMP from a bottom-up parser to a least-deviant-fast
parser by adding error recovery to the system. While error recovery allows CHAMP to
accept a larger language than the kemel grammar alone, the average cost of acceptance
(and rejection) increases; although we apply constraints at every opportunity, the fact is
that search expanded to a non-zero deviation-level is always larger than a grammatical
search would be for the same utterance. If we can modify the grammar to recognize a
deviant form directly, subsequent encounters with that deviation will not require error
recovery at all. Thus, future sentences containing the deviation will succeed at lower
deviation-levels, requiring less search. Giving CHAMP the ability to learn new
grammatical components transforms the system from a simple least-deviant-fast parser to
a least-deviant-first adaptive parser.
Modifications to the grammar come about after error recovery has formed one or more
hypotheses explaining a deviation (see Figure 4-1 at the beginning of Chapter 4). The
process of transfomaing one or more hypothetical explanations (APTs) into an
appropriate set of new grammar components is what we mean by adaptation. Out of the
potential set of component typesmlexemes, lexical definitions, wordclasses, steps, forms,
form annotation nodes, and formclassesmwe must choose the subset that best responds to
each type of recovery notation.
To understand the issues involved in adaptation, consider Figure 8-1, the APT produced
at Deviation-level 2 for User l's third sentence in her first experimental session (U1S13).
The APT rooted at pc81 contains the four pieces of information that define the
adaptation context for U1S 13:
1. The particular grammatical constituents needed to understand the utterance.
2. The order in which the constituents appeared in the sentence.
3. The particular strategies used to understand the constituents.
4. The recovery actions needed to modify one or more of the strategies.
An extremely conservative approach to adaptation would capture as much of the
adaptation context as possible. The result would be a set of highly specialized new
components derived, for example, from the steps in boldface in Figure 8-1. Following the
structure of the APT, first we would create a new deleteform with two ordered steps, 705
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and 709', where 709' seeks a new subclass of m-d-ggforms with a form whose strategy
list contains only 403'. In turn, 403' would seek a new subclass of meetingforms with a
form whose strategy list contains, in order, step 305, a new step created to look for the
tokens %apostrophe s, and steps 307, 309, and 316.
U1S13: "Cancel [the] John>'s< speech research meeting on June 9."
Tokens: (cancel john %apostrophe s speech research meeting on june 9 %period)
81: *ROOT* (0 9 deleteforms) (ACT2) 2
1:705 (0 0 deletewd)
70:709 (1 9 m-d-ggforms) (DGG1) (2 (DELETE 401))
46:403 (1 9 meetingforms) (GG1) (1 02qSERT 0))
17:305 (1 1 u-personforms) (IFPERSON1)
2:118 (1 1 studenmame)
0:0 (2 3 unknown) nil 1
19:307 (4 5 u-subjectforms) (IFSUBJ)
3:129 (4 5 subjname)
4:309 (6 6 meetingwd)
23:316 (7 9 m-dateforms) (DATE0)
5:201 (7 7 dtmkr)
20:203 (8 9 u-dateforms) (DATE1)
6:101 (8 8 monthwd)
9:102 (9 9 number)
10:799 (10 10 eosmkr)
Figure 8-1: User 1 's first sentence and its explanation
(steps in boldface are sources of adaptation in an extremely conservative approach).

This sort of interpretation, corresponding to little more than rote memorization of the
utterance, is clearly too extreme. Yet, how much of the information in the adaptation
context should we pay attention to? Expressed differently, which of the available pieces
of information correspond to the appropriate conditions on usage? Will User 1 always
drop the article when the action is delete and the object is a groupgathering? Will she
drop the article only under these circumstances? Can the tokens %apostrophe s appear
anywhere among the prenominal segments of a meetingform, or are those tokens always
a reliable indication of a preceding unmarked participant? Must the participant always be
a student? Must the object always be a meetingform? Do we gain anything in terms of
reduced search or increased accuracy of interpretation if we can make that
discrimination?
What we want to extract from an explained deviation is a set of new grammatical
components with two properties: first, the components must be accessible during future
parses to understand this sentence and others like it directly. Second, and just as
important, the new components must not add unduly to the cost of understanding
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sentences in which they ultimately play no role. Thus, the main issue in adaptive parsing,
as in most kinds of learning, is the issue of generalization.
What we mean by generalization in CHAMP is the transformation of the adaptation
context into new gran-umaticalcomponents that capture the corre_ conditions on usage of
the deviation. Our goal is to construct the new components for the granmmr without
either undergener_lizing or overgeneralizing the recovery. Undergeneralization occurs
when a component that can explain a segment of the utterance is inaccessible to the
parser. For example, when User 1 types, "Move Anderson seminar on June 10 to room
7220" (UIS19), we might tie the previously unknown token move to a form that expects
a change in the location field. Such an adaptation undergeneralizes the actual conditions
on usage, as demonstrated by U1S39: "Move PRODIGY meeting on June 11 to 3-4."
By tying move to the expectation of a change in location, we made it impossible to
understand without further adaptation that move may also indicate a change in time.
Overgeneralization occurs when a component that plays no role in the APT for an
utterance nevertheless creates search paths during the parse. Suppose we had separate
kernel forms for the change action for each field in a calendar database record. In other
words, CHANGE1 would alter the location field, CHANGE2 would alter the participants
field, and so on. Suppose further that all the CHANGE forms shared a step seeking a
changewd. If we add move to the wordclass ¢hangewd we will prevent the
undergeneralization described previously---the parser will treat move as a valid verb for
either a change in time or a change in location. The new lexical def'mition
overgeneralizes, however; each time move is encountered in the future, the parser will
have to consider the token as a potential reference to each ehangeform, despite the fact
that the word is used in only two ways.
While some type of generalization is needed, the move example shows that any
mechanism we choose is likely to include or omit appropriate conditions some of the
time. When generalizing from a single example this is to be expected. Since there is
likely to be a discrepancy between the user's true idiosyncratic conditions on usage and
those we can represent, our goal in choosing an adaptation method cannot be absolute
accuracy. Instead, we will strive for a principled wade-off between increasing linguistic
coverage and controlling the increase in search that can result from extending the
grammar. We achieve our goal by way of three assumptions:
1. The only portion of the adaptation context that is relevant to learning is the
constituent in which the recovery notation occurs (the local context).
2. The shared hierarchical structure of the granmaar enforces the appropriate
degree of generalization.
3. When more than one method of adaptation can bring the deviation into the
grammar in a reasonable way, the method that minimizes the actual or
potential increase in the size and ambiguity of the grmmnar is preferable.
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The first assumption offers some protection from undergeneralization by reducing the set
of potentially relevant conditions on usage to those found locally in the deviant
constituent. The second assumption offers some protection from overgeneralization by
tying the conditions on usage into the relationships already present in the Formclass
Hierarchy. The third assumption offers a guideline for choosing among adaptation
methods that conform to the first two assumptions. The third assumption can be
paraphrased as: keep the size of the search space at Deviation-level 0 under control. To
do this we may have to consider not just the immediate effect of an adaptation on search,
but also long-term effects that stem from the introduction of learning biases. When we
consider the effects of adaptation on search, we often fred that CHAMP is better suited to
compensate for overgeneralization than for undergeneralization in its learning methods.
The remainder of this chapter explores the co-processes of adaptation and generalization
in CHAMP. In the next four sections we examine in detail the specific grammatical
augmentations associated with each of the recovery actions. In Section 8.5 we tie the
individual types of adaptation together under the control of the ADAPT algorithm.
Section 8.6 discusses the potential explosion in the size of the grammar that can occur
when the Parse/Recovery Cycle produces multiple, effectively equivalent hypotheses; the
explosion is controlled by adding a competition mechanism to the basic process of
adaptation. In the last section in this chapter we present a detailed example of the effects
of adaptation on both system and user performance.

8.1. Adapting

to Substitution

Deviations

A substitution is identified by error recovery when there is an unknown word Or phrase
available to ftll an unsatisfied, required step. At first glance the appropriate adaptation for
this situation seems simple: create a new lexical definition for the unknown word or
phrase as a member of the class sought by the required step. We call this a liberal
approach to adaptation for substitutions because it ignores the adaptation context
completely and relies solely on the Formclass Hierarchy to enforce conditions on usage.
Although this is exactly the solution implemented in CHAMP, there are other possible
methods for adapting to substitution deviations that are less extreme. It is important to
understand what we gain and what we lose by a liberal choice.
To illustrate the trade-offs, let us suppose that we have an explanation requiring a
substitution in step k of form S1 in Figure 8-2. If we add the new word or phrase to the
lexicon as an instance of class4, every form containing a step that seeks that wordclass
will now recognize the new phrase. This generalization across the grammar is a natural
effect of the grammar's shared structure.
In particular, the new phrase will be accepted by $2. Observe, however, that S1 requires
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isa class I
mode (i k)
strategy
i class class2
k class class4
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$2
isa class 1
mode (j k)
strategy
j class class3
k class class4

Figure 8-2: An example of potential overgeneralization under the liberal approach.
Adding a phrase to class4 as a response to a substitution in S1 generalizes
to $2 despite the critical differences between the forms.
step i and $2 requires step j--a critical difference between the two forms. Since the
hypothetical utterance is explainable by a substitution in S1 (and not by a substitution in
$2) we can conclude that step i was satisfied and step j was not. Thus, the liberal
approach ignores part of the adaptation context inherent in the presence of i and the
absence ofj. Yet it is precisely the retention of this type of local context that we assumed
was important in the previous section.
Ignoring local context eliminates the possibility of capturing a reliable co-occurrence of
co-constituents. To the extent that the co-occurrence is a real condition on usage,
ignoring it overgeneralizes the conditions under which paths relying on the new
component are considered during search. User 1, for example, substitutes the word
"move" for a kernel member of changewd at the end of her fwst experimental session.
The substitution occurs in the context of ACT3, a changeform whose steps seek a
changewd, a marked groupgathering, and a source-target pair. The fifteen subsequent
occurrences of move in User l's log file also take place in the context of ACT3. Because
CHAMP uses the liberal approach, however, the system simply learns "move" as a
member of the class changewd; the reliable co-occurrence of "move" with an
m-d-ggform and stpform is lost. Since changewd is sought by a step shared among six
kernel forms (three for each kernel domain), each time "move" is encountered after
adaptation the list of forms it indexes may include all six, instead of just ACT3.
The liberal approach also prevents capturing the interdependence of a substitution
deviation and another deviation in the constituent. Consider User 3's tenth sentence
during session two (U3S210, Figure 8-3). The APT in the figure is only one of three
explanations offered for the utterance at that point in the development of her grammar,
but it is the only explanation relevant here (for the other explanations, see Figure 8-17 in
Section 8.6). The sentence is explained by a substitution and transposition in ACT3
which expects an imperative form of the change command. In this utterance there is a
clear relationship between the change in the verb's position and the change in its voice
and tense. Unfortunately it is a relationship that is not captured by CHAMP. Learning
the phrase "has been changed" as a member of changewd divorces the two deviations
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and overgeneralizes both the substitution and the transposition. Instead of suggesting
only a highly specific set of predictions when the phrase is seen in subsequent
interactions, the new lexical definition simply invokes the same predictions in the
presence of "has been changed" as those invoked for any changewd. After adaptation
those predictions include, but are not restricted to, the combined substitution and
transposition.
U3210: "Lunch with VC on June 13, 1986 has been changed from Station Square
to VC Inc."
Abbreviated APT:
349: *ROOT* (0 17 changeforms) (ACT3) (2 (SUBST 0 706) (TRANSPOSE (0 80)))
80:709 (0 7 m-d-ggforms) (DGG2)
66:404 (0 7 mealforms) (GG4)
1:313 (0 0 mealwd)
55:319 (1 2 m-participant.forms) (PART0) ...
56:316 (3 7 m-dateforms) (DATE0)...
0:0 (8 10 unknown) nil 1
86:711 (11 16 stpforms) (STP1)
70:406 (11 13 locsrcforms) (LOCSRC1)
12:321 (11 11 sourcemkr)
21:304 (12 13 buildingforms) (LOCT)
13:133 (12 13 buildingname)
72:407 (14 16 loctgtfotms) (LOCTGT1)
15:322 (14 14 targetmkr)
49:326 (15 16 u-locationforms) (IFLOC2)
17:114 (15 16 businessname)
18:799 (17 17 eosmkr)
Figure 8-3: An example of the interdependence of multiple deviations.

A final limitation of the liberal approach to substitution adaptations is that it is
insensitive to the value of the referring phrase. In other words, we cannot make
disc_ons
based on the tokens themselves. We can only inherit from the shared
structure of the grammar those discriminations already associated with the substituted
wordclass.
Is it possible to capture critical differences between forms as conditions on usage,
incorporate dependent adaptations into the same derived component, make
discriminations based on the tokens themselves rather than their wordclass, and still rely
on the shared structure of the grammar for generalization? The answer is "yes" if we
adapt by the following procedure (the conservative approach):
1. Create a new wordclass, subst i.
2. Add the new word or phrase to the lexicon as an instance of subst i.
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3. From the form that succeeded via the substitution (the parent), derive a new
form to add to the grammar. The derived form is identical to its parent with
two exceptions: fwst, the derived form must incorporate any other
deviations in the constituent. Second, the strategy List of the derived form
contains a step seeking subst i in place of the step that required the
substitution.
How does the conservative method compensate for the inadequacies of the liberal
approach? By creating a new wordclass with only the new phrase as its member, the
tokens themselves index the specific set of expectations represented by the derived form.
Those expectations capture the local context in the deviant constituent by inheriting all
the relationships present in the parent form (class, unodes, and so on) except the ones that
gave rise to the substitution and any other deviation. By inheriting the parent's class,
generalization occurs namraUy through the Formclass Hierarchy; every location in the
grammar that seeks a member the new form's class now accepts the new form as a valid
way of recognizing a member of that class.
The conservative
approach
solves
some problems,
butintroduces
others.
Specifically,
it
undcrgeneralizcs
inaparticularly
hamdul manner.To seehow,consider
Figure8-4.The
substitution
ofmtg fora recognizable
meefingwdinthefirst
sentence
creates
fiveAPTs
duringthe Parse/Recovery
Cycle:one for each type of objectleftactiveafter
scgrnentation
(theflight
objectiseliminated
becauseAISys isnot a legitimate
flight
destination).
Interaction
withtheuserduring
Resolution
reduces
thesettothesingle
APT
containing
thesubstitution
fora meetingwd.Conservative
adaptation,
inturn,
addsGGI'
tothegrmmnar.GGI' looksforthetokenmtg specificallyna
crkical
difference
with
respect
toGG1. Notethattheliberal
approach
wouldsimplyaddmtg tochangewd.
At some future point in time, the user types sentence Sj. Now s/x interpretations are
produced by Parse/Recovery, the extra one stemming from a substitution in GGI'
because the critical difference between GG1 and GGI' is not manifested in the utterance.
Resolution can narrow the field only as far as an equivalence class containing GG1 and
GGI'. In turn, conservative adaptation creates a derived form for each parent strategy.
We assume that the system is smart enough to detect that the two derived forms are
identical (because they posit the same substitution for the step that distinguishes their
parents), and add only one of them (GGI") to the adapted granunar. It is possible,
however, to create a slight variation on GGI' through a transposition in a non-required
case. Such a change would appear to be an additional critical difference between GG 1
and GGI' to any straightforward test procedure, but would not be manifested by the
utterances shown. Under those circumstances, derived forms for both GG1 and GGI'
would be added to the grmmnar. In other words, had we chosen to make the example in
the figure more complex, we could have created an exponential increase at each stage
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Si: "schedule AISys mtg on june 3 at 4 pm"
P/R: mtg/meetingwd, mtg/seminarwd, mtg/classwd, mtg/rnealwd, mtg/tripwd
Resolution: mtg_eetingwd
Adaptation: mtg/substl, GGI' seeking subst 1
Sj: "schedule AISys appt on june 8 at 7 pm"
P/R: appt/meetingwd, appt/seminarwd, appt/classwd, appt/rnealwd, appt/tripwd,
appt/subst 1
Resolution: appthaaeetingwd and appt/subst 1
Adaptation: appt/subst 2, GG 1" seeking subst 2
Sk:. "schedule AISys [meeting] on june 11 at 11 am"
P/R: delete meetingwd, delete seminarwd, delete classwd, delete mealwd,
delete tripwd, delete substl, delete subst 2
Resolution: delete meetingwd, delete subst 1, delete subst 2
Adaptation: GGI'" deleting meetingwd
SI: "schedule taxi on june 15 at 3 pm"
P/R: taxi/meetingwd, taxi/seminarwd, taxi/classwd, taxi/mealwd, taxi/tripwd,
taxi/subst 1, taxi/subst 2, insert taxi/GG 1"'
Resolution: taxi/tripwd
Adaptation: taxi/subst3, TR.IPI' seeking subst 3
Figure 8-4: An example of the explosive growth in the search space
caused by the conservative approach.

rather than a simple linear increase. 38 Note that under the liberal method, the amount of
processing required to explain the second sentence would have been unaffected by the
adaptation from the f_rst sentence: the same four paths would have succeeded during
Parse/Recovery, one explanation would have survived Resolution, and appt would have
been added to the lexicon as a meetingwd.
If we move forward in time to sentence Sk we find that the steady increase in processing
time caused by the conservative approach may continue via other deviations as well. The
figure shows that when the user drops the head noun altogether (a common occurrence),
interpretations must be followed for each of seven paths despite the fact that three of the
paths now correspond to the same effective meaning. Again, a smart algorithm would
notice that the same derived component suffices for all three paths in this example and
would create only GGI"' in response. Under a liberal approach, however, we would still
have had only four paths succeed in Parse/Recovery and only one APT survive
Resolution.
3SComervative
adaptation
algorithmsforsubstitutionandinsertionwereimplemented
in anearlyversion
of CHAMP.Theyproducedthe samekind of hamffulexpansionin the grammar(includinginstancesof
exponentialgrowth)thatis shownin thissimplifiedexample.
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In the last sentence of the example, another substitution appears, but in a new object. To
fred the correct explanation we must now generate eight hypotheses at Deviation-level 1:
seven substitutions and one insertion into the form that no longer requires the head noun.
Under the liberal method we generate only five (the original four plus the insertion).
Observe that the last incidem of adaptation in the figure looks just like the fn,st. Sentence
Sl starts the propagation of effectively equivalent forms in a new portion of the grammar.
In general we characterize the trade-off between the liberal and conservative approaches
as one of overgeneralization versus undergeneralization (of course, less liberal or less
conservative methods than those discussed would contain some combination of the
problems of each the extremes). In CHAMP, the balance tips in favor of
overgeneralization when we consider the relative increase in search under each approach.
Figure 8-4 demonstrates that CHAMP is poorly suited to compensate for the effects of
undergeneralization. When a substitution is tied to a critical difference between a parent
and its derived form and that critical difference does not reflect a true condition on usage,
future adaptations create multiple paths during Parse/Recovery. The equivalence of the
interpretations along the paths cannot be established until the Resolution phase, after a
lengthy search.
On the other hand, CHAMP is well-suited to compensate for overgeneralization. The
system begins with a kernel grammar in which each form contains a critical difference
with respect to every other form. The liberal method of adapting to substitutions does not
change that situation; adding a new phrase to a wordclass leaves the relationships
between the forms unaffected. If the user employs the new phrase in the full range of
strucu_es that seek the phrase's class, then liberal adaptation has generalized correctly.
Even if the user employs the new phrase in only a subset of the stmcnncs indexed by its
class, those structures are still critically different from the others in the set; the critical
differences guarantee that the unsuccessful forms will be weeded out early in the
Parse/Recovery Cycle by COALESCABLE. In short, the shared structure of the grammar
permits full generalization by the simple addition of a lexical definition, while the parsing
algorithm takes advantage of the actual conditions on usage during search.

8.2. Adapting to Insertion Deviations
An insertion notation is added to an APT by error recovery whenever there is an
unknown word or phrase in the utmrance and at least one path through the search space
with no unsatisfied, required steps. Since the inserted phrase is not tied to a step in the
gramnmr, it has no associated bindvar and cannot contribute to the effective meaning
constructed for the utterance during resolution. A liberal response to an insertion
deviation would simply add the phrase to the lexicon as a member of the wordclass
insert, then throw away segments in that class in subsequent parses. In this way, the
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"insertion"
generalizes to all locations in the grammar. The approach has two
advantages: first, it is extremely efficient in both its implementation and performance.
Second, it is intuitively appealing ff the majority of insertions are truly content free.
In what sense might an inserted node carry information if it has no associated bindvar
to map its tokens into a database field? If the deviation is employed consistently by the
user, and only in certain contexts, then its presence could be taken as an indicator of
those contexts. By acting as a predictor of a context, the existence of that segment in a
furore utterance would influence the space of explanations to be explored.
Unfortunately, an insertion deviation usually represents a family of contexts. Recall that
the Parse/Recovery Cycle is designed to bubble the inserted node up to the highest
constituent that captures it (see Section 6.5). The resulting APT is just a shorthand for a
set of hypotheses that are recoverable by a procedure akin to a tree-walk (see Figure 8-5).
We cannot know a priori which constituent, if any, will be consistently indexed by the
inserted phrase. Consequently, to use the presence of the phrase as a reliable indicator of
a context, we would have to create critically different new forms for all the
interpretations and let furore utterances determine the correct one (Section 8.6
demonstrates how this could be done).
It should come as no surprise that a conservative approach to insertion adaptations---one
that tries to tie the inserted phrase to critical differences among strategies---carries with it
the same type of hamahd undergeneralization we saw with conservative substitutions.
Moreover, the types of insertions found in the data from our user experiments served as
very poor indicators of context, both with respect to forms in the kernel grammar and
with respect to forms in each user's adapted grammar. Consequently, CHAMP uses the
liberal approach and "throws away" inserted segments during the parse by allowing
them to JOIN with any pc (in Section 8.6 it will become clear why we cannot actually
remove the phrase from furore utterances during segmentation).

8.3. Adapting to Deletion Deviations
A deletion is detected when a required step cannot be satisfied by a segment in the
utterance. We label a step "required" in the kernel grammar for one of two reasons:
either we believe that satisfying the step makes a strong prediction for the presence of the
complete form, or we believe that the value to be bound to the Step is critical to
understanding. Steps seeking markers are required for the first reason while a step that
binds m the object of a verb is required for the second reason. As in the cases of
substitution and insertion adaptations, we can contrast liberal and conservative methods
for responding to a deletion recovery notation. Unlike the previous cases, however, this
time we take the conservative path; the change in attitude stems from a desire to maintain
the unique properties of required steps in the grammar.
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U5S23: "Cancel class 15-731 on June 16>th< from 1:30-3:00."
Tokens: (cancel class 15 %hyphen 731 on june 16 th from 1%colon 30 %hyphen 3
%colon 0 %period)
Abbreviated APT:
127: *ROOT* (0 17 deleteforms) (ACT2) 1
1:705 (0 0 deletewd)
111:709 (1 16 m-d-ggforms) (DGG1 ') 1
109:403 (1 16 classforms) (GG3) (1 (INSERT 0))
2:311 (1 1 classwd)
37:312 (2 4 classnumforms) (CLNUM1) ...
55:316 (5 7 m-dateforms) (DATE0) ...
9:201 (5 5 dtmkr)
49:203 (6 7 u-dateforms) (DATE1)
10:101 (6 6 monthwd)
13: 102 (7 7 number)
0:0 (8 8 unknown) nil 1
57:314 (9 16 m-intervalforms) (INT0)
14:204 (9 9 ivlmkr)
51:206 (10 16 u-intervalforms) (INT1) ...
28:799 (17 17 eosmkr)
Hypotheses based on members of the insertion family:
th indicates GG3: classforms m-dateforms th m-intervalforms
th indicates DATE0: dtmkr u-dateforms th
th indicates DATEI: monthwd number th
th indicates INTO: th ivlmkr u-intervalforms
Figure 8-5: The family of insertions represented by the APT for U5S23. The members
can be retrieved by a modified infix gee-walk for the subtree rooted at pc109 by
considering only leftmost paths in a right subtree and rightmost paths in a left subtree.

Recall from Section 4.2.2 that a step is required by a form if k appears in the form's
mode list. Let us assume that the grammar contains a strategy, S 1, with a required step, k,
unsatisfied by the utterance (Figure 8-6(a)). A liberal adaptation would modify S1
directly by deleting k from the form's mode list (producing Slne w in the figure). Such an
action does create a strategy in which k is no longer required. At the same time, however,
it removes a source of context from the adapted grammar that was considered important
when the kernel grammar was designed.
Removing that source of context has two effenrs: first, it introduces a bias toward
overgeneralization in future explanatiom. To see how, assume we simply remove the step
from the mode as in S lnew. Now suppose that an utterance appears requiring an
adaptation of Slne w. That adaptation occurs either in the presence or the absence of a
member of k's class. By having removed the mode, Slnew now succeexts at the same
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S1
isa class l
mode (j k)
strategy
j class class2
k class class3
(a)

Sln¢w
isa classl
mode (j)
strategy
j class class2
k class class3
(b)

S2
isa class i
mode (j)
strategy
j class class2
k class class3
(c)

S3
isa class 1
mode (j)
strategy
j class class2
(d)

Figure 8-6: Adapting to a deletion deviation in S1 by removing an mode
annotation directly (b) or in a new form (c), or by deleting the step (d).

deviation-level under either set of circumstances--any
further adaptation of Sine w
generalizes to both conditions. Since k was considered to be strongly predictive in the
kernel, we want to be careful about how we remove its predictive capabilities: saying that
a member of elassl can be present without k should be different from saying that the
presence of k is no longer a good indicator of elassl.
The second effect of removing the mode annotation for k also biases learning. If k is no
longer required, then class3 can no longer be the target of substitutions. Recall from
Section 6.5 that we decided to treat substitution as an appropriate recovery action only for
required steps because considering substitutions into all the steps in a strategy would
have created an unreasonable number of deviation hypotheses. Thus, once S1 is replaced
by a form in which k is no longer required, all new phrases that legitimately play the
same role as members of class3 will be learned as insertions. The presence of a segment
in the class insert produces no constraint on search during the parse. The presence of a
segment in any other wordclass produces whatever constraint is inherent in the grammar
for that class at the time of use. Thus, removing the possibility of learning the substitution
also removes the constraint that substitution might have on search.
A less liberal approach is shown in Figure 8-6(c): we create a new form from S1
without the mode annotation for k. Thus, $2 is identical to S1hew except that it exists in
the grammar in addition to S1 rather than in place of S 1. With k removed from its mode,
S2 su_
whenever S 1 fails because step k is unsatisfied; the grammar as a whole has
been extended to include constituents of Sl's class that do not require k. In addition, the
extension to the grammar maintains a form in which k is a required step so that
substitutions into class3 are still possible. Unforumately, this solution preserves the
context in S 1 at the cost of introducing a strategy without a critical difference. Whenever
S 1 succeeds, so will $2 because $2 can (but need not) recognize the sub-constituent in
step k. In essence, $2 will introduce the same bias toward overgeneralization
explanations as did S 1hew.

in future

Figure 8-6(d) presents the conservative _proach to deletion adaptations implemented in
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CHAMP. The adaptation leaves the rhode annotation for k intact in S1 and creates a new
strategy from S l that omits step k altogether. This approach uses critically different
strategies to preserve the separate contexts corresponding to the presence or absence of
the deleted step. Generalization occurs through the Formclass Hierarchy because the
parent (S1) and its derived form ($3) share the same class; any constituent seeking a
subsegment recognizable by the parent will now accept candidates recognized by the
derived form as wen.
Figure 8-7 shows a ubiquitous example of deletion deviation and subsequent adaptation.
Although the sentence is taken from User 7's protocol (U7S19), every user studied
eventually dropped the articles from some of her utterances. Two APTs are initially
constructed for the utterance by the Parse/Recovery Cycle because AISys is defined in
the lexicon as a businessname (a business may refer to either a location or a set of
participants). Resolution finds that only the interpretation of AlSys as a set of
participants matches a calendar entry. Since the APT contains a deviation it is only a
hypothetical explanation of the utterance; consequently the user is asked to confirm the
system's interpretation despite the fact that there is a perfect match. When confirmation
is given, adaptation creates USTRAT0 from DGG1 by deleting the step in DGG1 that
seeks the definite article. Note that USTRAT0 inherits from DGG1 all those field values
that are not directly affected by the deletion.
next> cancel AISys meeting on June 14
P/R: (39 38)
Do you want:
to delete: JUNE 14 10:00am - 12:00pm MEETING with AISYS ?
[y orn]y
Creating USTRAT0 from DGG1 via (DELETE)
Ok, done.
Parent Form
DGG 1
isa m-d-ggforms
strategy (401 403)
mode (401 403)
snode (all)

Derived Form
USTRAT0
isa m-d-ggforms
strategy (403)
mode (403)
snode (all)

Figure 8-7: A common type of deletion detection and adaptation.
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8.4. Adapting to Transposition Deviations
When the order relation on two steps is violated in an utterance we say that a
transposition error has occurred. Since there is direct evidence for the new order and
either direct or a priori evidence (in kernel forms) for the old order, we could adapt by
joining the steps with a unode annotation in the deviant form. Alternatively, we could
create a new strategy that reflects the transposed order directly. The latter method is
implemented in CHAMP.
To see why, let us assume that the user's grammar contains strategy S1 in Figure 8-8(a).
We further assume that the user's utterance does not contain the optional constituent in
step j but does contain constituents i and k, in the wrong order. Figure 8-8(b) and (c)
demonstrate how each solution introduces a different bias into the hypothesis space.
S1
isa class 1
mode (k)
strategy
i class class2
j class class3
k class class4

Slnew
isa class 1
mode (k)
unodes (i k)
strategy
i class class2
j class class3
k class class4

$2
isa class 1
mode (k)
strategy
j class class3
k class class4
i class class2

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 8-8: Adapting to a transposition deviation in S by introducing a unode
annotation (b) or by creating a new strategy with the transposed order (c).

In Figure 8-8(b) we reflect the transposition by adding a unode annotation between i
and k directly in S1. In Figure 8-8(c) we record the transposition explicitly in a new
strategy, $2. Now consider the sets of utterances accepted by (b) and (c). Each solution
results in an adapted grammar in which both the order i, k anglthe order k, i are accepted
when step j is unsatisfied. Only $2 accepts the new order when a constituent for j is
present, however. For S 1hew to accept both orderings on i and k when j is present, we
would have to add j to the unode as well, but the utterance gives no evidence for that
interpretation. The solution in (c) pCnTfitS both orderings for which there has been
evidence and establishes a critical difference between the parent and derived form when i
and k are present in the utterance. Unfortunately, when i is not present both strategies will
succe_.
When constructing a derived form for a transposition, other ordering relations in the
parent form must be considered. Figure 8-9 shows the transposition learned for U2S91.
At Deviation-level 0, CHAMP finds an explanation for the sentence by attaching the
marked date to the target seminar description and using the default date provided at the
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start of each session (June 5) to infer the source seminar date. Since no calendar entry
corresponds to this interpretation during Resolution, CHAMP continues its search into
Deviation-level 1. With one deviation point available, the system produces an APT in
which the introductory adverbial date has been transposed to the end of the sentence.
Because of the bindvar in the transposed step, this interpretation maps the date to both
source and target during Resolution, allowing the desired calendar entry to be found.
Since the APT contains a deviation, the user is asked for confirmation of the effect. When
conf'nTnation is given, the calendar is updated and USTRAT17 is mated by adaptation,
reflecting the new ordering in its strategy list. Observe that USTRAT17 contains another
difference with respect to its parent: 703 has been removed from the unode inherited
from ACT5. In general, the transposed step loses its old ordering relations and takes its
new ordering relations from its new position. If the new position is contiguous to ordered
steps, the transposition is ordered with respect to those steps. If the new step is inserted
between unordered steps, it shares the unode annotation of those steps in the new form.

8.5. A Summary

of Adaptation

in CHAMP

The purpose of adaptation is to bring a deviation into the grammar by deriving new
grammatical components from the adaptation context that will parse the deviation
directly in future utterances. The particular set of new components that are added to the
grammar depends upon which deviations are present in the utterance. The choices
implemented in CHAMP are shown in Figures 8-10 through 8-13. In addition to
describing the type of component added, each figure also reviews the method of
generalization and summarizes the implications of the adaptation for learning and future
search.
With respect to generalization, the four figures show that a derived component that
recognizes a new way of referring to a particular class of constituents is "inherited
upward" through the Formclass Hierarchy to all locations that seek constituents of that
class. The main advantage to relying on the Hierarchy for generalization is that it
provides a simple, uniform mechanism. The main disadvantage is that making
generalizations across established boundaries in the granunar requires discrete episodes
of learning. Consider, as an example, that the kernel grammar distinguishes
groupgatherings marked by definite articles from those marked by indefinite articles by
assigning the former to the class m-d-ggforms and the latter to the class m-i-ggforms.
The first time a user drops the article from her utterance, she will do so in one context or
the other, CHAMP win learn either a new m-d-ggform or a new m-i.ggform, but not
both. The deletion in the other class must be learned separately because the
discrimination provided by the separate classes cannot be ignored by the same
mechanism that is relying on that discrimination for generalization.
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next> change Naawal Language Interfaces Seminar to AI Seminar on June 19
P/R roots: (58)
No calendar entry fits that description on June 5.
P/R roots: (73)
Do you want:
to change : JUNE 19 10:30am- 11:30am
(NATURAL LANGUAGE INTERFACES) SEMINAR in/at 5409
to: JUNE 19 10:30am- 11:30am
AI SEMINAR in/at 5409
[y orn] y
Creating USTRAT17 from ACT5 via (TRANSPOSE)
Ok, done.
Abbreviated APT:
73: *ROOT* (0 10 changeforms) (ACT5) (1 (TRANSPOSE (22 0)))
0:706 (0 0 changewd)
35:709 (1 4 m-d-ggforms) (USTRAT1)
27:403 (1 4 seminarforms) (GG2)...
5:723 (5 5 targetmkr)
41:724 (6 7 m-i-ggforms) (USTRAT0)
32:403 (6 7 seminarforms) (GG2)...
22:703 (8 10 m-dateforms) (DATE0)
8:201 (8 8 dtmkr)
17:203 (9 10 u-dateforms) (DATE1)...
Parent Form
ACT5
isa changeforms
strategy (701 702 703 706
709 723 724 799)
mode (706 709 723 724)
mnodes ((701 702))
unodes ((701 702 703))

Derived Form
USTRAT17
isa changeforms
strategy (701 702 706 709
723 724 703 799)
mode (706 709 723 724)
modes ((701 702))
unodes ((701 702))

Figure 8-9: An example of deviation detection and adaptation for transpositions.

Figures 8-10 through 8-13 make it clear that CHAMP learns discriminations based on
the presence, absence, or position of categories in its kernel grammar. The adapted
grammar that evolves for a particular user depends, of course, on the history of
interactions with that user. Since none of the adaptations introduces new constituents into
a derived form, however, some portions of the user's natural language may be out of
reach. As an example, consider the following sentences taken from User 10's first
session:
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Substitution
•Adaptation:
a new lexical
definition
is addedtothegrammarfortheunknownphrase
asamember ofthewordclass
soughtbythesteprequiring
thesubstitution.
•Generalization:
occursthroughtheFormclass
Hierarchy.
Everywherethewordclass
was previously
sought,
thenew lexemcisrecognized.
• Implications for learning: extends the set of indices for discriminations already
present in thegrammar----those
attached
tothesubstituted
wordclass.
Losespotential
discriminations
baseduponthetokensthemselves,
ortheco-occurrence
ofthetokens
orsubstituted
classwithotherclasses
ordeviations
present
intheadaptation
context.
•Effecton search:reducesthe deviation-level
requiredto understandfuture
occurrences
ofthelexemc.Ifthelexemewas already
defined
inthelexicon,
thenew
definition
increases
theamountoflexical
ambiguity
inthesystem.
Thismay create
additional
searchpathsforutterances
thatcontainthelexeme,buthasno affect
on
thesearchspaceforutterances
thatdo notcontain
it.
Figure8-10: Summary ofadaptation
tosubstitutions.

Insertion
• Adaptation:
a new lexical
definition
isaddedtothegrammarfortheunknown phrase
asmember ofthespecial
wordclass
insert.
• Generalization:
occursthroughout
thegrammar.The new Icxemeisallowedtooccur
without
deviation
anywhereinsubsequent
utterances.
• Implications
for learning:
losespotential
discriminations
based upon the cooccurrence
of thetokenswithotherclasses
ordeviations
present
intheadaptation
contexL
• Effect on search: reduces the deviation-level required to understand future utterances
containing the inserted phrase. If the lexeme was already defmed in the lexicon, the
new definition increases the amount of lexical ambiguity in the system. This may
create additional search paths for utterances that contain the lexeme, but has no affect
on the search space for utterances that do not contain it.
Figure 8-II:

U10S120:
U10S121:
U10S122:

Suzmnary of adaptation to insertions.

Change June 11NY to Pittsburgh from flight 82 to flight 265
Change from flight 82 to flight 255 on June 11NY to Pittsburgh
Change flight 82 to flight 255 on June 11

User 10's first two attempts to perform the subtask require learning that is beyond the
scope of CHAMP's adaptation mechanism. The problematic segment is "from flight 82"
which the parser tries to explain as a source in a source-target pair because of the marker
"from." No kernel form permits a full flight object in the source (only a flight attribute),
and the system provides no way to introduce the possibility into the language.
Thus, in
U10S120 the system can compensate for the missing head noun ("Change June 11 NY to
Pittsburgh

[flight]"),

and in U10S121

the system can compensate

for the u'ansposed

date
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Deletion
• Adaptation: a new form is added to the grammar. The new form is derived from the
form in which the deviation was explained. The new form inherits all the information
present in its parent that does not relate to the deleted step.
• Generalization: occurs through the Formclass Hierarchy. The derived form may be
used anywhere the parent form is used to recognize a constituent. If two deletions or
a deletion and a transposition occur in the same constituent, they are tied together in
the same derived form.
• Implications for learning: permits future discriminations based on the presence or
absence of a class. Permits discrimination based upon some co-occurrences of
deviations.
• Effect on search: reduces the deviation-level required to understand future utterances
containing the deletion. May introduce structural ambiguity into the grammar if the
deleted step represents a critical difference between formclasses.
Figure

8-12:

Summary

of adaptation

to deletions.

Transposition
• Adaptation: a new form is added to the grammar that explicitly captures the new
ordering of steps. The new form inherits all the information present in the parent that
does not relate to the ordering of the transposed step. The ordering relations on the
transposed step depend on the steps surrounding it after transposition. If the
surrounding steps are unordered, the transposed step is added to their unode
annotation.
• Generalization: occurs through the Formclass Hierarchy. The derived form may be
used anywhere the parent form is used to recognize a constituent. If two
transpositions or a transposition and a deletion occur in the same constituent they are
tied together in the same derived form.
• Implications for learning: permits discriminations based on ordering.
discrimination based upon some co-occurrences of deviations.

Permits

• Effect on search: reduces the deviation-level required to understand future utterances
that reflect the new ordering. If the transposed step is not required, the adaptation
may introduce ambiguity into the search space at non-zero deviation-levels whenever
the transposed step is not needed to understand the uaerancc.
Figure 8-13:

and

origin-destination

pair,

Summary of adaptation to transpositions.

but

in neither

instance

can

the

system

construct

an

explanation
of the sentence. U10S122 does not contain the misleading marker and is
parsed by a kernel form. Giving CHAMP the ability m construct new sets of previously
uncombined
constituents would be a non-trivial but valuable extension to the system.
One mechanism
in Chapter 11.

providing

that ability is constructive

inference which is discussed

further
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With respect to search, the summary figures reveal that each type of adaptation may
introduce ambiguity into the adapted grammar. Substitution and insertion adaptations
may introduce lexical ambiguity if the new definitions act as altematives to definitions
already in the lexicon. 39 The cost of the ambiguity during search depends initially upon
the number of additional forms indexed by the new definition. The degree to which the
ambiguity propagates through the search space depends upon what other constraining
information is available in the utterance.
Deletion adaptations may introduce structural ambiguity into the grammar. Let us
reconsider the case of m-i-ggforms and m-d-ggforms. In the kernel there is only one
m-d-ggform, DGG1, and only one m-i-ggform, IGG1. The forms share the step that
seeks the object; the critical difference between the forms is the step in each that seeks
the marker. If the user drops both definite and indefinite articles, then the system will
derive forms omitting each kind of marker: DGGI' will seek only an object and IGGI'
will seek only an object. In other words, any unmarked object will succeed at Deviationlevel 0 in the adapted grammar as both a member of m-d-ggforms and m-i-ggforms.
Again, the cost of the ambiguity during search depends initially upon the number of
additional forms indexed by the incorrect class assignment. The degree to which the cost
propagates depends upon the other constituents in the sentence.
Transpositions may introduce ambiguity at non-zero deviation-levels if the critical
difference between the parent and the derived form is in an ordering relation that is not
manifested by the utterance. In Figure 8-9, for example, USTRAT17 differs from ACT5
by a transposition of the marked date. The sentence, "change the June 20 seminar to a
meeting" does not manifest this difference--it would succeed via both strategies. At
Deviation-level 0 the success of both forms has no effect on processing--EXPAND
simply creates a pc with both strategies in the strats field. On the other hand, if there is a
deviation in the constituent, ISCOMPLETE will build a separate modified context for
each strategy (see Section 6.3). Since the separate contexts then EXPAND to distinct sets
of higher level constituents, this type of ambiguity will always propagate through the
search space.
It is important to note that even though each type of adaptation may increase the amount
of ambiguity in the current grammar, the future search space for utterances containing the
deviation is always significantly smaller than it would have been had we not adapted. The
reason is simple: any ambiguous pathsat Deviation-level 0 are also part of the much
larger search space at higher deviation-levels. Of course the cost of parsing some
utterances that were in the grammar prior to the adaptation will have increased, but three

39InCHAMP,it is impossibleto introducea newlexicaldefinitionfor a wordor phrasethatis already
defined without employingextra-lingtfisficconventions.The method of compensatingfor the lexical
extensionproblemis discussedinChapter9. Other_
oftheproblemarediscussedin Chapter10.
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factors make the trade-off worthwhile. First, since adaptations reflect preferred forms of
expression, utterances relying on the adaptations are likely to reappear---the more often
an adaptation is reused the more favorable the trade-off becomes. Second, adaptation
brings more of the user's language into the grammar, resulting in fewer rejected parses
over time. Since rejecting a sentence requires a search through Deviation-level 2 plus the
search associated with understanding any subsequent rephrasings, any action that
prevents rejections must reduce search overall. Finally, since the frequent user's language
is self-bounded, whatever increase in ambiguity results from adaptation must be bounded
as well.
Figure 8-14 displays the simple algorithm implementing adaptation in CHAMP: each
hypothetical explanation for the user's utterance has its annotated nodes transformed into
the grammatical components appropriate for that recovery notation. Recall that every
APT passed to ADAPT corresponds to the single effective meaning con£mned by
Resolution; if more than one root node is passed to ADAPT, each APT must differ from
the others in some aspect of its explanation of the utterance. Only part of the explanation
need be different, however. Thus, as we traverse an APT looking for subnodes with
recovery notations, we must avoid creating new components for a given context if that
context is shared by a previously traversed tree (step (la)).
ADAPT (roots)
FOR EACH root passed on by Resolution, DO
Descend through the tree for this root and
FOR EACH subnode that contains one or more recovery notations, DO
IF the adaptation doesn't duplicate components created for another root
THEN perform the adaptation required by the recovery notation(s) and
associate the result of the adaptation(s) with the subnode
ELSE associate the result of the original adaptation(s) with the subnode
Associate the new components with the root
FOR EACH derived component used to explain the sentence, DO
IF the component required no adaptation
THEN try to resolve old competitions associated with the component
IF more than one root node created new components
THEN set the components from different roots in competition

(1)
(la)

(2)
(3)

(4)

Figure 8-14: CHAMP's ADAPT algorithm.

When there are multiple hypotheses explaining an utterance, each root APT is likely to
correspond to a different set of new grammatical components after adaptation. At least
one set of components must be added to the grammar to bring the current sentence into
Deviation-level 0, but which set of components should we add? If we choose arbitrarily
we may choose the least useful set, adding to the grammar adaptations that may increase
ambiguity without significantly increasing the system's explanatory power. If we simply
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add all the components to the grammar then every sentence that is stru_y
similar to
the cm'mnt one will always succea_ in multiple ways. Since each successful path
corresponds to the same meaning, this approach is even more likely to increase ambiguity
without increasing explanatory power. What we need is some method of delaying our
decision until we have more evidence about which set of changes to the grammar is the
most useful. In CHAMP, that method is called competition. When the current utterance
lends equal support to more than one set of changes, we add all the changes to the
grammar as competitors (step (4)). We use subsequent utterances that rely on the derived
components to resolve the competition (step (3)).

8.6. Controlling

Growth

in the Grammar

through

Competition

Competition helps attain the goal of maximal coverage with minimal ambiguity by
delaying commitment to a single set of changes until information is available to make an
intelligent choice. The competition mechanism is based on a simple idea: just as one
sentence is enough to cause a set of competitors to be added to the grammar, so one
sentence is enough to cause a subset to be removed. To preserve the relationships
established by multiple APTs, we create a competition relation between grammar
components from different APTs and a support relation between grammar components
from the same APT. Figure 8-15 illustrates the process.
With respect to the kernel grammar, the first sentence in the figure (U7Sl18) contains
one unknown segment ("what is my"), and two deletions (a verb and a definite article).
Due to its position in the utterance, the unknown segment may fill either deleted step;
thus, U7Sl18 creates two APTs during the Parse/Recovery Cycle. Since the APTs
correspond to the same effective meaning, both are preserved by Resolution. The first
explanation produces two new grammar components during adaptation: the lexical
def'mition for the segment "what is my" as a defmkr compensates for the unknown
segment and the deletion of the article, while USTRAT5 compensates for the deletion of
the verb. The second explanation for U7Sl18 uses the unknown segment as a substitute
for the missing verb and captures the deleted article in USTRAT6. Since only one set of
components is required to parse the sentence, but we do not know which set will prove
more useful, the last step in adaptation is to place the two sets of components in
competition.
In contrast to the competitive relationship between the sets of components created for
different APTs, the individual components within a competitor are said to support each
other. In Figure 8-15, for example, the defmkr definition and USTRAT5 support one
another. The support relationship reflects the fact that both components are required to
explain the current sentence. If a component wins a permanent place in the grammar
through competition, it also wins a place for any components it supports. In this way we
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guarantee that reducing the granmlar through competition resolution does not cost us the
ability to understand a previous utterance.
U7Sl18: "what is my schedule between 9:00 and 12:00 on JUne 12"
Parse/Recovery and Resolution:
APT substituting "what is my" for article and detecting showwd deletion
APT substituting "what is my" for showwd and detecting article deletion
Adaptation:
(what is my)/defiTikr
USTRAT5 from ACT6 via deletion of showwd
(what is my)/showwd
USTRAT6 from MCALSEG1 via deletion of defmkr
Competitors: ((what is my)/defrnkr & USTRAT5) vs.
((what is my)/showwd & USTRAT6)
U7S41: "please list schedule for june 12"
Parse/Recovery and Resolution:
APT using USTRAT6 and treating "please"

as an insertion

Adaptation:
(please)/insert
remove USTRAT5 and (what is my)/defmkr
Figure 8-15: A simple example of the introduction and resolution of a competition.

The four new components remain in the grammar until User 7's fourth session. When
she types U7S41, User 7 creates the situation that decides the competition. As the figure
shows, Parse/Recovery produces an explanation of U7S41 at Deviation-level 1 by using
USTRAT6 as a non-deviant explanation of the missing article and an insertion deviation
to explain the unknown segmem "please." When the APT is processed by ADAPT, step
(3) of the algorithm notices that USTRAT6 is a derived form that succeeded without
recovery notations. Since USTRAT6 has an associated competition relation, the APT is
examined for evidence of each competitor. In the single APT for U7S41, only USTRAT6
is present. We now have available additional information to de, de which explanation to
prefer for U7S118: the combination of USTRAT6 and "what is my" as showwd helps to
understand both utterances, whereas the combination of USTRAT5 and "what is my" as
defmkr has a more limited use. Since the former combination subsumes the explanatory
power of the latter (given the evidence to this point) we preserve only USTRAT6 and the
component it supports; its competitor is removed from the grammar. Notice that the
system preserves the definition of "what is my" as showwd despite the fact that it does
not occur in U7S41 because it is supported by USTRAT6.
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Competitions are sometimes resolved despite the fact that no new information is
available. This learning bias stems from an interaction between the competition
mechanism and the Maximal Subsequence Heuristic (Section 5.2). Figure 8-16 illustrates
the problem. As shown, U4S15 causes adaptations analogous to those produced in
response to U7Sl18 in Figure 8-15 (two explanations corresponding to altemative
substitutions and deletions). The competition set up by U4S15 should not be resolved by
U4S31: the two sentences are structurally identical with respect to the portions in
competition. _ Therefore APTs incorporating both competitors should succeed. Only one
APT is constructe_l, however, bex.ause the constituent that picks up "commuting time"
as a tripwd is formed on a lower Agenda-level than the constituent that would use the
segment as a defmkr. Specifically, at Agenda-level 3 USTRAT3 creates a tripform
without using the segment "commuting time" (because the head noun is not required in
its subeontext). A continuation of this path would pick up the unused segment as a
defmkr. At the same Agenda-level, however, TRIP1 coalesces "commuting time" as a
tripwd. Since only the maximal segmem is EXPANDed, no path is created that requires
the segment as a defmkr. At Agenda-level 4, USTRAT2 EXPANDs the maximal
subsegrnent as a marked trip without noticing the absent marker. During adaptation, the
success of USTRAT2 and "commuting time" as tripwd without the simultaneous
success of either USTRAT3 or "commuting time" as defmkr in another APT eliminates
USTRAT2's competitors from the grammar.
It would be wrong to infer from the examples in Figures 8-15 and 8-16 that CHAMP's
competition mechanism always preserves the components that correspond to
linguistically correct analyses of the sentences. Figure 8-17 shows a complex sequence of
adaptations and competition resolutions that provides a counterexan_le. We include the
first sentence in the example (U3Sl10), despite the fact that it creates no competition,
because USTRAT1 (a form that does not require an addwd for the schedule action)
contributes to the outcome of a competition furtheron.
The second sentence in the figure 0d3S210) is highly ambiguous at Deviationdevel 2.
Let us refer to the competitors that are created in response to this sentence by the derived
form they incorporate. Thus, (24 incorporates USTRAT4 and corresponds to the
explanation that "has been changed" is a substituted and transposed ehangewd. C5
explains U3S210 with the same substitution for the verb but considers the
groupgathering to be the transposed dement. C6 pairs a deletion of the verb with an
insertion of the unknown segment. C7 deletes the verb in a kernel form that seeks a
slofform rather than a groupgathering (ACT4) and substitutes "has been changed" for
a valid iocationslotwd.
4°CHAMPoffersthe spelling_on
of "commutinglime" to "eomutingtime" forU4S31dining
segmentatio_Whenthe_on
is accepted,thesystemasksif it shouldrememberthe_
version
as well. An affirmative_e
equatesthe eo_ spellingwith the originalmisspellinglearnedfor
U4S15.
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U4S 15: "change comuting time from CMU to Aisys on june 12 from 12p.m. to 2p.m."
Parse/Recovery and Resolution:
APT substituting"comuting
time" for tripwd and detecting article deletion
APT substituting"comuting
time" for article and detecting tripwd deletion
Adaptation:
(comuting time)/tripwd
USTRAT2 from DTRIP1 via deletion of deflnkr
(comuting time)/defrnkr
USTRAT3 from TRIP1 via deletion of tripwd
Competitors: ((comuting time)Rripwd & USTRAT2) vs.
((comuting time)/defmkr & USTRAT3)
U4S31:"cancel

commuting time from CMU to Aisys on June 12 at 2 p.m."

Parse/Recovery and Resolution:
APT using USTRAT2 and (comuting time)/tripwd succeeds at Deviation-level 0
Adaptation:
remove USTRAT3 and (comuting time)/defmlcr from grammar
Figure 8-16: An example of a competition resolved by maximal subsequences.

U3S311 resolves the competition set up for U3S210. Thirteen APTs are produced by
the Parse/Recovery Cycle for the sentence, but only three of the APTs survive
Resolution. One uses USTRAT6 (which requires no verb), a substitution of
"reschedule" for the defmkr required by the kernel form DGG1, and a substitution of
"to be from" for the targetmkr.
A second explanation uses a substitution of
"reschedttle" for the ehangewd still required by ACT3, a form derived from DGG1 that
does not require the article, and the targetmkr substitution. The final explanation uses
USTRAT6 and the form derived from DGG1 to treat "resche&tle" as an insertion, and
the targetmkr substitution to explain "to be from." Since USTRAT6 was used without
further adaptation to help explain U3S311, and none of its competitors contributed to an
alternative explanation, the competitors are removed from the grammar. This means that
the only explanation left in the grammar for U3S210 is the one in which the verb was
considered deleted and "has been changed" was considered a meaningless insertion.
Although this explanation is inaccurate from a linguistic point of view, it does preserve
the most useful subset of adaptations for the two examples.
In addition to resolving an old competition, U3S311 sets up a new competition among
its explanations. The new competition is resolved by U3S345, which uses the word
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U3S110: "Dinner with Dad June 14, 1986 at 6:00."
Adaptation:
USTRAT1 from ACT1 via deletion of addwd
USTRAT2 from DATE0 via deletion of datemkr
U3S210: "Lunch with VC on June 13, 1986 has been changed from Station Square
to VC Inc."
Adaptation:
(has been changed)/changewd
USTRAT4 from ACT3 via transposition of changewd
USTRAT5 from ACT3 via transposition of m-d-ggform
(has been changed)fmsert
USTRAT6 from ACT3 via deletion of changewd
USTRAT7 from ACT4 via deletion of changewd
(has been changed)/locationslotwd
Competitors: ((has
((has
((has
((has

been
been
been
been

changed)/changewd & USTRAT4) vs.
changed)/changewd & USTRAT5) vs.
changed)/insert & USTRAT6) vs.
changed)/locationslotwd & USTRAT7)

U3S311: "Reschedule Craigs meeting on June 11, 1986 to be from 3:00 to 4:00."
Adaptation:
(to be from)/targetmkr
reschedule/defrnkr
reschedule/changewd
reschedule/insert
remove USTRAT4, USTRAT5, USTRAT7, (has been changed)/changewd
(has been changed)/locationslotwd

and

Competitors: (reschedule/defmkr & (to be from)/targetmkr) vs.
(reschedule/changewd & (to be from)/targetmkr) vs.
(reschedule/'msert & (to be from)/targetmkr)
U3S345: "reschedule a meeting with Jaime at 2:00 on June 12th."
Adaptation:
remove reschedule/changewd

and mschedule/defrnkr

Figure 8-17: Using competition to control the growth in the grammar caused by
multiple hypothetical explanations.
"reschedule"
as an addwd (U3S311 used it as a changewd). The existence of
USTRAT1 (deleted addwd) and the definition of "reschedule" as an insertion (along
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with other prior adaptations) allow the sentence to be understood correctly at Deviationlevel 0. Even though no deviations occurred, the APT for the utterance is passed to
adaptation to see if old competitions can be resolved. As a result, the prior definitions of
"reschedule" as a possible changewd or defmkr are removed from the grammar. The
only definition consistent with both U3S311 and U3S45 at Deviation-level 0 in the
adapted grammar is "reschedule" as an insertion.
The example in Figure 8-17 also serves to illustrate why we cannot simply remove
segments in the class insert from the utterance during segmentation. By removing the
segment, we circumvent any competition relations attached to the insertion; the insertion
interpretation and any supported components effectively win without having to compete.
Since the insertion's competitors are probably not insertions themselves, they are
adaptations that index expectatiom in the grammar, expectafiom that act as search
constraint. Thus, leaving the segment in future utterances permits the more meaningful
adaptations originally associated with the segment to compete for a place in the grammar.
Competition in CHAMP is actually just a type of generalizing from multiple examples.
While a competition may be fully resolved by a single sentence, it is also possible that
more than one sentence will be required to eliminate all but one competitor. It is even
possible that a subset of competitors will never be removed from the grammar; they may,
for example, all share a support relation with a common component that co-occurs any
time any of the other components is present. At the other extreme, it is possible (although
very rare in our experiments) to learn a component, remove it through competition, and
then have to learn it again.
In essence, both the advantages and disadvantages of using competition as a method of
controlling grammar growth stem from the mechanism's decisiveness: a single piece of
evidence favoring one competitor is considered enough to remove its rivals from the
grammar. A quick decision is an advantage if the competitors contribute a great deal of
ambiguity to the search---but the same decision can be a disadvantage if it removes a set
of components that would have eliminated search in the future. There is no simple,
generally correct way to prevent this problem within the mechanism described. In the
next chapter we examine the degree to which competition is an effective means of
controlling growth in six idiosyncratic grammars. We postpone a discussion of
alternative mechanisms to Chapter 11.
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of Adaptation

With a clear understanding

on Performance

of how learning

is accomplished

in CHAMP, we can now

examine how adaptation improves the system's performance in the task of understanding
the user, as well as the user's performance in the task of keeping an on-line calendar. To
begin, let us consider Figure 8-18 which contains a small subset of User 3's sentences,
none of which can be understood at Deviation-level
the ten sentences can be parsed at Deviation-level
contain

three or more

utterances

as delineating

deviations
a portion

with

respect

0 using the kernel granmmr. Two of
2 (S14 and $210), but the remainder
to the kernel.

of User 3's language

If we

consider

space, then CHAMP's

calendar

kernel covers none of that portion. 41 Even with ezror detection and recovery
deviations, the system's coverage increases to only twenty percent.

S14
$210
$33
$311
$314
$49
$71
$716
$91
$93

these
for two

"Cancel John's Speech Research Meeting at 9:00 on June 9, 1986."
"Lunch with VC on June 13, 1986 has been changed from Station Square
to VC Inc."
"Lisp Tutorial class will be held in Room8220
on June 11, 1986."
"Reschedule Craigs meeting on June 11, 1986 to be from 3:00 to 4:00."
"Schedule time for Jill in the User Studies Lab from 3:00 to 4:30 on June 12th."
"Change Andy's lunch on June 12th to begin at 12:30."
"Speech Project on June 17th will be held in room 7220 instead of 8220."
"Class 15-731 will be held in Room 7220 on June 23rd."
"reschedule AI Seminar to begin at 9:00 instead of 9:30 on June 19th."
"Class 15-731 will be held in Room 5409 instead of 7220 on June 23rd."

Figure 8-18: A subset of User 3's utterances delineating a portion of her language
space. None of the utterances can be parsed directly with the kernel grammar.

In terms of the kernel system's

performance

observe that each sentence requires a complete

during processing

for these ten sentences,

search through Deviation-level

2 before it

can be accepted or rejected. The situation is more serious from the user's point of
viewuher
performance is affected not only by the system's response time (slow for all
the utterances), but also by the total number of interactions required to perform the task.
For the sample in Figure 8-18, she must generate at least one alternative phrasing eighty
percent of the time.
The next two figures demonstrate how adaptation improves the situation. Figure 8-19
shows some of the components added to the grammar as each utterance is encountered in
turn (only the winning
set of components
is shown for sentences that produce
competitions). The column labelled "Relies On" lists the sentences from our sample that

41Hgure8-18 is only a slightexaggeratioa of the real situation; actuallythe kernelis able to parseseven
percentof User 3's utterancesat Deviation-level 0 (see Section9.1.4).
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earlier produced new components used to understand the current utterance. The frequent
appearanceof previously
derivedcomponentsin the explanations
of subsequent
utterances
clearly
demonstrates
adaptation's
bootstrapping
effect.Althougheight
utterances
were originally
unparsable,
Figure8-19 shows thatwith adaptation
each
sentence
iswithin
two deviations
oftheextant
granmmrwhen itisencountered.

Sentence
S14

Relies
On

$210

Produces
DGG I'derived
fromDGG 1by deleting
defmkr
(%apostrophe
s)fmsert
addedtolexicon
ACT3' derived
fromAC13 by deleting
changewd
(hasbeenchanged)/msert
addedtolexicon

$33

S14, $210

ACT3" derived from ACT3' transposing marked date
(will be held in)/targetmkr added to lexicon

$311

S14, $210

reschedulefmsert added to lexicon
(to be from)/targetmkr added to lexicon

$314

thfmsert added to lexicon

$49

S14, $314

(to begin at)/targetmkr added to lexicon

$71

S14, $210,
$33, $314

LOC6' derived from LOC6 by deleting roomwd
(instead of)/sourcemkr added to lexicon

$716

$14, $210, $33

rdfmsert added to lexicon

$91

S14, $210, $311,
$314, $71

$93

S14, $210, $33,
$71, $716
Figure 8-19: An example of bootstrapping in User 3's grammar.
(The second column mentions only sentences from our sample.
The third column shows only the winning set of competitors.)

Figure 8-20 shows the bootstrapping effect more clearly. In the first column the ten
sentences are partitioned according to their degree of deviation with respect to the kernel
(K). The remaining columns show the continual repartitioning of User 3's language space
as each sentence is understood in turn. The second column, for example, shows that after
adaptation and generalization for S14, three utterances that would have been unparsable
are now within the reach of error recovery: understanding $33 and $311 at Deviationlevel 2 requires the form DGG 1' that was produced by S14, while understanding $49 at
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Deviation-level 2 requires $14's lexical def'mition of %apostrophe s as a member of the
class insert. After the first eight sentences in the sample have been understood, all of the
original utterances are directly parsable by the grammar. More importantly, a great many
variations of those sentences, in the same "style" as the originals, are also at Deviationlevel 0 due to generalization.
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_

2 deviations

_

3+ deviations

......

* movement to less deviant space
helped in part by learning from
User 3 sentences not in sample set

Figure 8-20: The effect of adaptation on the shape of the search space for a portion
of User 3's language: as each deviant sentence is brought into the grammar, its derived
components reduce the amount of search needed to understand future utterances.

Without adaptation, CHAMP's performance for the sample sentences would have been
quite poor, requiring search through Deviation-level 2 for all ten sentences and additional
search after rejection for eight. With adaptation, we see an enormous improvement, both
in the amount of search required to process the utterances (only half the sentences require
search at Deviation-level 2) and the number of utterances accepted (all ten). It is possible
to argue, however, that the performance of a non-adaptive interface with a large grammar
would be as good or better than CHAMP's adaptive performance. The validity of this
argument depends upon two factors: first, whether or not the larger grammar corresponds
to the user's forms of expression, and second, the user's ability to adapt to the subset of
language provided.
Given the variety of expression in Figure 8-18 we must question how good the initial
correspondence between the user's language and the static system's language is likely to
be. With poor correspondence, performance values are dominated by the number of parse
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failures and required rephrasings. Although it is impossible to predict in the abstract how
many rephrasings will be needed by a given interface, observe that for the subset of User
3's expressions we have examined CHAMP required none. 42 Of course, to minimize
rephrasings, static interfaces rely on both their large grammars and the user's ability to
adapt---to continue our comparison we assume that the user can adjust to the interface's
demands (despite evidence to the contrary presented in Chapter 3).
The Regularity Hypothesis tells us that in the course of adjusting to the non-adaptive
system's language, the frequent user comes to rely on those utterances that she
remembers as having worked in the past. Regularity on the part of the user causes a
dilemma for the static interface: if the grammar is large enough to permit a reasonable
subset of "natural language" for every user, then the Regularity Hypothesis implies that
each particular user is likely to employ only a fraction of that grammar. At the same time,
each user must continually pay the search costs over the parts of the grammar she does
not use. How does this compare with CHAMP's behavior, where both the user and the
system adapt? Since the initial kernel is small and the grammar is expanded only in direct
response to user expressions, the Regularity Hypothesis tells us that relatively little
inefficiency results. In short, when the grammar contains primarily what has worked in
the past and the user relies on primarily what has worked in the past, the average cost of
an interaction in an adaptive system is likely to be lower than the average cost of an
interaction in a large static system.
We began this chapter by claiming that we could improve the interface's performance if
we mined the simple least-deviant-first parser from Chapter 6 into a least-deviant-first
adaptive parser. Believing that deviations reliably indicate idiosyncratic preference, we
have chosen to augment the grammar with new components in response to the
explanations of a deviation produced by error recovery. By bringing the deviation into
the grammar, future instances of the deviation no longer require extended search. In
addition, by tying the new component into the Formclass Hierarchy, the explanation of
the deviation generalizes to contexts other than the one which gave rise to the adaptation.
The limited performance analysis in this section demonstrates that our method of
adaptation and generalization can greatly improve the interaction between the user and
system in two ways. First, by reducing the number of interactions required by the user to
accomplish her task, and second, by reducing the average amount of search required by
the system for each interaction.
This evaluation nevertheless leaves a great many questions unanswered. How does

42Theactualnumberof User3's sentoncesthatCHAMPcouldnot parseatthetimeof use was 32/138
(23%).Of these,20/32weresentencesthatwouldhavebeenacceptedby a perfectimplementation
of the
adaptationmodeldescribedin Chapter2. Thus, with ideal adaptation,only 12/138 (9%) of User 3's
utterances
wouldhavereq_ rephrasing.
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CHAMP perform on User 3's full data set? How does CHAMP's performance compare
to the performance of the ideal adaptive system specified by the model in Chapter 2? Is
the sort of improvement in performance shown here characteristic across users? Is our
assumption that deviations reliably indicate idiosyncratic preference true (in other words,
are the components added by adaptation reused)? Is our prediction that an idiosyncratic
grammar requires less search on the average than a large static grammar demonstrable?
In the next chapter, we answer these questions and others through a detailed analysis of
CHAMP's performance for six idiosyncratic grammars.
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Chapter 9
Evaluating the Interface
The hidden-operator experiments described in Chapter 3 tested the underlying
behavioral assumptions of our model for language adaptation.
The experiments
demonstrated that an ideal realization of the model could:
1. Capture the within-user consistency that arises from the frequent user's
natural, self-bounded language.
2. Accomodate the across-user variability arising from idiosyncratic
preferences with a single, general, recovery and adaptation mechanism.
3. Provide a more responsive environment than that provided by a static
interface with its fixed subset of nantml language.
RecaLl, however, that the model itself leaves many aspects of any implementation
unspecified; it makes no commitment to a particular generalization method, set of
knowledge structures, grammar decomposition, or set of inference procedures. Nor does
the model require us to confront the computational complexities that lead to the Single
SegmentAssumptionortheMaximalSubscquence
Heuristic.
To implementthemodelina workinginterface
theunspecified
andunderspecified
must
be made concrete.
In the previousfive chapterswc examined one possible
implementation,
CHAMP, incorporating
onepossible
setofdecisions
and trade-offs.
Itis
naturalto ask how well CHAMP
realizes
the ideal,
or, equivalently,
how the
implemented
system's
performance
comparestothatoftheideal
systemsimulated
inthe
hidden-operator
experiments.
Thiscomparison
isthesubject
ofSection
9.1.
It is also useful to evaluate the system on its own, asking how well CHAMP performs in
realuser interactions. Section9.2 examinesthe system'sperformancein on-line
experiments
withtwo new users(User9 and Useri0).The new experiments
extendour
sample size without qualitatively changing the results found for the original data.
Overall,
our analysis
reveals
thatCHAMP isa good approximation
of themodel in
terms of capturing within-user consistency and accommodating across-user variability.
The system provides a slightly less friendly environment than the model predicts due to
its higher rate of rejected sentences, but still provides a more responsive environment
than does a fixed, monolithic grmnmar.
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on Data from the Hidden-operator

A full description of the hidden-operator experiments is given in Chapter 3. To
summarize briefly: users were asked to perform a calendar scheduling task for a fictitious
professor/entrepreneur. Each user participated in multiple sessions (three, five, or nine)
responding to ten to twelve pictorial subtasks each session. Users in the Adapt and
Adap_ho
conditions of the experiment interacted with a simulated adaptive interface
based on the model in Chapter 2 and a grammar that was functionally equivalent to
CHAMP's kernel (with a few exceptions, as noted in the next section). Users in the NoAdapt condition interacted with a simulated interface that pemaitted two-deviation
recovery but no adaptation.
The kernel grammar used in the hidden-operator experiments was constructed by simply
writing down an informal, BNF-style grammar with one or two forms for each type of
action and object required by the stimuli. CHAMP's calendar kernel consisted of
functionally equivalent structures represented via steps, forms, and formclasses. The
transformation from the BNF representation into CHAMP's caseframe grammar took
into consideration the patterns and regularities in the development sen eighty-five
sentences drawn from the log files for User 1 and User 2 and pertaining only to the
calendar domain. Once a working version of the system had been constructed, CHAMP's
kernel grammar for the travel domain was developed; the design of the kernel travel
grammar was based only on the travel grammar in the experiments and the
representational scheme already established for the calendar domain.
To evaluate CHAMP's performance on the data from the hidden-operator experiments,
the system was tested with the 657 sentences from the log files for users in the adaptive
conditions (User 1, User 2, User 3, User 4, User 5, and User 7). The 657 sentences in the
test set include the eight-five sentences in the development set.
One major change to the system occurred after evaluation began: replacement of
conservative adaptations with liberal adaptations for substitution and insertion deviations.
The change was in response to the severe undergeneralization that arises from the
conservative approach for those types of deviations (see Sections 8.1 and 8.2). It is
interesting to note that the problem did not become apparent from working with the
development set alone. All measures reported here, and in Appendix C, reflect the mixed
liberal-conservative adaptation and generaliT_tion method described in Chapter 8.
In the next section we examine the differences between CHAMP and the system
simulated during the experiments, discussing the ways in which we compensated for
those differences in evaluating CHAMP's performance on the test set. In the remaining
subsections of Section 9.1, we look at a number of performance measures, including a
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comparison of the learning curves for the simulation versus the implementation,

an

analysis of the reasons for the increa_d reje_on rate in the implement_ion
model, and quantification of within-user consistency and acrossouser variability.

over the

Although CHAMP was tested on the complete set of 657 sentences, our analysis
concentrates on CHAMP's performance for the 549 sentences from the log files of the
four users in the Adapt condition (User 1, User 2, User 3, and User 4). Each of these
users participated in nine experimental sessions, saw the full stimuli set, and had the
same oppommities for idiosyncratic expression. In contrast, User 5 and User 7
(Adapt/F_ho condition) participated in three and five sessiom, respectively, making their
data difficult to contrast with the data from Users 1 through 4. The interested reader will
find the data for User 5 and User 7 (along with raw data for all users presented in this
chapter) in Appendix C. For the remainder of this section, when we refer to the "test
set" we mean the 549 sentences from the four users in the Adapt condition.
9.1.1. Differences

between CHAMP and the Simulated

System

In the process of developing the system it became apparent that there would be
sentences accepted during the experimem that CHAMP would be unable to parse as well
as sentences rejected during the experiment that CHAMP could understand. To make a
meaning_ comparison of CHAMP's performance to the ideal performance possible,
some way of compensating for these differences had to be found. To understand why,
consider that in an adaptive environment the outcome of every interaction may be felt in
furore interactions: the user avoids forms that lead m rejection and relies on those that are
accepted. If a sentence accepted by the hidden-operator lead to adaptations during the
experiment but CHAMP cannot accept the sentence, then CHAMP cannot learn the
adaptations. If CHAMP does not learn the adaptations then all future sentences relying
on those adaptations are likely to be rejected as well. Thus, when a set of adaptations rely
on each other (the "bootstrapping effect" we saw in Section 8.7), a difference in learning
early in the protocol may be magnified _tically.
Had the user received negative
reinforcement immediately, she would not have been as likely to reuse the form in the
future, and the effects of the missing adaptations would not have propagated.
Differences between the simulated system and the implemented system stem from one
of three sources:
1. Differences in functionality:
* User 1 was given the opportunity to create extremely simple macro
defirdtions based on subsequences of events. For example, after three
occurrences of"cancel flight k" followed immediately by "schedule flight
n" where the two flights had the same origin and destination, the user was
asked if there was a verb that captured this idea. This allowed her to define
a "reschexlule" macro. Initial experimentation with User 1 made it clear
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that even a modest macro definition facility would require either very
sophisticated inferences on the part of the system or a great deal of user
interaction. Consequently, subsequent users were not afforded the same
oppormuky and CHAMP did not include the facility.
• Conjunction was allowed in the experiment and is encouraged by the
stimuli. CHAMP, however, expects only one database action per utterance.
• Relative times (for example, "after 5 p.m.") were allowed in the
experiment but are not provided for in the kernel granunar or the fixed
Concept Hierarchy.
• For a few concepts, only a subset of the meanings allowed in the
experiments were implemented. For example, a projectname in CHAMP
always represents a group of people. In the experiments, a projectname
was also a permissible subject for a meeting.
• During the simulation, changes to the database were made overnight rather
than on-line. As a result, a user's utterance was never rejected because it
was inconsistent with an entry introduced into the database by a previous
sentence in the session. CHAMP performs changes on-line and therefore
detects such inconsistencies.
Differences in functionality between the simulation and the implementation
are compensated for by Rules 2, 3, and 5 in Figure 9-1, below.
2. Differences in inference capabilities:
• During the simulation, constructive inference was used by the hiddenoperator to build new forms and to e "hminateredundant phrases (see Figure
3-2 for the rules followed by the hidden-operator). Constructive inference
was considered to be possible if all the parts of a legitimate concept were
present such that no more that two deviation points had accrued in the
constituents. Constructive inference was intended as a way to overcome the
arbitrary two-deviation limit when enough information was present in the
utterance to satisfy a sentential-level caseframe (and, thus, a database
action). In the simulation, forms derived by constructive inference were
created by joining the tokens and generalized categories present in the
comfinT_edinterpretation. Thus, "The 3 o'clock meeting will be held in
5409" creates a roomform with the roomwd deleted as well as a
changeform
constructed fl'om m-d-ggform + "will be held" +
m-iocationform.
Without constructive inference, some portions of the
users' grammars are simply not learnable (see Section 8.5). Constructive
inference is discussed further in Chapter 11.
• Inferences allowed during the Resolution phase of the simulation were
more powerful than those implemented. For example, reasoning about time
was more complex during the experiment than the sorts of inferences of
which CHAMP is capable. In addition, some instances of inference used
during the experiment are explicitly prevented by recovery-time constraints.
It is not possible, for example, to infer the type of a deleted object from the
other constituents in the sentence because steps with object bindvars are
prote.c_ by a no-dei constraint.
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Inference differences are con'q3ensatedfor by Rules 4 and 7 in Figure 9-1.
3. Differences arising from lack of specificity in the model:
• During the simulation, ff there was a segmentation of tokens that made the
sentence understandable, that segmentation was used. CHAMP, on the
other hand, is constrained in its interpretation by the Single Segment
Assumption which enforces the view that contiguous unknowns perform a
single flmctional role within the utterance. Consequently, the Single
Segment Assumption may prevent CHAMP from finding the correct
segmentation and explanation of the sentence. For further discussion of the
problem, see Section 5.1.2.
• The simulation required only that some decomposition of the utterance into
constituents be within two deviations of the grammar. In contrast, the
Maximal Subsequence Heuristic forces CHAMP's parser to EXPAND only
the largest subsequence that corresponds to a constituent. This may prevent
sentences that are within two deviations of the current grammar from being
recognized. For further discussion of the problem, see Section 5.2.
• The lexical extension problem occurs when a known word or phrase is used
in a new way. During the simulation it was assumed that CHAMP would be
able to treat the tokens as unknowns under these circumstances. CHAMP's
current design is unable to ignore the definitions for the word or phrase in
the lexicon, however. The system relies on extra-grammatical markers to
enforce the interpretation of the tokens as unknowns. Chapter 10 contains a
more detailed discussion of the problem.
• Since the adaptation model makes no commimaent to a particular form of
generalization, derived forms were integrated into the grammar in the most
useful way possible during the experiments. Achieving the best possible
generalization of a new form represents an ideal circumstance. CHAMP's
method of generalization, while both uniform and useful, is hardly ideal.
Thus, the grammatical components derived by CHAMP during adaptation
do not always correspond to the same derived components added to the
grammar during the experiments (this is especially true when a set of
components was derived through constructive inference). The differences
are felt primarily as undergeneralization in CHAMP, requiring more
learning episodes to capture the user's conditions on usage.
Differences that stem from the underspecified nature of the model are
compensated for, in part, by Rules 1 and 7 in Figure 9-1.
Figure 9-1 specifies the methods used to compensate for the differences between the
simulated and the implemented systems. The primary method of compensation relies on
preprocessing the data in the specific ways outlined in Rules 1 through 4. Preprocessing
enables CHAMP to accept some sentences that were accepted during the experiment but
that CHAMP could not otherwise understand. Rule 1 compensates for the lexical
extension problem by introducing extra-grammatical markers that help force the correct
behavior. The only justification offered for the rule is that it compensates for an open
problem in this research. Rules 2 through 4 change the actual tokens typed by the user.
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The justification for these rules is simple: had the relevant forms been rejected by the
hidden-operator at their first appearance (as they would have been by CHAMP), the user
would not have relied on them in future utterances.
The second method of compensation described in Figure 9-1 is forced rejection or
acceptance. During evaluation of the test set, CHAMP is forced to reject a sentence that it
would otherwise have accepted ff the hidden-operator mistakenly rejected it (Rule 5). On
the other hand, ff CHAMP found a resolution-time error in a sentence that was accepted
in the experiment, the system was forced to adapt anyway (Rule 6). As a last resort, a
difference in behavior is prevented from propagating to furore interactions by introducing
the necessary derived components by hand (Rule 7).
In parentheses after the statement of each rule, Figure 9-1 shows the number of
sentences in the test set affected by each type of interference. Only two values are
noteworthy. The fact that 145 sentences were preprocessed to remove redundancy (Rule
4) is actually quite misleading: 127 of those sentences were from User 4. She used the
day of the week redundantly when specifying the date in almost every utterance. Had the
redundancy not been learned by constructive inference the first time it occurred, it is
unlikely that she would have included it in the remaining 126 sentences. Indeed, this is
exactly what happened in User 10's protocol the first time she included a day of the week
along with the full date. CHAMP's interaction with User 10 during segmentation of the
sentence let her know that the system considered saturday an unknown token. As a
result, she never included a day of the week as part of the date again.
It is more difficult to dismiss the sixteen percent of the test set sentences that had to be
marked to compensate for the lexical extension problem. As we noted above, a solution
for this problem within our adaptation model remains an open aspect of this research. We
discuss the difficulties involved in parsing sentences that contain lexical extensions in
Chapter 10. Here we note only that the problem is significant and cannot be ignored.
The purpose of preprocessing the original experimental data and interfering with the
normal understanding process in CHAMP is to recreate the conditions of each protocol as
closely as possible given the differences between the simulation and the implementation.
Although some sentences required more than one kind of interference, most sentences
required none. We turn now to an examination of CHAMP's performance on the
pr_processed test set.
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I. If a known word is being used in a new way and the hidden-operator interpreted it
in the new way, then force it to be U-eatedas an unknown by enclosing it in angle
brackets.
The modifiedsentenceisthentreated
in accordancewiththeSingle
SegmentAssumption.(g4/539
(I6% ))
Example:"theUniversity
ofChicago"hasone unknown token,university,
and
three tokens being used in new ways. The segment therefore becomes: <the>
university <of> <chicago>. When contiguous unknown tokens are combined,
segmentation produces the university of chicago as a single unknown phrase.
2. Turn conjunctions
(6%))
Example: "cancel
flight #1 on june
sentences affected

into separate sentences, distributing shared information. (31/539
flight #1 on june 16 and schedule flight #2" becomes "cancel
16" and "schedule flight #2 on june 16" (this counts as two
by conjunction).

3. If a failure is caused by unimplemented semantics, change the data by replacing the
phrase refen'ing to the unimplemented concept with one that refers to an
implemented equivalent. (39/539 (7%))
Example: the unimplemented relative time, "after 7 p.m." is replaced with the
concrete time, "from 7 pan. to 11:59 pan."
4. If a sentence contains a redundant phrase that was compensated for using
constructive inference, then remove each occurrence of the redundant phrase.
(145/539 (27%))
Example: "Monday, June 12" becomes "June 12."
5. If a sentence was accepted during the experiment but CHAMP detects a resolutiontime error for the meaning, ignore or correct the error and accept the sentence.
(16/539 (3%))
Example: if the user failed to complete a subtask that removed an event from the
calendar then CHAMP will detect the conflict when the user tries to schedule anew
event in the occupied time slot.
6. If CHAMP accepts a sentence not accepted during the simulation, then force
rejection and prevent adaptation. (5/539 (1%))
Example: this occurs when the hidden-operator mistakenly rejected a sentence as
too deviant.
7. If a sentence was accepted during the experiment which CHAMP cannot parse
(even after applying the previous rules), then consider whether the adaptations
resulting from acceptance are required in the future. If what was learned from the
sentence is never used again or CHAMP can learn it the next time it appears, then
do nothing. If, on the other hand, what was learned will be required later and
CHAMP will not be able to learn it at the next occurrence either, then add to the
grammar by hand the minimal number of grammatical components that capture the
necessary adaptations. (8/539 (1%) resulting in a total of 13 components being
added by hand for the 4 users).
Example: this occurs when acceptance was by constructive inference or when the
hidden-operator erroneously accepted.
F'_ure 9-1: The rules used to preprocess the data from the hidden-operator
experiments and (the number of test set sentences affectexi by each rule).
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9.1.2. Comparison of Performance: Simulation versus Implementation
A fundamental purpose of the originalexperiments was to demonstrate the self-bounded
linguistic behavior of frequent users in an adaptive environment. Consequently, our
primary measure of performance was a calcalation of the number of new constructions
per interpretableutterance for each user and session (Figure 3-3 in Chapter 3). We found
strong evidence for self-boundedbehavior in the decrease over time of both the number
of new constructions and the number of uninterpretable sentences. Figures 9-2 through
9-5 show the original graphs constructedfor each of the four users in the Adapt condition
side-by-sidewith CHAMP's performance for the same measure.43 The graphs for User 2
show the most similarity, the graphs for User 1, the least. We explain the causes for the
apparentdifferences between the sets the graphs in the remainderof this section. Despite
the differences, the general pattern remains: an overall decrease in the number of new
constructions and rejected sentences over time, with a local increase after the introduction
of the supplementary instructions to work quickly. In short, the implementation's
behavior conforms closely enough to the model to capture the regularities present in the
test set utterances.
It should be noted that the y-axis in the lefthand graph of each figure is labelled
differently from its counterpart in Figure 3-3 where it read, "new
constractionsfmterpretable sentences." For the hidden-operator graphs, the meaning of
the new label ("new constructionsjqeaming oppommity") is the same as the old: the
number of interpretable sentences is exactly the number of opportunities for learning and
exactly the number of sentences accepted. Under the conditions of this evaluation,
however, CHAMP's oppommities for learning may be different from the number of
sentences the system can interpret. In accordance with the rules in Figure 9-1, we do not
consider as opportunities for learning those sentences from the test set that CHAMP
understood but was forced to reject (Rule 6), but we do consider as opportunities for
learning those sentences CHAMP was forced to accept (Rule 5) as well as those after
which we added to the graaanar by hand (Rule 7)._ Note that it is possible to have more
than one new construction per oppommity for learning if multiple deviations in the
sentence resulted in the addition of multiple derived components to the grammar (see
Figure
9-5).

43"Ihevalues shown for CHAMP take competition into account. In other words, if six components were
added to the grammar as ttnee sets of competitors, only two comtmuents (one competitor) were coume.d as
new consw:x-tions. Taking competition into account gives a more realistic picture of the asymptotic
behavior of the system: as competitions are resolved only one set of components will v_main in the
grammar. The numbers of new com_ctions without considering competition are provided in Appendix C.
44None of the graphs includes learning at Deviation-level 0 (new instances of known classes,
abbreviatiom, and stored spelling corrections) because we do not expect the same _
in these
phenomena from self-bounded behavior as we expect for deviations. The mzmber of instances of learning at
Deviation-level 0 for each user can be found in Appendix C.
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Figure 9-2: Capturing User l's regularity under the model and in CHAMP
(shaded sessions followed the supplementary instructions to work quickly,
the number of unparsable utterances for each session is given in parentheses).

What it means to be "unparsable" must be defined carefuUy for CHAMP as well. The
figures show the number of unparsable sentences for each session in parentheses after the
fraction for new constructions. The number of unparsable sentences in the experiments is
exactly the number of utterances rejected. The number of unparsable sentences for
CHAMP, on the other hand, includes not only those sentences actually rejected by the
system (some of which lead to adaptations anyway, via Rule 7) but also those rejected by
force (Rule 6). Note that under this method of evaluating the implementation it is
possible for the same sentence to be both unparsable (showing up in parentheses) and a
contributor to the number of opportunities for learning. In the experiment, this was
impossible.
Although we attempted to recreate the conditions of the protocol as closely as possible,
Figures 9-2 through 9-5 show that CHAMP's performance was not exactly the same as
the model's. The differences between the two graphs for each user stem from three
sources: the number of rejected sentences, undergeneralization during adaptation, and the
redistribution of learning episodes by Rule 7. We analyze the reasons for the increase in
rejections in the next section; here we note only that CHAMP does, in general, reject
more sentences than does the model. When the number of opportunities for learning
decreases, the number of constructions per opportunity, reflected by the height of the
bars, increases.
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Figure 9-3: Capturing User 2's regularity under the model and in CHAMP
(shaded sessions followed the supplementary instructions to work quickly,
the number of unparsable utterances for each session is given in parentheses).

CHAMP undergeneralizes in comparison to the hidden-operator's behavior primarily
because CHAMP lacks constructive inference. In essence, more episodes of learning by
straightforward adaptation are required to cover all the cases covered by a single episode
of learning via constructive inference and hidden-operator generalization. The lack of
constructive inference accounts for many of the differences in the sessions after the
supplementary
instructions
were given; CHAMP had undergeneralized
some
transpositions and deletions that were crucial as utterances became shorter.
The redistribution of learning episodes occurs because of the uneven compensatory role
of Rule 7. Recall that if a component could not be learned by CHAMP but had been
relied upon by the user in future utterances, Rule 7 adds the component to the grammar
immediately after the sentence that contained the deviation• If the component could be
learned at the next occurrence, however, no action is taken. As a result, some components
learned during session i in the hidden-operator graph may not have been learned until
sessions j and k in CHAMP's graph, depending upon when the next sentence requiring
them occurred in the protocol.
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Figure 9-4: Capturing User 3's regularity under the model and in CHAMP
(shaded sessions followed the supplementary instructions to work quickly,
the number of unparsable utterances for each session is given in parentheses).

Despite these differences, the graphs for performance under CHAMP show the same
general pattern as those under the simulation, reflecting the inherently self-bounded
nature of each user's utterances and the ability of the implementation to capture her
regularity.

9.1.3. Analysis

of Differences

in Acceptance/Rejection

Having noted that CHAMP accepts fewer sentences from the test set than did the
simulation, it is useful to ask what causes the additional rejections. When we factor out
hidden-operator errors (five erroneous rejections and seven erroneous acceptances), we
find that 38/539 of the test set sentences were truly too deviant with respect to the
grammar current at the time of use. Thus, a perfect implementation of the model would
have rejected seven percent of the sentences. Factoring out forced rejections, CHAMP
fails to accept 73/539 sentences, or about fourteen percent.
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Figure 9-5: Capturing User 4's regularity under the model and in CHAMP
(shaded sessiohs followed the supplementary instructions to work quickly,
the number of unparsable utterances for each session is given in parentheses).

Reason for difference
Constructive inference
Single Segment Assumption
Recovery-time constraint

% of test set
16/539 (3%)
18/539 (>3%)
1/539 (<1%)

Total:

35/539 (7%)

Figure 9-6: A breakdown of the reasons why CHAMP rejects 35 sentences
from the test set that were acceptable according to the adaptation model.

Figure 9-6 shows that most of the thirty-five rejections not predicted by the model come
from two sources: the lack of constructive inference and the intrusion of the Single
Segment Assumption• Note that for the four users in the Adapt condition of the original
experiments only one sentence was rejected because of recovery-time constraints and no
sentences were rejected because of the Maximal Subsequence Heuristic.
Although a three percent increase in rejections from the lack of constructive inference
does not seem like a lot, the statistic does not reflect the true value because of Rule 7.
Using Rule 7 we added by hand those grammatical components that would be required
but still unlearnable later in the user's protocol. Thus the sixteen sentences rejected
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because of constructive inference represent only a portion of the sentences truly
affected--_e
portion that contained adaptations that could be learned at the next
occurrence. Without constructive inference or Rule 7, CHAMP would have rejected at
least eight additional utterances.
Constructive inference figured prominently in the simulation because it is a good
mechanism for overcoming bad choices in the kernel design. One bad design choice in
the kernel, for example, affected every user's ability to accomplish the class of subtasks
that added a value to an empty slot in a database record. From a database update point of
view these subtasks correspond to a change action in which the source value for the slot
is not specified (for example, "Change the speaker of the AI seminar [from nil] to
John"). Thus, it was expected that the kernel changeforms adequately indexed the
action. Unfommately, none of the users thought about those subtasks in that way. Instead,
they seemed to think about the subtasks as "amendmem" actions, distinct from both
schedule actions and change actions (for example, "Add John as the speaker for the AI
seminar."). In the experiment, this conceptual difference posed no serious problem
because each user eventually employed a deviant changeform
acceptable via
constructive inference. In CHAMP, this would not have been possible, and users would
have had to battle a conceptual mismatch as well as a two-deviation limit on error
recovery. We examine the issues involved in extending CHAMP to include constructive
inference in Chapter 11.
The Single Segment Assumption was also responsible for rejecting three percent of the
sentences that were recognizable by the model. The effect is modest for this user group
and task. While the experiments with new users do not result in a higher percentage, it is
unclear whether the problem might be more pervasive given a different task or domain.
We briefly examine ways in which to extend the system to compensate for single
segment violations in Chapter 11.

9.1.4. Analysis of the Utility of Adaptation

and Generalization

Although we were able to draw many useful conclusions from the experiments, the
underspecification of the model made it impossible to give quantitative answers to a
number of questions we would have liked to ask. It is difficult, for example, to derive the
utility of adaptation in any sort of precise way from the results of the simulation when
generalization by the hidden-operator provided some of the power of the learning
mechanism. An implementation of the model, on the other hand, allows access to
quantitative _ures.
The purpose of this section, then, is to provide a sense of the
overall utility of our method of adaptation and generalization by answering the following
questions for CHAMP's performance on the test set:
• What is the effectiveness of learning? How much actual improvement in
understanding the user's language comes from adaptation?
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* What is the cost of learning? What affect does adaptation and generalization
have on the level of ambiguity in the grammar?
. How effective is competition as a method of controUing grammar growth?
• Given a uniform (non-human) method of adaptation and generalization, how
truly idiosyncratic are the derived grammars?

To answer the first of these questions, we contrast for each user the number of her
sentences accepted by the kernel and the number accepted by her final grammar--any
increase is due to learning. Figure 9-7 shows that the increase is significant for each user.
On the average, the kernel accepts only 16% of a user's utterances while her own derived
grammar accepts 88%.
User 1

User 2

User 3

User 4

G
kernel

18/127
(14%)

34/144
(24%)

9/138
(7%)

25/130
(19%)

G

115/127
(91%)

127/144
(88%)

112/138
(81%)

118/130
(91%)

final

Figure 9-7: The effectiveness of learning as measured by the differences in the
number of utterances understood by the kernel and by the user's final grammar.

To carry the analysis further, we measure the utility of each learning episode by
computing the average number of sentences brought into the grammar each time a
deviant utterance is explained. The value is computed by subtracting the number of
sentences accepted by the kernel from the number accepted by a user's grammar and
dividing by the number of learning episodes. For Users 1, 2, 3, and 4, respectively, the
values are: 3.3, 2.7, 2.3, and 3.7 sentences per episode. These values represent a kind of
"bootstrapping constant"
that reflects the way in which CHAMP's particular
implementation of adaptation and generalization captures within-user consistency. An
alternative implementation would probably produce very different values. Consider, for
example, an implementation using conservative substitution adaptations (as described in
Chapter 8). The tendency of the conservative approach to undergeneralize is likely to
appear as a decrease in the utility of each learning episode: the user's final grammar
might result in the same number of acceptances but at the cost of requiring more
instances of adaptation. Thus, the values themselves are less important than the fact that
our ability to compute them provides a metric for comparing design choices.
The second question posed at the beginning of the section concerns the cost of
adaptation. As we bring more of the user's language into the grammar we increase the
likelihood that we will understand her future utterances. But is the increase in
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understanding, as measured by acceptances, negated by a larger increase in the cost of
understanding, as measured by search? We know that the user's language is selfbounded, but it may still be quite ambiguous. The question, then, is not whether we can
prevent the rise in search stemming from inherent ambiguity in the user's idiolect, but
whether the system as a whole suffers disproportionately as ambiguity increases.
We measure the rise in ambiguity in an adapted gtmmnar in two ways. First, holding the
test sentences constant, we compare the average number of parse states considered by
successive grammars during search at Deviation-level 0. As the level of ambiguity in the
grammar increases through the adaptations of each session, so will the average amount of
search required to accept at Deviation-level 0. Second, we examine the average number
of explanations (roots) produced by the Parse/Recovery Cycle for each sentence accepted
at Deviation-level 0. This value reflects a rise in ambiguity that is somewhat independent
of the increase in search because of the way annotated parse trees share substructure. A
rise in search need not give rise to additional explanations; additional root nodes may
indicate only a modest increase in search. From the user's point of view increased search
corresponds to decreased response time while a rise in the number of explanations
corresponds to an increase in the number of interactions required during resolution.
Figures 9-8 through 9-11 display the measurements for the successive grarmnars for
each user. The figures show, session by session, the growth in the average number of
states and roots over all the user's sentences that are non-deviant with respect to the state
of the grammar at the end of the session. Thus, the first row of Figure 9-8 shows that the
kemel grarrmaar,G(0), accepts eighteen sentences from User 1, examining nineteen parse
states and producing one explanation per sentence, on the average. The second row of the
same figure reflects changes in performance due to learning in User 1's first session. The
derived components are responsible for bringing sixty-one sentences from that user's
total protocol into Deviation-level 0 with no significant rise in search and only a small
increase in the average number of explanations produced.
For three of the four users, the increase in the number of parse states examined is
proportionally far less than the increase in the number of sentences understood. By the
end of the ninth session, the search for User 1 has expanded by a factor of two but the
number of her sentences that are now non-deviant has expanded by a factor of six. User
3's trade-off is even more favorable: twelve times as many sentences are accepted by the
final grammar as by the kernel, at a cost of only two and a half times the search. User 4
gains almost five times as many sentences at slightly less than twice the search. User 2
has the most balanced case: a factor of 3.5 increase in accepted utterances and a factor of
three increase in search.
If increase in search corresponds to increase in response time, what do these values tell
us? In short, response times will get slower over all but will not grow exponentially as a
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Grammar after Number of non-deviant Average number of
session(0
sentences
states to accept
G(0)
18
19.3
GI(1)
79
37.0
G1(2)
86
37.4
G1(3)
88
38.3
G1(4)
90
37.7
G1(5)
96
36.4
G1(6)
98
36.2
G1(7)
104
37.2
G1(8)
111
36.8
G1(9)
115
37.6

Average number of
roots produced
1.0
1.1
1.3
1.3
1.3
1.2
1.3
1.4
1.5
1.5

Figure 9-8: The change in the cost of parsing User l's sentences
at Deviation-level 0 as a function of grammar growth.

Grammar after Number of non-deviant Average number of
session(O
sentences
states to accept
G(0)
34
21.9
G2(1)
78
25.8
G2(2)
91
26.5
G2(3)
94
28.7
G2(4)
103
57.6
G2(5)
107
61.5
G2(6)
114
59.4
G2(7)
121
59.4
G2(8)
123
59.8
G2(9)
123
59.8

Average number of
roots produced
1.0
1.1
1.1
1.2
1.4
1.6
1.6
1.6
1.6
1.6

Figure 9-9: The change in the cost of parsing User 2's sentences
at Deviation-level 0 as a function of grammar growth.
function of the increase in the language accepw.xL Since the grmmnar itself is bounded by
the user's natural behavior, the increase in response time is bounded as well. Even with
kinds of increases seen for these users, response times were usually under ten seconds.
The near-monotonic increase in the size of the search goes hand-in-hand with a nearmonotonic increase in the average number of explanations produced for each accepted
utterance. Where exactly is the ambiguity coming from? The users do introduce some
lexieal ambiguity into their idiosyncratic grammars, but lexical ambiguity contributes
primarily to small, local increases in the size of the search space. As paths representing
the correct constituents arc JOINed, the Maximal Subsequence Heuristic eliminates
useless alternative paths which, in turn, keeps the effects of lexical ambiguity from
propagating very far up the Agenda.
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Grammarafter Number of non-deviant Average number of
session(0
sentences
states to accept
G(0)
9
18.0
G3(1)
21
30.3
03(2)
28
30.8
G3(3)
71
34.6
G3(4)
83
46.7
G3(5)
92
44.6
G3(6)
93
44.2
03(7)
103
43.2
03(8)
109
43.6
03(9)
112
43.3

Average number of
roots produced
1.0
1.1
1.5
1.4
2.1
2.1
2.1
1.9
1.9
2.0

Figure 9-10: The change in the cost of parsing User 3's sentences
at Deviation-level 0 as a function of grammar growth.

Grammar after Number of non-deviant
session(0
sentences
G(0)
25
G4(1)
62
04(2)
78
04(3)
95
04(4)
106
04(5)
112
04(6)
116
04(7)
116
04(8)
116
04(9)
118

Average number of
states to accept
21.0
28.0
30.9
37.3
36.9
38.8
40.2
40.2
40.2
40.7

Average number of
roots produced
1.0
1.1
1.3
1.3
1.3
1.3
1.3
1.3
1.3
1.5

Figure 9-11: The change in the cost of parsing User 4's sentences
at Deviation-level 0 as a function of grammar growth.

Most of the increase in ambiguity comes from adaptation to deletion deviations. As the
user's language becomes incre_asingly terse, the system builds forms in which the content
words that correspond to critical differences between strategies are deleted. As a result,
there is an increase in the number of comtituents that are satisfied by each segment; the
increase propagates to each level of the Agenda and, eventually, to the root nodes
themselves.
Consider as a simple exmnple what happens ff the user drops both a marker and a head
noun (a common occun-ence). From that point on, every sentence indexing the derived
components produces multiple roots: "Schedule 7 pxn. on June 4 with John" produces
two effectively equivalent roots if neither a meetingwd nor an hourmkr is required by
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the granm3ar. One tree contains "7 p.m.,, as a normal unmarked prenominal constituent
in the meefingform strategy with the meetingwd deleted. The second tree explains the
sametirnc
segmentasa postnominal
constituent
usingbothofthecomponentsderived
by
deletions. If the marker for the date is also optional in the adapted grammar (another
common occun_nce), and we change the sentence slightly to, "Schedule 7 p.m. June 4
with John," then four roots result from the obvious combinatorics (unmated prenominal
versus marked postnominal for each modifier). If the user has derived forms for more
than one type of groupgathering, each of which has the head noun deleted (a slightly
less common occurrence), the same sentence will produce four roots for each
groupgathering that can be recognized without its head noun. Similar problems arise
when the user relies on derived forms without verbs.
The third question we posed at the beginning of the section concerns the effectiveness
of competition as a method of controlling grammar growth. Competition allows the
system to postpone choosing among alternative sets of adaptations that explain the same
deviations. Thus, the issue of grmmnar growth is related to but not identical to increased
ambiguity. Competitions arise from ambiguities already present in the _
the
purpose of competition is to keep those ambiguities from proliferating exponentially via
further adaptations.
What do we mean by the "effectiveness of competition?" In short, we want to know
whether competition allows the system to eliminate all but one subset of explanations
from a set of effectively equivalent adaptations. The reoccurrence of a competitor is
necessary but not sufficient to resolve a competition; it is possible for all competitors to
succeeA when any one succeed. If competition is a useful mechanism then it provides
the system with a way of choosing among alternatives, favoring components that explain
an idiosyncratic constituent in more than one context. We consider competition harmful,
however, if most competitors arc preserved even with repeated use; under these
circumstances, it would have been less costly to have the system choose arbitrarily
among the initial set of alternative adaptations.
Figure 9-12 displays the relevant competition values for users in the Adapt condition.
With the exception of User 4, most of the competitions that had a chance to be resolved
were resolved the next time a competitor was requix_ to understand a sentence. For User
4, subsequent uses of competitors generally occurred in utterances that were strueunally
identical to those that gave rise to the competition initially. As a result, all explanations
succeeded repeatedly and the competition remained unresolved.
Considering Figures 9-8 through 9-12 together, we conclude that although competition
is fairly successful at stopping the exponential proliferation of existing ambiguities, some
additional mechanism for removing ambiguity would be useful as well (see Chapter 11
for further discussion).
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User
User
User
User

1
2
3
4

Number resolved
competitions
0
1
7
1
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Number of competitions
left unresolved
1
5 "
10
4

Number left unresolved
with chance to resolve
0
1
2
4

Figure 9-12: Controlling grammar growth by preserving only the most useful
explanations for deviatiom through competition.

The final question we posed at the beginning of the section concerns across-user
variability. Recall from Chapter 3 that a strong argument can be made in favor of
adaptation at the interface ff users' grammars are truly idiosyncratic. With high
variability in preferred expression across users, a single grammar capable of
understanding all users actually penalizes each individual user during search for forms
she does not use. Although the simulation resulted in little overlap among the users' final
grammars, one could argue that the perceived idiosyncracy was an artifact of the hiddenoperator's freedom when generalizing the derived form. CHAMP's uniform adaptation
and generalization mechanism provides the oppommity to examine across-user
variability in a more meaningfi_ way.
We attain a quantitative measure for idiosyncracy by examining the acceptance rate for
each user's utterances under her own and each of the other users' final grammars (Figure
9-13). If each final grammar accepts approximately the same language, then there should
be no significant difference in the acceptance rates. In contrast, Figure 9-13 clearly
demonstrates a wide range of variability: User 3's final grammar is able to parse 59% of
User l's sentences, but User 4's final grammar can parse only 14% of the utterances from
User 3. Observe that in no instance did the grammar for another user come close to the
performance of the user's own final grammar. Taken in conjunction with the high
acceptance rates by each user's idiosyncratic grammar, we conclude that the method of
adaptation and generalization realized in CHAMP is adequate to accommodate the very
real variability in preferred expression
that exists across users.

9.1.5. Adaptive

versus Monolithic

Performance

To what degree did the size of CHAMP's kernel grammar affect the analyses in the
previous section? Did we stack the deck in favor of adaptation by choosing a small
kernel? It could be argued that with a larger grammar, learning might not be necessary at
all--whatever small mismatches exist between the user's natural language and the
system's natural language might be easily overcome by user adaptation. Even across-user
variability is unimportant if everyone can be understood. In short, wouldn't a monolithic,
non-adaptive grammar have peffo_
just as well?
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Applied to All Sentences of
User 1
User 2
User 3
User 4
,,

_ _
D
"_ _

o"

115/127
(91%)

72/144
(50%)

40/138
(29%)

60/130
(46%)

591127
(46%)

127/144
(88%)

151138
(11%)

74/130
(57%)

(59%)
751127

(49%)
711144

(81%)
112/138

(51%/
661130

481127
(38%)

66/145
(46%)

19/138
(14%)

118/130
(91%)

Figure 9-13: Measuring across-user variability by computing the acceptance rate for
each user's utterances under her own and each of the other users' final grammars.

The answer is no. To see why, let us build the best monolithic grammar possible for the
four users we have been studying, best in the sense that it is guaranteed to understand
every sentence understood by any of the users' individual grammars. We construct the
grammar by adding to the kernel the union of the users' final grammars minus any
redundant components. Figure 9-14 demonstrates what happens when we use the
monolithic grammar to parse the test set.

User
1
2
3
4

Average
StateSuser
37.6
59.8
43.3
40.7

Average
StateSmono
109.6
155.5
156.5
148.3

Average
Rootsuser
1.5
1.6
2.0
1.5

Average
RootSmono
7.7
8.5
9.3
7.1

Additional
sentences
4
4
1
1

Figure 9-14: A comparison of the relative costs of parsing with a monolithic
grammar versus parsing with the idiosyncratic grammars provided by adaptation.
(the last column shows the number of additional sentences for each user that
could be parsed by the monolithic grammar but not the user's final grammar).

In every instance the average number of search states examined by the monolithic
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granmmr is significantly greater than the number required by the user's idiosyncratic
grammar. Of course, we do gain the ability to understand ten additional sentences in the
test set (this occurs when adaptations learned for User i are able to parse a sentence that
was rejected for User j_. The trade-off hardly seems favorable, however.
User 1 would
find a three percent increase in the number of her sentences understood by the interface
(4/127) at a cost of almost three times the search. User 2 also receives about a three
percent increase (4/144)

at a cost of about two and a half times the search. User 3 and

User 4 suffer the most: each receives an in_
of less than one percent in accepted
sentences but must wait through 3.6 times the amount of search.
The trade-off seems even less favorable when we consider the difference
of roots produced

under each type of system. The monolithic

in the number

static grammar produces

about five times as many roots on the average as a user's adapted grammarnfive
times
as many incorrect or redundant explanations.
Even for a system able to make the kinds
of resolution-time
sentences cannot

inferences
be resolved

that CHAMP can, a significant portion of multi-root
by inference and constraints from the databases alone.

Thus, in addition to waiting through longer searches,
to more interactions as well.
In Chapter 1 we argued from a theoretical

the users are likely to be subjected

point of view that a monolithic

approach

to

interface design must engender some degree of mismatch between the language accepted
by the system and the language employed by any particular user. The mismatch comes in
two forms: language the user prefers but that cannot be understood by the interface and
language the interface understands that is never employed by the user. In this section we
have controlled for the first kind of mismatch by guaranteeing that the monolithic
grammar could parse at least as many sentences

in the test set as could CHAMP.

Figure

9-14 shows the price paid by each user for the second kind of mismatch during every
search over those portions of the system's language she will never use. We know that we
cannot

control

for the second

kind

of mismatch

because

of the real variability

of

expression across the users in our sample. Although k may be possible to achieve the
same acceptance rate with less ambiguity in a much more carefully craf_d monolithic
grammar, the across-user variability is not going to disappear.
In contrast to the monolithic system's performance, adaptation minimizes both kinds of
mismatch without requiring inordinate skill as a granm-lar designer. By learning the user's
preferred

forms of expression

and engendering

only those mismatches

small kernel, an adaptive interface keeps the cost
proportion to the inherem ambiguity in her idiosyncratic

of understanding
language.

_luired
each

by its
user

in
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Performance

in Real User Interactions

The performance analysis in Section 9.1 seems to argue strongly in favor of an adaptive
interface design for frequent users. Still, one might argue that the sorts of interference we
needed to employ

to compare

the implementation

with the simulation,

the use of the

development set during system design, previous exposure to the entire test set during the
experiments,
and the small user sample all contributed to an exaggerated evaluation of
the system's effectiveness.

To guard against this possibility, CHAMP was tested in on-line experiments with two
new users (User 9 and User 10) performing the same task as the original users. The two
new users were drawn from the same population as the first eight (female professional
secretaries between twenty and sixty-five years of age who keep a calendar as part of
their jobs but who have no prior experience with natural language interfaces). The
experimental condition was the same as that described in Section 3.2 for the Adapt users,
including initial instructions, supplementary instructions, pictorial stimuli, and a limit of
three attempts per subtask. The kernel grammar used in the on-line experiments can be
found in Appendix A.45
The role of the hidden-operatorin the on-line experiments was reduced to adding extragrammatical markers to compensate for the lexieal extension problem before passing the
user's sentence to CHAMP. Of the 385 sentences for the new users, thirty-one (8%)
required hidden-operator intervention.
In the next three sections, we evaluate CHAMP's performance in the on-line
experiments in terms of the same measures examined for the original users. A variety of
other measures (including a response-time synopsis) can be found in Appendix C. The
analysis shows the same patterns for spontaneous inputs as it did for the modified test set
from the initial experiments. This validates our previous results and suggests that the
modifications themselves played no significant part in the system's performance. Note
also that the increase in sanvle size, albeit modest, did not introduce qualitatively
different results.

45The kernel grammar for the ex_xirnents diffex_d from the kernel grammar used to evaluate the
originaldata in two ways. V_st, a set of kernelchangeforms were addedto compensatefor the conceptual
problemof amendmentsdiscussedin Section 9.1.3. Second,the _
formrecognizing marked¢_tlendar
segments had its markerchanged from req_
to optional._
made it more likely that user preferred
forms for the show action would succeed (in the original experiments, user preferredshowforms were
usually learned by constructive inferenoe). Many subtasks X_luiredthe user to look at the calendaror
schedule before actually performingthe indicated action. Thus, makinguser showforms slightly
closer to the kemel made it less likely thatusers would be px_ventedfrom ¢_m3dngout multiple subtasks
becauseof one unacceptableform.
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of User and System Performance

The self-bounded behavior of the two new users is evident in Figure 9-15. Each user
shows the same overall decrease in the number of new constructions per interpretable
sentence as the original users, as well as the same local increase and return to
stabilization after the supplementary instructions are given.
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Figure 9-15: Self-limiting behavior in on-line experiments as measured by
the number of new constructions/the number of interpretable sentences
(shaded sessions follow the supplementary instructions to work quickly).

User 9,s behavior was particularly interesting. Despite the fact that the instructions
clearly stated that the system could not understand its own output, she insisted on using
the system's messages as a template for her own commands (User 7 had shown a less
extreme form of the same behavior). Figure 9-16 demonstrates one such episode. By the
end of her third session, User 9 had essentially bootstrapped the system to where it could
parse a terser form of its own already terse output.
User 10's natural grammar was quite different from the kernel, resulting in both a high
rejection rate and high number of new constructions on the first day. Of the ten users
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next> show schedule for June 10
Tracking...9... 13...16... 18...20...21...21 ...21...done.
JUNE 10

10:00am- 12:00prn MEETING in/at OFFICE with AISYS

Ok, done.
next> cancel 10:00am Meeting in/at Office with AISys June 10
Twing to understand IN/AT. Does it refer to a/an:
(0) DATE, (1) TIME-INTERVAL, (2) SINGE-TIME, (3) PARTICIPANT,
(4) LOCATION, (5) SUBJECT, (6) GENERAL-TOPIC,
(7) none of these? [give number]: 7
Tracking... 16...28...37...41 ...49...50...50...50...done.
Tracking...52...54... 61...67... 79...82... 82...82...done.
Do you want:
to delete: JUNE 10
[y orn] y

10:00am - 12:00pm MEETING in/at OFFICE with AISYS?

Creating LOCMKR f_om IN/AT via SUBST
Ok, done.
Figure 9-16: An example of User 9's tendency to formulate her utterances based on
CHAMP's output ("Tracking" shows the node count at each Agenda-level and
deviation-level. It was a device to keep the user's attention focused during search.)
studied, however, she was by far the most adaptive and rapidly settled into a comfortable
mix of kernel forms and derived forms. In fact, at the end of her third session, User 10
commented that she found it more nat_al to use a form she believed the system would
understand than to use an altemative form that she preferred but that she believed the
system could not understand. Figure 9-15 demonstrates that CHAMP was doing a
significant amount of learning despite User 10's belief that only she was adapting.
As was the case with the original users, both of the new users finished most of the
subtasks in the experiment. On three occasions a new user was unable to effect the
correct change to the calendar due to the system's incorrect inferences (twice for User 9,
once for User 10). User l0 was also stopped once by the Maximal Subsequence
Heuristic. She was the only user to have sentences rejected for this reason (three
sentences corresponding to one subtask). The exact cause of the rejections is explained
by Figure 5-13. Except for a slight increase after the supplementary instructions were
given, each new user also showed a steady decrease in the number of utterances per task
over time as her natural language and her adapted t,_m_ar converged.
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9.2.2. Analysis of Rejections
Extrapolating from the analysis of rejected sentences for users in the original Adapt
condition, we expect CHAMP to reject about twice as many sentences as the model
considers unparsable. Figure 9-17 confimas the prediction. Eight percent of the new test
set was either too deviant with respect to the grammar current at the time of use or
corresponded to meanings that conflicted with information in the database at that time.
CHAMP rejects an additional eight percent of the test set for implcrnentation-dependent
reasons.

Reason for reiection
Deviance or resolution-time conflict
Implementation
Operator
User

% of test set
31/385 (8%)
29/385 (8%)
4/385(1%)
10/385 (3%)

Total:

74/385 (20%)

Figure 9-17: Apportioning the blame for rejected sentences in the on-line experiments.

In addition, four sentences were rejected because the hidden-operator failed to notice
occasions of lexical extension. The ten rejections attributed to the user represent cases
where CHAMP produced the correct interpretation of the sentence typed, but the user
rejected the interpretation during resolution.
Usually this meant that the user had
misunderstood the stimuli, but occasionally she had simply changed her mind about what
to add to the calendar.
Figure 9-18 breaks down the implementation-dependem rejections by cause. The largest
subgroup is formed by sentences in unreachable portions of the user's language space.
These deviations cannot be learned because each one tries to introduce a subconstituent
into a formclass that does not expect it. We saw an example of an unreachable deviation
for User 10 in Section 8.5: "Change June 11 NY to Pittsburgh from flight 82 to flight
265" (U10S 120). Since no kernel form expects a full flight object in the source ease of a
source-target pair, CHAMP cannot understand the segment "from flight 82." Further,
CHAMP cannot learn to understand the segment tmcause the system adapts only in the
presence or absence of expected categories. Were the system extended to include
constructive inference, however, each of the fourteen unleamable deviations would be
within reach.
Overall, the pattern of rejections for the new users conforms to the pattern we saw in the
original test set. In a perfect implementation of the model, the average acceptance rate for
user utterances is about 92%. Given the constraints on understanding imposed by the
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Reason for rejection
Unleamable deviations
Maximal Subsequence Heuristic
Single Segment Assumpdon
Recovery-time constraints
Incorrect inferences

% of test set
14/385 (4%)
3/385 (<1%)
3/385 (<1%)
6/385 (2%)
3/385 (<1%)

Total:

29/385 (8%)

Figure 9-18: A breakdown of the causes of implementation-dependent rejections.
design choices in CHAMP, acceptance falls to about 84%. A significant portion of the
implementation-dependent rejections could be reversed by the addition of constructive
inference to the system.

9.2.3. Analysis of the Utility of Adaptation

and Generalization

Measurements other than rate of acceptance show the same patterns for the new users
versus the original users as well. If we compare Figure 9-7 with Figure 9-19, for
example, we find that the learning effects for Users 9 and 1O are comparable to the
learning effects for Users 1, 2, 3 and 4: an average increase via adaptation of 78% for the
new users and an average increase of 72% for the original users. Notice that CHAMP did
quite a bit of learning for User 10 despite her behef that she was doing all the adapting.

G
kernel

G
yinat

User 9

User 10

20/212
(9%)

19/173
(11%)

192/212
(91%)

148/173
(86%)

Figure 9-19: The effectiveness of learning as measured by the increase in the
number of utterances understood for each new user via adaptations.

In Section 9.1.4 we defined a measure called the "bootstrapping constant" to reflect the
utility of each learning episode. To compute the constant we divide the number of
utterances brought into the grammar by adaptation by the number of learning episodes.
The values for Users 1, 2, 3, and 4 were 3.3, 2.7, 2.3, and 3.7, respectively. The constants
were somewhat higher for both Users 9 and 10:5.7 and 5.6, respectively.
Another measure we examined for the original users was the rise in ambiguity in the
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granmmr over time due to adaptation. Figures 9-20 and 9-21, like Figures 9-8 through
9-11, show that as more of the user's language is brought into the grammar, more work is
required to understand each utterance at Deviation-level 0. The trade-off is extremely
favorable for User 10 (Figure 9-21): she gains almost eight times as many accepted
sentences with virtually no increase in search. The trade-off is less favorable for User 9
(almost a factor of ten increase in the number of her sentences accepted at a cost of about
six times the search) but is still within the general trade-off ratios seen among Users 1,2,
3, and 4.

Granmmr after Number of non-deviant Average number of
session0_
sentences
states to accept
G(0)
20
13.0
G9(1)
99
29.6
G9(2)
155
54.9
G9(3)
171
65.9
G9(4)
171
65.9
G9(5)
183
68.8
G9(6)
188
76.7
G9(7)
189
77.2
G9(8)
189
77.2
G9(9)
192
80.9

Average number of
roots produced
1.1
1.1
1.9
2.3
2.3
2.3
2.5
2.5
2.5
2.6

Figure 9-20: The change in the cost of parsing User 9's sentences
at Deviation-level 0 as a function of grammar growth.

Of all the users, User 9 shows the largest increases in both the average amount of search
required to accept and the average number of explanations produced for each accepted
sentence. The reason is simple: her idiosyncratic grammar included derived forms
omitting almost every content word in the kernel. Specifically, by the end of session
three she had successfully dropped most mazkers for postnominal cases, three of the four
verbs, and two of the four groupgathering head nouns (not to mention a few other, less
easily characterizable deletions). As a result, almost every sentence she typed in the last
seven sessions that was not a request to see the calendar or airline schedule created at
least two effectively equivalent meanings. Whatever markers she had not dropped by
session three were eliminated after the supplementary instructions were given for session
six. On the last day the simple sentence, "Dinner June 24 with Allen," created twelve
roots at Deviation-level 0. A different decomposition of the kernel grammar into
formclasses and forms would have had an enormous effect on the rise in ambiguity for
this user without reducing the number of sentences accepted. The relationship between
kernel design, adaptation, and ambiguity is discussed further in Chapter 10.
Evaluation of the protocols for the new users reveals nothing unexpected with respect to
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Grammar after Number of non-deviant Average number of
session(0
sentences
states to accept
G(0)
19
40.4
G10(1)
121
37.7
G10(2)
131
38.2
G]0(3)
135
40.3
G10(4)
142
42.3
G10(5)
142
42.3
G10(6)
144
40.7
G10(7)
147
42.8
G10(8)
148
45.8
G10(9)
148
45.8

Average number of

rootsproduced
1.1
1.6
1.7
1.7
1.7
1.7
1.7
1.7
1.7
1.7

Figure 9-21: The change in the cost of parsing User 10's sentences
at Deviation-level 0 as a function of grananmr growth.
CHAMP's competition mechanism. Figure 9-22 shows that most of the competitions that
had a chance to be resolved were resolved the next time a competitor was required to
understand a sentence.

User 9
User 10

Number resolved
competitions
3
1

Number of competitions
left unresolved
5
2

Number left unresolved
with chance to resolve
2
1

Figure 9-22: Corrrpetition results for Users 9 and 10.

The final measure described for Users 1, 2, 3, and 4 was across-user variability. We
found a significant variation among the final grammars of the original users by
examining the rateof acceptance for each user's sentences under her own final grammar
and the final grammars of the others. Figure 9-23 shows the results for the same
computation for Users 9 and 10.46 The two grammars overlap by about half; as in Figure
9-13 the explanatory power of a user's individual grammar far outweighs that of another
user.

_]¢e do not me.asu_ the new sentences with the original users' grammars or the original sentences with
the new users' grammars because of differences in the kernels under which each set of sentences was
accepted. The differences in the lmrnel would show up as in_
variability, biasing the results in
adaptation's favor.
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Applieadto All Sentences of
User 9
User 10
im

92/212 87/173
_
_D
._ _

(91%)

(50%)

120/212

148/173

(57%) (S6%)

Figure9-23:Measuringacross-user
variability
forUsers9 and I0by computingthe
acceptance rate for each user's utterances under her and the other user's final grammar.

9.2.4. Adaptive versus Monolithic

Performance

Given the results for across-user variability, it is not surprising that a comparison of
monolithic versus adapted performance for the test set from Users 9 and 10 reafffm_s our
previous conclusions. Figure 9-24 displays the increase in both search and the number of
explanations producexl under a monolithic grammar built from the union ofthe kemel and
the fmal grammars of Users 9 and 10 with redundant components removed.

User
9
10

Average
StateSuser
80.6
45.8

Average
StateSmono
96.7
68.2

Average
RootSuser
2.6
1.7

Average
RootSmono
2.6
3.4

Additional
sentences
0
0

Figure 9-24: A comparison of the relative costs of parsing with a monolithic
grammar versus parsing with the adapted grammars for Users 9 and 10
(the last column shows the number of additional sentences for each user that
could be parsed by the monolithic grammar but not the user's final grammar).

User 9 would notice little difference between interactions with a monolithic grammar
and those with CHAMP. User 10, on other hand, would notice some difference, primarily
in the number of interactions required to resolve the extra explanations produced by the
monolithic interface. Most of the extra work required to accept User 10's sentences is
contributed by User 9's grammar. In other words, in a monolithic design, User 10 must
pay for User 9's idiosyncracy.
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9.3. Summary
In total, CHAMP has been tested on 1042 utterances most of which represent
unmodified spontaneous input by frequent users whose profession includes calendar
scheduling as part of its duties. The full test set of 1042 sentences is given in Appendix B
(with modifications indicated). We found no qualitative differences between CHAMP's
performance for utterances in the original test set (gathered by simulation of the model)
and the system's performance for spontaneous utterances from on-line interactions. The
results of evaluating the interface can be summarized as follows:
1. CHAMP is able to understand about 84% of each user's utterances using
error recovery, adap_on,
and generalization to learn their idiosyncratic
forms of expression. 47 This rate of acceptance was adequate for users to be
able to accomplish the task.
2. CHAMP's acceptance rate is about eight percent lower than that predicted
by the model for the same set of utterances. The difference is caused
primarily by deviations that require the system to introduce a new
subconstiment into a context that does not expect it. CHAMP's current
understanding process can adapt only in the presence or absence of
expected categories. Extending the system to include constructive inference
would solve the problem.
3. Design choices such as the Single Segment Assumption, the Maximal
Subsequence Heuristic, and the use of recovery-time constraints had only a
small effect on CHAMP's acceptance rate. Given their power to constrain
search, we consider these mechanisms to have been good solutions to some
of the problems that arose in trying to realize the model computationally.
The lexical extension problem, on the other hand, remains an open issue
that cannot be ignored.
4. CHAMP's mixed liberal-conservative adaptation mechanism combines
with generalization through the Formclass Hierarchy to learn the user's
language effectively. The cost of leaming is an increase in ambiguity in the
current grammar. The increase seen in CHAMP reflects, in part, the
inherent ambiguity in the user's idiolect. The remainder of the added
ambiguity, however, comes from the decomposition of the initial
experimental grammar into the particular set of formclasses and forms
chosen for the kernel. Although competition keeps the effects of ambiguity
from proliferating, and response times for most utterances were in a
reasonable range, a better understanding of the relationship between kernel
design, adaptation technique, and the rise in ambiguity would be
worthwhile.
5. Given the chance to use their own nanwal language, users will manifest

47The average value of 84% reflects asymptotic behavior of the system over nine sessions. For Users 5
and 7 (see Appendix C), the acxeptance rates are much lower because the number of sessions was low
(three and five, respectively). The asymptotic value is a mine reasonable measure of performance given the

users' naturallyself-boundedlinguisticbehavior.
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significant variability in their preferr_ forms of expression for the same
task. An adaptive interface like CHAMP accommodates this variability
more efficiently than a monolithic, static design.
By the end of Chapter 3, we had proven all but one of our theoretical hypotheses:
H3: The Fixed Kernel Hypothesis: The kernel granmaar for an adaptive
parser need contain only a small set of system forrnsmin general only one form
of reference for each meanin_
domain action and object. Any user can be
understood by then extending the grammar as a direct result of experience with
the individual, using the paradigm of deviation detection and recovery in a
least-deviant=fn_t search.
Since we have shown that one adaptiveinterface design, CHAMP, is adequate to capture
within-user consistency and accommodate across-user variability, we now conclude that
the Fixed Kernel Hypothesis is proven as well.
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Critical Issues

Despite the evaluation's clear demonstration of the usefulness of adaptation at the
interface, both theoretical and practical problems remain. The discussion in this chapter is
offered as a kind of friendly warning to others interested in adaptive language acquisition
for spontaneously generated input. The issues raised here are probably inherent in
learning from real user interactions; regardless of the model you choose or the
implementation you design, these problems are not likely to go away. The best one can
do under such circumstances is to try to understand the tradeoffs involved in each issue
and find the appropriate balance within one's particular framework.

10.1. The Effect of Kernel Design on Learning
The tenor of the discussion in Chapter 8 suggests that the choice of adaptation
mechanism is the only variable affecting generalization. In reality, the structure of the
kernel grmmnar is crucial as well.
The structural bias in CHAMP's kernel is toward undergeneralizafion. Consider the
caseoftransposition
overthekernel
changeforms.
EachofACI3, ACT4, andACT5 isa
changeformwhichmay contain
an introductory
adverbial
phrasespecifying
thetimeor
dateofthechangeaction
(seeFigure10-1).
Despite
sharing
steps
701,702,and703,the
threestrategies
nevertheless
use different
stepstoseekthesourceand target
objects
of
the change. Because the three forms contain critical differences, an utterance that
succeeds via one form cannot succeed via the others. Thus to learn to transpose one of the
introductory adverbial phrases under every change context requires a separate deviant
utterance--a separate learning episode--for each form. Many of the learning episodes in
later sessions of the users' protocols reflect this particular source of undergeneralization.
Critical differences exist across formclasses too. Strategies in addforms and those in
deleteforms contain critical differences with respect to each other and with respect to the
members of changeforms as well. Still, each addform and each deleteform may be
introduced by the same adverbial phrases as ACT3, ACT4, and ACT5. Again, each
critically different form will require its own positive example to learn what could be
considered
a shared
adaptation.
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ACT3
strategy (701 702 703 706 709 711 799)
mode (706 709 711)
unodes ((701 702 703))
modes ((701702))
701: class m-hourforms
702:class
m-intervalfroms
703:class
m-dateforms
706:class
changewd
709:class
m-d-ggforms
710:class
m-<l-slofforms
711:classstpforms
723: class
targetmkr
724: class m-i-ggforms
799: classeosmlcr

ACT4
strategy
(701702 703706710 799)
mode (706710)
unodes((701702703))
modes ((701702))
ACT5
strategy (701 702 703 706 709 723 724 799)
mode (706 709 723 724)
unodes ((701 702 703))
modes ((701 702))

Acr345
strategy (701 702 703 706 709 710 711 723 724 799)
mode (706 709 710 723 724)
tmodes ((701 702 703))
mnodes ((701 702) (709 710) (711 710) (723 710) (724 710) (723 711) (724 711))

23

7

02 e

703

_. 7

_

_i_

a

®®
Figure 10-1: Three equivalent representations of the kernel change.forms ACr3,
ACT4, and ACT5: as they appear in CHAMP, merged into a single case_me, and as a
shared, annotated graph s_.
The graph is constmc_ by joining _
representing
strategy steps with tmlabelled nodes. Variations on a straight path through the graph are
signalled by control nodes ("u"= unordered, "r"- required, "m"= mutually-exclusive).

There are at least two ways to eliminate the bias toward undergeneralization
in
CHAMP's
kernel. First, we could add a mechanism
to adaptation that explicitly
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compensates for the bias. Such a mechanism might, for example, look for all forms
sharing the deviant step and then try to perform the same adaptation for each form. This
approach would leave intact the search control provided by critical differences.
Alternatively, we could redesign the kernel so that all forms in a formclass are merged
into a single form using mutual-exclusivity relations. 48 ACT345 in Figure 10-1
demonstrates how this approach would affect ACT3, ACT4, and ACT5 within the
caseframe representation. ACT345 trades the search control provided by critical
differences for the inclusion of more of the gr'amnar in the adaptation context when the
strategy succeeds. The bottom portion of the figure shows the representational shift that
is the logical conclusion to the suggested redesign: the Formclass Hierarchy as a set of
embeddable, shared, annotated graph structures, reminiscent of ATNs [64]. In this view,
graph links correspond to strategy steps, while the parsing strategy itself corresponds to
following a path through the graph subject to the controls represented by the arrows.
Control arrows emanating from a node labelled "r" point to required links on the path
just as the mode field captures the required steps in the strategy list. Similarly, control
arrows emanating from a "u" node point to links that may be unordered and those
emanating from an "m" node point to mutually-exclusive links.
By bringing more of the granamar into the adaptation context---either explicitly at
adaptation-time or through restructuring the kemel----both solutions clearly run the risk of
overgeneralizing. In fact, either mechanism may derive components that increase search
but serve no useful function in the grammar. Consider the case of a transposed step
shared by ACT3, ACT4, and ACT5. In CHAMP's kernel, the utterance that suc_
via
the transposition satisfies only one of the critically different forms. The order of the
constituents in the utterance determines the new order of the strategy steps in the derived
form. If we want to generalize across the formclass during adaptation, however, we must
create new orderings for the other forms as well. Without an utterance containing the
critically different constituents we have no way to dictate the ordering of the deviant step
with respect to the steps seeking those unsatisfied constituents. Our only choice is to rely
on some general method of reasoning (analogy, for example) to determine the orderings.
Unless the reasoning method is fairly clever, however, the derived components it creates
for the forms that did not actually succeed may never correspond to a structure produced
by the user. In essence, we will have created exactly the kind of mismatch between the
system's grammar and the user's grammar that we were trying to avoid by moving from a
monolithic to an adaptive interface design.
The example teaches a simple lesson: any representation of the grammar biases what is

_The idea canbe carriedfurther,mergingall the fomasthat sharea step, for example,or even all the
formsatthe sameAgenda-level.
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learned from a single event. In building CHAMP, we made a conscious choice not to try
to compensate for the kind of undergeneralizafion created by the kernel design. In
general, the grammar design in any system that has fixed grmmnatical categories in fixed
relations to each other will involve a similar choice.

10.2. The Effect of Kernel

Design

on Search

In an ideal implementation, the rise in ambiguity in an adapted grammar over time
would reflect only the ambiguity inherent in the user's idiosyncratic language. In Chapter
9 we saw that CHAMP's performance is not ideal: the decomposition of the kernel
grammar into a particular set of forms and formclasses contributed significantly to the
rise in ambiguity in most of the users' adapted grammars.
To review the example presented in Chapter 9, we assume that previous interactions
with the user have created both a derived form deleting the head noun in a meetingform
(GGI') and a derived form deleting the hour marker in an m-hourform (HR0'). Under
these circumstances the sentence "Schedtde 7 p.m. on June 4 with John" produces two
effectively equivalent roots. One tree contains "7 p.m." as a normal unmarked
prenominal constituent in GGI' using the kernel u-hourform, HR1. The second tree
explains the same time segment as a postnominal constituent in GGI' using the derived
m-hourform, HR0'. If the marker for the date is also optional in the adapted grammar,
and we change the sentence slightly to, "Schedule 7 p_m. June 4 with John," then four
roots result: unmarked prenominal versus marked posmominal for each modifier. If the
user has derived forms for more than one type of groupgathering, each of which has the
head noun deleted, the same sentence produces four roots for each groupgathering that
can be recognized without its head noun. The ambiguity that results from these simple
deletions occurs because the combined effect of the adaptations eliminates the critical
differences "between formclasses. When neither the head noun nor the postnominal
marker is rexluired, an unmarked time segment legitimately serve two roles in the
grammar without deviation: as a u-houri'arm and as an m-hourform.
The examples demonstrate how an interaction between adaptation and the kernel
representational choices for noun phrases and prenominal and posmominal modifiers
leads to ambiguity. Note that the combinatoric effect of even a small number of such
deletions can be quite expensive at higher deviation-levels.
contain the additional deleted date marker, for example,
Deviation-level 1 is likely to include a path that follows
deviation-level we search as if the grammar contains
compensate for the hypothesized deviation.

Even if a granmaar does not
a search that expands to
that interpretation; at each
derived components that

Although we have shown only one set of examples, there were other kernel choices that
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led to similar interactions. While it is difficult to assign the blame to any one choice,
there is no question that part of the rise in ambiguity seen in the users' grammars stems
from these interactions rather than the ambiguity inherent in the users' idiolects.
In CHAMP, combinations of adaptations can interact to e"hminate critical differences
among forms and formclasses. The lesson is that an aspect of the knowledge
representation that significantly controls search under some circumstances can be
transformed by the adaptation mechanism into a source of increased search under other
circumstances. In general it is important to make certain that the usefulness of the
components we derive is proportional to their cost, but it may be that any seemingly
efficient grammar organization can be made less efficient by the effects of adaptation.

10.3. The Effect of Search

Constraints

on System

Predictability

CHAMP contaim features other than critical differences that also help to control search:
the Maximal Subsequence Heuristic, the Single Segment Assumption, and the various
constraints that are applied at the different stages of processing (segmentation-time, bindtime, and so on). The performance evaluation in Chapter 9 showed that the number of
sentences rejected by these features is fairly low. Given this result we might be tempted
to conclude that the features are unqualifiedly advantageous. In reality, each feature
contributes to rigid boundaries on understanding and learnability that the user may find
perplexing.
Let's consider a few examples:
• In the session during which it is first encountered U7S33 ("change ending time
from 4:00 to 4:30 for user studies lab with jill on june 11") is parsable at
Deviation-level 1. Yet the same sentence is outside User 7's final grammar. How
can this happen7 The discrepancy is caused by an interaction between the Maximal
Subsequence Heuristic and an adaptation during session five in which for is
learned as an insertion. The effect o¢ the interaction when User 7's final grammar
is run on U7S33 is to make "4:30 for user studies lab with jill on june 11"
maximal during each Parse/Recovery Cycle, with "4:30" interpreted as a
prenominal time modifier and "for" ignored as an insertion.
The maximal
sequence masks the embedded and correct interpretation of "4:30" as the target
end time. Had she typed a sentence like U7S33 after session five, User 7 might
have thought it odd that a once acceptable structure was now rejected.
• How can "June 15 3 p.m." be a segmem parsable at Deviation-level 0, when
"June 7 3 p.m." is both unparsable and unleamable with respect to every adapted
grammar? The answer is: through an interaction between the Maximal
Subsequence Heuristic and the bind-time constraint on hour. In the unlearnable
segment "June 7 3 p.m." 3 has an interpretation as a value for minutes and 7
passes hour's bind-time predicate. As a result, "7 3 p.m." becomes the maximal
subsegment, masking the embedded subsegment "3 p.m." and ultimately causing
the parse to fail. The problem does not arise for the segment "June 15 3 p.m."
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because15 doesnotsatisfy
hour'sbind-time
predicate
and thusnevercoalesces
with the interpretation
of 3 as minutes.Althoughshe was the only userto
encounterthisapparentinconsistency,
User 10 found the difference
in the
interface's responses for the relevant utterances confusing.
• When each of "Drew," "McDermott," and "speaking" is an unknown token, the
segment "'with Drew McDermott speaking about Non-Monotonic Logics"
produces an interaction with the user in which she is asked whether or not "Drew
McDermott speaking" is a member of one of the system's extendable classes. The
segment "with Drew McDermott about Non-Monotonic Logics," on the other
hand, produces an interaction referring to "'Drew McDermott" alone. The
difference
betweentheinteractions
iscausedby theSingle
SegmentAssumption.
Althoughusersquickly
learn
torespond"no" inthefirst
case,and "yes" inthe
second,theyarenonetheless
frustrated
by theunpredictability
of whichtypeof
eventwilloccurfora givenutterance.
• Any solution
tothelexical
extension
problemislikely
toexascerbate
theeffects
of
the SingleSegment Assumption.
Considerthe phrase"on the topicof NonMonotonicLogics."
To compensate
fornew usesofknown lexemesinCHAMP's
kernel,
thisphrase
mustbemarkedby thehidden-operator
prior
tosegmentation
as
follows:
<on> <the>topic
<of>Non <->MonotonicLogics.
Sincetheunbracketed
tokensarctrulyunknown and thebracketed
tokensaretreated
asunknowns,the
entire
phraseispresented
totheuserasa candidate
new instance
ofanextendable
class.
• Because of a no-tram recovery-time constraint, "'cancel class15-731" is
acceptable, but "'cancel the 15-731 class" is not. Similarly, the American date
form "<month> <day> <year>" is parsable but the common European date form
"<day> <month> <year>" is neither parsable nor learnable. In both examples, the
recovery-time constraint is necessary to prevent more circumstances under which
the Maximal Subsequence Heuristic masks the correct interpretation. To the user,
however, there is no easily inferred explanation of why some transpositions are
acceptable but others are not.

These examples demonstrate how a system may have to incorporate a tradeoff in at least
two variables that affect the user's ability to accomplish the task efficiently: response
time and the ease with which the user can predict the system's behavior. In CHAMP, the
additional search control mechanisms probably help more than they hurt, although the
user may never realize it.
10.4. The Lexical

Extension'Problem

When a word orphrasehasoneormorelexical
definitions
inthecurrent
grammar,none
ofwhichreflects
theword'smeaninginthecurr_nt
sentence,
thesystemisfacedwithan
instance of the lexical extension problem. In CHAMP, as in most expectation-driven
parsers,
when a word hasdefinitions
inthelexicon,
thosedefinitions
arcautomatically
indexedby thelyrcsence
oftheword intheinput.
Withoutsorncmechanismforignoring
the definitions that are inapplicable to the current situation, the knowledge the system
thinks it has will cause the global parse to fail.
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Examples of the lexical extension problem occur throughout the user data (see
Appendix B). During evaluation we found that an average of fourteen percent of the
utterances from all users contained instances of lexical extension. From a practical point
of view, to reject fourteen percent of a user's utterances in addition to the average of
sixteen percent already rejected by the implementation seems unreasonable. From a
theoretical point of view, note that lexical extension can be thought of as the precursor of
lexical ambiguity. Since lexical ambiguity is commonplace in natural language, we
conclude that the lexical extension problem is not one we can ignore.
Itistechnically possible to solve the lexical extension problem within our adaptive
model by brute force. When the parse fails globally, we could simply treat each token in
turn as an unknown and rcparse. If there is no case in which considering a single token as
an unknown leads to global success, then we could try pairs, triples, and so on. In other
words, we hypothesize single words as instances of lexical extension before we
hypothesize increasingly large phrases as unknowns. Of course, the brute force approach
is clearly intractable. In addition, it is doomed to produce vacuous results; most sentences
are parsable (but meaningless) if we ignore large enough subsegrnents.
Unfortunately, there does not appear to be a simple solution to the lexical extension
problem that is also computationally tractable. Some heuristics were suggested by an
analysis of the experimental data but ultimately they proved untenable. About two-thirds
of the instances of lexical extension in the user data corresponded to new uses of tokens
from closed linguistic categories (articles, prepositions, punctuation). This suggests
replacing the less ambiguous categories in the grammar with more ambiguous ones as a
partial solution. For example, we might replace the relatively restricted class datemkr
with the more general class preposition. The change permits any preposition to introduce
the date; we no longer have to worry about unanticipated, idiosyncratic use of
prepositions being unparsable in those circumstances. This solution is unsatisfactory in
CHAMP because it is extremely costly at non-zero deviation-levels. If every preposition
can mark every case, then most marked subsegments will succeed as most types of
constituents given enough deviation points.
Another pattern that emerged from the data was that most instances of lexical extension
occtm_ with respect to words in the lmmel gtmmnar;, there were relatively few
occurrences of users introducing lexieal ambiguity in their idiosyncratic vocabulary. The
pattern suggests modifying the brute force approach by relaxing kernel lexemes first (this
would include members of closed linguistic categories). This solution also proved
unsatisfactory in CHAMP because of the system's limit of two deviations. Most
sentences that contained instances of lexical extension also contained other deviations.
To increase the Maximum Deviation-level would have introduced significantly longer
response times for all rejected sentences as well as longer response times and poorer
explanations for many accepted ones.
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It is interesting to note that little is said in the literature about the lexical extension
problem. Most of the systems discussed in Section 2.5 (prior research in adaptanon)
make the explicit assumption that the lexicon contains either the applicable definition for
a word or no definition at all. The real user input collected during our experiments shows
how unreasonable that assumption is. Miller noticed the problem in the utterances for his
users [41], but had no solution for it. Zcmik's research on learning idioms [68] is the only
work that se_ms to address the lexical extension problem head on. His system, RINA,
tries to solve the problem by indexing the wrong defirdtions and then reasoning about the
semantic inconsistences those definitions produce.
In essence, RINA performs a kind of deviation detection and error recovery over its
semantic knowledge. In this respect Zemik's paradigm seems to fit in well with our own.
Unfommately, RINA incorporates the assumption that all deviations stem from semantic
errors, never from syntactic ones. CHAMP assumes the opposite: any deviation can be
explained syntactically but the semantics of the domain are fixed. Thus, to use Zemik's
approach to solve the lexical extension problem within our adaptive model would seem to
entail an exponential blow-up during search. Each time an expectation is violated we
would have to consider both syntactic and semantic causes. In addition, there is the issue
for CHAMP of the complexity of determining which semantic concepts are the
inconsistent ones. By the time the global parse has failed at Deviation-level 2, there may
be more than a thousand nodes on the Agenda. Allowed two deviation points, most
subsegments will index more than one concept. How do we decide which concepts are
legitimately indexed by deviant forms and which are erroneously indexed by instances of
lexical extension? Are there useful heuristics to help make the deternfinafion?
Zemik's work does not address the inherent complexity of the problem because the
examples he studied rarely indexed more than one suspect concept. Thus, despite
providing a direction for future work, Zcrnik's research does not guarantee a tractable
solution. The challenge to solve the lexical extension problem in real user data remains.

10.5. Summary
Each of the issues raised in this chapter represents a tradeoff along some dinaension of
what Watt, in 1968, called the "habitability" of the interface _[61] and what we, in
modem parlance, call its "user-friendliness."
The choice of kernel representation
involves balancing possible increases in response time from additional learning episodes
against possible increases in response time from additional search. Kernel design also
involves
balancing
response time duringsearch
ina tighfly-conmz_Jned
grammaragainst
response
timeduringsearch
asadaptation
negates
thoseconstraints.
The choice
ofsearch
control
mechanismsinvolves
juggling
response
time,
rejection
rate,
and predictability
in
thebehavior
oftheinterface.
Inbuilding
andusinglexical
knowledge,
thereisa tradeoff
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involvedin the powerof additionalknowledge
of that same knowledge
correct.
CHAMP

to confound

to increaseunderstandingand the power
a system that always assumes its knowledge
is

representsa singlepointin the multidimensional
space of tradcoffsjust

described.
The placcmcm and evaluation
ofotherinterfaces
inthatspaceshouldprovide
a characterization
thatsuggestsparticular
di_ctionsfor advancingthe qualityand
performance of furore natural language interfaces.
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Chapter
Conclusions

11

and Future Directions

The thesis of this dissertation is that adaptive parsing is a desirable and expediem aspect
of natural language interface design when users act in a linguistically idiosyncratic and
self-bounded manner. In this chapter we review the main results that demonslrate this
thesis and discuss future directions for research.

11.1. Main Results and Contributions
• Idiosyncratic, self-bounded linguistic behavior under conditions of frequent use.
Through both hidden-operator and on-line experiments, we demonstrated that with
frequent interactions a user limits herself to a restricted subset of forms that is
significantly smaller than the full subset of natural language appropriate to the task,
and quite different from the restricted subsets chosen by others.
• Self-bounded behavior was demonstrated by constructing a performance
graph for each user in an adaptive experimental condition. Each graph
showed decreases over time in both the number of new grammatical
constructions per utterance and the number of rejected utterances per session
(Figures 3-3, 3-4, and 9-15).
• Idiosyncracy was demonstrated by measuring overlap in the final, adapted
grammars of users whose experimental conditions shared the same kernel
grammar. To measure overlap, each user's sentences were parsed under her
own final grammar and under the final grammar of each of the other users in
her condition. The results showed both significant across-user variability and
within-user consistency: acceptance rates by other users' final grammars
ranged between eleven percent and fifty-nine percent, while acceptance rates
by users' own final grammars ranged between eighty-one percent and
mety-one percent (Figures 9-13 and 9-23).
• Adaptation, in theory. The hidden-operator experiments also demonstrated that a
model of adaptive language acquisition based on deviation detection, error
recovery, and granmaar augmentation is capable of learning different idiosyncratic
grammars with a single, general mechanism.
• Deviation detection and error recovery support a user's idiosyncratic style by
increasing the likelihood that the user's natural form of expression will be
accepted. Adaptation adds to that support by learning each explained
deviation as an extension to the grammar, the ability to continually redefine
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what is grammatical enables an adaptive interface to bootstrap itself toward a
point where the system's grmmnar and the user's grammar converge. The
success of adaptation as a learning method, in theory, was demonstrated by
the convergence shown in the users' performance graphs. As simulated by
the hidden-operator, the model was adequate to learn a number of
idiosyncratic grammars, despite significant disparities between the kernel
grammar and the pmferr_ expressions of each user.
• The simulation also demonstrated that adaptamon provides a more responsive
environment than that provided by a static interface ff the user's natural
grammar differs significantly from the system's and the user herself adapts
poorly. Given the same stimuli and a similar degree of initial deviation in her
language with respect to the kernel, a user in the non-adaptive condition was
unable to show the same improvements in her task performance as did users
in the adaptive conditions.
• Adaptation supports the transition of an individual from naive to expert user
by allowing her to develop a concise, idiosyncratic command language. This
was demonstrated when users were given the supplementary instructions to
work as quickly as possible. In response to the instructions, users tended to
employ terser, less English-like forms. The same mechanism of deviation
detection, error recovery and adaptation that had provided initial
convergence was able to incorporate the new forms into the grammar and
reestablish convergence with the user's new preferred language.
• Adaptation, in practice. CHAMP's performance for the utterances from the
hidden-operator experiments and in on-line interactions with real users
demonstrated the computational viability of the model. Evaluation of the system's
performance for a test set of 1042 sentences from eight different users showed each
of the following results:
• CHAMP's performance was comparable to that of the model with respect to
capturing within-user consistency. The performance graphs for Users 9 and
10 (Figure 9-15) clearly show the expected decrease over time of new
constructions per utterance and rejections per session. With respect to Users
1, 2, 3, and 4, differences between the performance graphs under the
simulation and the implementation were due largely to CHAMP's higher
rejection rates and the methods used to compensate for discrepancies
between the two conditions.
• In addition to capturing within-user consistency, CHAMP was able to
accommodate significant across-user variability. The idiosyncracy observed
informally after the hidden-operator experiments was validated and
quantified by the implementation.
• CHAMP rejected about twice as many utmrances as were predicted by the
model, both in the hidden-operator and on-line experiments. The model
accepted about ninety-two percent of each user's utterances while CHAMP's
average acceptance rate was eighty-four percent. Although this rate of
acceptance is well within the range of seventy-five to ninety percent
suggested by Waltz [60] as necessary for natural language interfaces, the
discrepancy between the model's rate and the implementation's
rate
indicates that there is room for improvement. An analysis of the reasons for
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rejections suggests that a significant increase in acceptance rates is possible
by extending the implementation to perform constructive inference.
• Acceptance of user utterances relied significantly on adaptation. This was
demonstrated by a comparison of acceptance rates for each user's complete
set of sentences under the kernel (from seven percent to twenty-four percent)
and under the user's final grammar (from eighty-one percent to ninety-one
percent).
•The adaptations
themselves
resulted
inonlya modestriseinambiguity
in
eachadaptedgrammar withCHAMP's competition
mechanismhelpingto
control
theincrease.
Even withtheriseinambiguity,
we demonstrated
that
performanceunder an idiosyncratic,
adaptedgrmmnar is betterthan
performanceunder a monolithicgrmmnar with the same coveragc.
Adaptation
producedsignificantly
lesssearch(thus,
better
responsetime)
and fewerexplanations
(requiring
lessuserinteraction)
thanthemonolithic
approach.
•The systemwas abletoperformeff_vely inthepresence
ofspontaneous
userinput.
No hidden-operator
intervention
was required
in ninety-two
percentof theutterances
in theon-line
experiments.
Eightpercentof the
utterances
did requireintervention
in the form of extra-grammatical
markingstosignal
instances
oflexical
extension.
Althoughno solution
tothe
lexical
extension
problemis offeredin thisdissertation,
some possible
research
pathsweresuggested
inChapterI0.
•Adaptation,
aswe have designed
and implementedit,
isa robustlearning
method;CHAMP was abletolearnverydifferent
grammars,corresponding
to very different linguistic styles, with a single general mechanism.

11.2. Future Directions
There arc no easy solutions to the problems raised in Chapter 10, each demands
extensive study. Here we present more immediate and tenable concerns: extensions to
CHAMP and future directions for our particular style of adaptive interaction.
• As mentioned in Chapter 10, the Single Segment Assmnption may be a source of
frustration to the user when an unknown phrase contains an embedded instance of
an extendable class. In the current version of CHAMP there is no way for the user
to indicate that subsegrnents within the phrase serve distinct functional roles. It
may be possible to eliminate the Single Segment Assumption by relying on user
interaction to disambiguate segmentation. A relatively straightforward extension to
the system would allow the user to designate the subsegment of an unknown phrase
that corresponded to a new instance of a known category. In this way, the user
could delineate "Non-monotonic Logics" as the true subject within the unknown
phrase "on the topic of Non-monotonic Logics." The research issue is not whether
such an extension is possible (it is), but whether users could employ it effectively.
• CHAMP's view that all deviations are created equal may be less useful than a view
that considers some deviations more deviant than others. In the current
implementation it takes one deviation point to compensate for a violated
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expectation regardless of which expectation was violated, the cost of detecting the
deviation, or the cost of explaining it. In addition, deviation is treated as strictly
additive. We are no more confident of an explanation of deviations in separate
constituents than we are of an explanation of the same number of deviations within
a single constituent. Using simple additivity over equal deviation weights, the size
of the search space and the quality of the explanations
produced at higher
deviation-levels
forces CHAMP to restrict processing to its two-deviation limit. To
break the two-deviation
barrier, the system needs a more complex method for
evaluating the effects of a deviation, based on either the cost of processing, the
credibility of the resulting explanation, or both. An important question is whether
we can increase the amount of deviance the system can tolerate, creating a more
robust and flexible interface, without compromising performance.
• The adaptation mechanism implemented in CHAMP responds only to the presence
or absence of expected constituents. As a result, we found that some portions of a
user's idiosyncratic language were unreachable. Specifically, CHAMP cannot leam
structures that can be explained only by the introduction of a subconstituent
into a
strategy not designed to expect it. The problem is clearly in the implementation,
not the model; theoretically
any set of constituents can be mapped into any other
set of constituents using the four general recovery actions. The problem stems from
the fact that insertion is not fully implemented
in CHAMP---only
meaningless
tokens may be inserted into a constituent,
not meanin_
but unanticipated
grammatical constituents.
To overcome the problem we have suggested the use of a mechanism called
constructive inference. As simulated by the hidden operator during the original
experiments, constructive inference tries to build a legitimate database operation
from the constituents that are present in the utterance. Constructive inference
would be an extremely useful though non-trivial extension to CHAMP.
To
understand the difficulties
involved, consider that when Deviation-level
2 is
exhausted there may be more than a thousand constituents from which to try to
create the intended action. We cannot afford to try all the combinations
of
constituents, nor can we assume that only the least-deviant ones or those covering
the largest portions of the utterance are correct. In addition, even ff we manage to
construct one or more legitimate database actions, how do we then construct the
new strategies to which they correspond? Since the inserted constituents carry
meaning, they cannot be ignored in the way insertions are currently ignored in
CHAMP. Yet as we demonstrated in Section 8.2, an insertion usually corresponds
to a family of hypothetical explanations any of which may represent the correct or
most useful generalization
of the stmcune of the utterance. How do we decide
which explanation to include? Could the competition mechanism accommodate the
additional burden or would the system simply collapse under the load? These are
questions that can and should be explored, although they may require significant
changes in the implementation.
• TDdng to integrate Zernik's work into our model of adaptation is important not
only as a possible way of solving the lexical extension problem, but also as a way
of further relaxing the Fixed Domain Assumption. CHAMP's only exception to the
demand of a fully and corremJy specified domain is its support of extendable
classes. Even with this concession, the assumption seems unrealistic. Is it not likely
that users are idiosyncratic in the way they think about a task as well as in the way
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they express the thought? Is it not also likely that frequent performance of a task
leads to the development of stereotypical subtasks which the user may want to
reify? In the airline domain, for example, a user might ask the system to
"Center the trip to Boston around 2 p.m."49
The actual meaning of the sentence can be paraphrased: schedule a trip arriving in
Boston around noon and leaving at about 4 p.m. (allowing the user time to get
from the airport to her meeting and back). The required concept, that of centering
a trip, is not included in CHAMP's kernel and is unlikely to be included a priori in
any scheduling interface, zThe constituents farm which such an idiosyncratic
concept could be constructed are present in the kernel, however. A system
combining the ideas in Zemik's research with our model of adaptation might be
able to learn semantic idiosyncracy in essentially the same way it learns syntactic
idiosyncracy: as deviation detection and recovery in the expectations of semantic
forms.
• As demonstrated in the experiments, adaptation offers a partial solution to the
problem of supporting the transition of users from naive to expert behavior. Others
have shown that as the naive user becomes increasingly expert in her interactions
she may want the convenience and speed usually associated only with a systemsupplied command language. An adaptive interface permits the transition to an
idiosyncratic command language as part of its natural function. Thus, despite the
general validity of the Regularity Hypothesis, we expect that over sufficiently long
periods the user's preferred language will change. In essence, we expect to see
regularity for a time followed by mild destabilization as she introduces terser
forms, followed by restabilization until, eventually, an idiosyncratic command
language develops.
Over the course of nine experimental sessions, we saw this kind of destabilization
and reconvergence only when we introduced the supplementary instructions to
work quickly. While the artificial impetus did demonstrate that CHAMP could
accommodate the transition, we did not address the problem of how to remove
obsolete forms once the new adapted grammar has stabilized. This is a crucial issue
for long-term adaptation. Since forms may be tied to domain subtasks having
irregular periodicity, it seems unlikely that a simple measure of frequency or
recency would be adequate to determine when a form has become obsolete. A more
practical measure might involve an evaluation of the degree of search constraint
versus the degree of ambiguity contributed by a form over time. As an added
benefit, the same evaluation function could supplant the competition mechanism
CHAMP currently uses, providing a less arbitrary method for learning from
multiple examples.
• Our model of adaptive language acquisition based on deviation detection, error
recovery, and grarmnar augmentation is capable of learning different idiosyncratic
grarmnars with a single, general mechanism. CHAMP implements the model using
a modified bottom-up parsing algorithm and a decomposition of its kernel grammar
into a particular easefrarne representation. As an initial adaptive interface design
CHAMP stands as a challenge to proponents of other parsing paradigms and

49Theexamplewassuggestedby someo_ whoactuallyusesthisphrasewithhis travelagenu

grammar rcpresentatiom. Could a least-deviant-first search be accomplished as
efficiently using an ATN-like representation such as the one suggested in Chapter
10? Is it possible to define processes analogous to deviation detection and recovery
in a unification-based parser? In general we must ask how systems based on other
paradigms and representations compare to CHAMP both in terms of what is
theoretically learnable and in terms of performance for the same set of test
sentences along dimensions such as rejection rate and response time.
* In Chapter 2 we referred to CHAMP's four general recovery strategies as a
linguistic weak method for problem-solving when the understanding process goes
awry. We argued that a relatively knowledge-free approach made sense in an initial
exploration of adaptive language acquisition. Yet many of the poor explanations
CHAMP produces are created because the system's recovery strategies are so
linguistically naive. It would be interesting to see what the effect on performance
would be ff we replaced CHAMP's recovery strategies with more linguistically
sophisticated knowledge. Would such a change create a more robust interface with
better response, or would it simply create more rigidity and unpredictability from
the user's point of view? To take the issue a step further, we might embed a
competence model (such as transformational grammar[10]) in the recovery
process as a way of pinpointing, and perhaps quantifying, the discrepancies
between such models and real performance.
o We demonstrated the generality of our method of adaptation both across domains
and across users. Still, a full demonstration of the model's generality demands at
least two additional tests: across tasks and across natural languages. The creation
of a new kernel for a non-scheduling task as well as the creation of a new kernel
for a different natural language (especially a non-Romance and non-Germanic
language) would undoubtedly provide additional insight into the interactions
among the design of the kernel grammar, search, and adaptation.
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Appendix
CHAMP's

A

Kernel Grammar

This appendix contains CHAMP's kernel lexicon, Formclass Hierarchy, and Concept
Hierarchy for both the calendar and travel domains. Starred entries were added or
modified before the on-line experiments with Users 9 and 10 for reasons explained in
Chapter 9. With the exception of starr_ entries, CHAMP's kernel lexicon is taken
entirely from the grammar developed for the hidden-operator experiments which were
described in Chapter 3. The Formclass Hierarchy and Concept Hierarchy were created
by combining the information in the grmmnar and domain definitions devised for the
hidden-operator experiments with experience gained from working with the development
set of utterances (eighty-five utterances from Users 1 and 2 pertaining only to the
calendar domain). During the hidden-operator experiments we relied on a small,
informal, BNF-style grammar constructed to provide a fairly minimal coverage of the
stimuli. A subset of the instances of extendable classes required by the stimuli were
chosen at random to be included in the dictionary for the experiments.

A.1. The Kernel Lexicon
;;;

VERBS

(delete #s(LEX instof deletewd domain b))
(cancel #s(L,EX instof deletewd domain b))
(add #s(LEX instof addwd domain b))
(schedule #s(LEX instof addwd domain b))
(go #s(LEX instof gowd domain t))
(change #s(LEX instof changewd domain b))
*((will be from) #s(LEX instof auxver_ivlmkr domain c))
*((will be at) #s(L
instof auxverb+ho_
domain c))
*((will be on) #s(LEX instof auxverb+datemkr domain c))
*((will be in) #s(LEX instof anxverb+l_
domain c))
*((will be with) #s(LEX instof auxverb+prtmkr domain c))
*((will be about) #s(LEX instof auxver_sbjmkr domain c))
(show #s(LEX instof showwd domain b))
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((show me) #s(LEX instof showwd domain b))
(display #s(LEX instof showwd domain b))
;;;

HEAD NOUNS

(calendar #s(LEX instof calcndarwd domain c))
(schedule #s(LEX instof calendarwd domain c))
(meeting #s(LEX instof meetingwd domain c))
(appointmem #s(LEX instof meetingwd domain c))
(class #s(LEX instof classwd domain c))
(seminar #s(LEX instof seminarwd domain c))
(meal #s(LEX instof rncalwd domain c))
(breakfast #s(LEX instof rncalwd def breakfast domain c))
(breakfast #s(LEX instof intcrvalwd def (800 *) domain c))
(lunch #s(T.EX instof mealwd def lunch domain c))
(lunch #s(LEX instof intcrvalwd dcf (1200 *) domain c))
•(dinner #s(LEX instof mealwd def dinner domain c))
(dinner #s(LEX instof intcrvalwd def (1900 *) domain c))
((airline schedule) #s(LEX instof fschedwd domain t))
(flight #s(LEX instof flightwd domain t))
(trip #s(LEX instof tripwd domain t))
;;;

SLOT IDENTIFIERS

(location #s(LEX instof locslotwd domain c))
(speaker #s(LEX instof partslotwd domain c))
(company #s(LEX instof locslotwd domain c))
(company #s(LEX instof partslotwd domain c))
(subject #s(LEX instof subjslotwd domain c))
(type #s(LEX instof gcntopslotwd domain c))
(source #s(L
instof originslotwd domain t))
(destination #s(LEX instof dcstslotwd domain t))
(arrival #s(LEX instof originslotwd domain t))
(arrival #s(LEX instof startslotwd domain t))
(departure #s(LEX instof destslotwd domain t))
(depamu¢ #s(LEX instof endslotwd domain t))
((start time) #s(LEX instof startslotwd domain b))
(Ceeginnmg time) #s(LEX instof startslotwd domain b))
(beginning #s(LEX instof startslotwd domain b))
(start #s(LEX instof startslotwd domain b))
((end time) #s(LEX instof cndslotwd domain b))
((ending time) #s(LEX instof endslotwd domain b))
(ending #s(LEX instof endslotwd domain b))
(end #s(LEX instof endslotwd domain b))
(finish #s(LEX instof endslotwd domain b))
(time #s(LEX instof timeslotwd domain b))
(time #s(LEX instof endslotwd domain b))
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(time #s(LEX instof startslotwd domain b))
(day #s(LEX instof damslotwd domain b))
;;;

LOCATION WORDS

((New York) #s(LEX instof cityname clef NY domain t))
(NY #s(LEX instof cityname domain t))
(Pittsburgh #s(LEX instof citynamc clef Pgh domain t))
(Pgh #s(LEX instof citynamc domain t))
(Chicago #s(LEX instof citynamc clef Chi domain t))
(CArl#s(LEX instof citynamc domain t))
((Carnegie Mellon University) #s(IMX instof schoolnamc clef CMU domain b))
(CMU #s(LEX instof schoolnamc domain b))
((Station Square) #s(I.,EX instof buildingname domain c))
((Station Square) #s(LEX instof tbuildingname domain t))
(airport #s(LEX instof tbuildingname domain t))
((the airport) #s(LEX instof tbuildingname domain t clef airport))
(aisys #s(LEX instof businessname domain b))
((vc incorporated) #s(LEX instof businessname domain b))
(room #s(LEX instof roomwd domain c))
(office #s(LEX instof roomname domain c))
((the office) #s(LEX instof roomname domain c def office))
;;;

TIME AND DATE WORDS

(June #s(LEX instof monthwd def 6 domain b))
(noon #s(LEX instof houmame clef 1200 domain b))
((o %apost clock) #s(LEX instof clockwd domain b))
(am #s(LEX instof daywd domain b))
((a %1_riod m %period) #s(LEX instof daywd domain b))
(tma #s(LEX instof nightwd domain b))
((p %period m %period) #s(LEX instof nightwd domain b))
;;;

PEOPLE WORDS

(dad #s(LEX instof familyname clef father domain c))
(father #s(LEX instof familyname domain c))
(John #s(LEX instof studenmame domain c))
(Anderson #s(LEX instof profname domain c))
(Newell #s(LEX instof profrmme domain c))
(vc #s(LEX instof groupname domain c))
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TOPIC/SUBJECT WORDS

((Natural Language Interfaces) #s(LEX instof gemopicname domain c))
(cogsci #s(LEX instof gentopicname domain c))
(ai #s(LEX instof gentopicname domain c))
(speech #s(LEX instof projeemame domain c))
((speech research) #s(LEX instof subjnamc domain c))
(financial #s(LEX instof subjname domain c))
(project #s(LEX instof projwd domain c))
;;;

MARKERS

(about #s(LEX instof sbjmkr domain c))
(at #s(LEX instof hrmkr domain c))
(at #s(LEX instof dephrmkr domain t))
(at #s(LEX instof arrhnnkr domain t))
(at #s(LEX instof locmkr domain c))
((arriving at) #s(LEX instof arrhrmkr domain t))
((departing at) #s(LEX instof dephrmkr domain t))
(between #s(LEX instof ivlmkr domain b))
(and #s(LEX instof ehrmkr domain b))

•

(for
(for
(for
(for
(for

#s(LEX
#s(LEX
#s(LEX
#s(LEX
#s(LEX

instof
instof
instof
instof
instof

(from #s(LEX
(from #s(LEX
(from #s(LEX
(from #s(LEX
((going from)

tmdtmkr domain c))
depdtmkr domain t))
tmhnnkr domain c))
dephrmkr domain t))
tmivlmkr domain c))

instof ivlmkr domain b))
instof sourcemkr domain b))
instof originmkr domain t))
instof dephmakr domain t))
#s(LEX instof origimnkr domain t))

(in #s(LEX instof loemkr domain c))
((instead of) #s(LEX instof sourcemkr2 domain c))
(of #s(LEX instof mnthmkr domain b))
(of #s(I.E_ instof mdobjrnkr domain b))
(on #s(LF_,Xinstof dtmkr domain c))
(on #s(I..EX instof delxltmkr domain t))
((arriving on) #s(LEX instof delxltmkr domain 0)
((departing on) #s(LEX instof clepdmakr domain t))
(to #s(LEX instof ehrmkr domain b))
(to #s(LEX instof arrhnnkr domain t))
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(to #s(LEX instof targetmkr domain b))
(to #s(LEX instof destmkr domain t))
(to #s(LEX instof dlocmkr domain t))
((going to) #s(LEX instof desar&r domain t))
(with #s(LEX instof prankr domain c))
(the #s(LEX instof defmkr domain b))
(a #s(LEX instof indefmkr domain b))
(an #s(LEX instof indefmkr domain b))
;;;

PUNCTUATION

(%colon #s(LEX instof colonsymb domain b))
(%comma #sCLEX instof commasymb domain b))
(%period #s(LEX instof eosmkr domain b))
(%questionmark #s(LEX instof eosmkr domain b))
(%hyphen#s(LEX instof
eb.nnkr
domainb))
(%hyphen#s(LEX instof
dlocmlcr
domaint))
(%hyphen#s(LEX instof
hyphensymbdomainc))
(%pound #s(LEX instof poundsymb domain t))

A.2. The Formclass
;;;

Hierarchy

MISCELLANEOUS

(gentopicforms #s(CL isa domainroot domain c cept gentopic alevel 0))
(ifgentop #s(ST isa gentopicforms strategy (15) mode (15)))
(15 #s(LN class gentopicname))
(classnumforms
#s(CL isa domairtroot domain c cept classnumber alevel 0 ig 6g-clnum res)))
(clnuml #s(ST isa classnumforms strategy (12 13 14) mode (12 13 14)))
(12 #s0-_ class number bindvar level))
(13#s(LaN
class
hyphensymb))
(14#s(LaN
class
numberbindvar
id))
(u-subjectforms #s(CL isa domainroot domain c cerptsubject alevel 1))
(subjl #s(ST isa u-subjectforms strategy (125) mode (125)))
(ifsubj #s(ST isa u-subjectforms strategy (129) mode (129)))
(125 #s(LN class tokenseq))
(129 #s0.aN class subjname))
(m-subjectforms #s(CL isa domainroot domain c cept subject alevel 2))
(subj0 #s(ST isa m-subjectforms strategy (213 214) mode (213 214)))
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(213 #s(LN class sbjmkr bindvar marker))
(214 #s(LN class u-subjectforms bindvar (subject dsubj)))
;;;

PEOPLE

(u-participanfforms #s(CL isa domainroot domain c cept participants alevel 1))
(u-groupfonns #s(CL isa u-participanfforms domain c cept group alevel 1))
(u-personforms #s(CL isa u-participantforms domain c cept person alevel 1))
(ffgroupl #s(ST isa u-groupforms strategy (114) mode (114)))
(ifgroup2 #s(ST isa u-groupforms strategy (115) mode (115)))
(ifgroup3 #s(ST isa u-groupforms strategy (116 117) mode (116)))
(ffgroup4 #s(ST isa u-groupforms strategy (150) mode (150)))
(projecmame #s(CL isa domainroot domain c cept project alevel 1))
(114 #s(LN class businessname bindvar (instance majorloc)))
(115 #s(LN class schoolname bindvar (instance majorloc)))
(116 #s(LN class projectname))
(117 #s(LN class projwd bindvar postmarker))
(150 #s(LN class groupname bindvar instance))
(ifpersonl #s(ST
(ifperson2 #s(ST
(ifperson3 #s(ST
(118 #s(LN class
(119 #s0.aN class
(120 #s(LN class

isa u-personforms strategy (118)mode (118)))
isa u-persortforms strategy (119) mode (119)))
isa u-personforms strategy (120) mode (120)))
studentname bindvar instance))
profname bindvar instance))
familyname bindvar instance))

(m-participanfforms #s(CL isa domainroot domain c cept participants alevel 2))
(,part0 #s(ST isa m-participanfforms strategy (207 208) mode (207 208)))
(207 #s(LN class prtmkr bindvar marker))
(208 #s(LN class u-participanfforms bindvar (participant dparts)))
;;;

PLACES

(u-locationforms
#s(CL isa domainroot domain c cept location alevel 1 ig (ig-loc ms)))
(ifloc2 #s(ST isa u-locatiorfforms strategy (114) mode (114)))
(ifloc3 #s(ST isa u-locationforms strategy (115) mode (115)))
(ifloc4 #s(ST isa u-locatiorfforms strategy (122 123) mode (122 123)))
(ifloc5 #s(ST isa u-locationforms strategy (128) mode (128)))
(building'forms
#s(CL isa u-locationforms domain c cept location alevel 0 ig (ig-building res)))
0oc7 #s(ST isa building-forms strategy (!33) mode (133)))
(133 #s(LN class buildingname bindvar (instance majorloc)))
(roornfonns
#s(CL isa u-locationforms domain c cept location alevel 0 ig (ig-room res)))
(loc6 #s(ST isa roomforms strategy (10 11) mode (10 11)))
(10 #s(LN class roomwd bindvar marker))
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(11 #s0.aN class number bindvar (roomnumber location minofloc)))
(122#s(LN class
buildingforms
bindvar
rnajofloc))
(123#s(I.aN
class
roomformsbindvar
minorloc))
(128#s0.aN
class
roomname bindvax
(instance
minorloc)))
(u-tdplocforrns
#s(CL isa domainroot domain t cept triploc alevel 1 ig (ig-triploc res)))
(ifloc01
#s(STisa u-triplocforms
strategy (121)mode(121)))
(ifloc02
#s(STisau-triplocforms
strategy
(114)mode (114)))
(ifloc03
#s(STisau-triplocforrns
strategy
(134)mode (134)))
(ifloc04
#s(STisau-triplocforms
strategy
(115)mode (115)))
(121#s(LN class
citynarne
bindvar
(instance
rnajofloc)))
(134#s(LNclass
tbuildingname
bindvar
(instance
majodoc)))
(citypaifforms #s(CL isa domainroot domain t cept citypak alevel 2))
(ioc00 #s(ST isa citypairfonns strategy (226 227 228) mode (226 227 228)))
(226 #s(LN class cityname bindvar (instance dorig origin)))
(227 #s(LN class dlocmkr bindvar mazker))
(228 #s(LN class
citynarne
bindvar (instance
ddest destination)))
(m-locationforms #s(CL isa domainroot domain c cept location alevel 2))
(Ioc0 #s(ST isa m-locationforms strategy (211 212) mode (211 212)))
(m-originlocforms #s(CL isa domainroot domain t cept triploc a.level 2))
(Ioc01 #s(ST isa m-originlocforms strategy (222 224) mode (222 224)))
(m-dcsflocforms #s(CL isa domainroot domain t cept triploc alevel 2))
(Ioc02 #s(ST isa m-desflocforms strategy (223 225) mode (223 225)))
(211#s0.aNclass
locrnkr
bindvar
marker))
(212#s0-aNclass
u-locationforms
bindvar
(location
dloc)))
(222#s(LNclass
originmkr
bindvar
marker))
(223#s0.aN
class
dcsmakrbindvar
marker))
(224#s(LNclass
u-triplocforms
bindvar
(origin
dorigoloc)))
(225#s0.aN
class
u-triplocforms
bindvar
(destination
ddcstdestloc)))
;;;

HOURFO_

(u-hourforms
#s(CLisadomairtroot
domainb cepthouralevel
0 ig(ig-hour
exp)))
(hrl#s(STisau-hourforms
strategy
(47 8 16)
mode (4)
rnnod_s((8 16))))
0ar2#s(STisau-hourforms
strategy
(45 6 7 8 16)
mode (4 5 6)
mnodes ((8 16))))
(4#s(LNclass
numberbindvar
hr))
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(5#s0.aN
class
colonsymb))
(6#s0-aN
class
numberbindvar
minutes))
(7#s(LNclass
clockwd))
(8#s(LNclass
daywd bindvar
dnbit))
(16#s0.aN
class
nightwdbindvar
dnbit))
(17#s0-,N
class
hournamebindvar
instance))
(m-hourforms #s(CL isa domainroot domain c cept hour alevcl 1))
(lu0 #s(ST isa m-hourfonns su'ategy (111 113) mode (111 113)))
(m-dcphrfonns #s(CL isa domainroot domain t c_t hour alevcl 1))
(dhr0 #s(ST isa m-dephrfonns strategy (130 113)mode (130 113)))
(m-arrhrforms #s(CL isa domainroot domain t cept hour alevd I))
(ahr0 #s(ST isa m-arrhrforms strategy (131 132) mode (131 132)))
(tm-hourforms #s(CL isa domaim'oot domain c cept hour alevel 1))
(hr00 #s(ST isa tm-hourforms strategy (112 113) mode (112 113)))
(111#s(LNclass
hrmkrbindvar
marker))
(130#s(LNclass
dephrmkrbindvar
marker))
(131#sfLNclass
arrhnnkr
bindvar
rnatker))
(112#s(LNclass
mahrmkrbindvar
marker))
(113#s(LNclass
u-hourforms
bindvar
(hourdshourddepdepamm_)))
(132#sfLNclass
u-hourforms
bindvar
(hourdartarrival)))
;;;

INTERVALFORMS

(u-intervalforrns
#s(CLisadomainroot
domainb ceptinterval
alevel
i ig(ig-int
exp)))
(intl
#s(STisau-intervalforms
strategy
(107108 109)mode (107108109)))
(int2
#s(STisau-intervalforms
strategy
(I10)mode (110)))
(107 #s(LN class u-hourforms bindvar starthour))
(108 #s0.aN class ehrmkr bindvar emazker))
(109 #s(LN class u-hourforms bindvar endhour))
(II0#s(LNclass
intervalwd
bindvar
instance))
(m-intervalforms #s(CL isa domainroot domain b cept interval alevcl 2))
(intO #s(ST isa m-intervalforms strategy (204 206) mode (204 206)))
(tm-intervalforms #s(CL isa domainroot domain c cept interval alevel 2))
(int00 #s(ST isa tm-intervalforms strategy (205 206) mode (205 206)))
(204 #s(LN class ivlmkr bindvar marker))
(205 #s(LN class tmivlmkr bindvar marker))
(206#s(LNclass
u-intervalforms
bindvar
(interval
dinterval)))
;;;

DATEFORMS

(u-dateforms
#s(CL isa domairtroot domain b cept date alevel I ig (ig-date ms)))
(date1 #s(ST isa u-dateforms strategy (101 102 103 105) mode (101 102)))
(date2 #s(ST isa u-dateforrns strategy (102 104 101 105) mode (101 102 104)))
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(ifdate #s(ST isa u-dateforms strategy (127) mode (127)))
(101 #s(LN
(102 #s(LN
(103 #s(LN
(104 #s(LN
(105 #s(LN
(127 #s(LN

class
class
class
class
class
class

monthwd bindvar month))
number bindvar day))
commasymb))
mnthmkr))
number bindvar year))
datename bindvar instance))

(m-dateforms #s(CL isa domainroot domain c cept date alevel 2))
(date0 #s(ST isa m-da_forms strategy (201 203) mode (201 203)))
(m-depdtforms #s(CL isa domainroot domain t cept date alevel 2))
(depdate0 #s(ST isa m-depdfforms strategy (220 203) mode (220 203)))
(tm-da_forms #s(CL isa domainroot domain c cept date alevel 2))
(date00 #s(ST isa tm-dateforms strategy (202 203) mode (202 203)))
(201
(220
(202
(203

#s(LN
#s(LN
#s(LN
#s(LN

class
class
class
class

;;;

dtmkr bindvar marker))
depdtmkr bindvar marker))
tmdmflcr bindvar marker))
u-dateforms bindvar (date ddate)))

CALSEGFORMS & AIRSEGFORMS

(calsegforms
#s(CL isa domairtroot domain c cept calseg alevel 3 ig (ig-calseg res)))
(calsegl #s(ST isacalsegfomas
strategy (301 302 303 330 331 314 315 332 333 316)
mode (330)
unodes ((301 302 303) (331 332 333 314 315 316))
mnodes ((303 316 331) (301 302 314 315 332 333) (331 332 333))))

(airsegforms

#s(CL isa domainroot domain t cept airseg alevel 3 ig (ig-flight res)))
(airsegl #s(ST isa airsegforms
strategy (302 303 361 362 358 356 357 354 355)
mode (362)
unodes ((302 303 361) (358 356 357 354 355))
mnodes ((302 356) (302 357) (303 358) (361 354) (361 355))))
(330
(331
(332
(333
(361
(362
;;;

#s0-,N
#s(LN
#s(LN
#s(LN
#s(LN
#s(LN

class
class
class
class
class
class

calendarwd bindvar head))
tm-dateforms bindvar post))
tm-intervalforms bindvar post))
tm-hourfomas bindvar post))
citypairforms bindvar pre))
fschedwd bindvar head))

SRCFORMS & TGTFORMS

(srcforms #s(CL isa domakuroot domain c))
(asrcforms #s(CL isa domainroot domain t))
(tgtforms #s(CL isa domairtroot domain c))
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(atgtforms
#s(CLisadomainroot
domaint))
(intsrcforrns
#s(CLisasrcforms
domainc ceptsource
alevel
3))
(inttgtforms
#s(CLisatgtforms
domainc cepttarget
alevel
3))
(intsrcl
#s(STisaintsrcforms
strategy
(321301)mode (321301)))
(inttgtl
#s(STisainforms strategy
(322323)mode (322323)))
(hrsrclforms
#s(CLisasrcforms
domainc ceptsourcealevel
3))
(hrtgtlforms
#s(CLisatgtforms
domainc cepttarget
alevel
3))
(hrsrc2forms
#s(CLisasrcforms
domainc ceptsourcealevel
3))
(hrtgt2fonns
#s(CLisatgtforms
domainc cepttarget
alevel
3))
(hrsrcl
#s(STisahrsrclforms
strategy
(321302)mode (321302)))
(hrtgtl #s(ST isa hrtgtlforms strategy (322 324) mode (322 324)))
(hrsrc2 #s(ST isa hrsrc2forms strategy (321 363) mode (321 363)))
.0mgt2 #s(ST isa lartgt2forms strategy (322 364) mode (322 364)))
(datesrcforms #s(CL isa srcforms domain c cept source alevel 3))
(datetgtforms #s(CL isa tgtforms domain c cept target alevel 3))
(datesrcl #s(ST isa datesrcforms strategy (321 303) mode (321 303)))
(datetgtl #s(ST isa datetgtforms strategy (322 325) mode (322 325)))
(locsrcforms #s(CL isa srcforms domain c cept source alevel 3))
0octgtforms #s(CL isa tgtforms domain c cept target alevel 3))
(locsrcl #s(ST isa locsrcforms strategy (321 304) mode (321 304)))
(loctgtl #s(ST isa loctgtforms strategy (322 326) mode (322 326)))
(partsrcforms #s(CL isa srcforms domain c cept source alevel 3))
(parttgtforms #s(CL isa tgtforms domain c cept target alevel 3))
(partsrcl #s(ST isa partsrcforms strategy (321 305) mode (321 305)))
(parttgtl #s(ST isa parttgfforms strategy (322 327) mode (322 327)))
(subjsrcforms #s(CL isa srcforms domain c cept source alevel 3))
(subjtgtforms #s(CL isa tgtforms domain c cept target alevel 3))
(subjsrcl #s(ST isa subjsrcforms strategy (321 307) mode (321 307)))
(subjtgtl #s(ST isa subjtgtforms strategy (322 328) mode (322 328)))
(gentopsrcforms #s(CL isa srcfon'ns domain c cept source alevel 3))
(gentoptgtforms #s(CL isa tgtforms domain c cept target alevel 3))
(gentopsrcl #s(ST isa gentopsrcforms strategy (321 308) mode (321 308)))
(gentoptgtl #s(ST isa gentoptgtforms strategy (322 329) mode (322 329)))

(aintsrcforms #s(CL isa asrdonns domain t cept source alevel 3))
(ainttgtforms #s(CL isa atgtforms domain t cept target alevel 3))
(intsrc01 #s(ST isa aintsrcforms strategy (321 301) mode (321 301)))
(inttgt01 #s(ST isa ainttgtforms strategy (322 323) mode (322 323)))
(ahrlsrcforms #s(CL isa asrcforms domain t cept source alevel 3))
(ahrltgtforms #s(CL isa atgtfomas domain t cept target alevel 3))
(ahr2srcforms #s(CL isa asrcfon-ns domain t cept source alevel 3))
(ahr2tgtforms #s(CL isa atgtfonns domain t cept target alevel 3))
(hrsrc01 #s(ST isa ahrlsrcforms strategy (321 302) mode (321 302)))
0mgt01 #s(ST isa ahrltgtforms strategy (322 324) mode (322 324)))
(hrsrc01 #s(ST isa ahr2srcforms strategy (321 363) mode (321 363)))
(hrtgt02 #s(ST isa ahr2tgtforms strategy (322 364) mode (322 364)))
(adatesrcfomas #s(CL isa asrcforms domain t cept source alevel 3))
(adatetgtforms #s(CL isa atgtforms domain t cept target alevel 3))
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(datesrc01 #s(ST isa adatesrcforms strategy (321 303) mode (321 303)))
(datetgt01 #s(ST isa adatetgtforms strategy (322 325) mode (322 325)))
(aloclsrcforms #s(CL isa asrcforms domain t cept source alevel 3))
(alocltgtforms #s(CL isa atgtforms domain t cept target alevel 3))
(aloc2srcforms #s(CL isa asrcforms domain t cept source alevel 3))
(aloc2tgtforms #s(CL isa atgtforms domain t cept target alevel 3))
(locsrc01 #s(ST isa aloclsrcfomas strategy (321 349) mode (321 349)))
(loetgt01 #s(ST isa alocltgtforms strategy (322 360) mode (322 360)))
(loesrc02 #s(ST isa aloc2srcfomas strategy (321 365) mode (321 365)))
(loctgt02 #s(ST isa aloc2tgtforms strategy (322 366) mode (322 366)))
(321
(322
(323
(324
(325
(326
(327
(328
(329
(360
(363
(364
(365
(366
;;;

#s(LN class
#s0.aN class
#stT,N class
#s(I.fq class
#s0.aN class
#s(I3q class
#stTaN class
#s(LN class
#s(l.,N class
#s(LN class
#s(LN class
#s(LaNclass
#s(LN class
#s(LN class

sourcemkr bindvar sma_er))
targetmkr bindvar tmarker))
u-intervalforms bindvar (target dinterval)))
u-hourforms bindvar (target dshour ddep)))
u-dateforms bindvar (target ddate)))
u-locationforms bindvar (target dloc)))
u-participantforms bindvar (target dparts)))
o-subjectforms bindvar (target dsubj)))
gentopicforms bindvar (target dgentop)))
u-triplocforms bindvar (target dorig)))
u-hourforms bindvar (source dehour darr)))
u-hourforms bindvar (target dehour darr)))
u-triplocforms bindvar (source ddest)))
u-triplocforms bindvar (target ddest)))

GROUPGATHERING

& TRAVEL OBJECT FORMS

(mrggforms #s(CL isa domainroot domain c))
(meetingforms
#s(CL isa mrggforms domain c cept meeting alevel 3 ig (ig-mrgg res)))
(ggl #s(ST isa meeting-forms
strategy (301 302 303 304 305 307 309 314 315 316 317 318 319)
mode (309)
unodes ((301 302 303 304 305 307) (314 315 316 317 318 319))
modes ((301 302 314 315) (303 316) (304 317) (305 319) (307 318))
snode (left 314 315 316 317 318 319)))
(seminarforms
#s(CL isa mrggforms domain c cept seminar alevel 3 ig (ig-mrgg res)))
(gg2 #s(ST isa seminafforms
strategy (301 302 303 304 305 308 310 314 315 316 317 318 319)
mode (310)
unodes ((301 302 303 304 305) (314 315 316 317 318 319))
nmodes ((301 302 314 315) (303 316) (304 317) (305 319))
snode (left 314 315 316 317 318 319)))
(classforms
#s(CL isa rnrggforms domain c cept class alevel 3 ig (ig-mrgg res)))
(gg3 #s(ST isa classforrns
strategy (301 302 303 304 308 311 312 314 315 316 317 318)
mode (311)
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unodes ((301 302 303 304) (314 315 316 317))
nmodes ((301 302 314 315) (303 316) (304 317) (308 312))
snode (left 314 315 316 317 318)))
(uggforms #s(CL isa domairtroot domain c))
(meal.forms #s(CL isa uggforms domain c cept meal alevel 3 ig (ig-ugg res)))
(gg4 #s(ST isa mealforms
strategy (301 302 303 304 305 307 313 314 315 316 317 318 319)
mode (313)
unodes ((301 302 303 304 305 307) (314 315 316 317 318 319))
rrmodes ((301 302 314 315) (303 316) (304 317) (305 319) (307 318))
anode (left 314 315 316 317 318 319)))
(mrtripforms #s(CL isa domainroot domain t))
(fllforms
#s(CL isa mrtripforms domain t cept flight alevel 3 ig (ig-flight ms)))
(ill #s(ST isa fllforms
strategy (301 302 303 349 350 354 355 314 356 357 358)
mode (350)
unodes ((301 302 303 349) (354 355 314 356 357 358))
modes ((301 302 356 314) (301 302 357 314) (303 358) (349 354) (349 355))
snode (left 354 355 314 356 357 358)))
(tripforms
#s(CL isa mrtripforms domain t cept trip alevel 3 ig (ig-trip ms)))
(tripl #s(ST isa tripforms
strategy (301 302 303 349 351 354 355 314 356 357 358)
mode (351)
unodes ((301 302 303 349) (354 355 314 356 357 358))
mnodes ((301 302 356 314) (301 302 357 314) (314 356) (314 357)
(303 358) (349 354) (349 355))
snode (left 354 355 314 356 357 358)))
(utripforms #s(CL isa domainroot domain t))
(fl2forms
#s(CL isa utripforms domain t cept flight alevel 3 ig (ig-flight res)))
(f12#s(ST isa fl2forms
strategy (359 350 352 353 354 355 314 356 357 358)
mode (350 353)
unodes ((354 355 314 356 357 358))
mnodes ((314 356) (314 357))
snode (left 354 355 314 356 357 358)))
(301 #s(I.aN class
(302 #s(LaN class
(303 #s(I_ class
(304 #s0.aN class
(305 #s(LN class
(307 #s0.,N class
(308 #s0-,N class
(309 #s(I.,N class
(310 #s(LN class
(311 #s(I.aN class
(312 #s(LN class

u-intervalforms bindvar (source dinterval pre)))
u-hourforms bindvar (source dshour ddep pre)))
u-dateforms bindvar (source ddate pre)))
u-locatiorfforms bindvar (source dloc pre)))
u-participanfforrns bindvar (source dparts participant pre)))
u-subjecfforms bindvar (source dsubj pre)))
gentopicforms bindvar (source dgentop pre)))
meetingwd bindvar head))
seminarwd bindvar head))
classwd bindvar head))
clasmumforms bindvar (dgentop post)))
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(313 #s(LN class mealwd bindvar (mealtyp¢ head)))
(314 #s0.,N class m-intervalforms bindvar post))
(315 #s(LN class m-hourforms bindvax post))
(316 #s(LN class m-dateforms bindvar post))
(317 #s(LaNclass m-locafionforms bindvax post))
(318 #s(LN class m-subjecfforms bindvax post))
(319 #s(LN class m-paxtieipanfforms bindvar (participant post)))
(349 #s0.,N class u-triploeforms bindvar (source dorig oloe pie)))
(350 #s(LN class flightwd bindvar head))
(351 #s(LN class tripwd bindvar head))
(352 #s(LN class poundsymb bindvar (flighmakr post)))
(353 #s(LN class numher bindvax (flighmum dfltnum post)))
(354 #s(LN class m-origirdocforrns bindvar (oloc post)))
(355 #s(LN class m-desfloeforms bindvar (destloc post)))
(356 #s(LN class m-dephrforms bindvar (departure post)))
(357 #s(LN class m-arrhrforms bindvax (arrival post)))
(358 #s(LN class m-depdfforms bindvar post))
(359 #s(LN class citypairforms bindvax (source pre)))
;;;

STPFORMS

(stpforms #s(CL isa domainroot domain c cept stp alevel 4 ig (ig-stp exp)))
(stpl #s(ST isa stpforms
strategy (406 407)
mode (407)
unodes ((406 407))
snode (fight 407)))
(astpforms #s(CL isa domainroot domain t cept stp a.level 4 ig (ig-stp exp)))
(astpl #s(ST isa astpforms
strategy (411 412)
mode (412)
unodes ((411 412))
snode (fight 412)))
(406 #sCLM class
(407 #s(LN class
(411 #s(LN class
(412 #s(LN class
;;;

sreforms bindvar source))
tgtforms bindvar target))
asreforms bindvar source))
atgfforms bindvar target))

MARKED-OBJECTS 1

(m-d-ggforms #s(CL isa domaintoot domain cccpt object alevel 4))
(dggl #s(ST isa m-d-ggforms strategy (401 403) mode (401 403) snode (all)))
(dgg2 #s(ST isa m-d-ggforms strategy (401 404) mode (404) snode (all)))
(m-i-ggforms #s(CL isa domainroot domain c ccpt object alevel 4))
(iggl #s(ST isa m-i-ggforms strategy (402 403) mode (402 403) snode (all)))
(igg2 #s(ST isa m-i-ggforms strategy (402 404) mode (404) snode (all)))
(m-calsegforms #s(CL isa domainroot domain c cept object alevel 4))
*(mcalsegl #s(ST isa m-ealseg'forms strategy (401 405) mode (405) snode (all)))
(m-d-tfipforms #s(CL isa domainroot domain t cept object alevel 4))
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(dtrip 1
#s(ST isa m-d-tripforms strategy (401 408) mode (401 408) snode (all)))
(dtrip2 #s(ST isa m-d-tripforms strategy (409) mode (409) snode (all)))
(m-i-tripforms #s(CL isa domainroot domain t cept object alevel 4))
(itripl
#s(ST isa m-i-tdpforms strategy (402 408) mode (402 408) mode (all)))
(itrip2 #s(ST isa m-i-tripforms strategy (409) mode (409) snode (all)))
(m-airscgforms #s(CL isa domairtroot domain t ccpt object alevel 4))
*(mairsegl #s(ST isa m-airscgforms strategy (401 410) mode (410) snode (all)))
(401 #stZ,N class defmkr bindvar marker))
(402 #s0.,N class indefmkr bindvar marker))
(403#s(LNclass
rrtrggforms
bindvar
(object
dggtypc)))
(404#s(LNclass
ugg'forms
bindvar
(object
dggtypc)))
(405#s0.,N
class
calscgforms
bindvar
(object
dggtypc)))
(408#s(LNclass
mrtripfon'ns
bindvar
(object
dtriptypc)))
(409#s(LNclass
utripforms
bindvar
(object
dtriptypc)))
(4i0#s0.aN
class
airsegforms
bindvar
(object
dtriptypc)))
;;;

SLOTFORMS

(slotforms #s(CL isa domainroot domain c))
(shrslotforms #s(CL isa slofforms domain c cept slot alevel 5))
(shrslotl #s(ST isa shrslofforms
strategy (518 519 503 515) mode (518 519 503 515) modes ((518 519))))
(shrslot2 #s(ST isa shrslotforms
strategy (503 511 502 515) mode (503 511 502 515)))
(chrslofforms #s(CL isa slofforms domain c cept slot a.level 5))
(ehrslotl #s(ST isa ehrslofforms
strategy (518 519 504 515) mode (518 519 504 515) modes ((518 519))))
(ehrslot2 #s(ST isa chrslotforms
strategy (504 511 502 515)mode (504 511 502 515)))
(intslofforms #s(CL isa slofforms domain cccpt slot alevel 5))
(intslotl #s(ST isa intslofforms
strategy (518 519 505 515) mode (518 519 505 515) modes ((518 519))))
(intslot2 #s(ST isa intslotforms
strategy (505 511 502 515) mode (505 511 502 515)))
(locslofforms #s(CL isa slofforms domain cccpt slot alert1 5))
(locslotl #s(ST isa locslotforms
strategy (518 519 506 515) mode (518 519 506 515) modes ((518 519))))
0ocslot2 #s(ST isa locslotforms
strategy (506 511 502 515) mode (506 511 502 515)))
(subjslofforms #s(CL isa slofforms domain c eclat slot alcvcl 5))
(subjslotl #s(ST isa subjslofforms
strategy (518 519 507 515) mode (518 519 507 515) modes ((518 519))))
(subjslot2 #s(ST isa subjslofforrns
strategy (507 511 502 515) mode (507 511 502 515)))
(partslofforms #s(CL isa slofforms domain c cept slot alevel 5))
(partslotl #s(ST isa partsloffomas
strategy (518 519 508 515) mode (518 519 508 515) modes ((518 519))))
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(partslot2 #s(ST isa partslotfomas
strategy (508 511 502 515) mode (508 511 502 515)))
(dateslotforms #s(CL isa slotforms domain c cept slot alevel 5))
(dateslotl #s(ST isa dateslotforms
strategy (518 519 509 515) mode (518 519 509 515) modes ((518 519))))
(dateslot2 #s(ST isa dateslotforms
strategy (509 511 502 515) mode (509 511 502 515)))
(gentopslotforms #s(CL isa slotforms domain c cept slot alevel 5))
(gentopslotl #s(ST isa gentopslofforms
strategy (518 519 510 515) mode (518 519 510 515) modes ((518 519))))
(gentopslot2 #s(ST isa gentopslotforms
strategy (510 511 502 515) mode (510 511 502 515)))
(aslotforms #s(CL isa domainroot domain t))
(ashrslotforms #s(CL isa aslotforms domain t cept slot alevel 5))
(shrslot01 #s(ST isa ashrslotfonns
strategy (520 521 503 516) mode (520 521 503 516) modes ((520 521))))
(shrslot02 #s(ST isa ashrslotforms
strategy (503 511 512 516) mode (503 511 512 516)))
(aehrslotforms #s(CL isa aslotforms domain t cept slot alevel 5))
(ehrslot01 #s(ST isa aehrslotforms
strategy (520 521 504 516) mode (520 521 504 516) mnodes ((520 521))))
(ehrslot02 #s(ST isa aehrslotforms
strategy (504 511 512 516) mode (504 511 512 516)))
(aintslotforms #s(CL isa aslotforms domain t cept slot alevel 5))
(intslot01 #s(ST isa aintslotforms
strategy (520 521 505 516) mode (520 521 505 516) modes ((520 521))))
(intslot02 #s(ST isa aintslotforms
strategy (505 511 512 516) mode (505 511 512 516)))
(adateslotforms #s(CL isa aslotforms domain t cept slot alevel 5))
(dateslot01 #s(ST isa adateslotforms
strategy (520 521 509 516) mode (520 521 509 516) modes ((520 521))))
(dateslot02 #s(ST isa adateslotforms
strategy (509 511 512 516) mode (509 511 512 516)))
(aorigslotforms #s(CL isa aslotfomas domain t cept slot alevel 5))
(origslot01 #s(ST isa aorigslotforms
strategy (520 521 513 516) mode (520 521 513 516) modes ((520 521))))
(origslot02 #s(ST isa aorigslotforms
strategy (513 511 512 516) mode (513 511 512 516)))
(adestslotforms #s(CL isa aslotfomas domain t cept slot alevel 5))
(destslot01 #s(ST isa adestslotforms
strategy (520 521 514 516) mode (520 521 514 516) mnodes ((520 521))))
(destslot02 #s(ST isa adestslotforms
strategy (514 511 512 516) mode (514 511 512 516)))
(502
(503
(504
(505
(506

#s(I2q
#s(LN
#s(LN
#s(I2q
#s(LN

class
class
class
class
class

m-d-ggforms bindvar obj))
startslotwd bindvar slottype))
endslotwd bindvar slottype))
timeslotwd bindvar slottype))
locslotwd bindvar slottype))
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(507 #S0.2_ class
(508 #s(LN class
(509 #s0.aN class
(510 #s0_,N class
(511 #stl_ class
(512 #s(LN class
(513 #sO.ATclass
(51'4#s(LN class
(515 #s(LN class
(516 #s(LN class
(518 #s(LN class
(519 #s(T2q class
(520 #sfLN class
(521 #s(LN class
;;;

subjslotwd bindvar slottype))
partslotwd bindvar slottypc))
dateslotwd bindvar slottypc))
gentopslotwd bindvar slottypc))
mdobjmkr bindvar marker))
m-d-tripforms bindvar obj))
originslotwd bindvar slottype))
dcstslotwd bindvar slottypc))
stpforrns bindvar stp))
astpforms bindvar sip))
mrggforms bindvar (obj dggtype)))
uggforms bindvar (obj dggl}_)))
mrtripfomas bindvar (obj du'iptypc)))
utripforms bindvar (obj dtriptypc)))

MARKED-OBYECTS2

(m-d-slotforms #s(CL isa domainroot domain c cept object alev¢l 6))
(dslotl #s(ST isa m-d-slofforms strategy (601 602) mode (601 602)))
(m-d-aslofforms #s(CL isa domainroot domain t cept object alevel 6))
(daslotl #s(ST isa m-d-aslotforms strategy (601 603) mode (601 603)))
(601 #sO.,N class defrnkr bindvar marker))
(602 #sfLN class slotforms bindvar object))
(603 #s(LN class aslofforms bindvar object))
;;;

ACTIONFORMS

(actionforms
#s(CL isa domaimoot domain b cept action alevel 8 ig (ig-act res)))
(addforms #s(CL isa actionforms domain c cept add alevel 7))
(aetl #s(ST isa addforms
strategy (701 702 703 704 708 799)
mode (704 708) unodes ((701 702 703)) modes ((701 702))))
(taddforms #s(CL isa aetionforms domain t eept add alevel 7))
(act01
#s(STisa taddforms
strategy
(713702 714704 718799)
mode ('/04 718) unodes ((713 702 714)) re_nodes((713 702))))
(act02
#s(STisa taddforms
strategy
(713702 714 715 716 717 713 702 714799)
mode (715717)unodes((716717 713 702 714))mnodes((713702))))

,

(deletefomas #s(CL isa aetionfomas domain c eept delete alevel 7))
(act2 #s(ST isa deleteforms
strategy (701 702 703 705 709 799)
mode (705 709) unodes ((701 702 703)) modes ((701 702))))
(tdeleteforms #s(CL isa aetionforms domain t eept delete alevd 7))
(act03 #s(ST isa tdeleteforms
strategy (713 702 714 705 719 799)
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mode (705 719) unodes ((713 702 714)) modes

2.41
((713 702))))

(changeforms #s(CL isa actionfonns domain c cept change alevel 7))
(act3 #s(ST isa changeforms
strategy (701 702 703 706 709 711 799)
mode (706 709 711) unodes ((701 702 703))modes ((701 702))))
(act4 #s(ST isa ehangeforms
strategy (701 702 703 706 710 799)
mode (706 710) unodes ((701 702 703)) modes ((701 702))))
(act5 #s(ST isa ehangeforms
strategy (701 702 703 706 709 723 724 799)
mode (706 709 723 724) unodes ((701 702 703)) modes ((701 702))))
*(aet6a #s(ST isa changeforms
strategy (703 709 726 732 739 740 799)
mode (709 726 732)))
*(act6b #s(ST isa changeforms
strategy (703 709 727 733 739 741 799)
mode (709 727 733)))
*(aet6c #s(ST isa changeforms
strategy (703 709 727 734 739 742 799)
mode (709 727 734)))
*(act6d #s(ST isa changeforms
strategy (701 702 709 728 735 739 743 799)
mode (709 728 735) unodes ((701 702)) modes ((701 702))))
*(act6e #s(ST isa changeforrns
strategy (701 702 703 709 729 736 739 744 799)
mode (709 729 736) unodes ((701 702 703)) modes ((701 702))))
*(act6f #s(ST isa changeforms
strategy (701 702 703 709 730 737 739 745 799)
mode (709 730 737) unodes ((701 702 703)) modes ((701 702))))
*(aet6g #s(ST isa changeforms
strategy (701 702 703 709 731 738 739 746 799)
mode (709 731 738) unodes ((701 702 703)) modes ((701 702))))
(tchangefonns #s(CL isa actionforms domain t cept change alevel 7))
(act04 #s(ST isa tchangeforms
strategy (713 702 714 706 719 721 799)
mode (706 719 721) unodes ((713 702 714)) modes ((713 702))))
(act05 #s(ST isa tchangeforms
strategy (713 702 714 706 720 799)
mode (706 720) unodes ((701 702 703)) modes ((701 702))))
(act06 #s(ST isa tchangeforms
strategy (713 702 714 706 719 723 725 799)
mode (706 719 723 725) unodes ((713 702 714)) modes ((713 702))))
(showforms #s(CL isa acrdonforms domain c eept show alevel 7))
(act7 #s(ST isa showforms
strategy (701 702 703 707 712 799)
mode (707 712) unodes ((701 702 703)) modes ((701 702))))
(tshowfonns #s(CL isa acaionforms domain t eept show alevel 7))
(act07 #s(ST isa tshowforms

strategy (713 702 714 707 722 799)
mode (707 722) unodes ((713 702 714)) mnodes ((713 702))))
(701 #s0.aN class m-hourforms))
(702 #s(LN class m-intervalforms))
(703 #s(I2q class m-dateforms))
(704 #s(I.,N class addwd))
(705 #s(I2q class deletewd))
(706 #s0-,N class changewd))
(707 #s(LN class showwd))
(708 #s(I.aN class m-i-ggforms bindvar obj))
(709 #s0-,N class m-d-ggforrns bindvar obj))
(710 #s(LaNclass m-d-slofforms bindvar obj))
(711 #s(l.,N class stpforms bindvar stp))
(712 #s(l.,N class m-calsegforms))
(713 #s(LN class m-dephrforms))
(714 #sCLN class m-depdtforms))
(715 #s0.aN class gowd))
(716 #s(LN class m-originlocforms))
(717 #s(LN class m-desflocforms))
(718 #s0.,N class m-i-tripforms bindvar obj))
(719 #s(I.aN class m-d-tripforms bindvar obj))
(720 #s(l.,N class m-d-aslofforms bindvar obj))
(721 #s0-.,N class astpforms bindvar stp))
(722 #s(LN class m-airsegforms))
(723 #s0-,N class targetmkr bindvar tmarker))
(724 #s(LN class m-i-gg-forms bindvar target))
(725 #sCLN class m-i-tripforms bindvar target))
(726 #s(I.2q class auxverb+ivlmkr bindvar tmarker))
(727 #s(LN class auxverb+hounnkr bindvar tmarker))
(728 #s(l.,N class auxvcrb+datemkr bindvar tmarker))
(729 #s(I.aN class anxverb+locmkr bindvar tmarker))
(730 #sfl.,N class auxverb+prtmkr bindvar tmarker))
(731 #s(LN class auxverb+sbjmkr bindvar tmarker))
(732 #s(LN class u-intervalforms bindvar (target dinterval)))
(733 #s(I.aN class u-hourforms bindvar (target dshour)))
(734 #s0-,N class u-hourforms bindvar (target dehour)))
(735 #s(I.2q class u-dateforrns bindvar (target ddate)))
(736 #s(LN class u-locationforms bindvar (target dloc)))
(737 #s(LN class u-participanfforms bindvar (target dparts)))
(738 #s(LN class u-subjectforms bindvar (target dsubj)))
(739 #s(LtN class sourcemkr2 bindvar smarker))
(740 #s0.aN class u-intervalforms bindvar (source dintcrval)))
(741 #s(LN class u-hourforms bindvar (source dshour)))
(742 #s(L2q class u-hourforms bindvar (source dchour)))
(743 #s(LN class u-datefomas bindvar (source ddate)))
(744#s0..N
class
u-locationforms
bindvar
(source
dloc)))
(745 #s(I2q class u-participanffomas bindvar (source @arts)))
(746 #s0.aN class u-subjectforms bindvar (source dsubj)))
(799 #s0-,N class eosmkr))
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Hierarchy

Coaction #s(CD))
(b add
#s(CD isa action
seg ((pointers addwd gowd)
(opponents deletewd showwd tmhnnkr tmivlmkx madtmkr calendarwd
fschedwd changewd locslotwd subjslotwd partslotwd dateslotwd
gentopslotwd origJnslotwd destslotwd sourcemkr targetmkx
mdobjmkr startslotwd endslotwd timeslotwd defmkr)
(turnoff deleteforms tdeleteforms showfonm m-calsegforms calsegforms
tm-damforms trn-hourforms tm-intervalforms tshowforms
m-airsegforms airsegforms changeforms m-d-slotforms stpforms
slotforms srcforms tgtforms tchangeforms m-d-aslofforms astpforms
aslotforms asrcforms atgtforms m-d-ggforms m-d-tripforms))
rec ( (no-del obj))))
(b delete
#s(CD isa action
seg ((pointers deletewd)
(opponents addwd gowd showwd _
tmivlmkr tmdunkr calendarwd
fschedwd changewd locslotwd subjslotwd partslotwd dateslotwd
gentopslotwd originslotwd destslotwd sourcemkr targeunkr
mdobjmkr startslotwd endslotwd timeslotwd indefmkr)
(turnoff addforms taddforms showforms m-calsegforms calsegforms
tm-dateforms tm-hourforms tm-intervalforms tshowforms
m-airsegforms airsegfozms changeforms m-d-slofforms stpforms
slofforms srcforms tgtfon'ns tchangeforms m-d-aslofforms
astpforms aslotforms asrcforms atgtforms m-i-ggforms))))
*(b change
#s(CD isa action
seg ((pointers changewd locslotwd partslotwd subjslotwd gentopslotwd
originslotwd destslotwd sta_lotwd endslotwd mdobjmkx
timeslotwd
dateslotwd sourcernkr
targetmkr
sourcemkr2
auxverl_ivlmkr
auxvcrb+ho_
auxverb+datemkr
auxverb+locmkr auxver_prtmkr anxverb+sjbmkx)
(opponents
addwd gowd deletewd
showwd unhnnkrtmivlmkr
trndtmkr
calendarwd
fschedwd)
(turnoff addforms tarldforms deleteforms tdeleteforms showforms
tshowforms m-calsegforms calsegforms uu-dateforms
lma-hourforrnstm-intervalforms m-airsegforms airsegforms))
rec ((no-de1 obj stp targeO (no-tin (srnarker source) (unarker target)))))
(b show
#s(CD isaaction
seg((pointers
showwd)
(opponents
addwd gowd deletewd
changewdlocslotwd
subjslotwd
partslotwd
dateslotwd
gentopslotwd
originslotwd
dcstslotwd
sourccmkr
targetmkr
mdobjmkr startslotwd
endslotwd
timeslotwd
indefmkr)
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(turnoff addforms taddforms dclcteforms tdcleteforms changeforms
m-d-slofforms stpforms slofforms srcforms tgtforms tchangeforms
m-d-aslotforms astpforms aslotforms asrcforms atgtforms
m-i-ggforms m-d-ggforms m-i-tripforms m-d-tripforms))))

Coslot
#s(CD exp (((value stp) (class slottype))
(lambda (dstp dslot)

(case dstp
(dinterval(_ &lot 'timeslotwd))
(&hour (eq &lot 'startslotwd))
(dehour (eq dslot 'endslotwd))
(ddate (eq dslot 'datcslotwd))
(dloc (eq &lot 'locslotwd))
(dparts (eq dslot 'partslotwd))
(dsubj (eq &lot 'subjslotwd))
(dgentop (eq dslot 'gentopslotwd))
(dorig (cq dslot 'originslot))
(ddest (eq dslot 'destslot)))))
rcc ( (no-del obj slonype stp) (no-trn (marker obj)))))
Coobject
#s(CD rec((no-dclobject)
(no-trn
(markerobject)(prchead)(headpost)(prcpost)))))

(bsip
#s(CD exp (((dbvar
source)(dbvartarget))
(lambda(bvsrcbvtgt)
(or (eqbvsrcbvtgt)

(and(eq'dinterval
bvsrc)
(find
bvtgt
'(dehour
dshour)))
(and(eq'dinterval
bvtgt)
(find
bvsrc'(dehour
dshour))))))
rec ( (no-del target))))
Co source #s(CD rec ((no-del source) (no-tm (smarker source)))))
Co target #s(CD rec ((no-del target) (no-trn (tmazker target)))))
(t nongg
#s(CD isa object
seg((pointers
flightwdpoundsymb tripwdtbuildingnarne)
(opponentsmcetingwd scminarwd classwdmcalwd buildingnarne
sbjrnkr
tokenseq subjnamc projectname groupname projwd studentname
profnarnefamilyname prtmkr roomwd roomname locmkr showwd
gentopicnamccalendarwdfschedwdmflmnkr trnivlmkr
tmdtmkr)
(turnoff
rnrgg'forms
uggformsgentopicforms
classnurnforms
u-subjccfforms
m-subjectforms
u-participanfforms
m-participanfforrns
u-locafionforms
m-locationforms
showformsm-calseg'forms
calsegformstm-datcformstrn-intervalforms
tm-houfformstshowforms

m-airsegforms
aimegConm))))

(ttr_
#s(CD isaobject
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exp (((value departure) (value arrival))

(lambda(ds de)

(let ((shr (xhr (if Oistp ds) (car ds) ds)))

(stain
(xmin
(if
Oistp
&) (car
ds) as)))
(ehr (xhr (if (list/) de) (car de) de)))
(emin (xmin (if Oistp de) (car de) de))))

(or(< shrehr)
(and (= shr ehr) (< stain emin))

(and(> shr ehr)(or(tistpds) Oistpde)))))))
rec ((no-trn (pre head) (head post) (pre post)))))

(t air#s(CDisatrip))
(t flight
#s(CD isa trip
exp (((ptypc oloc)) (lambda (1) (eq 1'cityname))
((ptype destloc)) Oambda (1) (eq 1 'cityname)))
rcc ( (no-de1 flighmum) (no-sub Righmum) (no-tin (flightmkr Righmum)))))

,

(c gg
#s(CD isa object
seg ((pointers meetingwd classwd seminarwd mcalwd buildingname roomwd
roornname familynarnc smdenmamc profname groupname
gcntopicname projcctname subjnamc projwd sbjmkr tokcnseq locmkr)
(opponents tripwd flightwd poundsymb dephrmkr arrhrmkr depdunkr
originmkr destmkr citynarnc showwd calcndarwd fschedwd
unhrmkr tmivlmkr tmdunkr)
(turnoff mrtripforms tripforms utripforms m-dephrforms m-_orms
m-depdtforms u-triplocforms m-originlocforms m-dcstlocforms
ill forms fl2forms citypairforms showforms m-calsegforms
calscgforms un-datcfonns tm-intcrvalforms tm-hourforms tshowforms
m-airscgforms
airsegforms))))
(cmeeting
#s(CD isa object
def ((loc
( * office)))))

(c seminar
"

#s(CD isa object
exp (((ptype participant)) (lamb& (p) (eq p 'u-personforms)))
clef ((Ice ( * 5409)))))
(cclass
#s(CD isaobject
clef ((lot ( * 5409)))))
(c meal
#s(CD isa object
def((loc
(* *)))))
(cbreakfast
#s(CD isa meal
def ((starthr
800))))
(clunch
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#s(CD isameal
dcf((starthr
1209))))
(c dinner
#s(CD isarncal
dcf((starthr
1900))))
(c calseg
#s(CD isa object
scg ((poinmrs
mnhnnkrtmdtmkr tmivlmkr calendarwd)
(opponents fschedwd meetingwd seminarwd dasswd mealwd tokenseq
sbjmkr subjname projectname groupname projwd smdenmame
profnamc familyname pnmkrroomwd roomnamc locmkr
gcntopicname citynamc tripwd flightwd poundsymb dcphnnkr
arrhmakr depdtmkr originmkr dcstmkr addwd gowd deletewd
locslotwd subjslotwd partslotwd dateslotwd gentopslotwd
originslotwd dcstslotwd changewd sourcemkr targetmkr rndobjrnkr
startslotwd endslotwd timcslotwd businessname schoolname
buildingname tbuildingname)
(turnoff addforms taddforms delcteforms tdcleteforms changeforms
m-d-slotforms stpforms slofforms srcforms tgtforms tchangeforms
m-d-aslofforms ast-pforms aslofforms asrcforms atgtforms
m-i-ggforms m-i-tripforms m-d-ggforms m-d-tripforms mrggforms
uggforms mrtripforms tripforms utripforrns gentopicforms
classnumforms u-subjectforms m-subjectforms u-participantforms
m-participanfforms u-locationforms m-locatiorfforms m-dcphrforms
m-arrhfforms m-depdfforrns u-triplocforms m-originlocforms
m-dcstlocforms mectingforms seminarforms classforms meal.forms
fllforms fl2forms m-airscgforms airsegforms citypairforms))))
(t airseg
#s(CD isa object
seg((pointers
fschcdwd)
(opponents
calcndarwd
unhrmkrtmivlmkr
tmdtrnkr
meetingwdscminarwd
classwdmcalwd sbjmkrtokcnseq
subjnamcprojectnamc
groupnarnc
projwdstudenmamcprofnamcfamilynamc
prtmkrroomwd
roomnarnclocmkrgcntopicnarn¢
citynarnc
tripwdflightwd
poundsymbaddwd gowd deletewd
locslotwd
subjslotwd
partslotwd
datcslotwd
gentopslotwd
originslotwd
dcstslotwd
changcwd
sourccmkr
targctmkr
mdobjmkrstartslotwd
cndslotwd
tirneslotwd
businessnamc schoolname building,name tbuildingnamc)
(turnoff addforms taddforms dclcteforms tdeletcforms changcforms
m-d-slofforms stpforms slofforms sreforms tgtforms tchangeforms
m-d-aslofforms astpforms aslotforms asreforms atgtforms
m-i-ggforms m-i-tripforms m-d-ggforms m-d-tripforms mrggforms
uggforms mrtripforms tripforms utripforms gcntopicforms
classnumforms u-subjocfforms m-subjcetforms u-participanfforms
m-participanfforms u-locationforms m-locationforms mcctingforms
seminarforms classforms mealforms fl 1forms fl2forms))))
(t Righmum
#s(CD bind (find !value '(103 71 18 22 82 265 115 11 16 86 192
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54 458 250 616))))

COdate
#s(CD rec ( (no-del date day)
(no-sub day year)
(no-tin (rrmrker date) (month day) (month year) (day year)))
cxt (date ((userdate datename)))))
COday #s(CD bind (< 0 !value 31)))
COyear #s(CD bind (< 1985 !value 1989)))
COinterval
#s(CD exp (((value starthour) (value endhour))
(larnbda (cls de)
(let ((shr (xhr (if 0istp &) (car ds) ds)))

(stain (xmin(if 0isrpds) (car &) ds)))

(b hour

(ehr (xhr (if 0isrp de) (car de) de)))
(emin (xmin (if (listp de) (car de) de))))
(or (< shr ehr)
(and (= shr ehr) (< stain ernin))
(and (> shr ehr) (or (lisrp ds) 0istp de)))))))
rec ( (no-del interval starthour endhour)
(no-tin (marker interval) (starthour endhour)
(emarker startlaour) (emarker endhour)))
ext (time-interval ((userint intervalwd)))))

#s(CD rec ( (no-del hour hr minutes)
(no-sub hr minutes)
(no-tin (marker hour) (hr minutes ) Oardnbit )))
cxt (single-time ((usertime houmame)))))
Cohr #s(CD bind (<= 1 !value 12)))
Cominutes #s(CD bind (<= 0 !value 59)))
(c participants
#s(CD rec ( (no-del participants) (no-trn (marker participants)))
ext (participant ((student studenmame) (professor profnarne)
(family-member familyname) (group groupname)
(business businessname) (,project projecmame)))))
(c person #s(CD))
(c group #s(CD re,c ((no-del instance) (no-tin (instance posnnarker)))))

(t citypair
#s(CD re.c ((no-tin (mazker origin) (marker destination) (origin destination)))))

(t triploc
#s(CD rec ( (no-de1 origin destination)
(no-tin (ma_er origin) (marker destination)))
ext (location ((city cityname) (business businessname)
(school sehoolname) (building buildingname)))))
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(c location
#s(CD mc ( (no-del location majorloc rninorloc)
(no-sub roomnumber)
(no-tin (marker location)))
cxt(location
((business
busincssnamc)
(school
schoolnarnc)
(building buildingnamc)
(roomroomnamc)))))
(croomnumbcr#s(CDbind(or(=!value
430)(>!value
4000))))
(csubje_
#s(CD rec((no-dcl
subject)
(no-tin
(marker
subject)))
ext(subject
subjnamc)))
(cclassnumbcr
#s(CD mc ((no-dcl
id)(no-trn
(level
id)))))
(clevel
#s(CDbind(<= 15 !value
18)))
(cid#s(CDbind(<=700 !value
800)))
(cgcntopic
#s(CDcxt(general-topic
gcntopicnarnc)))
,
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Appendix B
Test Set Sentences
This appendix contains the test set of sentences considered during evaluation of
CHAMP. The utterances were produced spontaneously in response to pictorial stimuli by
users in either the hidden-operator or on-line experiments discussed in Chapters 3 and 9,
respectively. Users 1, 2, 3, and 4 participated in the Adapt condition of the hiddenoperator experiments. Users 5 and 7 participated in the AdapffEcho condition (input from
Users 6 and 8 is not included in the test set because they participated in the No-Adapt
condition of the hidden-operator experiments). Users 9 and 10 saw the same stimuli as
the others (with dates adjusted for events to occur in 1989) but interacted directly with
CHAMP.
The sentences are presented as they appear in the user's log file except where they have
been marked to indicate the changes that were made to accommodate evaluation (see
Section 9.1.1 for a full discussion). The references to "Rules," below, relate the added
markings to the rules for compensating for differences between the simulation and the
implementation that were given in Figure 9-1.
Marking

Explanation

<text>

angle brackets surround text to compensate for instances of the
lexical extension problem (Rule 1). They force CHAMP to treat the
tokens as unknown.

>text<

inverted angle brackets surround text that was inserted during testing
to force CHAMP to accept. The added information generally keeps
the system from finding a resolution-time error not found during the
simulation (Rule 5). In a few cases, text was added to avoid having
to make radical changes to the LISP reader (for example, "June20",
a legitimate symbol name in LISP, is changed to "June> <20").

itext]

square brackets surround text that was removed before testing. The
deleted text represents redundancy that could be ignm_d via
constructive inference during the simulation (Rule 4).

[text]->text<

square brackets and inverted angle brackets joined by a hyphen
indicate that the square bracketed text was replaceA with the angle
bracketed text prior to testing. The replacement may compensate for
unirnplernented semantics (Rule 3) or a resolution-time error that was
undetected during the simulation (Rule 5).
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]]

double vertical bars at the end of a sentence indicate that the
following sentence was joined to the current one by conjunction. The
sentences are separated via Rule 2 with information distributed across
sentences enclosed in inverted angle brackets.

B.1. Utterances from User I
Session 1
1. change >June 10< speech project meeting from 10 to 11
2. change >June 10< speech project meeting from 10-11 to 10-11:30
3. cancel John's _h
research meeting on June 9
4. schedule AISyS meeting at 7 P2Vl.on June 11
5. schedule lunch with Andy from Noon until 1:30 PaM. on June 12
6. change June 12 meeting at AISys to 2 P.M.
7. cancel June 14th AISys meeting
8. change June 15 flight from NY to Pittsburgh [to an earlier time]->to a flight from
NY to pittsburgh at 4 p.m.<
9. move Anderson seminar on June 10 to room 7220
Session 2
1. change CogSci seminar on June 10 from Anderson to VanLehn
2. schedule Jill Lafldn in Porter Hall Room 430 on June 10 from 3 to 4 P2¢I.
3. cancel i P.lVLclass on June 16th
4. cancel the 1:30 class <the same day>
5. schedule <trip> from Pittsburgh to Chicago onJune 12th at 9 P.M.
6. cancel reservations <on> FLight <No.> 54 on June 13
7. show me the June 13th schedule
8. schedule a flight from Chicago to NY on June 13th at 11 PaM.
9. move June 13th lunch from Station Square to <VC. Incorporated>
10. On June 11 schedle the LISP tutorial class from 10 to 11, the PRODIGY meeting
with Craig from 2 to 3, a meeting with Jill in <the User Studies Lab> at 4, and
dinner with Allen at 6
11. show me the schedule for June llth
12. schedule a meeting about PRODIGY with Craig from 2 to 3 on June 11
13. schedule a meeting in the User Studies Lab with Jill from 3 to 4 on June 11
14. schedule dinner with Allen at 6 PaM. on June 11
15. schedule a Natural Language Interfaces Seminar at 9:30 A.M. in Room 5409 on
June 12 [; the seminar is] about Story Understanding <and> Generation
Session 3
1. cancel June 12th meeting at AISyS
2. Note that June 11th LISP tutorial is in Room 8220
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3. The June 1lth LISP tutorial is in Room 8220
4.
5.
6.
7.

change meeting time from 3-4 to 3-4:30 on June 11
schedule a meeting with John about Speech Research on June 12 from 2 to 3
schedule a taxi to the airport on June 12 at 8:30 P.M.
cancel June 11 meeting at 3 P.M.

8. move PRODIGY meeting on June 11 one hour later
9. move PRODIGY meeting on June 11 to 3-4
10. schedule department meeting from 2 to 3 on June 11
11. cancel dinner on June 11
12. schedule a meeting with Jill in the User Studies Lab on June 12th from 3 to 4:30
13. schedule a meeting with Roger from <the University of Chicago> on June 13th
from 10 to Noon
14. Schedule a meeting on June 13th from 10 to noon [with University of Chicago's
Roger]->at the University of Chicago with Roger<
15. schedule meeting on June 14th from 10 to 1 with Mike at Columbia
16. cancel June 12th meeting at AISyS
Session 4
1. display the schedule for June 12
2. schedule a meeting with John on June 12 from 8:30 to 9:30
3. change 2 to 3 meeting with John about speech research on June 12 to a meeting
with Jaime
4. show me the <flight schedule> for June 13th
5. reschedule flight 103 on June 13th for 10 P2¢I.
6. cancel flight 103 on June 13th II
7. schedule a new flight at 10 p.m. the same day
8. show me the airline schedule from Chicago to New York on June 13th
9. cancel reservations on flight 103 II
10. schedule reservations on flight 71 on june 13
11. move lunch with Andy on June 12th from Noon to 12:30 P.M.
12. move lunch with VC on June 13th from 1 P.M. to 4 P.M.
13. show me
14. schedule
15. schedule
16. schedule
17. show me

the schedule for [Friday,] June 13th
dinner with Roger from 6 P.M. to 8 P.M. on June 13th
meeting at AISyS about finances on June 16 from 10 to 11:30
meeting with Craig on June 16th from Noon to 1 P.M.
the June 16th schedule

18. move 3 P.M. meeting on June 12th to June 16th
19. show me the June 12th schedule
20. schedule dinner with Marsha from 6 P.M. to 8:30 P.M. on June 12th
Session 5
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1. show June 14 schedule
2. show flight schedule from MY to Pittsburgh on June 14
3. cancel flight 115 on june 15 II
4. schedule flight 115 on june 14
5. move june 14 meeting with mike from 1 to 11:30
6. schedule lunch meeting with Bob on June 14 at Noon
7. schedule June 15 meeting with Jaime from 11 to 12
8. caned 10 A.M. meeting on June 13
9. schedule LISP tutorial class from 9 to 10 on June 16
10. move 10 a.m. meeting on June 16 from AISyS to CMU
11. schedule 10-11 am. meeting with andy on june 17 in room 7220 II
12. schedule 11-12 am. speech project meeting on june 17 in room 7220
13. change June 17 Newell seminar to Anderson

Session 6
1. move June 16 LISP class to June 17
2. cancel 10 a.m. appointment on June 17
3. move [lunch] June 16 lunch [ahead one half hour]->to 12:30-1:30<
4. schedule AI seminar on June 16 from 2 to 3 with Drew McDermott speaking
about "Non-Monotonic Logics"
5. move June 16 meeting from User Studies Lab to office
6. move 11 a.m. June [ 16]-> 17< meeting to room 8220
7. show me the flight schedule from Pittsburgh to NY on June 18
8. schedule flight 250
9. show return schedule the same day
10. show <schedule> from NY to Pittsburgh the same day
11. schedule flight 115
Session 7
1. change June 18 to lunch with Richard
2. move meeting with Mike on June 18 [back to hours]->to 9-10<
3. show Pittsburgh to NY flight schedule for June 18
4. reschedule <airline reservations> on June 18 to flight 616
5. schedule 11 A.M. meeting on June 19 at AISyS
6. schedule noon meeting about finances on June 19
7. note that speaker at 9:30 June 19 meeting is Jaime
8. schedule Jairhe as the speaker at the Natural Language Interfaces Seminar on June
19 at 9:30
9. eancel 10 A.M. June 20th meeting
10. show flight schedule from Pgh to NY on June 20
11. show flights from Pgh to Chicago on the same day
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12. schedule flight 86
13. show [return flights]->flights from chicago to pgh< on June 21
14. schedule flight 11
15. move class 15-731 to room 7220 on June 23
Session 8
1. change the 9:30 a.rm meeting on june 19 from jairne to jill
2. return to emu from aisys at 2:30 p.m. on june 20
3. schedule lisp tutorial class from 3-4 on june 20
4. show schedule from Chicago to Pgh on June 21
5. reschedule to flight 16
6. schedule PRODIGY meeting with Craig from 10-11 on June 23
7. schedule lunch with Marsha at Noon on the 23rd
8. on the 24th meet with Andy from 10 to 11 II
9. >on the 24th< meet at Station Square with VC about finances from 2 to 3
10. on the 26th cancel 9:30 am. meeting II
11. >on the 26th< schedule meeting from 4 to 5:30 with Mitchell about "explanationbased reasoning" for AI seminar
12. on the 26th cancel 9:30 a.m. meeting II
13. >on the 26th< schedule ai seminar from 4 to 5:30 with Mitchell speaking about
"explanation-based reasoning"
Session 9
1. change June 19 Natural Language Interfaces Seminar to AI Seminar
2. cancel 3 P.M. class on June 20
3. move 1:30 PaM. class on June 23 to room 5409
4. note that June 24 meeting at 10 AaM. is in Room 7220
5. show June 25 schedule
6. schedule lunch with Marsha at Noon
7. show flights from Pgh to NY [after 6 p.m.]->from 6 p.m. to 11:59 pan.< on June
27
8. schedule flight 458
9. schedule meeting with Mike from 10 to 12 on June 28
10. show flights from NY to Pgh [after noon]->from noon to 11:59 pan.< on June 28
11. schedule flight 115
12. schedule dinner with Allen from 6:30 to 7:30 P.M. the same day
13. schedule meeting with Jill _
from 10-11 on June 26 in the User Studies Lab
14. change speaker <at> June 26 AI seminar to Craig II
15. >change< subject of same seminar to PRODIGY
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B.2. Utterances

from User 2

Session 1
1. change meetings end from 11:00 a.m. to 11:30 aan. on June 9, 1986
2. cancel Speech Research meeting with John on June 9, 1986 at 9:00 a.m.
3. schedule AISys meeting at 7:00 pan. on June 11, 1986
4.
5.
6.
7.

schedule lunch with Andy on June 12, 1986 from 12:00 [noon] till 1:00 p.m.
schedule lunch with Andy on June 12, 1986 from 12:00 [noon] till 1:30 pan.
cancel 12:00 meeting at AISys reschedule it for 2:00 June 12, 1986
cancel 12:00 meeting on June 12, 1986

8. schedule 2:00 meeting at AISys on June 12, 1986
9. cancel AISys Meeting on June 14, 1986 at 10:00 a.m.
10. cancel flight #82 from New York leaving at 8:00 pan. on June 15, 1986 arriving
in Pittsburgh 9:00 pan.
11. I need to know the flight schedule for airlines leaving New York and arriving in
Pittsburgh on [Sunday] June 15, 1986 before 5:00 p.m.
12. <book 1 person for> Flight #115 leaving New York and arriving in Pittsburgh at
5:10
13. schedule dinner with his father at <the> Gmentree Marriot at 6:30 p.m.
14. change the location of the meeting on June 10, 1986 at 12:00 [noon] ending at
1:30 from room 5409 to 7220
15. need to meet with Allen on June 12, 1986 between 9:00 a.m. and 12:00 [noon] is
there anything scheduled?
16. schedule meeting with Allen on June 12, 1986 <beginning at> 10:00 and <ending
at> 11:00 a.m.
17. schedule meeting with Allen on June 12, 1986 <beginning at> 11:00 am.
<ending at> 12:00 [noon]

and

Session 2
1. seminar on June 10, 1986 was to be lead by Mr. Anderson, he will no longer be
there. It will be headed by VanLehn instead
2. CogSci Seminar on June 10, 1986 will be with VanLehn not Anderson
3. schedule meeting with Jill Larkin on June 10, 1986 at Porter Hall room 430 from
3:00 p.m. to 4:00 pan.
4. cancel class 15-731 on [Monday,] June 16, 1986 from 1:30 to 3:00
5. <I want to see flight schedule> for June 12, 1986 from Pittsburgh to Chicago
[around 9:00 p.m.]->at 9:00 pan.<
6. schedule flight #192 for 8:10 pan. <depamam from> Pittsburgh arriving in
Chicago at 8:34 p.m. on June 12, 1986
7. cancel flight #54 leaving Pittsburgh 7:00 pan. arriving in New York at 8:00 pan.
on June 13, 1986 II
8. show me the <flight schedule> for [that evening]->June 13, 1986<
9. is this the only flight that evening
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10. are there any other flights
11. schedule flight #71 leaving Chicago at 8:05 p.m. and arriving in New York at
11:05 on June 13, 1986
12. change the location of the lunch with VC <, a company> on June 13, 1986
beginning at 12:00 [noon] ending at 1:00 p.m. to [location] VC Incorporated
13. schedule Lisp Tutorial Class <for> June 11, 1986 beginning at 10:00 am. and
ending at 11:00 a.rn.
14. schedule meeting with Craig <,> Prodigy on June 11, 1986 beginning at 2:00 p.m.
and ending at 3:00 p.m.
15. schedule meeting with Jill in <the Lab about User Studies> on June 11, 1986
beginning at 3:00 p.m. and ending at 4:00 p.m.
16. schedule dinner with Allen <who is a professor> at 6:00 p.m. on June 11, 1986
17. the subject of the Natural Language Interfaces Seminar on June 12, 1986 will be
Story Understanding <and> Generation
Session 3
1. cancel trip to AISyS at 2:00 p.m. on June 12, 1986
2. schedule LISP Tutorial Class in Room 8220 beginning at 10:00 am. and ending
at 11:00 a.m.
3. change ending time <for> meeting with Jill in <the User Studies Lab> on June 11,
1986 from 4:00 pan. to 4:30 p.m.
4. schedule meeting with John about Speech Research on June 12, 1986 beginning at
2:00 p.m. and ending at 3:00 p.m.
5. schedule transit <time> from CMU to airport at 8:30 p.m.
6. show me the calendar for June 12, 1986
7. cancel meeting with Jill in the User Studies Lab beginning at 3:00 p.m. and
ending at 4:30
8. change the time of the meeting with Craig on June 11, 1986 from 2:00 p.m.
ending at 3:00 p.m. to 3:00 p.m. ending at 4:00 pan.
9. schedule Department meeting for June 11, 1986 beginning at 2:00 p.m. and
ending at 3:00 p.m.
10. cancel dinner with Allen on June 11, 1986 at 6:00
11. schedule meeting with Jill in the User Studies Lab on June 12, 1986 beginning at
3:00 p.m. and ending at 4:30 p.m.
12. schedule meeting with Roger at <the University of Chicago> on June 13, 1986
beginning at 10:00 ending at 12:00
13. schedule meeting with Mike at Columbia beginning at 10:00 a.m. and ending at
1:00 p.m.
Session 4
1. show me the calendar for June 12, 1986
2. schedule meeting with John on June 12, 1986 8:00 to 9:00 p.m.
3. cancel meeting witlh John on June 12, 1986
4. schedule rn_ting with John on June 12, 1986 8:00 a.m. to 9:00 a.m.
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5. schedule lunch with Andy 12:00 to 1:30 p.m. on June 12, 1986
6. cancel meeting with John about Speech Research on June 12, 1986 II
7. schedule meeting this <time> with Jaime
8. show me the flight schedule <for flights> leaving Chicago
p.m.]->from 6 am. to 11 p.m.< on June 13, 1986
9. show me the calendar for June 13, 1986

[before

11:00

10. schedule flight #71 leaving Chicago at 8:05 and arriving in New York at 11:05 on
June 13, 1986
11. lunch with Andy on June 12, 1986 12:30 to 1:30 instead of 12:00 to 1:00
12. schedule lunch with Andy on June 12, 1986 for 12:30 to 1:30 instead of 12:00 to
1:30
13. <schedule> ending time of lunch with VC on Jue 13, 1986 from 1:00 p.m. to 4:00
p.m.
14. schedule dinner with Roger on June 13, 1986 from 6:00 p.m. to 7:00 p.m.
15. schedule AISys meeting (Financial) on June 16, 1986 from 10:00 a.m. to 11:30
R.m.

16. schedule AISyS meeting <to> discuss finance on June 16, 1986 from 10:00 a.m.
to 11:30 am.
17. schedule meeting with Craig on June 16, 1986 from 12:00 to 1:00 p.m.
18. change the meeting with Jill from June 12, 1986 to [Monday] June 16, 1986
19. show me the calendar for June 12, 1986
20. schedule dinner with Marsha on June 12, 1986 from 6:00 p.m. to 7:30 pan.
Session 5
1. cancel flight plans for [Sunday] June 15, 1986
2. show me the flight schedule for June 14, 1986
3. show me the schedule [before 4:00 p.m.]->from 6 am. to 4 p.m.<
4. show me the flight schedule for flights leaving New York arriving in Pittsburgh
5. show me the flight schedule for flights leaving New York arriving in Pittsburgh
[before 4:00 p.m.]->from 6 a.m. to 4 p.m.< on [Saturday] June 14, 1986
6. schedule flight #115 on June 14, 1986
7. change the ending time of the meeting on June 14, 1986 with Mike from 1:00
p.m. to 11:30 am.
8. schedule lunch with Bob on June 14, 1986 at 12:00
9. schedule meeting with Jaime on June 15, 1986 from 11:00 a.m. to 12:00
10. show me the calendar for June 15, 1986
11. cancel meeting with Roger on June 13, 1986
12. schedule LISP Tutorial Class for [Monday,] June 16, 1986 from 9:00 am.
10:00a.m.

to

13. change location of Financial Meeting on June 16, 1986 from AISyS to CMU
14. show me the calendar for June 16, 1986
15. schedule meeting with Andy in Room 7220 on June 17, 1986 from 10:00 a.m. to
11:00 am.
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16. schedule Speech project in Room 7220 on June 17, 1986 from 11:00 am. to 12:00
17. change Newell to Anderson for the CogSci Seminar on June 17, 1986
Session 6
1. move the June 16, 1986 LISP Tutorial Class to June 17, 1986
2. change lunch with Craig on June 16, 1986 to 12:30 pan. to 1:30 pan.
3. camcelmeeting with Andy in Room 7220 on June 17, 1986
4. schedule AI Seminar about "Non-Monotonic Logics" with Drew McDermott on
June 16, 1986 from 2:00 pan. to 3:00 pan.
5. change location of meeting with Jill on June 16, 1986 to office
6. change location of meeting [about]->with< Speech Project on June 17, 1986 to
Room 8220
7. show me the calendar for June 25, 1986
8. show me the flight schedule [for after 7:30 aan.]->from 7:30 a.m. to 11:59 p.m.<
on June 25, 1986
9. show me the flight schedule [for after 7:00 aan.]->from 7:00 a.m. to 11:59 p.m.<
on June 25, 1986
10. schedule flight #616 on June 25, 1986
11. schedule lunch with Mike at Columbia from 11:00 a.m. to 12:30 p.m. on June 25,
1986
12. cancel lunch with Mike on June 25, 1986
13. schedule
14. schedule
15. show me
16. schedule

meeting with Mike at Columbia at 11:00 a.m. on June 25, 1986
lunch with Bob on June 25, 1986 at 12:30 p.m.
the flight schedule for June 25, 1986 New York to Pittsburgh
flight #265 on June 25, 1986

Session 7
1. change location of June 17, 1986 meeting from 8220 to 7220
2. ne.e.zlearlier flight on June 18, 1986 from Pittsburgh to New York
3. show me the flight schedule for June 18, 1986 from Pittsburgh to New York
4. schedule Right #616 instead of #250 on June 18, 1986 leaving Pittsburgh and
arriving in New York
5. change <meeting time> with Mike on June 18 to 9:00 am. to 10:00 a.m.
6. change lunch with Bob on June 18 to lunch with Richard
7. leave CMU at 11:00 am. on June 19 and go to AISys
8. schedule Financial meeting <for> 12:00 <,> June 19
9. show me the calendar for June 19
10. Seminar at 9:30 will be lead by Jaime
11. cancel AI Seminar June 20
12. show me the flight schedule for June 20 Pittsburgh to Chicago [after 8:30
pan.]->from 8:30 p.m. to 11:59 pan.<
13. schedule flight #86 on June 20
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14. show me the flight schedule for June 21 Chicago to Pittsburgh [after 7:00
p.m.]->from 7:00 pan.to 11:59 p.m.<
15. schedule flight #16 on June 21
16. location of Class 15-731 on June 23 will be Room 7220

Session 8
1. seminar on June 19 will be with Jill not Jaime
2. go from AISys to CMU at 2:30 p.m. on June 20
3. schedule LISP tutorial class for June 20 from 3:00 pan. to 4:00 pan.
4. schedule Prodigy with Craig on June 23 from 10:00 a.rn. to 11:00 a.m.
5. schedule lunch with Marsha on June 23 at 12:00
6. schedule meeting with Andy, June 24 from 10:00 a.m. to 11:00 am.
7. schedule meeting with VC [(fmances)]->about
June 24 from 2:00 p.m. to 3:00 p.m.
8. cancel seminar on June 26 from 9:30 to 10:30

finances< at Station Square on

9. show me the flight schedule for June 21 Chicago to Pittsburgh
10. schedule flight #16 on June 21 II
11. cancel flight #11
12. schedule AI Seminar with Mitchell about Explanation <-> Based Reasoning on
June 26 from 4:00 pan. to 5:30 pan.
Session 9
1. change Natural Language Interfaces Seminar to AI Seminar on June 19
2. cancel LISP tutorial class on June 20
3. change Class 15-731 location to Room 5409 on June 23
4. show me the schedule for June 25
5. schedule lunch with Marsha from 12:00 to 1:00 p.m. on June 25
6. meeting with Andy on June 24 <will be in> Room 7220
7. change location of class 15-731 to 5409
8. show me the flight schedule for June 27 Pittsburgh to New York
9. schedule flight #458 for June 27
10. schedule meeting with Mike on June 28 10:00 ram. to 12:00
11. show me
12. schedule
13. schedule
14. schedule

the flight schedule for June 28 New York to Pittsburgh
flight #115 for June 28
dinner with Allen at 6:30 on June 28
User Studies Lab with Jill Larkin 10:00 am. to 11:00 a.m. on June 26

15. change speaker of AI Seminar to Craig on june 26 II
16. change subject of ai seminar to Prodigy on June 26
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B.3. Utterances from User 3
Session 1
1. Speech Project Meeting scheduled for June 9, 1986 will be from 10:00 to 11:30
2. <There has been a slight time change for> the Speech Project Meeting on June
[9]->10<, 1986 <. It will be held from> 10:00 to 11:30.
3. Cancellation of John's speech on June 9, 1986
4. Cancel John's Speech Research Meeting at 9:00 on June 9, 1986.
5. ALSyS Meeting to be held June 11, 1986 at 7:00 p.m.
6. Lunch with Andy <,> June 12, 1986 from 12:00 p.m. to 1:30 p.m.
7. CMU AISys being held June 12, 1986 at 2:00 p.m.
8. Please change depamare time from 12:00 to 2:00 for trip from CMU to AISyS
9. cancel AISyS 10:00 Meeting on June 14, 1986
10. Dinner with Dad [in pittsburgh] June 14, 1986 at 6:00.
11. I would like to request flight information to Pittsburgh from New York
12. Please schedule Hight #115 to Pittsburgh
13. CogSci Seminar will be held on [Tuesday,] June 10, 1986 from 12:30 to 1:30 in
room 7220;Speaker will be Anderson.
14. Please keep calendar free for [Thursday,] June 12, 1986 from 9:00 am. to 12:00
p.m.; 1 hour is needed with Professor Allen.
15. <one hour is needed> between 9:00 a.m. and 10:00 am. on [Thursday,] June 12,
1986 <to schedule> an appoinmaent with Professor Allen.
Session 2
1. Please change speaker <for> CogSci Seminar on June [9]->10<, 1986 to Van
Lehn.
2. Schedule meeting with Jill Larkin on June 10, 1986 at Porter Hall <,> Room 430
from 3:00 to 4:00.
3. Please cancel Class 15-731 on June 16, 1986 from 1:30 to 3:00.
4. What events are scheduled for June 12, 1986?
5. Hight schedule information from Pittsburgh to Chicago on June 12, 1986.
6. Schedule Hight #86 leaving Pittsburgh at 9:30prn
7. cancel flight #54 departing Pittsburgh on June 13, 1986.
8. Please state flight schedule from Chicago to New York on June 13, 1986.
9. Schedule Hight #103 departing Chicago at 1l:00p.m.
10. Lunch with VC on June 13, 1986 has been changed from Station Square to <VC
Inc>.
11. Please show me the calendar for June 11, 1986.
12. Schedule Lisp Tutorial Class from 10:00 to 11:00 on June 11, 1986.
13. Schedule Craig <,> Prodigy from 2:00 to 3:00 on June 11, 1986.
14. Schedule <the> User Studies Lab for Jill at 4:00 on June 11, 1986.
15. Dinner with Allen at 6:00pro on June 11, 1986.
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16. Subject for Natural Language Interfaces Seminar on June 12, 1986 should be
Story Understanding and Generation.

Session 3
1. <May I please see> calendar for June 12, 1986.
2. Please cancel trip to AISYS at 2:00 on June 12, 1986.
3. Lisp Tutorial class <will be held in> Room 8220 on June 11, 1986.
4. Please rcschedule time for Jill in the User Studies Lab to be from 3:00 to 4:30.
5. Schedule time for John to do speech research from 2:00 to 3:00 on June 12, 1986
6. Schedule trip from CMU to Airport [by 8:30]->at 8:30<.
7. Please schedule a meeting with John <in reference to> Speech Research.
8. Cancel Time scheduled for Jill in The Users Studies Lab.
9. Cancel Jills meeting in the Users Studies Lab on June 11, 1986 at 3:00.
10. Please change time for Craigs Research project (Prodigy) to 3:00 on June 1lth.
11. Reschedule Craigs meeting on June 11, 1986 <to be from> 3:00 to 4:00.
12. Scheduel a Department meeting from 2:00 to 3:00 on June 11, 1986.
13. cancel dinner with Allen on June 11, 1986.
14. Schedule <time for> Jill in the User Studies Lab from 3:00 to 4:30 on June 12th.
15. Schedule a meeting with Roger at <the University of Chicago> from 10:00 to
12:00 on June 13, 1986.
16. Schedule a meeting with Mike at Columbia on June 14, 1986 from 10:00 to 1:00.
Session 4
1. Can I see the calendar for June 12, 1986
2.
3.
4.
5.

Schedule a meeting with John from 5:00 to 6:00 on June 12, 1986.
Cancel meeting with John <,> Speech Research <_ on June 12th at 2:00.
mschedule a meeting with jaime at the same time
reschedule a meeting with Jairne at 2:00 on June 12th.

6. A early flight from chicago to new york is needed.
7. Please show me <flight> information for June 13th from Chicago to New York.
8. Cancel flight #103. II
9. schedule Flight #71.
10. Change Andy's lunch on June 12th <to begin at> 12:30.
11. Change lunch with VC on June 13th to be from 12:00 to 4:00.
12. What is <on> the schedule for June 13th [after 12:00]->from 12:00 to 11:59<.
13. Schedule dinner with Roger at 6:00 on June 13th.
14. Schedule AlSyS meeting on June 16th from 10:00 to 11:30.
15. Schedule meeting with Craig on June 16th from 12:00 to 1:00.
16. Reschedule Jins >June 12< meeting to June 16th from 3:00 to 4:30 in the Users
Studies Lab.
17. What is on the calendar for June 12th [after 12:00]->frm-n 12:00 to 11:59 p.m.<
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18. schedule dinner with Marsha at 6:00 on June 12th.
Session 5
1. Cancel Flight #115 from New York to Pittsburgh on June 15th.
2. Show calendar for June 14, 1986.
3. Please list flight information for June 14, 1986 from New York to Pittsburgh.
4. Schedule flight #265 <departing from> New York at 6:10pm on June 14th.
5. Reschedule meeting with Mike at Columbia on June 14th to be from 10:00 to
11:30.
6. Schedule lunch with Bob on June 14th at 12:00.
7. Schedule <time> with Jain_ on June 15th from 11:00 to 12:00.
8. Cancel meeting with Roger at the University of C_cago on June 13th.
9. Schedule Lisp Tutorial Class on June 16th from 9:00 to 10:00.
10. The Financial meeting on June 16th at AISyS has been changed to CMU.
11. Schedule meeting with Andy on June 17th in Room 7220 from 10:00 to 11:00.
12. Schedule room 7220 on June 17th from 11:00 to 12:00 <for> Speech Project.
13. Change speaker for CogSci Seminar on June 17th from Newell to Anderson
Session 6
1. Please reschedule June 16th LISP Tutorial Class to June 17th from 9:00 to 10:00.
2. Reschedule lunch with Craig on June 16th to be from 12:30 to 1:30.
3. Cancel meeting with Andy in Room 7220 on June 17th.
4. Schedule Al's Seminar entitled "Non-Monotonic Logics" with <speaker> Drew
McDermott on June 16th from 2:00 to 3:00.
5. Reschedule Jill to be in the Office rather than the User Studies Lab on June 16th.
6. Reschedule Jills meeting in the Office rather than the User Studies Lab on June
16th from 3:00 to 4:00.
7. Speech Project will be held in Room 8220 on June 17th from 11:00 to 12:00.
8. Please list flight information from Pittsburgh to New York for June 25th.
9. What is already scheduled <on> the calendar for June 25th.
10. Schedule Flight #250 departing Pittsburgh at 8:00a.m.
11. Schedule a meeting with Mike at Columbia on June 25th at 11:00.
12. Schedule lunch with Bob at 12:30 on June 25th.
13. Please list Flight information from New York to Pittsburgh for June 25th.
14. Schedule Flight #115 departing New York at 4:00p.m.
Session 7
1. Speech Project on June 17th will be held in room 7220 instead <of> 8220.
2. <Are there any flights> leaving Pittsburgh [before 8:00]->from 6:00 amm to 8:00
pxn.< to New York on June 18th.
3. Reschedule Flight #616 departing Pittsburgh at 7:05 on June 18th.
4. Cancel Flight #250.
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5. Schedule Flight #616 on June 18th.
6. Reschedulc meeting with Mike on June 18th to be from 9:00 to 10:00.
7. Change lunch <to be with> Richard instead of Bob on June 18th.
8. Schedule a meeting at AISyS on June 19th at 11:00.
9. Schedule Financial meeting on June 19th at 12:00
10. Please list Jaime as the Speaker for the Natural Language Interfaces Seminar on
June 19th.
11. Cancel AI Seminar on June 20th.
12. List Flight information <for> Pittsburgh to Chicago on June 20th.
13. schedule Flight #86 on June 20th.
14. List Fright information for Chicago to Pittsburgh on June 21st.
15. Schedule Flight # 11 on June 21st.
16. Class 15-731 will be held in Room 7220 on June 23rd.

Session 8
1. Change Jaime to Jill for the Natural Language Interfaces Seminar on Juen 19th.
2. Schedule transportation time from AISys to CMU. Must arrive at CMU by 2:30.
3. Depart AISyS at 2:00 to be at CMU by 2:30.
4. Schedule LISP Tutorial class on June 20th from 3:00 to 4:00.
5. Please Listflight information from Chicago to Pittsburgh on June 21st.
6. Cancel flight #11 for June 21 st. II
7. Reschedule Flight # 16 for June 21st.
8. Schedule Craig on June 23rd from
project entitled> "Prodigy>"<.
9. Schedule lunch with Marsha at 12:00
10. Schedule meeting with Andy on June
11. Schedule a meeting at Station Square
to 3:00.

10:00 to 11:00 <to work on his research
on June 23, 1986.
24th from 10:00 to 11:00.
with VC (Finances) on June 24th from 2:00

12. Cancel Natural Language Interfaces Seminar on June 26th.
13. Schedule AI Seminar on June 26th <at> 4:00 to 5:30. II
14. >AI seminar< Speaker will be Mitchell II
15. the >AI seminar< subject is "Explanation-Based Reasoning".
Session 9
1. reschedule AI Seminar to begin at 9:00 instead of 9:30 on June 19th.
2. Cancel LISP Tutorial Class on June 20th.
3. Class 15-731 will be held in Room 5409 instead of 7220 on June 23rd.
4. Meeting with Andy will be held in Room 7220 on June 24th.
5. List Calendar for June 25th.
6. Schedule lunch with Marsha at 12:00 on June 25th.
7. List <Plight schedule> for Pittsburgh to New York on June 27th.
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8.Schedule
Flight
#458on June27th.
9. Meeting with Mike on June 28th from 10:00 to 12:00.
10. List Flight schedule for New York to Pittsburgh on June 28th.
11. Schedule Flight #115 on June 28th.
12. Dinner with Allen on June 28th at 6:00.
13. Schedule meeting with Jill Larkin in the User Studies Lab on June 26th from
10:00 to 11:00.
14. Change Speaker for AI Seminar on June 26th from Mitchell to Craig.
15. Revise Subject for AI Seminar on June 26th from "Explanation-Based Reasoning"
tO "Prodigy".

B.4. Utterances from User 4
Session 1
1. change >June 10< speech project meeting from 10 to 11 to 11:30
2. cancel John's speech research meeting >on june 9<
3. sceedule 7pm meeting at aisys >on june 11<
4. schedule lunch <for> andy on [Thursday] June 12 from 12p.m. to 1:30
5. change comuting <time> from CMU to Aisys on [Thursday,] june 12 from 12p.m.
to 2p.m.
6.cancel
Aisysmeetingon [Saturday,]
June14atI0:00
7.cancel8:05flight
leaving
NY on [Saturday]
June 14 arriving
in Pittsburgh
at
9:25.Book flight
forarrival
inpittsburgh
at6p.m.schedule
dinneratdadsfo
6p.m.[Saturday]
June14
8.cancel
flight
#82 on [Saturday]
June14.Scheduleflight
forarrival
inPittsburgh
on [Sunday]
June15,before
6 p.m. Schedule
dinneratdadsat6 pm on [Sunday]
June15
9.cancel
flight
#82 on [Sunday]
June,15
10.what flights
areavaible
on [Sunday]June 15 from NY arriving
in Pittsburgh
before 6 p.m.
11. schedule flight #115 on [Sunday] June 15
12. schedule dinner at <dad's> at 6 p.m. [Sunday] June 15
13. change room number of seminar from 5409 to 7220 on [Tuesday,] June 10 from
12:30 to 1:30
14. schedule meeting with allen from 9:30 to 10:30 on [Thursday] June 12
15. schedule meeting with allen from 10:15 to 11:15 on [Thursday,] June 12
16. schedule meeting with allen from 10:45 to 11:45 on [Thursday,] June 12
Session 2
1. change seminar on [Tuesday,] June 10 at 12:30 from Anderson to Van Lehn
2. is anything scheduled on [Tuesday] June 10 from 3 pm to 4 pm
3. schedule meeting with Jill [atddn in Porter Hall Room 430 on [Tuesday] June 10
From 3 Inn to 4 prn
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4. cancel dass 15-731 on [Monday] June 16, from 1:30 to 3:00
5. what flights are avaible on [Thursday] June 12, From Pittsburgh to Chicago
[leaving 9 p.m. of latcr]-><leaving from> 9 p.m. to 11:59 p.m.<
6. what flights are avaible on [Thursday] June 12, from Pittsburgh to Chicago
[leaving after 9 p.m.]->leaving from 9 p.m. to 11:59 p.m.<
7. schedule Flight #86 on [Thursday] June 12 leaving Pittsburgh at 9:30 <arriving
in> Chicagoat9:54 p.m.
8. cancel flight #54 leaving Pittsburgh at 6:55 <and> arriving in NY at 8:05 on
[Friday] June 13
9. what is the latest <flight> available from Chicago to NY on [Friday,] June 13
10. schedule flight #103 on [Friday,] June 13 leaving Chicago at 11 p.m. arriving in
NY at 2 a.m.
11. change lunch on [Friday,] June 13 at 12 p.m. from Station Square to VC
Incorporated
12. what is the schedule for [Wednesday,] June 11

13. schedule Lisp Tutorial Class from 10 a.m. to 11 a.m. on [Wednesday,] June 11
14. schedule PRODIGY with Craig (a graduate student) on [Wednesday] June 11
from 2 p.m. to 3 p.m.
15. schedule Craig <,> Prodigy on [Wednesday,] June 11 from 2 p.m. to 3 p.m.
16. schedule <the> User Studies Lab for Jill on [Wednesday,] June 11 from 3 to 4
17. schedule the User Studies Lab [Room] <for> Jill From 3 p.m. to 4 p.m. on
[Wednesday,] June 11
18. schedule dinner with Allen <(a professor)> at 6 p.m. on [Wednesday,] June 11
19. Add Story Understanding and Generation to title of Natural Language Interfaces
Seminar on [Thursday] June 12 at 9:30 a.m.
20. add topic Story Understanding and Generation to Natural Language Interfaces
Seminar on June [Thursday] 12 at 9:30
Session 3
1. cancel commuting time from CMU to Aisys on [Thursday,] June 12 at 2 p.m.
2. the Lisp Tutorial Class on [Wednesday,] June 11 from 10 a.m. to 11 a.m. will be
<in> room 8220
3. the meeting with Jill in the User Studies Lab on [Wednesday,] June 11 will be
<from> 3 pan. to 4:30 p.m.
4. schedule speech Research meeting with John on [Thursday,] June 12 from 2 p.m.
to 3 p.m.
5. schedule commuting time from CMU to airport at 8:30 p.m. on [Thursday,] June
12
6. cancel meeting with Jill in the User Studies Lab from 3 p.rm to 4:30 pan.
[Wednesday,] June 11

on

7. the PRODIGY meeting with Craig on [Wednesday,] June 11 will be from 3p.m.
to 4 p.m.
8. schedule Department Meeting from 2p.m. to 3p.m. on [Wednesday,] June 11
9. cancel 6p.m. dinner with Allen on [Wednesday,] June 11
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10. schedule meeting with Jill in the User Studies Lab from 3p.m. to 4:30p.m. on
[Thursday,] June 12
11. schedule meeting with <Roger from the University of Chicago> [in Chicago]
from 10 a.m. to 12 pan. on [Friday,] June 13
12. schedule meetin on [Saturday,] June 14 from 10 am. to 1 pan. with Mike at
Columbia [in New york]
Session 4
1. what is the schedule for [the morning of]->6 a.m. to noon< [Thursday,] June 12
2. schedule meeting with John on [Thursday,] June 12 form 8:30 to 9:30 a.rn.
3. the meeting with john on [Thursday,] June 12 from 2 p.m. to 3 p.m. will be
<with> Jamie
4. cancel flight #103 from Chicago to NY on [Friday,] June 13
5. What flights are available on [Friday,] June 13 at l lp.m. form Chicago to New
York
6. schedule Flight #103 on [Friday,] June 13 from Chicago to New York
7. Lunch with Andy on [Thursday,] June 12 will be from 12:30p.m. to l:30p.m.
8. lunch with VC on [Friday,] June 13 will be from 12p.m. to 4p.m.
9. what is the schedule for [the evening ot"]->7p.m. to 11:59< [Friday,] June> <13
10. schedule dinner with Roger on [Friday,] June 13
11. schedule Aisys Financial meeting on [Monday,] June 16 from 10a.m. to 11:30
a.m.

12. schedule meeting with Craig on [Monday,] June 16 from 12pan. to lpan.
13. theUser Studies Lab with Jill on [Thursday,] June 12 from 3pan. to 4:30p.m. will
be on [Monday,] June 16 from 3p.m. to 4:30 p.m.
14. The User Studies Lab Meeting with Jill of [Thursday,] June 12 from 3p.m. to
4:30p.m. will be on [Monday,] June 16 for 3p.m. to 4:30pan.
15. what is the schedule for [the evening of]->7 p.m. to 11:59< [Thursday,] June 12
16. schedule dinnerwith Marsha on [Thursday,] June 12 from 6pan. to 7:30p.m.
Session 5
1. cancel flight #115 on [Sunday,] June 15 from New York to Pittsburgh
2. what flights are available on [Saturday,] June 14 from New York to Pittsburgh
[after 3pan]->from 3p.m. to 11:59 pan.<
3. Schedule flight #115 on [Saturday,] June 14
4. The meeting with Mike at Columbia on [Saturday,] June 14 will be from 10a.m.
to ll:30a.m.
5. Schedule lunch with Bob on [Satttrday,] June 14 from 12pan. to lp.m.
6. Schedule meeting with Jamie on [Sunday,] June 15 from 1ls.m. to 12p.m.
7. Cancel meeting with Roger at <the University of Chicago> on [Friday,] June 13
from 10am. to 12pay_
8. Schedule Lisp Tutorial Class on [Monday,] June 16 from 9a.m. to 10aan.
9. The Financial Meeting on [Monday,] June 16 from 10a.m. to ll:30a.m, will be
<at> CMU
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10. Schedule meeting with Andy in Room 7220 on [Tuesday,] June 17 from 10a.m.
to> <1 la.m.
11. Schedule Speech Project Meeting in room 7220 on [Tuesday,] June 17 from
11a.m. to 12p.m.
12. The CogSci Seminar on [Tuesday,] June 17 from 12:30p.m. to l:30pxa, in room
5409 will be <with> Anderson

Session 6
1. The Lisp Tutorial Class on [Monday,] June 16 from 9a.m. to 10a.m. will be <on>
[Tuesday,] June 17 from 9a.m. to 10a.m.
2. Lunch with Craig on June [Monday,] 16 from 12p.m. to 1:30p.m. will be from
12:30pxn. to 1:30p.m.
3. cancel the meeting with Andy in Room 7220 on [Tuesday,] June 17 from 10a.m.
to 11a.m.
4. Schedule ALlSeminar with Drew McDermott on [Monday,] June 16 from 2p.m.
to 3p.m. <the topic will be> "Non-Monotonic Logics"
5. The meeting with Jill on [Monday,] June 16 from 3p.m. to 4:30 p.m. will be in the
office
6. The Speech Project Meeting on [Tuesday,] June [16]-> 17< from 1la.m. to 12p.m.
will be room 8220
7. what flights are available on [Wednesday,] June 25 from Pittsburgh to New York
[after &;30 a.m.]->from 7:30 am. to 11:59 p.m.<
8. schedule flight #250 on [Wednesday,] June 25
9. Schedule Meeting with Mike at <Columbia> University [in new york] from
11a.m. to 12:30p.m.
10. Schedule lunch with Bob on [Wednesday,] June 25 at 12:30p.m. [in New York]
11. What flights are available on [Wednesday,] June 25 from New York to Pittsburgh
[before 6 p.m.]->from 6 a.m. to 6p.m.<
12. what flights are available on [Wednesday,] June 25 from New York to Pittsburgh
at 6pan.
13. Schedule flight #115 on June [Wednesday,] 25
Session 7
1. The meeting on [Tuesday,] June 17 from 1la.m. to 12p.m. will be in room 7220
2. cancel flight #250 on [Wednesday,] June 18
3. what flights are available on [Wednesday,] June 18 from Pittsburgh to New york
[andving befor 9 a.m.]->from 6 am.to 9 am.<
4. schedule flight #616 on [Wednesday,] June 18
5. The meeting with Mike on [Wednesday,] June 18 will be from 9azn. to 10a.m.
6. The meeting on [Wednesday,] June 18 with Mike will be at Columbia University
[in New York]
7. Lunch on [Wednesday,] June 18 will be with Richard
8. Schedule commuting time from CMU to Aisys at 11a.m. on [Thursday,] June 19
9. Schedule Financial Meeting at 12p.m. on [Thursday,] June 19
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10. Jamie will be the speaker at the 9:30a.rm Seminar on [Thursday,] June 19
11. cancel the Ai seminar on [Friday,] June 20
12. what flights are available on [Friday,] June 20 from Pittsburgh to Chicago [at
9a.m. or later]->from 9a.m. to 11:59pan.<
13. schedule flight #86 on [Friday,] June> <20
14. what flights are available on [Saturday,] June 21 from Chicago to Pittsburgh
[before 7:30pan.]->from 6 am. to 7:30p.m.<
15. schedule flight #11 on [Saturday,] June 21
16. The 1:30p.m. class on [Monday,] June 23 will be in room 7220
Session 8
1. the seminar in Room 5409 on [Thursday,] June 19 will be with Jill
2. schedule commuting time from CMU to Aisys from 2:30p.m. to 3p.m. on
[Friday,] June 20
3. Schedule Lisp Tutorial Class from 3p.m. to 4p.m. on [Friday,] June 20
4. Cancel Fligth #11 on [Saturday,] June 21
5. schedule Prodigy, Craig on [Monday,] June 23 from 10a.m. to 1 la.m.
6. schedule lunch with Marsha on [Monday,] June 23 at 12p.ml
7. schedule Meeting with Andy from 10a.m. to 1l a.m. on [Tuesday,] June 24
8. Schedule meeting with VC (finances) at Station Square on [Tuesday,] June 24
from 2p.m. to 3p.m.
9. schedule VC finances meeting at Station Square from 2p.m. to 3p.m. on
[Tuesday,] June> <24
10. cancel seminar in room 5409 on [Thursday,] June 26
11. Schedule AI Seminar on [Thursday,] June 26 from 4pan. to 5:30pan. <Speaker:>
Mitchell <Subject:> Explanation Based Reasoning
Session 9
1. The seminar in room 5409 on [Thursaday,] June 19 will be an AI Seminar
2.
3.
4.
5.

cancel Lisp Tutorial class on [Friday,] June 20
class 15-731 on [Monday,] June 23 will be in room 5409
The meeting with Andy On [Tuesday,] June 24 will be in room 7220
Schedule Lunch with Marsha on June 25 at 12pan.

6. what flights are available on [Friday,] June 27 from Pittsburgh to New York [after
6pan.]->from 6p.m. to ll:59pan.<
7. what flights are available on [Friday,] June 27 from Pittsburgh to New York at
6pan.
8. schedule flight #458 on [Friday,] June 27
9. Schedule meeting with Mike [in New York] on [Saturday,] June 28 from 10am.
to 12p.m.
10. what flights are available from New York to Pittsburgh on [Saturday,] June 28
[a_Cter12pan.]->from 12pan. to 11:59 p.m.<
11. Schedule flight #115 on [Seturday,] June 28
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12. Schedule dinner with Allen on [Saturday,] June 28 at 6p.m.
13. Schedule user studies lab meeting with Jill Larkin on [Thursday,] June 26 from
lOa.m, to 11a.m.
14. The speaker for the AI seminar on [Thursday,] June 26 will be Craig

B__. Utterances from User 5
Session 1
1. June9ththe Speech Project Meeting that was to be held from 10:00 to 11:00 will
be changed to 10:00 to 11:30.
2. change the speech meeting project from 10:00 to 11:30 instead of 10:00 to 11:00
3. cancel1 meeting on june 9th dealing with speech research time was 9:00 to 10:00
4. cancel meeting on june 9 [meeting was to be held] from 9:00 to 10:00 [please
cancel].
5. schedule meeting <for> [Wednesday,] June 11 at AISyS at 7:00 p.m.
6. Andy will be <at> lunch from 12:00 to 1:30 on [Thursday,] June 12.
7. change departing time from 12:00 to 2:00, on [thursday,] june 12th. will be
leaving now from crnu to aisys at 2:00.
8. cancel aisys meeting at 10:00 [saturday,] june 14th.
9. on june 15 change flight #82 to be in Pittsburgh before 6:00. schedule dinner at
6:30.
10. On June 15th change flight times so that arrival in Pittsburgh is before 6:00.
11. on june 10th change the seminar room from 5409 to 7220.
Session 2
1. On June 9th Seminar to be held in Room 7220 by Anderson will now be held by
VanLehn.
2. Schedule Jill Larkin in Porter Hall <,> Room 430 on June 10 from 3:00 to 4:00.
3. Cancel class 15-731 on [Monday] June 16th from 1:30 - 3:00.
4. show me the airline database.
5. show me the airline database for [Thursday,] June 12th.
6. Show me the airline database for [Thursday] June 12th <, flights leaving>
Pittsburgh <and arriving in> Chicago.
7. Schedule flight #86 leaving Pittsburgh at 9:30 pan. and arriving in Chicago at
9:54p.m. [leaving Pittsburgh arriving in Chicago] on June 12th
8. Cancel flight #54 leaving Pittsburgh <arriving in> New York from 7:00 to 8:00
>on june 13<.
9. Show me the airline database for June 13th, flight leaving chicago and arriving in
New York.
10. Schedule flight #103 leaving Chicago at 11:00 p.m. and arriving in New York at 2
a.m.

11. Change the location of lunch on June 13th from 12:00 to 1:00 from Station
Square to VC Incorporme_
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12. Schedule Lisp Tutorial Class from 10:00 to 11:00 on June 1lth.
13. Schedule Craig with the Prodigy Group on June 1lth from 2:00 to 3:00.
14. Schedule a meeting <for> Craig on June 1lth from 2:00 to 3:00 <for> Prodigy.
Session 3
1. Cancel 2:00 <appointment> from CMU to AISyS on [Thursday,] June 12th.
2. Schedule Lisp Tutorial Class in Room 8220 from 10:00 to 11:00 on June 11.
3. Extend Jill's appointment in <the> User Studies Lab to 3:00 to 4:30 on June 11.
4. Schedule Speech Research Meeting <for> John from 2:00 to 3:00 on June 12.
5. leaving CMU at 8:30 p.m. [thursday,] June 12th, going to the airport.
6. Depax_g CMU at 8:30 p.m. on [thursday,] June 12th to the airport.
7. Cancel Jill's <time> in the User Studies Lab from 3:00 to 4:30 on June 11.
8. Reschedule

Craig's Prodigy Meeting from 2:00 to 3:00 to 3:00 to 4:00.

9. Schedule Department Meeting from 2:00 to 3:00 on June 1lth.
10. Cancel Allen' s dinner reservations at 6:00 on June 11.
11. Schedule the User Studies Lab for Jill from 3:00 to 4:30 on June 12th.
12. Schedule appointment
12:00 on June 13th.
13. Schedule meeting
1:00.

for Roger

at Columbia

at <the University

of Chicago>

from 10:00 to

for Professor Mike on June 14th from 10:00 to

B.6. Utterances from User 7
Session

1

1. I would like to change the speach project meeting on June 10th to end at 11:30
instead of 11:00
2. The _h
11:00

meeting on June 10th will begin at 10:00 and end at 11:30 instead of

3. Please reschedule the speech project meeting
from lO:O0 to 11:30

for June lOt h, the new times are

4. Cancel the Speach Research meeting with John on [Monday,] June 9
5. Schedule an AISys meeting on June 11 at 7:00pm
6. schedule lunch with Andy on June 12 from 12:00 [noon] until 1:30
7. Leaving from CMU to AISys at 2:00 instead of 12:00
8. Change the 12:00 to 2:00 on June 12 traveling from CMU to AISys
9. cancel AISys m_ting on June 14
10. what flights are there from Pittsburgh to New York on June 15, arriving before

5:30pro

11. cancel airline reservations for June 15, flight #82
12. cancel flight #82 on June 15
13. list <flight> info <for> flights from New York to Pittsburgh
in Pittsburgh] [before 5:30 pm]->from 6 am to 5:30 pm<

on June 15 [arriving
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14.make reservation
forflight
#115 Iv.New York at4:00proat.Pittsburgh
5:10pro
on June 15
15. June 15 6:00pro dinner with Dad
16. CogSci seminar changed to room 7220
17. CogSci seminar on June 10 changed to room 7220
18. what is my schedule between 9:00 and 12:00 on JUne 12
19. 10:45 -11:45 Allen
Session 2
1. change speaker <for> CogSci [meeting]->seminar< on June 10 from Anderson to
VanLehn
2. schedule meeting Ji_ Larker <,> Porter Hall <,> Rm <.> 430 3:00 - 4:00 June 10
3. cancel class 15-731, June 16
4. change lunch on June 13 from Station Square to VC Incorporated
5.10:00 - 11:00 June 11 Lisp, Tutorial Class 2:00 - 3:00 June 11 Craig, Prodigy
3:00 - 4:00 June 11 User Studies, Lab JiU 6:00 June 11 Dinner, Allen
6. 10:00- 11:00 June 11 Lisp, Tutorial Class
7. schedule <the> Lisp <,> Tutorial Class on June 11 from 10:00 - 11:00
8.2:00 - 3:00 June 11 meeting with Craig <, subject> Prodigy
9.3:00 - 4:00 June 11 User Studies Lab Jill
10. 3:00 - 4:00 June 11 User Studies Lab <,> Jill
11.6:00pm June 11 Dinner with Alien
12. Add the topic "Story Understanding and Generation" to the Natural Language
Interfaces Seminar on June 12
13. Add "Story Understanding and Generation" to the Natural Language Interfaces
Seminar on June 12
14. Airline schedule needed for Pittsburgh to Chicago [around 9:00prn]->at 9:00pro<
15. List airline schedule from Pittsburgh to Chicago on June 12 between 8:00 and
10:00
16. schedule flight #86 <from Iv.> Pittsburgh 9:30pro ar. Chicago 9:54pm
17. cancel flight #54 on June 13
18.list
airline
schedule
fromChicagotoNew York on June13 between8:0(0m and
12:00[pm]->am<
19.schedule
flight
#103 1:00pro
Chicago2:00amNew York
Session
3
I.cancel
CMU toAISyS at2:00onJune12
2.addroom 8220toI0:00LispTutorial
ClassonJune11
3.changeendingtimefrom4:00to4:30forUserStudies
Lab withJill
onJune11
4.June122:00-3:00John<,>Sw.echResearch
5.June12CMU toAirport
8:30pro
6.cancel
UserStudies
Lab withJill
on June11at3:00
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7. change the meeting with Craig on June 11 to begin at 3:00 and end at 4:00
8. Meeting with Craig on June 11 3:00 to 4:00
9. June 11 Craig, Prodigy 3:00 to 4:00 instead of 2:00 to 3:00
10. June 11 2:00 to 3:00 Deparunent Meeting
11. del dinner with Allen at 6:00 on June 11
12. June 12 3:00 to 4:00 Jill in <the User Studies Lab>
13. add 10:00 to 12:00 June 13 Roger at <the Univeristy of Chicago>
14. add 10:00 to 1:00 June 14 Columbia, Mike
Session 4
1. please list schedule for [Thursday] June 12
2. 8:00 to 9:00 June 12 meeting with John
3. change 2:00 - 3:00 from John, Speech Research to Jaime
4. del Chicago to New York Flight #103 on June 13
5. list <flight schedule> for June 13 from Chicago to New York
6. schedule Flight #71 8:05pm Chicago 11:05pm NY
7. change >june 12< Andy, Lunch from 12:00 - 1:30 to 12:30 to 1:30
8. change end time of lunch with VC on June 13 from 1:00 to 4:00
9. list schedule for June 13
10. schedule
11. schedule
12. schedule
13. schedule

dinner with Roger at 5:00 on June 13
10:00 - 11:30 AISyS Meeting, Financial
10:00 - 11:30 AISyS Meeting, Financial June 16
12:00 - 1:00 Craig June 16

14. change 3:00 - 4:30 Jill, User Studies Lab from June 12 to June 14
15. list schedule for June 12
16. schedule 5:30 Dinner with Marsha June 12
Session 5
1. cancel flight # 115 on June 15
2. list flight schedule for June 14 New York to Pittsburgh
3. schedule Flight #115 4:00pm NY 5:10pm Pittsburgh June 14
4. change meeting with Mike to end at 11:30 instead of 1:00 June 14
5.12:00 Lunch with Bob June 14
6. 11:00- 12:00 June 15 Jaime
7. cancel meeting with Roger June 13
8.9:00 - 10:00 Lisp Tutorial Class June 16
9. change AISyS to CMU <for> Financial Meeting June 16
10. 10:00 - 11:00 Room 7220 with Andy June 17
11.11:00 - 12:00 Room 7220, Speech Project June 17
12. change Newell to Anderson <on> CogSci Seminar June 17
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B.7. Utterances from User 9
Session1
1.ArrangeSpeechMeeting
2.Schedule<speechproj.>meeting
3. <schedule>

9:00am meeting June 5 to 10:00am to ll:30am

4. <schedule>

9:00am meeting June 6 to 1O:O0am to 11:30 June 6

5. schedule

AISys meeting June 7 7:00pm

6. schedule AISys meeting 7:00pro June 7
7. AISys meeting 7:00pro June 7
8.7:00pro June 7 AISys meeting
9. 12:00 - 1:30 Lunch with Andy June 8
10. <aleph>
from CMU to AISys 4:00pm June 8
11. leave 4:00prn <for> AISys
12. show schedule
13.4:00pro

Go from CMU to AISys

14.4:00prn Go from CMU to AISys
15. show schedule
16. cancel 3:00pro <Go to> CMU to AISys
17. cancel 3:00pro <Go> from CMU to AISys
18. show schedule
19. show schedule for June 10
20. cancel 10:00am Meeting in/at Office with AISys June 10
21. schedule dinner with Dad 6:30pm June 10
22. show airline schedule
23. cancel flight #82 June 11 NY to Pgh
24. show airline schedule
25. schedule Flight 115 NY to PGH 4:00pm June 11
26. change location of COGSCI Seminar to Room 7220
27. change location of COGSCI Seminar to Room 7220 June 6
28.show allenschedule
29. see Allen schedule
30.Meeting with Allen10:00am June 8
31. schedule

meeting 10:00am with Alien June 8

32. schedule meeting 11:00am with Allen June 8
Session 2
1. change seminar speaker to van lehn
2. change speaker to Van Lehn June 6
3. show schedule
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4. show schedule june 6
5. change speaker COGSCI SEMINAR to Van Lehn June 6
6. meeting June 6 3:00pm to 4:00pm Porter Hall 4300 Jill Larkin
7. show schedule
8. schedule meeting with Jimm _
4300

on June 6 3:00pm to 4:00pm Porter Hall

9. June 6 meeting with Jill Larkin 3:00pm to 4:00pro Porter Hall 4300
10. show schedule June 12
11. cancel 15-731 in/at 5409 June 12 l:30pm to 3:00pm
12. June 12 cancel class 15-731 at 1:30 in 5409
13. show schedule June 8
f

14. show airlines schedule Pgh to Chicago
15. show airline schedule Pgh to Chicago June 8
16. reservation June 8 to Chicago Flight #192 at 8:10pm
17. June 9 cancel flight 54 at 7:00pm
18. show <flight schedule> chicago to new york June 9
19. schedule Flight #103 11:00pm CHI to New York June 9
20. show schedule June 9
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.

June 9 lunch 12:00pm - l:00pm with VC at VC Inc.
June 9 12:00pm - l:00pm at VC Incorporated
June 9 lunch at VC Incorporated 12:00pm - l:00pm
June 7 LISP tutorial 10:00am - 11:00am
show schedule June 7

26. June 7 PRODIGY meeting with Craig 2:00pm - 3:00pm
27. show schedule june 7
28. June 7 User studies lab with Jill 3:00pm -4:00pm
29. June 7 dinner with allen 6:00pm
30. June 8 show schedule
31. June 8 Seminar subject "Story Understanding and Generation"
Session 3.
1. june 8 show calendar
2. June 8 cancel from CMU to AISYS
3. show June 7 calendar
4. June 7 10:00am - 11:00am LISP tutorial in Room 8220
5. June 7 show calendar
6. June 7 10:00am - 11:00am LISP TUTORIAL in Room 8220
7. June 7 show calendar
8. June 7 change meeting 3:00pm - 4:00pm in user studies lab to 3:00pm - 4:30pm
9. June 8 show calendar
10. June 8 2:30pm - 3:00pm with John about Speech research
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11. June 8 leave CMU <for> Airport 8:30pro
12. June 7 cancel meeting with Allen user studies lab 5:00pm - 6:00pm
13. June 9 change meeting with Craig <on> prodigy <at> 2:00 - 3:00 pm to 3:00pm 4:00pro
14. department meeting June 7 2:00pro - 3:00pro
15. cancel dinner with Allen 6:00pm June 7
16. Meeting 9:00arn - 10:00am with Jill in user studies lab June 8
17. show schedule June 9
18. show flight schedule june 9
19. meeting with Roger 10:00am - 12:00pro <University of Chicago> June 9
20. meeting at Columbia University with Mike June 10 10:00arn - 1:00pm

Session 4
1. show calendar June 8
2. meeting with John 10:30am - 11:30am June 8
3. meeting with John 8:30am - 9:30am June 8
4. change Speech research meeting with John to meeting with Jaime 2:00pm 3:00pro June 8
5. show calendar June 8
6. topic of meeting with Jairne 2:00pro - 3:00pm unknown
7. subject of meeting with Jairne 2:00pro - 3:00pm delete subject
8. show flight schedule June 9
9. cancel flight #103 June 9 CHI - NY
10. show calendar June 9
11. show flight schedule june 9
12. change CHI flight from #103 to#71 at 8:05pro June 9
13. cancel flight #103 June 9
14. schedule flight #71 CHI to NY at 8:05 pm June 9
15. change lunch with Andy from 12:00 to 12:30 prn June 8
16. change lunch with andy to 12:30 pm June 9
17. change lunch with andy on June 8 from 12:00prn to 12:30pm - l:30pm
18. change lunch with <VC Inc> June 9 from 12:00pro - l:00pm to 12:00pro - 4:00
Inn
19. show june 9 calendar
20. dinner with roger June 9 5:00pro - 7:00pro
21. show calendar June 12
22. financial meeting at AISYS 10:00am - 11:30am june 12
23. meeting with craig 12:00pm - l:00pm June 12
24. change meeting June 8 3:00pro - 4:30pro in User studies lab to June 12 3:00pm 4:30pro in user study lab
25. show calendar june 8
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26. dinner with tom june 8 6:00pro
Session 5
1. show <flights> June 11
2. show flight schedule June 10
3. cancel flight #115 June 11
4. flight #115 June 10
5. show calendar June 10
6. change meeting June 10 at Columbia with Mike 10:00am -1:00 pm to 10:00am 11:30am
7. lunch with Bob June 10 at 12:00pro
8. show calendar June 11
9. meeting with Jaime June 11 1l:00am - 12:00pro
10. Cancel meeting with Roger June 9 10:00am - 12:00pm
11. show calendar for June 12
12. LISP tutorial 9:00am - 10:00am June 12
13. financial meeting June 12 10:00am - 1l:30am <at> CMU
14. show calendar June 13
15. meeting with Andy 10:00am -1 l:00am in Room 7220 June 13
16. Speech Project in Room 7220 June 13 1l:00am17. Room 7220 ll:00am - 12:00pm Speech Project
18. show June 13 calendar

12:00pm

19. June 13 COGSCI Seminar in 5409 12:00pm - l:30pm <with> Anderson <not>
Newell
Session 6
1. show June 12 calendar
2. move LISP TUTORIAL class from June 12 9:00am - 10:00am to June 13 9:00am

-10:00am
3. change LISP Tutorial from June 12 to June 13 9:00am - 10:00am
4. change lunch with Craig June 12 to 12:00pro- l:30pm
5. cancel Meeting with Andy June 13
6. June 12 change Meeting in User Studies Lab 3:00pm - 4:30pro to Office
7. AI Seminar Drew McDermott 2:00pro - 3:00pro "Non-Monotonic Logics" June
12
8. June 13 ll:00am - 12:00pro Speech Project change to 8220
9. show June 21 calendar
10. LUnch June 21 with Bob 12:00pro
11. show flight schedule June 21
12. flight #250 8:00am June 21
13. June 21 meeting with Mike at Columbia 11:00
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14. show June 21 calendar
15. show flight schedule June 21
16. flight #265 June 21

Session 7
1. Speech project meeting June 13 in 7220
2. June 13 speech project meeting in 8220 changed to 7220
3. show flight schedule June 14
4. show June 14 schedule
5. show flight schedule June 14
6. change flight #250 June 14 to flight #616 June 14
7. change meeting at Columbia with Mike to 9:00am - 10:00am June 14
8. lunch June 14 at 12:00pm with Richard not Bob
9. show calendar June 15
10. leave CMU to AISYS June 15 at 11:00am
11. financial meeting June 15 at 12:00pm
12. June 15 Natural Language Interfaces seminar Room 5409 at 9:00am to 10:30am
with Jaime
13. Natural Language Interfaces seminar with Jaime on June 15 9:30am - 10:30am in
5409
14. show schedule June 15
15. Natural Language Interfaces seminar wi_ Jaime in 5409 9:30am - 10:30am June
15
16. cancel AI seminar June 16 10:00am - 11:00am
17. show flight schedule June 16
18. flight #86 to Chicago June 16
19. flight # 11 to Pittsburgh June 17
20. show calendar June 17
21.15-731 class June 19 in room 7220 l:30pm - 3:00pm
22. show calendar June 19
23. change 15 731 class June 19 l:30pm - 3:00pm to 7220
24. Move 15-731 class on June 19 at l:30pm- 3:00pm from 5409 to 7220
25. change class on June 19 at l:30pm - 3:00pm to room 7220
Session 8
1. show calendar June 15
2. change June 15 seminar at 9:30am to/ill
3. show calendar June 16
4. leave AISYS for CMU at 2:30pro June 16
5. LISP tutorial class June 16 3:00pm - 4:00prn
6. show flight schedule June 17
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7. cancel flight #11 June 17
8. flight # 16 at 8:20pm June 17
9. show calendar June 19
10. meeting with Craig 10:00am - 11:00am June 19
11. meeting June 19 with Craig at 10:00am about Prodigy
12. Prodigy meeting with Craig at 10:00am on June 19
13. cancel meeting with Craig June 19 at 10:00am
14. Prodigy meeting with Craig on June 19 at 10:00am - 11:00am
15. show calendar June 19
16. Lunch June 19 at 12:00pm with Tom
17. meeting at 10:00am - 11:00am with Andy on June 20
18. show calendar June 20
19. financial meeting with VC at station square 2:00pm - 3:00pm June 20
20. show June 22 calendar
21. cancel natural language interfaces seminar at 9:30am on June 22
22. AI seminar" Explanational based reasoning" 4:00pm - 5:30pm with Mitchell June
22
Session 9
1. show June 15 calendar
2. change Natural Language Interfaces seminar at 9:30am to AI seminar at same
<time>
3. cancel LISP tutorial June 16 at 3:00pm
4. June 19 15-731 class move to 5409 same time
5. change class 15-731 June 19 from 7220 to 5409 at l:30pm
6. show June 20 calendar
7. change meeting with Andy from office to 7220 June 20 at 10:00am
8. show calendar June 21
9. lunch with Tom June 21
10. show calendar June 23
11. show flight schedule June 23
12. flight #458 to NY at 6:55pm June 23
13. June 24 show calendar
14. show flight schedule June 24
15. flight #115 4:00pm to Pgh June 24
16. meeting with Mike 10:00am - 12:prn June 24
17. meeting with Mike June 24 at 10:00am - 12:00pm
18. Dinner June 24 with Allen
19. show calendar June 22
20. June 22 User Studies Lab 10:00am - 11:00am Jill
21. June 22 change AI seminar with Mitchell to Craig on Prodigy 4:00pm - 5:00pm
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B.8. Utterances

from User 10

Session 1
1. The speech project meeting on June 6 <will last until> 11:30
2. Cancel the June 5 meeting with John about speech research
3. Set up a meeting on June 7 at 7:00 PM at AISys
4. Arrange a meeting on June 8 from 12 to 1:30 for lunch with Andy
5. Set up a meeting 12:00 to 1:30 PM on June 8 with Andy
6. Set up a meeting 12 to 1:30 on June 8 with Andy at <the Faculty Dining Room>
7. _ve
for> meeting at AISys on June 8 at 4:00 <instead of> 3:00
8. Leave at 4:00 on June 8 for meeting at AISys
9. Go to AISys on June 8 at 4:00
10. View schedule
11. <Do not go> to AISys on June 8 at 3:00 PM
12. Cancel 3:00 PM on June 8 to AISys
13. view schedule
14. Cancel Saturday June 10 AISys
15. Meet Dad <for> dinner June 11 at 6:00 PM
16. Dinner June 11 6:30 PM with Dad
17. Dinner with Dad June 11 at 6:30 PM at Poll's
18. Change June 11 NY to Pittsburgh flight to leave NY about 6:15 PM
19. view airline schedule June 11 NY to Pittsburgh
20. Change June 11 NY to Pittsburgh from flight 82 to flight 265
21. Change from flight 82 to flight 265 on June 11 NY to Pittsburgh
22. Change flight 82 to flight 265 on June 11
23. view airline schedule June 11 NY to Pittsburgh
24. Change flight 82 to flight 115 on June 11
25. Change <room> of June 6 Cogsci seminar to 7220
26. Change June 6 Cogsci seminar to Well 7220
27. view schedule June 8
28. schedule meeting with Allen June 11 10:30 to 11:30
29. schedule meeting with allen on June 8 at 10:30 PM in <his office>
30. schedule meeting with allen on June 8 at 10:30 AM in Well 5216
Session 2
1. On June 6 change Cogsci Seminar speaker to Van Lehn
2. Schedule meeting with Jill Larkin June 6 3:00 - 4:00 in Room 4300
3. Schedule meeting with Jill Larkin on June 6 in Porter Hall 4300
4. Change June 6 meeting with Jill l.arkin to Porter Hall 4300
5. cancel June 12 1:00 class 15-731
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6. view airline schedule
7. schedule flight 192 Pittsburgh to Chicago on June 8
8. Change flight 54 June 9 to flight 103
9. Change June 9 lunch at Station Square to VC Incoxporated
10. schedule June 7 lisp tutorial class 10:00 - 11:00 am
11. Schedule PRODIGY meeting June 7 <at> 2:00 - 3:00 PM with Craig
12. Schedule meeting June 7 3:00 - 4:00 PM with Jill in <the User Studies Lab>
13. Schedule dinner June 7 at 6:00 PM with Allen
14. <Add> subject "Story Understanding and Generation" to June 8 Natural
Language Interfaces Seminar
15. Subject of June 8 Natural Language Seminar is "Story Understanding and
Generation"
Session 3
1. Cancel June 8 meeting at AISys
2. Cancel June 8 meeting at 2:00 at AISys
3. Cancel June 8 at 2:00 at AISys
4. Lisp Tutorial Class on June 7 at 10:00 am <is in> Room 8220
5. June 7 meeting with Jill at 3:00 will last until 4:30 PM
6. Schedule meeting on June 8 at 2:00 - 3:00 PM with John about speech research
7. <Leave for> airport at 8:30 PM on June 8
8. Cancel June 7 meeting at 5:00 with allen
9. Change June 9 meeting with Craig to 3:00 - 4:00 PM
10. Schedule June 7 department meeting at 2:00 - 3:00 PM
11. Cancel June 7 dinner with Allen
12. Schedule meeting June 8 with Jill 9:00 - 10:00 am in User Studies Lab
13. Schedule meeting June 9 10:00 - 12:00 <noon> with Roger at <the University of
Chicago>
14. Schedule meeting June 10 10:00 am- 1:00 PM with Mike at Columbia University
Session 4
1. view June 8 schedule
2. schedule June 8 4:30 - 5:30 PM meeting with John
3. cancel June 8 4:30 meeting with John
4. schedule June 8 meeting with John at 8:30 a.m.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Change June 8 meeting with John to Jaime
change June 8 meeting at 2:00 to Jaime
change June 8 meeting at 8:30 to John
view airline schedule

9. change June 9 flight 103 to flight 71
10. Change June 8 lunch with andy to 12:30 PM
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11. June 9 lunch with VC will last until 4:00 PM
12. view schedule june 9
13. schedule June 9 dinner with roger at 6:00 PM
14. view schedule June 9
15. Schedule meeting June 12 10:00 - 11:30 with AISYS about finances
16. schedule June 12 meeting with Craig 12:00 to i:00 PM
17. view schedule june 12
18. Move June 8 meeting with Jill to June 12 3:00 - 4:30 PM
19. view schedule june 8
20. schedule dinner with tom at 7:00 PM on June 8

Session 5
1. view airline schedule June 11
2. view schedule june 9
3. view schedule june 10
4. view airline schedule june 10
5. change June 11 flight 115 to June 10 flight 115
6. Change flight 115 from June 11 to June 10
7. appointment with Mike on June 10 will last until 11:30 AM
8. schedule lunch with Bob at 12:00 on June 10
9. view schedule june 11
10. schedule meeting with Jairne June 11 11:00 - 12:00 AM
11. cancel June 9 meeting with Roger
12. view schedule june 12
13. schedule lisp tutorial class 9:00 - 10:00 on June 12
14. move June 12 financial meeting from AISys to CMU
15. schedule meeting June 13 from 10 to 11 AM with Andy in Room 7220
16. schedule speech project meeting June 13 11-12 in Room 7220
17. Speaker at June 13 Cogsci seminar <will be> Anderson not Newel]
18. change June 13 cogsci seminar speaker to Anderson
Session 6
1. view schedule june 12
2. Change June 12 lunch with Craig to 12:30 - 1:30 PM
3. Cancel June 13 meeting with Andy
4. view schedule june 13
5. schedule lisp tutorial class June 12 9 - 10
6. schedule lisp tutorial class June 13 9-10
7. view schedule june 12
8. schedule AI seminar by Drew McDemaott June 12 <on the topic of> NonMonotonic Logics 2-3
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9. Schedule June 12 2-3 PM AI seminar with Drew McDermott <on Non-Monotonic

Logics>
10. Schedule June 12 2-3 PM AI seminar with Drew McDermott <on the subject of
Non-Monotonic Logics>
11. Schedule June 12 2-3 PM AI seminar by Drew McDermott about <Non-Monotic
Logics>
12. Schedule June 12 2-3 AI seminar with Drew McDermott about <Non-Monotonic

Logics>
13. Move June 12 meeting with Jill to office
14. Move June 13 speech project meeting to 8220
15. view schedule june 21
16. view airline schedule june 21
17. schedule June 21 flight 250
18. schedule June 21 meeting with Mike at Columbia at 11:00
19. schedule June 21 lunch meeting with Bob at 12:30
20. schedule June 21 meeting with Bob at 12:30 at Metropolitan Museum <of> Art
21. view airline schedule June 21
22. schedule June 21 flight 265
Session 7
1. Change June 13 speech meeting to Room 7220
2. June 13 meeting at 11:00 <is with the> Speech Project
3. view airline schedule june 14
4. change june 14 flight 250 to flight 616
5. view schedule june 14
6. change june 14 meeting with mike to 9-10 AM
7. change june 14 lunch from Bob to Richard
8. view schedule june 15
9. view schedule june 14
10. Go to AISys at 11:00 June 15
11. schedule meeting june 15 at noon about finances
12. view schedule june 15
13. june 15 meeting at noon <is at> AISys
14. june 15 natural language seminar speaker is Jaime
15. Jaime <will speak at> the june 15 natural language seminar
16. view schedule june 15
17. Change speaker <at> June 15 Natural Language seminar to Jaime
18. cancel june 16 ai seminar
19. view schedule june 16
20. view airline schedule june 16
21. schedule flight 192 on June 16
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22. schedule flight 11 on June 17
23. view schedule june 19
24. change june 19 class to room 7220

Session 8
1. Change June 15 Natural Language Seminar speaker to Jill
2. view schedule June 16
3.
4.
5.
6.

_avc AISys at 2:30 on June 16 <to return> to CMU
Schedule Lisp Tutorial Class June 16 3-4 PM
view schedule june 17
view airline schedule

7. change june 17 from flight 11 to flight 16
8. Change from flight 11 to flight 16 on June 17
9. Change June 17 flight 11 to flight 16
10. schedule meeting on June 19 from 10-11 am with Craig about Prodigy
11. schedule lunch with Tom at noon on June 19
12.
13.
14.
15.

schedule meeting with Andy from 10-11 am on June 20
schedule meeting on June 20 2-3 pm at Station Square with VC about Finance
cancel
natural language seminar on June 22
schedule ai seminar with Mitchell 4-5 pm June 22 about Explanation Based
Reasoning

Session 9
1. Change June 15 Natural Language Seminar to AI Seminar
2. cancel June 16 lisp tutorial class
3. Change June 19 class to room 5409
4. meeting with Andy on June 20 is in room 7220
5. schedule lunch with Tom on June 21
6. view airline schedule
7. schedule
8. schedule
9. schedule
10. schedule

flight 458 on June 23
flight 115 on June 24
meeting on June 24 10-12 am with Mike
dinner June 24 with Allen

11. schedule meeting June 22 10-11 am with Jill in the User Studies Lab
12. change June 22 ai seminar speaker to Craig about Prodigy
13. June 22 ai seminar speaker is Craig speaking about prodigy
14. Change June 22 AI seminar speaker to craig
15. change June 22 ai seminar subject to Prodigy

Performance
Measurements
forUserData
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Appendix C
Performance Measurements for User Data
This appendix contains the raw data upon which much of the discussion in Chapter 9 is
based. All data reflect CHAMP's performance on the user's utterances. Thus, data
presented for users in adaptive conditions in the hidden-operator experiments (Users 1, 2,
3, 4, 5, and 7) reflect the modifications discussed in Section 9.1.1. The reader is
encouraged to review that section before continuing.

C.1.Usersin Hidden-operatorExperiments
A summary is presented for each user who participated in the hidden-operator
experiments. The meaning of each abbreviation is explained below:
S#

the session number. A star next to the number indicates that the
supplementary instructions to work quickly were given at the
beginning of that session.

Utt

the number of utterances after modification. After breaking them
apart, k conjunctive phrases count as k sentences.

New[raw]

the number of derived components learned by CHAMP during the
session. The measure includes neither components added by hand to
compensate
for differences
between
the
simulation
and
implementation (see Add, below) nor instances of non-deviant
learning (see L0, below). The first number takes competition
relations into consideration, while the bracketed number shows the
raw count. Thus, "3[6]" means that six components were derived as
three competition pairs.

Add

the number of utterances after which extra grammar components
were added by hand. Additions not marked by "(F)" represent
learning at Deviation-level 0 (new instances, abbreviations, or
permanent spelling colons).

Rem

the number of components removed by a resolved competition.

Int

the number of utterances requiring some kind of interference (other
than Add) to compensate for differences between the simulation and
implementation.

Dff

the number of utterances accepted by the hidden-operator but rejected
by CHAMP.
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L0

the number of components derived at Deviation-level 0 (new
instances, abbreviations, or permanent spelling corrections).
Data for users in the hidden-operator experiments also include a breakdown of the
masons for interferences (see Figure 9-1 for a discussion of each category). In this
measure,
a sentence
may bc countedmore thanonceifitcontains
more thanone typeof
interference.
If,forcxarnplc,
a sentence
contained
a bracketed
Icxical
extension
and a
substitution
ofconcrete
tirnc
forrelative
timethenitwouldbe countedonlyonceinthe
"Int" column of the summary, but once undereach of "Icxical
extension"and
"implemented semantics" in the interference breakdown.
Instances
ofacceptance
during
thesimulation
thatresulted
inrejection
forCHAMP arc
presented
afartheinterference
breakdown.
Inthistable,
"hidden-operator"
error
refers
to occasions
when CHAMP correctly
rejects
an utterance
thatthe hidden-operator
accepted.
Thus,thenumber ofsentences
CHAMP shouldhaveunderstood
butcouldnot
doesnotinclude
thatnumber.
To computethenumber of new constructions
per learning
opportunity
(asshown in
Figures9-2 through9-5),wc add the number of derivedcomponentsconsidering
competition
relations
tothenumberofsentences
a_ftcr
whichnon-zero-level
learning
was
added(Add(F)).
To computethenumberofunparsablc
sentences
underCHAMP, wc add
thenumber unparsablc
underthesimulation
tothenumber inDif.Thismeans thatthe
number ofutterances
sccnby CHAMP duringa particular
session
QUit)isequaltothe
number of opporumifies
plusthenumber of unparsable
utterances
forCHAMP minus
Add(F).
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forUser Data
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C.1.1. Data forUser I
Summary
S#
Un
1
9
2
15
3
16
4
20
5*
13
6
11
7
15
8
13
9
15
127

New[raw] Add
7 [7]
0
4[4]
0
3 [3]
0
1 [1]
0
3 [3]
1
2 [2]
0
4 [4]
0
3 [3]
1(F)
4 [5]
0
31 [32]
2

Interference Breakdown
Reason for interference
unimplementeA semantics
relative->concrete time (5)
change to concept definition (2)
redundancy
day ofweek (!)
other (2)
conjunction
lexical extension problem
forced rejections
forced acceptances
Differences Breakdown
Reason for difference
hidden-operator error
constructive inference
single segment assumption
inference capabilities

Rein
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

In._3t
3
7
2
6
4
3
3
6
4
38

__Dif
0
0
1
0
0
1
1
2
0
5

%utterances
7/127 (6%)

3/127 (2%)

16/127
11/127
1/127
3/127

( 13%)
(8%)
(1%)
(2%)

%utterances
2/127 (2%)
1/127 (1%)
1/127 (1%)
1/127 (1%)

New constructions/opportunity
for learning & unparsable utterances
S_## CHAMP
hidden-op
un/C
un/h:o
1
7/9 (.78)
4/9 (.44)
0
0
2
4/14 (.29)
7/14 (.50)
1
1
3
3/12 (.25)
2/13 (.15)
4
3
4
1/19 (.05)
3/17 (.18)
1
1
5*
4/13 (.31)
3/11 (.27)
0
0
6
2/10(.20)
5/II (.45)
1
0
7
5/13 (.38)
2/14 (.14)
2
1
8
3/11 (.27)
2/9 (.22)
3
1
9
4/15 (.27)
0/14 (.00)
__0
0_
12/127 (9%)
7/119 (6%)

L__0
1
11
5
3
1
2
1
1
0
25
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C.1_.. Data for User 2
Summary
S#
1
2
3
4
5
6
7*
8
9

Utt
17
17
13
20
17
16
16
12
16
1_

New[raw] Add
9 [10]
3(F)
6 [ 6]
3(F)
4[ 6]
0
3[ 3]
0
2[ 2]
0
2[ 3]
0
11 [14]
0
1[ 1]
0
2[ 2]
0
40 [47]
6

Interference Breakdown
Reason for interference
unirnplemented semantics
relative->concrete time (9)
change to concept definition (2)
redundancy
day of week (6)
other (6)
conjunction
lexical extension problem
forced rejections
Differences Breakdown
Reason for difference
hidden-operator error
constructive inference
single segrnem assumption

Rem
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
_

In_At
9
11
3
7
4
3
5
4
3
49

Dif
3
4
0
2
1
0
1
0
0
1_

%utterances
11/144 (8%)

12/144 (8%)

8/144 (6%)
23/1 44 (16%)
2/144 (1%)
% utterances
3/144 (2%)
4/144 (3%)
4/144 (3%)

New constructions/opportunity for learning & unparsable utterances
S#
CHAMP
hidden-op
un/C
ma/h-o
1
12/13 (.92)
13/15 (.87)
5
2
2
6/11 (.55)
13/13 (1.00)
7
3
3
4/13 (.31)
3/13 (.23)
0
0
4
3/17 (.18)
4/18 (.22)
3
1
5
2/16 (.13)
2/17 (.12)
1
0
6
2/16(.13)
2/16(.13)
0
0
7*
11/14 (.79)
6/15 (.40)
2
1
8
1112(.08)
1/11 (.09)
0
0
9
2/16 (.13)
1/15 (.07)
_0
0_
18/144 (13%)
7/140 (5%)

L0
3
5
7
3
1
1
1
4
1
26

Performano_
MeasurementsforUserData
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C.1_3. Data for User 3
Summary
S#
Utt
T1--5
2
16
3
16
4
18
5
13
6
14
7*
16
8
15
9
16
13"8

New[raw] Ad_..dd
- 9 [10]
0
8 [14]
1
11 [17]
I(F)
7112]
0
5 [ 8]
0
2 [ 3]
0
7 [11]
0
6[ 6]
0
_
0
57 [87]
2

Interference Breakdown
Reason for interference
unirnplemented semantics
relative->eoncrete time (4)
change to concept definition (1)
redundancy
day of week (3)
conjunction
lexical extension problem
forced acceptances
Differences Breakdown
Reason for difference
hidden-operator error
constructive inference
single segment assumption

Rem
0
0
5
4
2
0
1
0
4
16

In_.__t
6
5
7
8
3
2
4
6
1
41

Dif
5
6
1
0
0
2
2
2
0_.
18

% utterances
5/139 (4%)

3/138 (2%)
7/138 (5%)
29/138 (21%)
4/138 (3%)
% utterances
11138 (1%)
8/138 (6%)
9/138 (7%)

New constructions/opportunity
for learning & unparsable utterances
S#
CHAMP
hidden-op
_
un/h-o
T"
916 (1.50)
8/11 (.73)
9
4
2
8/9 (.89)
11/15(.73)
7
1
3
12/13 (.92)
7/13 (.54)
4
3
4
7/16 (.44)
7/15 (.47)
2
2
5
5/13 (.38)
4/13 (.31)
0
0
6
2/11 (.18)
5/13 (.38)
3
1
7*
7/13 (.54)
4/15 (.27)
3
1
8
6/11 (.55)
3/10 (.30)
4
2
9
2/15 (.13)
1/15 (.07)
0
0
32/138 (23%) 14/134 (11%)

L0
1
7
5
3
1
0
0
0
1
18
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C.1.4. Data for User 4
Summary
S#
Utt
1
16
2
20
3
12
4
16
5
12
6*
13
7
16
8
11
9
14
130

New[raw] Add
7 [ 9]
2(F)
11 [18]
1
4 [ 5]
0
0 [ 0]
0
2 [ 2]
0
4 [ 4]
0
0 [ 0]
0
0 [ 0]
0
3 [ 3]
0
31 [41]
3

Interference Breakdown
Reason for interference
unirnplemented semantics
relative->concrete time (13)
change to concept definition (4)
redundancy
day of week (127)
other (1)
lexical extension problem
forced rejections
forced acceptances
Differences Breakdown
Reason for difference
hidden-operator error
constructive inference
single segment assumption

Rem
0
2
3
0
0
0
0
0
0
5

Int
13
20
12
16
12
13
16
11
14
130

Dif
3
1
0
2
0
0
1
1
0
8

%utterances
17/130 (13%)

127/130 (98%)

21/130 (16%)
2/130 (2%)
9/130 (7%)
% utterances
1/130 (1%)
4/130 (3%)
3/130 (2%)

New constructions/opportunity
for learning & unparsable utterances
S..#.# CHAMP
hidden-op
un]C
un/h-o
1
9/12 (.75)
11/14 (.79)
5
2
2
11/15 (.73)
10/16 (.63)
5
4
3
4/12 (.33)
1/12 (.08)
0
0
4
0/13 (.00)
1/15 (.07)
3
1
5
2/12 (.17)
0/12 (.00)
0
0
6*
4/13 (.31)
2/13 (.15)
0
0
7
0/15 (.00)
3/16 (.19)
1
0

8

0/9 (.00)

2/10(.20)

9

3/14 (.21)

2/14 (.14)

2
_0
16/130 (12%)

1
0_
8/130 (6%)

L0
2
7
5
4
3
2
1
1
1
26
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C.1.5. Data for User 5
Summary
S_.##
1
2
3

Utt
11
14
13
38

New[raw] Add
5[ 5]
0
5[ 5]
0
10 [12]
2
20 [22]
2

Interference Breakdown
Reason for interference
redundancy
day of week (10)
other (2)
lexical extension problem
forced rejections
forced acceptances
Differences Breakdown
Reason for difference
hidden-operator error
constructive inference
single segment assumption
inference capabilities

Rem
0
0
0
0

hat
"5
7
8
20

Dif
_
4
0
8

% utterances
12/38 (32%)

11/38 (29%)
1/38 (3%)
1/38 (3%)
%utterances
1/38 (3%)
3/38 (8%)
3/38 (8%)
1/38 (3%)

New constructions/opportunity
for learning & unparsable utterances
S_.## CHAMP
.hidden-op
un/C
un/h-o
1
5/3 (1.67)
3/7 (.43)
8
4
2
5/9 (.56)
12/13 (.92)
5
1
3
11/13 (.85)
6/12 (.50)
1
1
14/38 (37%)
6/38 (16%)

L0
3
8
11
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C.1.6. Data for User 7
Summary
S#
1
2
3
4
5

Utt
19
19
14
16
12
80

New[raw] Add
10114]
3(F)
11 [11]
3(F)
8111]
0
3[ 3]
0
3[ 3]
__0
35 [42]
6

Interference Breakdown
Reason for interference
implemented semantics
relative->concrete time (2)
redundancy
day of week (2)
other (2)
lexical extension problem
forced acceptances
Differences Breakdown
Reason for difference
hidden-operator error
constructive inference
single segment assumption

Rem
0
0
4
2
_2
8

Int
3
8
3
3
_2
19

Dff
4
4
0
1
1
10

% utterances
2180 (3%)
4/80 (5%)

13/80 (16%)
3/80 (4%)
% utterances
2/80 (3%)
5/80 (6%)
3/80 (4%)

New constructionsopportunity
for learning & unparsable utterances
S#
CHAMP
hidden-op
un/C
un/h-o
1
13/13 (1.00)
15/14 (1.07)
9
5
2
14/12 (1.17)
12/15 (.80)
8
4
3
8/12 (.67)
3/12 (.25)
2
2
4
3/15 (.20)
3/16 (.19)
1
0
5
3/11 (.27)
3/12 (.25)
1
0
21/80 (26%)
11/80 (14%)

L0
2
4
9
2
1
18
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Experiments

Some preprocessing of the hidden-operator data was necessary to recreate the
conditions of the protocol as closely as possible given the differences between the
simulation and the implementation. Since the pmprocessing affected the values for some
measures that are of general interest, those values were not computed for the hiddenoperator data, but were computed for the on-line users.
The data for on-line users includes two summaries: a general summary and a summary
of 1emotingmeasures. Abbreviations relevant to the summaries are explained below:
S#

,

Utt

the session number. A star next to the number indicates that the
supplementary instructions to work quickly were given at the
beginning of that session.
the total number of utterances for the session.

Ace

the total number of utterances accepted for the session.

@0

the number of acceptances without error recovery.

@1

the number of acceptances at Deviation-level 1.

@2

the number of acceptanes at Deviation-level 2.

Rej(p/r)

the number of utterances rejected by Parse/Recovery.

Rej(res)
LE

the number of utterances rejected during Resolution.
the number of utterances in which lexical extensions were bracketed
by the experimenter before the sentence was passed to CHAMP.

LO

the number of components derived at Deviation-level
instances, abbreviations, or permanent spelling corrections).

Raw

the number of grammatical
recovery and adaptation.

w/Comp

the raw values adjusted to take competition into consideration.

Boot

short for "boot,swapping," the number of accepted utterances for
which all explanations required at least one learned constituent (the
constituent may have been learned at Deviation-level 0).

Boot+

the number of instances of learning that relied on bootstrapping.

components

0 (new

derived through error

In the breakdown of rejections given after the summary, the row labelled
"experimenter" indicates the number of rejections caused by the experimenter missing a
lexical extension. The row labelled "user" indicates the number of rejections caused by
the user when CHAMP co_y
parsed the sentence but the user misunderstood the
stimuli or changed her mind.
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C.2.1. Data for User 9
Summary
S#
Utt

Acc

T-

3---2 1---7

2
3
4
5*
6
7
8
9

31
20
26
19
16
25
22
21
21""2

22
20
19
18
15
21
20
19
17"-]'

_

@1

._

Rej(1)/r) Rej(res) L__E_E LO

8

4

5

s

7

7

3

15
16
19
14
12
21
20
16
14-"1'

5
2
0
3
2
0
0
3
19

2
2
0
1
1
0
0
0
1_

8
0
4
0
1
2
0
2
25

1
0
3
1
9
2
2
0
16

1
3
1
3
0
0
0
1
16

9
5
4
2
2
2
1
0
28

Breakdown of Rejections
Reason for rejection
deviance or resolution-time conflict
deviance (unreachable)
recovery-time constraints
experimenter
user
Average number of states
S#
Accept@ 0
10.-75(86/8)
2
33.40 (501/15)
3
75.31 (1205/16)
4
77.89 (1480/19)
5*
51.50 (721/14)
6
73.67 (884/12)
7
70.14 (1473/21)
8
57.95 (1159/20)
9
90.81 (1453/16)

% utterances
23/212 (11%)
5/212 (2%)
6/212 ( 3%)
3/212 (1%)
4/212 (2%)

examined (states/utterances), by session
Accept@ 1
Accept@ 2
Reie_
79.00 (316/4)
201.80 (1009/5)
281.73 (4226/15)
202.40 (1012/5)
575.00 (1150/2)
237.11 (2134/9)
150.00 (300/2)
1427.50 (2855/2)
0.00 (
0/0)
0.00 (
0/0)
0.00 (
0/0)
275.71 (1930/7)
247.00 (741/3)
458.00 (458/1)
297.00 (297/1)
675.00 (1350/2)
456.00 (456/1)
1584.00 (1584/1)
0.00 (
0/0)
0.00 (
0/0)
284.00 (1136/4)
0.00 (
0/0)
0.00 (
0/0)
180.00 (360/2)
665.67 (1997/3)
0.00 (
0/0)
382.50 ( 765/2)

Average number of seconds in Parse/Recovery (seconds/utterances), by session
S#
Accept@0
Accept@ 1
Accept@2
Reieet
T"
1.69 (8.73/8)
4.-82 (19.29/4)
9.33 (46.65/5)
15.39 (230.88/15)
2
1.90 (2830/15)
9.16 (45.81/5)
17.84 (35.68/2)
17.42 (156.74/9)
3
3.79 (60.65/16)
7.35 (14.69/2)
261.84 (523.68/2)
0.00 (0.00/0)
4
4.37 (82.97/19)
0.00 (0.00/0)
0.00 (0.00/0)
26.92 (188.47/7)
5*
3.79 (52.99/14)
13.13 (39.40/3)
67_51 (67_51/1)
24.26(24.26/1)
6
4.03 (48.36/12)
54.15 (108.29/2)
30.29 (30.29/1) 394.65 (394.65/1)
7
3_50 (73.47/21)
0.00 (0.00/0)
0.00 (0.00/0)
22.79 (91.14/4)
8
3.07 (61.40/20)
0.00 (0.00/0)
0.00 (0.00/0)
14.19 (28.37/2)
9
3.11 (49.77/16)
46.51 (139.53/3)
0.00 (0.00/0)
17.13 (34.29/2)
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Average number of roots (roots/utterances), by session
S#
After Parse/Recovery
After Resolution
1
0.96 (23/24)
1.06 (18/17)
2
2.04 (47/23)
1.23 (27/22)
3
2.35 (47/20)
1.50 (30/20)
4
1.77 (39/22)
1.32 (25/19)
5*
2.32 (44/19)
1.33 (24/18)
6
3.93 (59/15)
1.93 (29/15)
7
2.13 (49/23)
1.57 (33/21)
8
1.95 (43/22)
1.40 (28/20)
9
2.74 (52/19)
1_58(30/19)
Worst ease Parse/Recovery: Session 4, after P/R=60 roots, after Resoluti0n=0 roots
Worst case Resolution: Session 6, after P/R=20 roots, after Resolution=12 roots
Summary of learning
S._##
Raw
1
16/17 (.94)
2
14/22 (.64)
3
7/20 (.35)
4
0/19 (.00)
5*
5/18 (.28)
6
6/15 (.40)
7
0/21 (.00)
8
0/20 (.00)
9
5/19 (.26)

w/Comp
14/17 (.82)
10/22 (.45)
6/20 (.30)
0/19 (.00)
5/18 (.28)
4/15 (.27)
0/21 (.00)
0/20 (.00)
3/19 (.16)

Rein
2
3
1
0
0
0
0
0
0

Boot
6
19
19
18
16
12
20
19
17

% of accepted utterances understood via previous learning: 146/171 (85%)
% of learning episodes that relied on bootstrapping: 24/30 (80%)
Response-time synopsis
Utterances parsed in under 10 seconds: 164/212 (77%)
Utterances parsed between 10 and 60 seconds: 40/212 (19%)
Utterances requiring more than 60 seconds: 8/212 (4%)
Actual values > 60: (78.78, 84.78,394.65, 67.51,115.10, 388.24, 135.44, 66.49)

"Boot+
4
4
4
0
4
3
0
0
3
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Data for User 10

Summary
S#
Utt
3---0
2
15
3
14
4
20
5
18
6*
22
7
24
8
15
9
15
17"_

Acc
.@_._9_ .@_!
1"-'-6
6
5
13
I0
2
12
9
2
20
18
2
16
16
0
15
14
1
22
19
3
13
12
0
13
13
0
14""0
11"7
15'

Breakdown of Rejections
Reason for reiection
deviance or resolution-time conflict
deviance (unreachable)
maximal subsequence
single segment
inference
experimenter
user
Average number of states
S#
Accept@0
30.50 (183/6)
2
55.40 (554/10)
3
52.56 (473/9)
4
48.33 (870/18)
5
32.06 (513/16)
6*
31.21 (437/14)
7
29.68 (564/19)
8
25.83 (310/12)
9
32.31 (420/13)

@2
5
1
1
0
0
0
0
1
0
8

Rej(_/r) Rej(res) LE
8
6
8
1
I
3
0
2
3
0
0
0
2
0
1
6
1
6
1
1
4
2
0
1
2
0
0
22
1_
2._

LO
6
9
6
3
1
7
1
3
0
3-6

% utterances
8/173 (5%)
9/173 (5%)
3/173 (17%)
3/173 (17%)
3/173 (17%)
1/173 (1%)
6/173 (3%)

examined (states/utterances), by session
Accept@ 1
Accept@2
92_80 (464/5)
197.00 (985/5)
230.93 (3233/14)
224.00 (448/2)
161.00 (161/1)
67.50 (135/2)
148.50 (297/2)
1131.00 (1131/1)
38.50 (77/2)
320.00 (640/2)
0.00 (
0/0)
0.00 (
0/0)
0.00 (0/0)
0.00 (
0/0) 185.00 (370/2)
10.00 (10/1)
0.00 (
0/0)
93.14 (6527)
107.33 (622/3)
0.00 (
0/0) 169.00 (33812)
0.00 (0/0)
3295.00 (3295/1) 332.00 (664/2)
0.00 ( 0/0)
0.00 (
0/0) 203_50 ( 407/2)

Average number of seconds in parse/Recovery (seconds/utterances), by session
S#
Accept@ 0
Accept@ 1
Accept@ 2
Re iect
T"
1.33 (8.08/6)
4.42 (22.09/5)
8_65 (43.23/5)
11.92 (166.88/14)
2
2.61 (26.05/10)
7.63 (15.25/2)
8.31 (8.31/1)
5.74 (11.49/2)
3
3.40 (30.62/9)
11.06 (22.13/2)
53.87 (53.87/1)
6.41 (12.83/2)
4
2.27 (40.91/18)
14.70 (29.41/2)
0.00 (0.00/0)
0.00 (0.00/0)
1.79 (27.15/16)
0.00 (0.00/13)
0.00 (0.00/0)
18.51 (37.03/2)
*
1.29 (25.88/14)
1.29 ( 1.29/1)
0.00 ( 0.00/0) 6.95 ( 48.62/'7)
7
1.47 (27.99/19)
8_54 (25.61/3)
0.00 ( 0.00/0)
6.58 ( 13.16/2)
8
1.82 (21.79/12)
0.00 ( 0.00/0)
410.32 (410.32/1) 11.95 ( 23.89/2)
9
1.56 (20.22/13)
0.00 ( 0.00/0)
0.00 ( 0.00/t3) 10.50 ( 21.00/2)
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Average number of roots (roots/utterances), by session
S..#_# After Parse/Recovery
After Resolution
1
1.31 (29/22)
1.00 (16/16)
2
2.14 (30/14)
1.15 (15/13)
3
4.50 (63/14)
1.67 (20/12)
4
2.15 (43/20)
1.25 (25/20)
5
1.13 (18/16)
1.00 (16/16)
6*
1.75 (28/16)
1.13 (17/15)
7
1.61 (37/23)
1.18 (26/22)
8
6.00 (78/13)
1.23 (16/13)
9
1.46 (19/13)
1.00 (13/13)
Worst case Parse/Recovery: Session 8, after P/R=63 roots, after Resolution=3 roots
Worst case Resolution: Session 3, after P/R=I 1 roots, after Resolution=6 roots
Summary of learning
S__.##
Raw
1
15/16 (.94)
2
5/13 (.38)
3
6/12 (.50)
4
2/20 (.10)
5
0/16 (.00)
6*
1/15 (.07)
7
3/22 (.14)
8
4/13 (.31)
9
0/13 (.00)

w/Comp
15/16 (.94)
4/13 (.31)
4/12 (.33)
2/20 (.10)
0/16 (.00)
1/16 (.06)
3/22 (.14)
2/13 (.15)
0/13 (.00)

Rem
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0

Boot
6
11
12
20
15
15
20
13
11

% of accepted utterances understood via previous learning: 123/140 (88%)
% of learning episodes that relied on bootstrapping: 15/23 (65%)
Response-time synopsis
Utterances parsed in under 10 seconds: 157/173 (91%)
Uutterances parsed between 10 and 60 seconds: 15/173 (9%)
Utterances requiring more than 60 seconds: 1/173 (<1%)
Actual values > 60:(410.317)

Boot+
3
2
3
2
0
1
3
1
0
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